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SUMMARY 

The turbocharging of automotive sized two-stroke engines presents 

a problem to the designer due to the large range of loads and speeds 

met in service. A mechanically driven blower is usually required to 

provide a positive pressure drop across the engine at all times, thus 

providing adequate air for scavenging. 

The aim of this investigation is to consider a. combination of the 

two-stroke cycle engine, turbocharger and auxiliary combustion chamber 

as a prime mover system with a satisfactory torque characteristic and 

control system. The auxiliary combustion chamber is used for indepen-

dent control of the turbocharger. 

To this end various component combinations are described and 

assessed. Turbochargers of different builds and frame sizes have

been examined to assess the effects of turbocharger matching. 

Computerised processing for data acquisition and control has been 

used. 

Theoretical work, progressing simultaneously with the experimental 

programme, has permitted the development of simple computer programs 

to predict system performance to a good degree of accuracy. The 

programs are detailed in the appendix. 

Experimental results have been presented graphically and compared 

with those predicted by the computer programs. The work has been 

extended, by computer techni~ues, to investigate the effects of charge 

cooling, heat exchange, and torque 'tailoring' by the control of 

engine boost levels. 

The Diesel Gas Turbine is shown to provide a feasible prime 

mover system. Significant improvements of power output and torque 

characteristic have been achieved within constraints of thermal and 

mechanical loading. The system incurs penalties in specific fuel 



consumption at low speeds but these are offset, to some extent, by 

improvements at high speed. The improved torque characteristics; 

would permit the use of a simpler transmission system, together with 

the removal of the scavenge blower. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background to Investigation 

1.1.1. 

1.1.2. 

1.1.3. 

1.1.4. 

1.1.5. 

1.1.6. 

Aim of Investigation. 

Desirability of torque 'back up'. 

Comparison of engine types (2 and 4 stroke). 

Supercharging as a method of improving 

engine power output. 

Transient operation of supercharged engines. 

Turbocharging the two-stroke cycle engine. 
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1. III LJ',)du~tioll 

1.1. Background to Investigation 

1.1.1. Aim of invesUC;::Jtion 

The aim concerns the application of a combination of 

a diesel engine, turbocharger and auxiliary combustion 

chamber for road vehicle traction. Prime movers for 

vehicle traction must satisfy the following criteria:-

1. High specific output (low specific weight 

and volume). 

2. Suitable torque/speed charcteristics (rising 

torque with reducing speed). 

3. Environmental constraints (low noise and 

emission levels. 

4. Low specific fuel consumption. 

5. High reliability (infrequent ru.d cheap 

maintenance). 

6. Ease of control (good 'driveabilitY). 

The trend towards higher specific power output has 

led to rul increasing association of the diesel engine with 

turbomachinery. The individual components:- diesel 

engine, compressor, turbine and even auxiliary combustion 

chamber, have been co~bined in a number of ways from simple 

turbocharging to co~plex systems such as differential com-

pounding or the Hyperbar. Simple turbocharging is by far 

the most common and has been established practice on large 

and medium sized engines for many years. The advent of 

smaller, more efficient, turbochargers has extended the 

application to high speed diesels and nowadays the majority 

of truck engine manufacturers offer a turbocharged option. 

Legal requirements have accelerated the trend towards 

turbo charging so as to meet the minimum horsepower/ton 

2 



lcr:iclntion with cm<l.1lcr, lir:htcr, lJnHc. Th if> C<l.n, in 

turn, allow hic;hor paylo,u][; ;tnd }Ioncc [~roatcr profitability. 

There are further benefits in that turbochargers may help 

to reduce exhaust noise. For maximum payload increase, 

the turbocharged two-strol<:e engine could be favoured for 

its smaller weight and volume. 

The aim of this investigation is to examine the imp

ortant parameters of a two-stroke diesel gas turbine in 

order to improve power 0utputand low speed torque 'back up'. 

In achieving this aim it is intended to consider the 

need for a control system such that vehicle operator con

trols be kept to a minimum (throttle and transmission). 

It is also intended to remove the scavenge blower to keep 

mechanical complexity to a minimum. A conventional two-

stroke engine cannot operate without a cranl~shaft driven 

scavenge blower, which can consume up to l~~ of the output 

power at full load and rated speed. A simply turbocharged 

two-stroke would still require an auxiliary, mechanically 

driven, blower for starting and running at conditions of 

low load or low speed. 

Elimination of the scavenge blower would have further 

advantages as the Roots type blower on this engine has 

been shown to be responsible for a significant proportion 

of engine noise that had previously been thought to be a 

characteristic of a two-stroke (1). 

The use of an auxiliary combustion chamber, designed 

to increase the enthalpy of the gas at the turbine inlet, 

should assist the turbocharger in providing increased air 

flow at low engine speed. Thus 'back up' torque shou~d 

3 



be improved. Turbochnr~cr nccictnnce could nlco be rro-

vidcd nt pnrt lond operation and enc;ine ctnrt up could b0 

fncili tnted by ucinc; the LurbocllL1rc;er and nuxilinry com

bustion chamber as a self-Gustaining gas turbine, thus 

eliminating the need for a scavenge blower. 

The use of auxiliary combustion for 'torque 

tailoring', by the control of engine boost, should yield 

good torque characteristics and permit a reduction in 

transmission complexity_ By using the auxiliary com-

bustion chamber to increase turbocharger speed (hence air 

flow) on acceleration, prior to increasing engine fuelling, 

it should be possible to reduce (or eliminate) 'smoke 

plume' emission and obtain improved acceleration. 

1.1.2. Desirability of Torque 'Ba~k-up'. 

For traction applications, the drive shaft torque, T, 

required to move the vehicle is a direct function of the 

traction resistance, and can be represented by:-

T = constant x traction resistance 

= C [Ca + b)W + cV + dV
2

] 

where, 

T = torque 

C = constant (a function of wheel diameter and 

final drive ratio). 

a = a function of the gradient. 

b = a function of rolling resistance relative to 

load and tyre pressure. 

c = a f-,'nction of rolling resistance relative to 

velocity and tyre pressure. 

4 



d = a function of wind resistance relative to 

ohape and frontal area. 

W = 

V = 

vehicle weight. 

vehicle speed. 

The torque requirement for various Gradients over the 

vehicle opeed ranGe may be represented by a series of 

curves as shown in Fig. l.la. In addition to r.1D.tchinG 

these requirements the output power of the plant must be 

matched to suit three conditions:-

(a) maximum speed requirement at zero gradient; 

(b) maximum gradient starting conditions; 

(c) minimum speed acceptable on intermediate 

gradients. 

Conditions (a) and (c) are the governing conditions, 

since power transmission arrangements can be made to 

S'.lit (b). 

It is evident that conditions (a) and (c) may be met 

using a power plant delivering a constant horsepower 

throughout its speed range. Fig. l.lc. shows a torque 

curve for such a power plant, superimposed on the traction 

torque requirements. 

The power output of any plant is a direct function of 

its ability to convert an appropriate amount of energy into 

useful work, and the efficiency with which it does this. 

Power = (thermal efficiency) x (mechanical efficiency) 

x (heat energy consumption). 

Systems in which the heat energy supply is not directly 

related to the output power shaft are capable of producing 

power at a rate which is independent of the speed of the 

5 



outlnd. ohnft. Sncll ullits k1.Ve L!le nbiJ iLy to produce' 

constant power output over moet of their worl(in[,; cpeed 

range. 

The air supply (hence heat energy consumption) of the 

reciprocating internal combustion engine is directly 

related to the speed of the output shaft. 

Consequently power output rises with speed whilst 

torque remains, more or less, constant. This leads to 

an instability of operation (Fig. l.lb.) when using such 

units for vehicle traction. Stepped transmission ratios 

are used to overcome this problem. Diesel engines are 

used in heavy road traction due to their high thermal 

efficiency (hence low specific fuel consumption). 

Attempts have been made to improve the efficiency, power 

output or torque characteristic6 of these en~ines. 

Chatterton (3) and Wallace (L:-) have carried out 

theoretical studies of combinations of compressors, 

turbines and engines grouped into turbocharged, gas 

generator and compound arrangements (Fig. 1.2.). In both 

cases the compounded two-stroke diesel was shown to be the 

most favourable combination to achieve low specific fuel 

consumption allied with a torque characteristic approach

ing the ideal hyperbola. The differential compo'L'Jld 

engine has been fully examined by Wallace (5, 6, 7, S, 9). 

Dawson (10) has also devised an arrangement which 

approaches the ideal; the differential diesel engine. 

Other work concerned with improving the performance 

of the two-stroke diesel engine and providing turbocharger 

assistance during periods of low exhaust cas energy has 

6 



been COn(lll c t cd ll;y 'J'irnOII (' Y ( ;' , 11 , 12 , 1 -:; ) ,'"1 11(1 ~' J:';y I \o I'11 ( ) .I: ). 

Th i .s wor} ;: i.s Lllso di.scu.sGcd i l l more dcLLlil in .sect ions 

2.1.3 and 2 .1. 1+. 

Other Hyr, tnr;;( : :; .:.ch as the HY}lerbar, which uti,lises a 

combustion chamber in the exhaust duct of a four-strolce 

t urbocharged diesel (15 , 16) and a similar two-stroke 

based system reported by Blencoe (17, 18) a re detailed l n 

sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.1. 

1.1.3. Comparison of two-stroke cycle and four- stroke 

cycle engines. 

The relative merits of either two-stroke cycle or 

four-stroke cycle engines have been the subject of c -:'n-

troversy ever since their conception . For outputs above 

10,000 hp the suprem::._cy of the two-stroke cycle is un

disputed, while, with few exceptions, the field below 

100 hp is dominated by the four-stroke cycle engine. 

Theoretical work by Chatterton (3), and Smyth and 

Wallace (6), has demonstrated that a two-stroke can give 

8CPtb more power output than a four-stroke of equivalent 

dimensions running at the same speed. The f our-stroke 

engine can operate at a higher b. m.e.p. but the greater 

number of working strokes per minute of the two-stroke 

more than compensates for this. The piston heat flow 

for a two-stroke is some 7CPtb higher than that for a four

stroke operating at corresponding boost ratios and speeds. 

Aggregate heat flow to coolant, expressed as a percentage 

of fuel burned , is lower in an opposed piston, ported 

two stroke thaIl in valve-in-head two-strokes. 

Exhaustive testing at Sulzer Brothers carried out by 
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SteiGer ( 19), invo1vinc; boU t wo and four - Gt rokc versions 

of lile canlc e llr:i11o 11;\[; made it l,o:'GillJ ( ~ I.u d 1':1 W ol',il~cLi v(' 

concluG ioll G cOll1'irlllinc; t il o IJ1eritf; of oacll lYflO. IJII IO worl, 

was carried out with special reference t o fuel consumpt ion , 

smoke emiss ion , t he r mal and me chan ical loading, and 

acceleration. To keep the t wo engine builds identieal , 

t he two-stroke version was a valve-in- head type . 

Steiger' s conclus ions of the relative meri ts of each type 

may be summarised as f ollows : 

1) Two-stroke cycle engine 

(a) The two stroke cycle engine is capable of 

higher specific output and is thus most 

suitable where the highest power concen

tration, with respect t o volL~e and spec

ific weight , i s required. 

(b) The two-stroke engine can attain the same 

power output as the four- stroke at a lower 

rotat ional speed. 

(c) Because the air t hroughput of the t wo

stroke nee d not be directly r elated t o i ts 

s peed , as with the f our- stroke version, i t 

is capabl e of developing relatively high 

b. m.e.ps at low speed , part-load, operation. 

2) Four-stroke cycle engine 

(a) The better part-load fuel consumpt ion of 

the four-stroke makes it particularly suit

able for application where operation for 

extended periods below full load may be 

required. 
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(b) The Iour-ctroke enc;ine is rer'(uired to run 

at a higher rotational speed to deliver 

the same power as a two-stroke. This may 

be more suitable in certain applications. 

(c) Superior acceleration makes the four-stroke 

well suited to traction applications. 

(d) The four-stroke engine requires a lower 

specific air throughput and thus has the 

advantaGe that a smaller charge cooler 

may be used. 

(e) The lower thermal loading of the four-

stroke at equal specific output could lead 

to increased reliability. 

1.1.4. Supercharging as a method of increasing ene;ine 

;power out;put. 

For an engine of given displacement and speed, the 

power output can only be improved by increasing the mass 

of fuel efficiently burned per stroke. An increase in 

the mass of fuel requires a corresponding increase in the 

densi ty of the air introduced into the cylinders. 

Air density;o = R~ 

thus air densi ty ~ oc absolute pressure P, and, 

1 
(absolute temperature,T) 

However, work by Dicksee (20) has demonstrated that (for 

a real engine) the weight of air is proportional to 

1 
T i probably due to heating both in the manifold and 

by residual gases. 
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~l'hu[; ;.ur Jcn:~i L,Y can 1)(' it1crcn.:~cd \ly ci.ther 

rcducinc; Uw Lcmpcl'nturc or incrc:lGinr: the f'I'C[;[;llrl~ of 

the charGe air. Diclmee hns shown tlicd: for both na-Lur-

ally aspirated and supercharged engines, 

W 
s 

subscript s refers to the standard engine (or other known 

condition) and subscript t refers to the test condition. 

A reduction in charge temperature of a pressure 

charged engine can be achieved by coolers of either air/ 

water or air/air type. An increase of the charge press-

ure can be effected by the use of some forr.1 of compressor 

and several options exist:-

(1) Mechanically driven compressor of the positive 

disElacement t;:a;e. 

This involves the use of a crankshaft coupled blower. 

When linked with an engine by a direct geared drive, 

charge pressure may increase with engine speed. This is 

due to the fact that the blower delivers a constant volu-

metric throughput of air whilst engine air acceptance at 

higher speeds is reduced due to charging and scavenging 

inefficiencies. This effect is particularly noticeable 

on a two-stroke where the ~:,lower will be I:latched at low 

speed to permit startir'g e.l"ld satisfacto:;.~y lO\: speed oper-

ation, th~s power ou~put increases with engine speed 

V/hilst torq~e remains relatively constant. 'I'his e::'t-

uation r;lay be improved with the 'LIse of Cl variable speed 

drive or some forr.1 of differential gee.ring. 
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An adv2.ntage of a mechai1icc=tll.)T driven supercbarger is the 

good acceleration perforr.lance, but th~ major cll'o..wbaclc tc 

this lY:e thod of s·L"perc;1a:!.~ging is tbe rela ti vely larGe ar.lOun t 

of crankshaft power required to c.rivc the cor.1pressor. 

This may ra.nge from 15% of pcwer output ,qt fulJ reV"c1 

Rpep.d and load for modest surercharge (boost = J.4) tn 25% 

fnr high levp.ls of RurerchR.rcing (21). I'wo-strol,e cycle 

engines :cequire s',~ch a 'o10\{e1' to provide some degree of 

superchar~e to ensure adequate .scavenging of the cylinders. 

(2) EXf-a',ist Gas Turbocharginp;_ 

In this r.lethod of superchar6in~ a compressor is driven 

directly from a turbine, USL1g the waste heat energy in t:1e 

engine ex:.1aus t • The rna tch ing of turbochar,'!;ers to en~ir.es 

is a complex procedure ar d has l)een reported by several 

workers (22, 23, 24). The incrPBsp. in r.hClrge density can 

he.ve deleterious effects on smoke emission (25). Tllis is 

caused by the increase in tir.le required to inject the 

greater amounts of fuel that may be 

longing the period of combustion. 

consumed, thl,~s p1'O

Injection will still 

be taking place as the gases are expanding and cooling, 

leading to poor combustion in the latter stases and heavier 

soot formation. This situation may be alleviated, ':0 S01:1e 

extent, by a char'ge in the injection timing or :in the 

injector pl~neer/hole sizing (9,25). Too rapid an inject-

ion, however, may cause cylinder pressure to rise in an 

u..'1con trollable rrlanner. 

Turbochargers may be mai:ched at mediur.1 engine speed 

to give improved perforraance over a broad speed rn.nge, or, 

at lew engine speed to give improved torque 'back-up' (24). 
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Hatching at 10\ .... speed c&n lead to prablen~s with thermal 

a:!:' mecha)'1:i cal.. enGine cOl:str!:dnt,R Clt hic;llf'~r speeds_ 

Thpr,~ pr0blnlW"; I~lny b0 n.l1ev:iated oy the \tel' of a 'w:l.ctc 

CD.. te' to 1 )YPo.ss sOlne of the enc;ine exho.i 's:~. ~llld lienee 

limit boost levels to give acceptable values 0: peak 

cylinder preGsure. Alternatively -'::he air/fuel ratio -;',1ay 

be maintained at higher levels to reduce therraal lcac1bc_ 

Two-stroke cycle enGines require a Llechan;cal 

blower, ill addition to a tUI'l;)ocrarger, to perr:dt starting 

and part-load opcratio~. The turboclli:'.rger is a free-

running machine and, as sueh, ~1as the potential to supply 

a constant air flo"T matched to optimum tu:!'r.Jocharger 

efficiency. This feature would favour the constant 

power engine. nowever, in the classical method of turbo

charging, the engir.e imposes restrictions on the Llrbo

charger due to its air Ar.r.eptRnr.e characteristics. 

Turbocharc;ing may be carried 01.: t by one of -:\ .... 0 

meth01s:-

(a) Constant Pressure Turbocharcinc. 

This l!1ethod of turcocharging is cenerally 

accepted to be sui table for [Joost ratios in excess 

of 2: 1. The lJ1ethod features large "loh:r.1e exnal.st 

ducting to damp out exhaust puls3.tions. The fitting 

of large exhaust manifolds to act as expansion 

chambers can alleviate problems caused by extaust 

blowJ.own pulses from one cylin,1el' interferinG \d t.h 

thA scavenging rrocess in other cylindera (reverse 

scavenc;e). Drawbacks of this syster:. ir_clude hes.t 

and kinetic energy losses and all increane in 
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acceleratioa 'lac' due 10 the larce 'de~d' volume of 

Lhe rrlnnifoldinc;. 

(b) Pulse TurbocharBin~. 

This me thoU. is chara-:terised 1: y short, sl%ll 

diameter, exhaust pipes and m'.llti-entry tt~rbines. 

The method mal~es use of the kinetic energy available 

in the exhaust pulse at blowdown. The method is 

generally used with boost ratios of 2:1 or less. 

Usually, two or three cylinder's are connec tell ttl 

each of the turbine inlets. 

are connected together are chosen to fire at ~egular 

intervals 130 as to avoid pulse interferel~ce orl 

scavenging. The three cylinder per inlet nletr.Oo. is 

generalJy consj~erAd to bA Aurerior as two cylinders 

per inlet r.J.e.y be prone to 'partial aclI:1isI3ion' 

(pressure drcps to atmospheric, or below, in exhaust 

ducts) with a consequent reduction in turbocharger 

efficiency. Advantages of the pulse system are 

better acceleration and part-load performance due to 

the small volume exhaust pipes. 

arise on certain confie;uratioHfi ju.;: 1.0 l'l:lfles l':')ter

fering with the scavengjng process. 

!1uch discussion has taken place on the relative 

merits and drawbacks of each method as outlined 

above (26, 27) and techniques are now being employed 

to combine the advantages of both methods (22, 29). 

Such techniques generally involve the use of a 'pulse 

convertor'. 

The pulse convertor (Fig. 1.3a) is a junction 
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of two pipes. 'fhe junction incorpora. tea a. sui ta.blc 

reduction in flow area in the downstream section, 

converting some of the pressure of the exhaust pulse 

into kinetic energy. By taking advantage of the 

high momentum of the gas flow through the inlet 

nozzles, the effect of a pressure pulse entering the 

junction on the other pipe is reduced. This reduces 

the amplitude of pressure variations and eliminates 

periods of no flow (windage periods). As a result 

the overall turbine efficiency is increased without 

unfavourable effects on the exhaust processes of the 

cylinders. 

The pulse convertor has not been found to be 

load sensitive over normal operating ranges but may 

lead to poor starting (28). Multi-entry pulse con-

vertors are now in use which are based on a modular 

system (Fig. 1.3b) and connect all the engine 

cylinders to a single inlet turbine (27). 

Variations of turbocharger practice include two 

stage turbocharging and register turbocharging (30). 

Two-stage turbo charging (Fig. 1.4a) consists of two 

turbochargers in series, one a high pressure, and 

the other a low pressure, machine. In this way 

boost levels of up to 8 or 9:1 may be achieved. 

This usually involves a significant lowering of the 

engine compression ratio (possibly to as low as 5 or 

6:1). Register turbo charging (Fig. 1.4b) involves 

the use of several turbochargers arranged in parallel 

with the possibility of connecting one or more of 
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t~e~ to the enBine. 'rhus ll.4rDOcho.rcerc mo.y b(~ 

'swi tched in' at \vill to char,e;e the match througi1ol1.t 

thp. speed ratige. TIle system gives im~roved acceler-

ation and part load perfOrl71ance. It h=ts disadvant-

ages in that control is difficult cmd switching 

turbochargers on and off line is prone to mechanical 

failure in the exhaust d~cting. Such sophi.c::ti.cation 

is unli:-cely to 'l)e practical for road vehicle er.gines. 

(3) Pressure Wave Sl Jpercharc;inr; - BEC Comprex. 

The BJ3C Comprex ,system j s desie;r.ed to over~ome the 

orawcaclzs of mecbanical supercharljers (hiCh pm.er consump-

tion) and exhal-st gas supercharcers (acceleration lag and 

smoke emission). It is a mechanically drive~l gas-c.:Yl1amic 

pressure exchanger or Pressure Wnve S.upercharger. The 

device is manufact'lred by the Brown Boved Company and its 

superiority has ceen widely reported (31, 32, 33). 

Principle of oreration:-

The 1evice (Fig. 1.5) transfers pressure energy fro!': 

one gaseous working medium to anothel' by a pressure wave 

IJrocess. Tl:e media are working against one another while 

moving axially in a oyl indrica] s1-:ell, wi :-.llout mechanical 

separa t ior) • The process is governed by connecting the 

ends of the cell to different gas channels Or recesses in 

a certain cyclic sequence. Ir. the channelR t!1e gas press-

ure remains constant, the pressure ItlaVe process taking 

place only within the cell. 

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is possible because 

air and exhaust gases are not mechanically separated in 

the cell. Development hal3 reduced "::he level cf EGR ~o 
,.' 
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an acceptable minimum, EGR beine almost entirely suppressed 

at full load. The pressure ratio geneLall;y incre,~30G w~I~, 

gas temperature and volume flow rate. The entire system 

reacts almost instantaneously to load changes since a 

change of conditions in anyone of the channels influences 

the whole and is propagated into the cells at sonic 

speed (31). 

Advantages of the system are good driveability with 

reduced gear changing and improved acceleration and torque 

'back-up', combined with reduced emissions (32). The 

Comprex gives improved specific fuel consumption at low 

speeds, but at high speeds it is not as good as in a 

turbocharged engine (33). The Comprex has a relatively 

large bulk and weight for small high speed engines and the 

location is limited by the belt drive. The Comprex also 

exhibits a characteristic noise in operation. 

The Comprex does not give a positive pressure drop 

across the engine throughout its load range and thus it is 

n\)t sui table for two-stroke engines without some form of 

assistance (e.g. a mechanically driven blower (34)). 

Transient operation of supercharged engines. 

The transient performance of automotive diesel engines 

is becoming more important. Good driveability and low 

emissions are becoming increasingly significant for reduced 

driver fatigue and to meet legislative requirements. Load 

acceptability is of prime importance in the field of elec

tricity generation to maintain stable voltage outputs. 

Accordingly the transient behaviour of supercharged 

diesel engines has been the subject of much theoretical 
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(35, 36), and experimental (37, 38, 39) work. Comparisons 

have also been made between engines fitted with turbo

chargers and those fitted with pressure wnvc supcrchnrcers 

(Comprex) <32, LID). 

The turbocharged diesel is unable to accept large 

changes in load due to turbocharger 'lag'. When a sudden 

load is applied to the engine its speed drops, the gov8rnor 

senses the speed drop and causes more fuel to be injected. 

If the increase in fuel could be matched by a proportionate 

increase in the air supplied to the engine, a rapid and 

efficient increase in power would occur. This is not the 

case; the turbocharger speed, and hence the air supplied, 

rise relatively slowly due to turbocharger inertia, result

ing in rich conditions and poor combustion (38). 

From this it follows that crankshaft coupled super

chargers, such as positive displacement blowers or the 

Comprex, would have superior transient performance and this 

has been demonstrated (32, 40). However these devices 

have their relative disadvantages as tiave previously been 

discussed. Thus various methods have been tried in an 

attempt to reduce turbocharger lag. 

(a) Register Turbocharging (30). 

This involves the use of several turbochargers 

in parallel which may be'switched in' at will. The 

use of several small turbochargers means that turbo

charger inertia is kept low and acceleration is 

improved. 
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(b) Pelton Wheel/HydrC'ulic oil assistnnce (12,13,39). 

This involves the use of a small pelton wheel 

fitted to the turbocharger shaft between the com

pressor and turbine discs (Fig. 1.6a). A high 

pressure oil supply is utilised to orerate the 

pelton wheel. 

It has been found (39) that the fitting of a 

pelton wheel has negligible effects on the compressor 

characteristics and the windage losses are signific

ant. Such a system is more lilwly to cause enr;ine 

stall in transient operation. At low speeds and 

mass flows there is sufficient- pelton wheel power 

to drive the compressor without assistance from the 

turbine. At high speed (>60,000 rev/min) the 

pelton wheel does not produce any assistance. The 

method also suffers from the danger of oil frothing. 

Tests on a Ruston & Hornsby 6 YEX II (11.36 

litre) engine (39) have shown that transient recovery 

is better than that of the turbocharGed enGine. 

~nGine speed recovery is improved from 4 secs to 

3 secs and peak smoke occurrence from 3 sees to 2 

sees. Oil injection takes place over 1.75 secs 

(~ 1.4 pints). 

(c) Air Injection (39, 41). 

The use of air injection involves a modified 

compressor housing (Fig.l.6b). The housing is fit-

ted with three air nozzles (41). The normal com-

pression process occurs in the inducer and radial 

sections of the compressor impeller. At the 
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1.1.6. 

impeller tip, air is supplied from an external 

Air froTil tile r1O:',,',leo III i ;,0.[; wiLli ;t -i.r frolll 

the illl})cller, :lnd the il\jccted Qir, plul; Lhc nornnl 

air, passes into the diffuser. 

The influence of air injection on the compressor 

characteristics is to increase the delivery pressure 

ratio and mass flow rate and reduce the torque 

required to drive the compressor for the same del

ivery ratio. The surge point tends to move to the 

right (increasing mass flow) (41). 

Transient engine tests on a Ruston and Hornsby 

6 YEX II (11.36 litre, 4-stroke) (39) have shown 

that peak smoke is reduced from about 3 secs to ~ sec 

and speed response is improved from 4 sec to 1.5 sec. 

Air injection takes place over 1 second and uses 

approximately 0.1 Kg of air. 

Turbocharf'jing the two-strol~e enCjine. 

With reference to turbochargine;, the two-stroke 

engine has its own peculiar problems. The two-s trol:e 

engine requires a positive pressure drop across the 

cylinders, to provide adequate scavene;e air, throue;hout 

the full range of speed and load. The use of a positive 

displacement mechanical blower will satisfy these require-

ments. However the loss of crankshaft power, required to 

drive the blower, remains constant at any given engine 

speed, irrespective of load. This results in extremely 

poor part-load specific fuel consumption. 

Turbocharging improves the specific fuel consumption 

of the two-stroke and is a common feature of large engines 
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running over a restricted rnDce of speed and lo::td 

(e.g. electricity generation prime movere). For such uce 

the turbocharger may be matched at a specific point of load 

an:i speed and optimum turbocharger efficiency may be 

obtained. 

Small, high-speed, automotive engines present further 

problems in that adequate scavenge must be nnintained over 

a wide range of sIleeds and loads. Many two-strokes 

scavenge on the 'Kadenacy' principle, i.e. having large 

aJ.'ea exhaust ports such that the exhaust gas leaves with 

sufficient momentum to create a depression in the cylinder 

and thus may tend to draw in a fre.sh charge without the 

need for blower assistance. This will permit two-strol<es 

to run naturally aspirated under certain favourable con-

ditions. The Rootes TS3 engine will operate in this 

manner under suitable conditions (42). 

For such operation the exhaust porting is an import

ant factor. High exhaust pulse amplitudes (which are of 

benefit in 'pulse' turbocharging) conflict with the need 

for rapid blowdown. The most rapid blowdown is obtained 

by the highest possible rate of exhaust port opening, thus 

promoting good scavenge on the Kadenacy principle. This 

is achieved in practice by increasing the width, as opposed 

to the length, of the exhaust ports (43). 

Opposed piston engines have a high swirl rate, hence 

incoming air may adhere to the cylinder wall (held by 

centrifugal effects) leaving the central core unscavenged. 

This leads to a dual process in which the annular space is 

perfectly scavenged (i.e. all exhaust gas is pushed out by 
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a 'piston' of incoming air) and the central core has per

fect mixing (i.e. progressive dilution with incoming air, 

a proportion of the mixture being displaced) (44). 

The effective flow area of the exhaust port has an 

almost linear relationship with port opening. The effect

ive area also increaseswtth engine pressure ratio. 

Certain exhaust manifolds may increase scavenge problems 

due to the fact that the major flow resistance may move 

from the port to the exhaust collection belt or the 

manifold (45). This may be a significant factor when 

exhaust piping of a small diameter is used to take maximum 

advantage of exhaust blowdown pulses in the turbocharger. 

Adequate scavenging of a two-stroke engine is prom

oted by having a large engine pressure drop in order to 

obtain high values of air velocity and mass flow rate. 

Not only is this wasteful in terms of compressed air 

utilisation, but it is in direct conflict with the require

ment for a high 'back pressure' to aid high levels of 

supercharge. The Rootes TS3 engine is less critical in 

this area as the exhaust ports close prior to the inlet 

ports, cylinder filling thus being more dependent on 

absolute charge pressure. 

The wide range of speed and load required from an 

automotive engine results in operating zones in which 

exhaust energy is very low. On a turbocharged engine 

this results in insufficient turbine energy to drive the 

compressor at adequate boost levels. The problem is 

exacerbated by the lower turbocharger efficiencies avail-

able on automotive sized units. This factor is most 
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significant on a two-stroke enGine as scavenGe is impo.irecl 

and engine stall may result. A reduction of scavenge will 

also result in higher exhaust temperatures due to smaller 

quantitieG of air diluting the exhaust gas. Thermal 10nd-

ing may thus reach unacceptable levels. Turbocharged two-

stroke automotive engines therefore require some form of 

'assistance' during periods of low exhaust gas energy 

(e.g. starting and part-load operation). 

Methods of turbocharger assistance. 

Turbocharger assistance may take the form of a pos

itive displacement mechanical blower in series with the 

turbo-compressor. Such an arrangement may lead to un-

acceptably high boost levels under certain conditions. 

This may be overcome by using a system such as that 

described by Dawson (10), involving a differentially 

driven mechanical blower to increase boost at low engine 

speed on a four-stroke engine. Timoney (11, 12, 13) used 

a variable speed mechanical blower in conjunction with a 

turbocharger and pelton wheel/hydraulic oil assistance. 

Other methods of assistance such as air injection 

(39, 41) and the use of auxiliary combustion (15) 

(Hyperbar) have been examined on four-stroke engines. 

The application of auxiliary combustion on a two-stroke 

has been briefly mentioned in a later Hyperbar pUblication 

(16) and has been the subject of work at Leicester Poly

technic by Blencoe (17, 18) and continued in the present 

investigation. 

Some of these methods will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapter 2. 
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2. Survey of Previous Work 

2.1. High output engine systems 

The developments to attain hiGh specific power output have 

led to an increasing association of the diesel engine with turbo-

machinery. The two-stroke engine is an inherently good match 

for a turbocharger and has played an important part in such 

developments. Some of the more notable systems designed to give 

high specific output coupled with good torque 'back-up' are 

discussed, in detail, below. 

2.1.1. Differential diesel engine (Dawson) (10) 

This work involved a four-stroke cycle diesel engine, 

supercharged by a differentially driven compressor. The 

drive was arranged in such a way that the boost (and thus 

the output torque) increased with decreasing engine speed. 

The output from the differential diesel engine (DDE) 

approximated to the constant horsepower ideal. 

arrangement is shown in fig. 2.1. 

The system 

A prototype DDE was fitted to a truck and the perform-

ance was compared with a truck having the same engine in 

simply turbocharged form. The performrulce comparison is 

presented in fig. 2.2. It can be seen that the ideal 

torque hyperbo~_a is approximately attained. The work has 

allowed the advantages of the DDE to be assessed as follows: 

1) The DDE gives better performance in a truck as compared 

to naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines. 

2) The DDE was more flexible than conventional enginel 

gearbox systems and performance was more easily tailored 

to suit various operating requirements. 
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3) Improved fuel economy was obtained over a major 

portion of its operating range, particularly at high 

loads and speeds. 

4) A lower engine speed was required for a given vehicle 

speed, leading to longer engine life. Engine life 

may also have been extended by favourable air/fuel 

ratios with associated lower component temperatures. 

5) Operator handling was enhanced with the automatic two 

pedal control. 

6) The overall cost of the differential power unit plus 

torque convertor was substantially less than that of a 

conventional engine and automatic transmission. 

Although the DDE was based on a combination of well 

developed components, the transmission was mechanically 

complex. The system also suffered mechanical losses 

associated with the transmission. Further power losses 

arose from the mechanical blower and its drive. No use 

was made of exh<?ust gas energy and the specific fuel con

sumption was no better than that of a simply turbocharged 

engine. 

Investigations by Chatterton (3) and Wallace (4,5) 

have shown that a compound scheme would have favourable 

operating characteristics. Such a scheme has been combined 

with elements of the DDE and led to the development of the 

differential compound engine. 

2.1.2. Differential compound engine (Wallace) (5,6,7,8,9) 

The differential compound engine(DCE) combined the high 

specific output of the compound engine with differential 

gearing to give a package whose output approximated to the 
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ideal torque hyperbola (fie;.2.3). The scheme utilised an 

opposed piston, two-strol,e enGine for hiGh thermal efficiency 

and high unit output. The need for a complex external 

transmission system was eliminated, this in turn offset the 

cost of the epicyclic differential gearing. 

The original version (fig. 2.4a) used fixed geometry 

turbines. The power turbine being driven by engine exhaust 

gas while the auxiliary turbine was driven by surplus air 

from the compressor and was controlled via a bypass valve. 

The engine drove the compressor through a fully floating, 

epicyclic gear train. Both turbines were geared to the 

output shaft via reduction gearing. An air cooler was used 

between the compressor and the engine. 

The advantages of the system were:-

1) High b.m.e.p. ratings resulting in an increase of some 

l5~/o over the corresponding naturally aspirated engine. 

2) Good torque/speed characteristics. 

3) Effective engine braking could readily be incorporated. 

4) Response to transients was superior to that of a turbo

charged engine in view of the geared connection between 

all members of the system. 

It was later found (8) that torque and power output 

were lower than predicted due to parasitic and gearing 

losses. A later version of the DCE incorporated variable 

geometry turbines and an auxiliary combustion chamber to 

augment exhaust gas enthalpy (fig.2.4b). 

Thermal loading on the two-stroke engine was quite 

severe, even with piston cooling and for this reason the DCE 

concept was applied to four-stroke engines. 
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As previously mentioned the DCE suffered from a hie;h 

··Ievel of mccit:lll :ical cOl rqd c x i I.,y n -ltlIClIlI':11 lile :1::; :(1cia-t.e d II ·i/':11 

costs may have been offset by the fact that a conventional 

gearbox was not necessary. There were significant noise 

problems associated with the mechanically driven, positive 

displacement, compr essor and the epicyclic gearing. 

2.1.3. Variable comEression ratio en5ine (Timone;:t) 

(2 211 212 21:2) 

The variable compression ratio (VCR) engine concept was 

proposed by Timoney as a solution to give a constant horse-

power output. The system incorporated a variable speed 

mechanical blower and a turbocharger with pelton wheel 

assistance 

The engine used for the system was based on a Rootes TS3 

horizontally opposed piston, two-stroke. The rocker shafts 

were fitted with eccentrics which altered the stroke and 

thus the compression ratio. The engine compression ratio 

~ange · 8-18 : 1) varied automatically with load. This was 

achieved via a spring and damper mechanism (fig.2.5). The 

mechanism adjusted the compression ratio with respect to 

peak cylinder pressure (not m.e.p. as might be expected) such 

that safe mechanical loading was not exceeded (136 bar 

(2000 psi) peak cylinder pressure). The pistons were made 

of aluminium with a 6.4 mm (i in) alloy steel plate screwed 

to the top. Oil cooling of the pistons was employed. 

The variable speed mechanical blower drive (to increase 

boost at low speed) was effected using a 'V' belt drive with 

variable diameter pulleys. 

with a turbocharger (2,11). 
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The V.C.R. system gave good performance but the 

variable speed drive to the mechanical blower was complex 

and bulky and the blower was noisy. Later work (12,13) 

used two turbochargers in series or a single turbocharGer 

with Pelton Wheel assistance. This consisted of a modified 

turbocharger having a Pelton wheel fitted to the shaft 

between the compressor and turbine discs (fig.l.6a). The 

Pelton wheel was fed with a high pressure oil jet. The 

system rendered a mechanical blower redundant as starting 

and part-load operation could be facilitated by Pelton 

wheel assistance. The system also improved turbocharger 

'lag' during transients. The output torque of the V.C.R. 

system approximated to the ideal and is shown in fig. 2.6. 

The engine suffered from lubrication problems on the 

rocker shafts, due to relatively slow moving oscillations 

(r.o rotation) with unidirectional loading. The Pelton 

wheel assistance system was bulky and complex and may have 

resulted in a certain amount of oil 'frothing'. Other 

workers (39) have suggested that there were significant 

windage losses in certain situations. 

2.1.4. Turbocharger with mechanical blower assistance 

for two-stroke engines. (Tryhorn) (14) 

Tryhorn utilised a Roots blower in series with a turbo-

charger. The blower was used as a second stage compressor. 

The mechanical blower gave assistance to the turbocharger 

under acceleration and conditions of low exhaust gas energy 

(starting and low-load operation). 

The Roots blower maintains a constant volumetric 

throughput of air at the prevailing inlet pressure (turbo

charger delivery pressure). The pressure rise across the 
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blower WD.G found to iJ\crc:IGc with an incrca: .. c 0 I' j nll' L 

pressure. Thus the power absorbed by the blower rose 

rapidly with the rise of the delivery pressure of the 

turboco~pressor. This led to high power losses and 

resulted in unacceptable mechanical loads on the engine. 

To relieve excess pressure Tryhorn (14) fitted a pipe 

in parallel with the Roots blower and incorporated a re

circulation valve (fig.2.7). The effect of this valve was 

to maintain a tolerable pressure rise across the blower 

(.2 - .3 bar (3-4 psi». The characteristics of the blower 

being altered from those of a constant displacement type to 

those of a variable throughput type. 

The system yielded a high torque at low speeds and then 

constant horsepower up to full speed. The disadvantages of 

the system were that it retained a mechanical blower leading 

to high noise levels and increased complexity. 

2.2. Systems using auxiliary combustion 

As previously mentioned turbocharged engines can be required 

to operate in regimes of low exhaust gas energy. These regimes 

are especially critical on two-stroke engines and during 

transients. Auxiliary combustion has been used by some workers 

to improve turbocharger operating conditions. Auxiliary com-

bustion systems generally incorporate some form of combustion 

chamber, fitted in the engine exhaust ducting, designed to aug-

ment exhaust gas enthalpy prior to the turbine inlet. 

specific systems are discussed in detail below. 

2.2.1. Hyperbar system (Andre-Talamon) (15,16) 

Some 

~1e hyperbar system is a novel concept for the very 

high supercharging of four-stroke diesel engines. 
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It is based on a parallel supercharging method involving the 

use of single or double stage turbocharcing incorporating an 

auxiliary combustion chamber. Values of boost pressure 

ratio :i.n excess of 10 : 1 ar.d high overall supercharge 

efficiencies have been o'"tainerl. 

The arranCGlI!ent of the Hy-perbar syr=.;terr. is shown in 

figare 2.8. The thermal cffici.ency of t!1e syGtem has been 

shown to 111;:l good (15) as the proportion of heat lost to coolant 

decreases with increaSing b.m.e.p. and mechanical losses form 

a smaller proportion of the output. The use of such high 

levels of supercharge means that the compression ratio of 

the engine must be substantially reduced (to as low as 6 : 1) 

to meet mechanical loading constraints. 

The above syster.l has certain disadvantages in that it 

requires major modification of the engine. The use of such 

low compression ratios may lead to starting difficulties. 

The system has been most successful on relatively large 

engines (10 - 60 litres) which utilise relatively large turbo

chargers having better efficiencies than smaller units. 

The use of a throttled bypass line, for two-stroke based 

systems, has been discussed in a later Hyperbar publication 

(16), although no two-stroke installation is reported. 

2.3. Previous work at Leicester Polytechnic 

The work at Leicester Polytechnic is based upon earlier work 

carried out at Bath University by Few (8,9). The programme 

carried out immediately prior to this investigation was conducted 

by Blencoe (17,18) and is discussed below. 
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Two-stroke turhoch:\rced Cll[;) no willi :11lxili:<ry 

combustion (Blencoe) (17,18) 

The system adopted by Blencoe involved feeding the air 

from a turbocompressor to n Rootes TS3, opposed piston, 

diesel engine (Type 30215). The engine exhaust configur-

ation, including auxiliary combustion chamber and expansion 

box (~3), was very complex and is shown in figure 2.9. 

A Roots type blower was fitted to the engine and this was 

used to supply air for auxiliary combustion. The engine 

exhaust bypassed the auxiliary combustion chamber and was 

mixed with the hot gas from auxiliary combustion prior to 

the turbine inlet. 

The engine was fitted with a DPA type fuel inje~tion 

pump with a mechanical governor. At full rack setting 

this pump delivered a fixed amount of fuel at a given engine 

speed. The engine compression ratio, injection timing and 

fuel injectors were left as standard. 

Blencoe found that it was only necessary to use aux

iliary combustion at low speed, obtaining a very modest 

level of torque 'back-up'. Results from this investigation 

are shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11. Manufacturer's per-

formance characteristics for this engine in standard trim 

have been superimposed on Blencoe's results and show a con

siderable discrepancy, the manufacturer's figures being 

better than Blencoe's. 

The disadvantages of this system are due to the complex 

and bulky nature of the exhaust and auxiliary combustion 

ducting and the expansion box. The retention of the noisy 

mechanical blower introduces further complexity. 
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The disappointing results,in comparison with the manufact

urer's figures, leave the 'base line' of the work open to 

doubt. This was probably due to the fact that Blencoe's 

'base line' was obtained with a worn engine whilst later 

results were obtained using a reconditioned unit. Also, 

during the initial stages of the present programme, problems 

w~re experienced with the fuel lines and' injector pump. 

These faults required much detailed attention before the 

standard engine characteristics corresponded with those 

published by the manufacturer. 

Accordingly a more detailed investigation and optimis

ation of a turbocharged two-stroke engine with auxiliary 

combustion is justified. 
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3. Project Approach 

This section sets out the proposal and states the aim of the 

research programme and then deals with the approach to the work. 

The approach is dealt with in three sections: theoretical, practical 

and computerised processing. 

3.1. Proposal 

The use of a two-stroke cycle engine theoretically permits 

high specific power outputs to be obtained. One problem assoc-

iated with the two-stroke is the provision of sufficient scavenge 

air for good combustion. The higher thermal loading of the two

stroke requires that the bulk exhaust temperature must not exceed 

6000c (otherwise piston damage may occur (11» whereas the maximum 

continuous allowable temperature at the turbine inlet is 7000 C 

(for automotive-sized turbochargers). Operation at part-load 

conditions will reduce engine exhaust (turbine inlet) enthalpy, 

resulting in a fall in turbine power and hence a reduction in 

boost levels. 

This reasoning suggests that some form of heat addition 

(auxiliary combustion) between the engine and turbocharger would 

be beneficial. Turbocharger output could be adjusted to suit 

engine running requirements and engine starting could be achieved 

by using the auxiliary combustion chamber and turbocharger as a 

self-sustained gas turbine. The inclusion of an auxiliary com-

bustion chamber would also permit some degree of torque 'tailoring' 

by control of engine boost levels. Transient performance could 

also be improved by using auxiliary combustion to increase turbo

charger speed, hence airflow, just prior to increasing engine 

fuelling. This would result in reduced smoke emission and 

turbocharger 'lag'. 
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Three possible combinations of engine, turbocharger and 

auxiliary combustion chamber are shown in fie;ure 3.1. Figure 3.la. 

shows a series system in which all the engine exhaust gas is passed 

through the auxiliary combustion chamber. Unless the engine has 

a 'straight through' passage for air at all positions of crank 

angle, a mechanical blower would be necessary to allow starting. 

This configuration has the advantage that exhaust smoke would be 

subjected to a reburning process and hence emissions would be 

reduced. Unless very high values of scavenge are used there is 

a danger of having insufficient oxygen in the engine exhaust to 

sustain auxiliary combustion. 

Figure 3.lb. shows the eame system with provision for mixing 

a bypass air flow with the engine exhaust gas prior to the aux

iliary combustion chamber. A mechanical blower is no longer 

required to start the engine. All the engine exhaust gases are 

still subjected to a reburning process and extra air is provided 

for auxiliary combustion. The bypass air supply will not be 

required when there is no auxiliary combustion. 

Figure 3.lc. shows a similar system to 3.lb. Auxiliary 

combustion utilises clean air only, the engine exhaust gas being 

mixed with hot gases from auxiliary combustion before the turbine 

inlet. The system has most of the advantages as that shown in 

figure 3.lb., but engine exhaust smoke is not subjected to a 

reburning process. 

3.2. Aim of the programme 

The aim of the programme is to investigate the performance 

of combinations of a two-stroke cycle engine with different turbo

charger assemblies and an auxiliary combustion chamber, for possible 

use in a road traction application. The work is intended to 
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re-evaluate and extend previous work carried out at Leicester 

Polytechnic by Blencoe (17,18), makinr; use of; G.nd nddine; to, 

any existing equipment and computer programs. 

3.3. Project objectives 

The project was approached with certain objectives in mind, 

namely:-

To understand the interaction of the various components of 

the engine-turbo charger-auxiliary combustion chamber system such 

that a compatible operational system could be achieved. In order 

to achieve this understanding a versatile theoretical analysis was 

necessary, to proceed alongside experimental variations, which 

could be checked at each stage. 

It was also necessary to bear in mind the operation of the 

final system. Thus the engine controls had to be made automs.tic 

with feedback of various parameters to permit adjustments to be 

made. This requirement also affects the choice of instrument-

ation so as to permit assimilation of the required data for auto

matic control purposes. The use of computerised data acquisition 

and control played an important part in achieving these objectives. 

The project approach is dealt with in a more detailed manner 

below, covering theoretical, practical and conputerised 

processing aspects. 

Theoretical approach 

The theory and equations governing the components of 

the system are well known and have been retailed by other 

workers. The characteristics of the Rootes TS3 engine have 

been well established by Wallace (46). A theoretical 

analysis, using a quasi-steady flow model, has been published 

by Wallace (4,46) which was used as the basis for a computer 

performance prediction program. The thermal and mechanical 
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limitations of the TS3 enGine have been discussed by Timoney 

(11). The equations governinG the behaviour of compressors 

and turbinen have been published by Chatterton (3) and 

Wallace (II). 

Several computer programs for performance prediction 

have been utilised. A standard engine performance program 

originating from work done by Wallace (4,46) was inherited 

from previous workers (Blencoe (17». The program has been 

modified only in minor details. The program was tailored to 

predict the actual performance of the standard engine for 

later use as part of a much larger program, written to predict 

the performance of the final engine system. 

A computer program developed by Blencoe (17) was used to 

indicate possible areas of turbocharged engine operation. 

The program does not predict specific operating points but 

regions in which favourable conditions exist for matched 

operation of the turbocharger and engine. 

A program was written for the final system, the Diesel 

Gas Turbine, to predict many aspects of system performance. 

The program used the previously mentioned Wallace program 

(4) as a subroutine and incorporated routines to predict 

turbocharger performance and auxiliary combustion chamber 

fuelling rates. The program is based on a simple cycle 

analysis and involves the use of digitised compressor maps 

as 'look-up' tables to identify the operating point of the 

specific compressor in use. 

Practical approach 

The practical approach to the project was to test the 

standard engine and compare the experimental results with the 
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published results of other workers and those of the engine 

manufacturer. If these results proved acceptable, the base 

line by which later developments would be evaluated would 

have been established. 

The next stage was to investigate the operation of the 

engine in conjunction with turbochargers, both with and without 

scavenge blower assistance. A schematic arrangement of this 

system is given in figure 3.2. 

An auxiliary combustion chamber was to be incorporated 

to augment exhaust gas enthalpy and hence increase turbine 

work. A schematic arrangement of this system is given in 

figure 3.3. This system proved unsatisfactory due to flame 

instability in the auxiliary combustion chamber. T'i1e system 

was then modified to incorporate an air bypass line with a 

variable throttle. The bypass air was mixed with the engine 

exhaust gas prior to the auxiliary combustion chamber. This 

configuration, (figure 3.4.), provided adequate starting and 

running both with and without scavenge blower assistance. 

However it proved only a partial solution to flame instability 

and thus a third and final stage of development was proposed. 

The final system utilised only clean, constant pressure 

air for auxiliary combustion. The engine exhaust gas was 

mixed with the hot gases from the auxiliary combustion 

chamber just prior to the turbine inlet. Thus benefit could 

be obtained from the exhaust pulse energy. The scavenge 

blower, having been shown to be redundant, was removed and 

replaced with a blanking plate and a fabricated air manifold. 

A schematic diagram of this system is shown in figure 3.5. 



3.3.3. Comp11 tor:i [~ccl I:rocC~:~ i 11 C; 

The final system, the Diesel Gos Turbine, is a 

complex system. If it is to have any application in the 

'road traction field, the machine/operator interface should 

be no more complex than that of any presently available 

system. Permissible controls, therefore, are an ignition 

switch for system start-up, an accelerator and transmission 

control. 

To enable the two-stroke Diesel Gas Turbine to fulfil 

this requirement, some form of complex control system is 

desirable. Further, the control parameters may differ for 

different environments; e.g. some applications may require 

reliability and long life, others may require intermittent 

high power for emergency use. Thus the control system needs 

to be flexible. 

A computerised control system would have the required 

flexibility. Changing the control parameters for a particular 

application would just be a matter of altering the software. 

Such a computer system would be bulky and costly and,as such, 

unsuitable for road vehicle application. The advent of cheap 

microprocessors solves the problems of cost and bulk. Hence 

the control system envisaged for the research programme was 

microprocessor based. A satisfactory control system requires 

feedback of the various operating parameters. For a micro-

processor system the feedback signals must be digital. As 

much instrumentation provides analogue voltage signals (47) 

some form of data acquisition and conversion is required. 

Data acquisition systems are easily available for convert

ing analogue voltages to digital signals which may be readily 
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interfaced with a computer. A simple control and data 

acquisition system does not require a hiC;h speed of ncquisi-

tion. However, if the system is to be used for the study 

of transients, different criteria apply and the speed of 

data acquisition becomes a significant parameter (48). 

Certain parameters to be measured (e.g. peak cylinder 

pressure) dictate that information retrieval should be crank

shaft coupled. The study of transients may require that 

several parameters be logged at each engine cycle. An 

engine operating at 3000 rev/min with 20 channels of inforl:1-

ation requiring to be logged each cycle necessitates a data 

acquisition system having a multiplexing and conversion rate 

of at least I ~Bz (for a two-stroke cycle engine). Certain 

other variables may not need such frequent sampling or may 

require tine dependent (real time) rather than crankshaft 

dependent acquisition. Data acquisition at such a speed 

implies that a satisfactory control system may be constructed 

utilising control signals based on an average of, say, 50 

cycles. This would damp out control system fluctuations 

due to cyclic variations of the monitored parameters. 

To enable the computerised control to be effected on the 

engine system it if; necessary to employ actuating devices 

that are amenable to computer cont.rolled (i.e. digital) 

instructions, if digital to analogue conversion is to be 

avoided. For this reason, stepper motors were used as they 

controllable with standard logic level pulses and do not 

suffer from instability problems. 

A full description of the cbmputer controlled data 

acquisition and control systems is given in chapter 6. 
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4. Experimental Apparatus 

The test rig consisted of an encino and hydraulic dynnmometer. 

The engine was first tested in standard form and then modified in 

several stages as detailed in section 7. 

4.1. Major components 

The major components of the test rig were as follows:-

4.1.1. Eneine 

The engine used in the test rig was a Rootes TS3 

opposed piston diesel engine, type 3D215. This is a three 

cylinder unit in which rockers connect the pistons to a 

single crankshaft. A cross-sectional view of the engine 

is given in figure 4.1. and a diagrammatic view of the 

engine linkage layout is shown in figure 4.2. 

Detailed engine specifications are given in table 4.1. 

The engine is a ported type and the desired eXhaust piston 

lead is controlled by the arrangement of the rockers. 

The port timing of the engine is shown in figure 4.3. 

Exhaust and inlet port areas, with respect to crank angle, 

are displayed graphically in figure 4.4. which also indicates 

their phase relationship. 

The engine was modified to accept a pressure trans

ducer in cylinder No.1. by the provision of a special 

pocket. "This was facilitated by boring through the cooling 

water jacket and into the combustion space of the cylinder. 

The fitting was based on an arrangement devised by Wright 

(46) and is illustrated in figure 4.5. 

A further engine modification was devised by Blencoe 

(17), involving the outlet manifold of the scavenge blower. 

Two stub pipes were welded into position such" that the 
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turbocharger could be connected in series with the 

scavenge blower. A ,blanking plate fitted inside the 

manifold diverted the air to the turbochn.rcer and from 

there it was delivered to the engine air chest. The 

modified scavenge blower manifold is illustrated in 

figure 4.6. 

In the later stages of the project (Stage III) the 

scavenge blower was removed from . the engine and replaced 

with a blanking plate and a fabricated air manifold. 

The fabricated manifold delivered air directly from the 

turbocharger to the engine air chest and incorporated a 

butterfly valve to isolate the engine during system 

start-up. The manifold is illustrated in figure 4.7. 

Engine lubricating oil, which had been specially 

filtered, was used to lubricate the turbocharger bearing. 

In addition an auxiliary oil pump was fitted to supply 

lubricating oil to the turbocharger bearing when the 

engine was not running. This system is described in 

detail in section 4.3.3. 

The fuel injection system consisted of a CAY DPA type 

rotary pump with a mechanical governor delivering fuel 

through one single hole injector per cylinder, the injectors 

opening at 175 atmospheres. The external fuel supply is 

described in section 4.3.5. 

The engine crankshaft pulley was fitted with a marker 

disc to permit synchronisation of the measurement of peak 

cylinder pressure and to facilitate the start of a data 

acquisition scan. This device is detailed in section 

3.4.4. 



4.1.2. Dynamometer 

A Redman-Heenan-Froude hydraulic dynamometer type 

DPx4 was used to apply load to the engine output shaft. 

Flexible couplings were used to minimise vibration and 

bending loads. The dynamometer was modified to accept 

a strain gauged cantilever system to give an analogue 

voltage readout of applied load. Further details are 

given in section 4.4.4. (see also Appendix 3). The brake 

was also modified to enable automatic loading by the 

incorporation of a stepping motor and toothed belt drive. 

Load could be applied via switches on the stepper motor 

drive system or under computerised control. The control 

system is discussed in detail in section 6.3. Figure 4.8. 

shows the standard and modified dynamometer and figure 4.9. 

shows the dynamometer characteristics. 

The free end of the dynamometer shaft was fitted with 

toothed discs to permit the measurement of engine speed 

using optical and magnetic' sensors in conjunction with 

counter/timers and frequency/voltage convertors. 

details are given in section 4.4.4. 

Turbochargers 

Further 

The turbochargers used were Holset radial flow types, 

3LDl and 4LGK, typical sectional views of which are given 

in figures 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. The turbine wheel 

and shaft are welded together to form a single unit which 

is dynamically balanced. The compressor wheel is made as 

a separate component and is also dynamically balanced. 

Thus a new compressor wheel may be fitted to a turbine 

wheel and shaft assembly without the need for subsequent 

balancing. 
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The complete rotating assembly runs in a central plain 

bearing which is fully floating. The stability of the 

rotor assembly is maintained throughout its speed range 

by the oil films formed between the bearing, the shaft and 

the housing. The shaft also includes a thrust ring and 

grooved sleeve for the provision of a piston ring type seal 

at the compressor end. 

Turbocharger types are denoted by a frame size number 

and compressor housing/wheel set, e.g. 3LD1, 4LGK. The 

turbine housing size is denoted by its throat area in 

square inches and possibly a coding to denote a twin entry 

type. Thus the full turbocharger designation may be 3LDl 

1.57 or 4LGK 2.6 T2 for example. 

Several turbocharger assemblies were used during the 

course of the work. A Holset 3LDl was used first. This 

turbocharger was used with turbine housings of 2.5 sq.in. 

and 1.57 sq. in. throat areas. During the later stages of 

the project a 1.41 sq.in. throat area housing was also 

used. Compressor characteristics for the Holset 3LDl are 

shown in figure 4.12. A Holset 4LGK compressor with a 

2.6 sq.in. throat area turbine housing was also used in the 

latter stages of the project. The compressor character

istics for.this turbocharger are shown in figure 4.13 and 

the turbine mass flow characteristics for all the turbine 

housings used during the course of the project are shown 

in figure 4.14. 

All the turbochargers used in the project were fitted 

with a special magnetised compressor nut which, in combin

ation with a pick-up coil and frequency counter, allowed 



the turbocharger speed to be measured. This speed 

measuring system is described in section 4.4.2. 

4.1.4. . Auxiliary combustion chamber and housing 

The auxiliary combustion chamber, which was used in 

later tests, was a single chamber unit of a Rolls Royce 

Tyne gas turbine aircraft engine combustion section. 

This was housed in a large bore duct, being rigidly attached 

to a fixing bracket at one end. The other end was supported 

in a sleeve with a sliding fit to allow for axial thermal 

expansion. 

The chamber consists of a swirl section including a 

fuel delivery nozzle and a flame tube with primary, second

ary and tertiary combustion zones. The chamber was 

supplied with propane which was fed through a fabricated 

nozzle and ignited with a spark plug and a capacitive dis

charge ignition unit. The ignition circuit is described 

in detail in section 4.3.5. The arrangement of the aux

iliary combustion chamber with an enlarged view of the 

burner nozzle is shown in figure 4.15. and the ignition 

arrangement is given in figure 4.16. 

During the development of the test rig the arrangement 

of the combustion chamber inlet and outlet transition pieces 

was changed to suit the modified ducting and different gas 

flow paths. 

4.2. Gas flow systems 

In the final arrangement of the test rig there were three gas 

flow systems. These were the engine air supply, the air sup~ly 

to the auxiliary combustion chamber and the exhaust system. 

There wn.s also a slave air supply used for starting the engine but 
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this will be dealt with separately in section 4.3.S. The enc;ine 

and auxiliary comlJUGtion chalLll,cr air oupplics were chanced (lurillC: 

rig development and detailed descriptions of each configuration 

are given below. 

4.2.1. Engine air supply 

With the engine in its standard form in the first 

tests, air was supplied to the engine air chest via a Wade 

Engineering 'Roots' type scavenge blower. 

Meter (9) was fitted to measure air flow. 

is shown in figure 4.17. 

A Preston 

This system 

With the turbocharger in series with the scavenge 

blower, the air from the scavenge blower was delivered via 

one section of the modified blower manifold (figure 4.6) 

to the turbocharger inlet. The turbocharger air outlet 

was connected to the engine air chest via the other sect-

ion of the modified scavenge blower ma~ifold. Both 

connections to and from the manifold were made with rein

forced rubber hose (capable of withstanding the high air 

temperatures and pressures involved). 

is shown in figure 4.18. 

The arrangement 

The engine was operated in a freely turbocharged mode 

(no scavenge blower assistance) by removing the connection 

from the scavenge blower to the turbocharger Buch that the 

turbocompressor took air directly from the laboratory. 

The air from the scavenge blower was allowed to discharge 

to atmosphere such that the blower was running unloaded 

and only absorbing power to overCOme frictional forces. 

The air from the turbocharger was delivered to the engine 

air chest via the'modified scavenge blower manifold. 
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This arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.19. 

In the Stage II development, the air supply was taken 

through the scavenge blower and turbocharger, as in Stage I, 

and then split into two parts. One part was passed to the 

engine air chest via the modified scavenge blower manifold. 

The other part bypassed the engine and wasrelivered to the 

auxiliary combustion chamber via a throttling valve. 

The valve could be adjusted so as to vary the bypass air 

flow. This arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.20. 

In Stage III system the scavenge blower was removed 

and a fabricated air manifold (figure 4.7.) substituted. 

Air was taken directly from the laboratory into the turbo

compressor. From there the air was passed to the engine 

air chest via the fabricated manifold. The manifold 

incorporated a butterfly valve to isolate the engine during 

system'start-up. Air was also taken from the compressor 

via the throttled bypass line to supply the auxiliary 

combustion chamber. 

figure 4.21 

This arrangement is shown in 

Tappings for pressure and temperature measurements 

were incorporated at scavenge blower outlet, turbo

compressor outlet, engine air chest inlet, air bypass and 

auxiliary combustion chamber inlet. 

4-.2.2. Air supply to the auxiliary combustion chamber 

In the first tests utilising auxiliary combustion 

(Stage IIa) the auxiliary combustion chamber was placed in 

the engine exhaust line and thus was not directly supplied 

with air. The air to sustain auxiliary combustion was 

present in the exhaust gas due to excess air during firing 
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and to scavenge air being passed through the engine 

cylinders during exhaust purginc;. 

shown in fiGure ll.20a. 

'1'11 in arrangement is 

In later tests (Stage lIb) the air to sustain 

auxiliary combustion was supplied from the turbocompressor 

via a throttled bypass line, as previously described, and 

mixed with engine exhaust gas prior to the auxiliary 

combustion chamber inlet. 

figure 4.20b. 

This arrangement is shown in 

The final series of tests (Stage III) utilised only 

clean air for auxiliary combustion. The air was again 

supplied from the turbocompressor via a throttled bypass 

line as previously described. 

in figure 4.21. 

Exhaust system 

This arrangement is shown 

The exhaust system was modified several times during 

the development of the test rig. During standard engine 

tests the exhaust was vented directly to atmosphere. 

The introduction of a turbocharger into the system 

necessitated some exhaust modifications to accommodate 

the turbine. During Stage I deve1.opment the auxiliary 

combustion chamber was incorporated in the engine exhaust 

duct between the engine exhaust manifold and the turbine 

inlet. The auxiliary combustion .. ·chamber was not fuelled 

and ignited during the early tests. Connections were 

made using 76 mm (3.0 in) bore piping and transition 

pieces to accommodate the auxiliary combustion chamber 

of 127 mm (5.0 in.) bore. A special purpose bellows was 

used in the exhaust system between the manifold and the 
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auxiliary combustion chamber to allow for thermal 

expansion. Tappings for pressure and temperature 

measurements were incorporated in the exhaust duct just 

after the engine exhaust manifold and in the transition 

piece from the auxiliary combustion chamber to the turbine 

inlet. Three thermocouples were used at this point, 

placed at 900 to the direction of flow. The thermo

couples were placed at different depths in the flow and 

equispaced around the pipe circumference. The true 

reading was taken to be an average of the three. 

Pressure and temperature tappings were also incorporated 

in the exhaust duct after the turbine. A Bosch Sl;'lol~e

meter sampling head and tappings for exhaust gas analysis 

were also incorporated downstream of the turbine. This 

exhaust arrangement is shown in figure 4.19. 

In later tests it proved possible to ignite the 

auxiliary combustion chamber at all engine speeds in a no-

load condition. Any attempt to put load on the engine 

caused the flame to be extinguished, probably due to 

increased exhaust pulsation levels resulting in flame 

instability. 

This led to t:1e introduction of another exhaust 

system in which the air bypass mentioned in section ~.2.2. 

was connected into the exhaust prior to the auxiliary 

combustion chamber (figure 4.20). The rest of the exhaust 

system remained as described above. This configuration 

had the result of reducing exhaust pulsation effects in 

the auxiliary combustion chamber. During these tests it 

proved to be possible to ignite the auxiliary combustion 
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chamber at all enc;inc Gpoad:. anu to llnintnin D.uxiliary 

combustion up to approximately j- of full locl.d conditions, 

whereupon the flar,le became unstable and was extinc;uished. 

However it proved possible to start the engine system in 

two modes; 

a) The engine was started in the normal r.1al1ner and 

auxiliary combustion was then initiated. 

b) With the scavenge blower disconnected froD tlle air 

supply circuit, a slave air supply was used to 

initiate auxiliary combustion. When the. gas 

turbine (formed by the turbocharger and auxiliary 

combustion chamber) wasrelf-sustained and supplying 

air to the engine, the slave air supply was dis

connected and the engine started in the normal 

manner. This latter procedure rendered the scavenge 

blower redundant. 

This led to the Stage III development. In this 

system the engine exhaust was not passed through the 

auxiliary combustion chamber. Auxiliary combustion 

utilised only clean, constant pressure air from the air 

bypass line. The engine exhaust was mixed with hot 

gases from auxiliary combustion just prior to the turbine 

inlet. The arrangement of this system is shown in 

figure 4.21. This system allowed engine exhaust pulses 

to be utilised in the turbine whilst auxiliary combustion 

is stable due to the use of clean, constant pressure air. 

For these tests the scavenge blower was removed and 

replaced with a blanking plate and fabricated air manifold 

as described in section 4.2.1. The tests utilised 
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several different turbocharger assemblies (some of which 

necessitated the use of a different transition section 

between the auxiliary combustion chamber and the turbine). 

4.3. Services 

Services utilised by the test rig were cooling water, brake 

water, lubricating oil (for both engine and turbocharger), fuel 

(for both engine and auxiliary combustion chamber) including an 

auxiliary combustion chamber ignition system, and an exter~al air 

supply for initiating auxiliary combustion. These supplies will 

be considered separately as follows:-

Cooling and brake water 

The components of the test rig requiring a water 

supply were the engine, the brake and pressure transducers. 

The brake was supplied directly from the laboratory mains 

. supply. The waste water from the brake was vented directly 

to an atmospheric drain. The brake waste pipe incorpor-

ated a gate valve to allow a back pressure to be applied. 

The body of the brake was fitted with a pressure gauge to 

measure the back pressure. Before the tests commenced a 

static (i.e. brake shaft not rotating) back pressure of 

1.7 bar (25 p.s.i.) was applied. The cooling water for 

the pressure transducers were also supplied from the 

laboratory mains and the waste was vented to an atmospheric 

drain. Water was also used as a heat source for the 

bottled propane supply to the auxiliary combustion chamber 

during some tests. 

Engine cooling was accomplished by a closed circuit 

system. The circuit included a header tank fed from the 

mains via a ball cock valve. Circulation was achieved 
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by means of the engine driven water pump. Temper~ture 

control was effected via a thermostatically operated 

valve to dump water from the header tank to an atmospheric 

drain. This caused 'make-up' water to enter the header 

tank via the ball cock valve. The coolant supply was 

fitted with a Rotameter type flow indicator and remote 

reading vapour pressure thermometers were used to monitor 

coolant temperature. There was also a sensor fitted to 

activate a warning light and siren when the coolant temp

erature reached excessive levels (95°C). The water supply 

arrangements shown in figure 4.22. 

Lubricating oil 

Lubricating oil was required for the engine and the 

turbocharger bearing. The engine system was standard 

utilising an engine driven gear pump, together with an oil 

cooler and filter. 

The turbocharger lubricating oil supply was taken 

from a tapping at the outlet of the engine oil filter. 

The oil was taken via a further filter to the turbocharger 

housing and returned to the engine sump via a gravity 

drain. 

During later developments the turbochargeF was run 

as a self-sustained gas turbine prior to engine start-up. 

This necessitated an auxiliary oil supply. The auxiliary 

oil supply was effected by incorporating an external, 

automotive, vane type, lubricating oil pump driven by an 

electric motor. Oil was taken from the engine sump to 

the auxiliary pump. The supply from this pump was tapped 

into the supply line between the engine oil filter outlet 
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and an extra oil filter. Non return valves were incor-

porated to obviate reverse flows under conditions when 

either the engine lubricating oil system or the auxiliary 

system were working alone. The auxiliary supply incor

porated a pressure relief valve set to operate at 2.7 bar 

(40 p.s.i.) which returned the oil to the engine sump. 

Pressure gauges were incorporated in both the engine 

supply and the turbocharger supply lines. Both lines 

incorporated low pressure sensors linked to warning 

lights and an alarm siren. 

The auxiliary supply pump was switched off once the 

engine was started and eneine oil pressure had reached an 

acceptable level, whereupon the engine system took over 

the lubrication of the turbocharger bearing. The 

lubricating oil supply arrangement is shown in figure 

4.23. 

4.3.3. Engine Suel 

Engine fuel oil was gravity fed from a 'constant 

head' supply tank. The 'constant head' reservoir was 

maintained by a pumped recirculatory system from the main 

supply tank. The 'constant head' reservoir supplied fuel 

to the engine lift pump. From the lift pump the fuel oil 

was filtered and relivered to the injector pump via a 

'Litre Meter' turbine type flowmeter. Careful attention 

was paid to the spill lines to ensure that only net fuel 

flow was measured (see Appendix 2). The injector pump 

was a CAY DPA, rotary type, with a mechanical governor. 

Fuel was injected into the cylinders via one, single hole, 

injector per cylinder, opening at 175 bar (2538 p.s.i.). 
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The fuel oil supply arrangement is shown in figure 4.24. 

Auxiliary combustion chamber fuel 

The auxiliary combustion chamber utilised propane 

from a bottled supply. The supply was taken via an 

adjustable pressure regulator and pressure gauge. The 

supply also incorporated an on/off solenoid valve to permit 

computer controlled initiation of the fuel supply. 

The propane bottle was immersed in a water bath to 

act as a heat source and prevent gas bottle icine resulting 

in a supply pressure drop. The water bath was kept at a 

constant level by having a mains water supply and an over-

flow to waste. The gas bottle was suspended, in its water 

bath, from a gantry using a strain gauged proving ring 

arrangement permitting computerised gas flow measurements 

on a gravimetric principle (see Appendix 4). The proving 

ring arrangement is detailed in section 4.4.2. and the 

propane supply arrangement is shown in figure 4.25. 

4.3.5. Ignition of auxiliary combustion chamber 

The ignition of the auxiliary combustion chamber was 

effected by a Champion N9Y long reach spark plug. The 

spark energy was supplied by using a proprietary 'Spark

rite' electronic, capacitive discharge, ignition unit in 

conjunction with an automotive ignition coil. The spark 

circuit consisted of an RS 555 timer connected in an astable 

mode. Spark frequency was variable from 1 Hz to 10 Hz. 

The system operated from a l2v supply (engine batteries). 

The ignition unit was switched on and off via a relay 

operated from an open collector TTL integrated circuit. 

This enabled ignition to be initiated via a manual switch 
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or automatically under computerised control. The system 

arrangement is given in figure 4.16 and the timine circuit 

and relay connections are given in figure 4.26. 

4.4. Instrumentation 

Instrumentation of the test rig is considered in two major 

sections. One referring to instrumentation connected with 

services and the other referring to that connected with test 

measurements. Each major section is divided into two sub-

divisions: mechanical instrumentation and electrical/electronic 

instrumentation. Full details of calibration procedures are 

given in section 7.5. The instrumentation that was used during 

the project is also presented in Table 4.2. 

4.4.1. Instruments - services - mechanical 

a) Cooling water 

The temperature of the engine cooling water in the 

header tank was monitored using a dial indicating,vapour 

pressure thermometer. Control of this temperature was 

effected by a thermostatically activated dump valve. 

An uncalibrated flow meter in the return line to the 

header tank indicated flow. 

The coolant temperature at the engine outlet was 

measured using a dial indicating, vapour pressure 

thermometer. An electrical thermostatic warning device 

was also fitted. The device was connected to a warning 

lamp and alarm siren to indicate high coolant temperatures 

(95 0
C) • 

A calibrated Bourdon pressure gauge was fitted to the 

water brake to measure the static water back pressure 

before the commencement of each test. 
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b) Lubricating oil 

Lubricating oil pressure was monitored at the eneine 

lubricatinG oil filtcr outlct nnri nlso nt the t1\rl'ocll.'l.r{~('r 

bearing inlet using Bourdon gauGes. Each oil circuit 

was fitted with an electrical low pressure switch connected 

to warning lights and an alarm siren to give warning of 

low oil pressure (0.7 bar (10 p.s.i.)). 

c) Propane pressure 

Propane supply pressure to the auxiliary combustion 

chamber was monitored using a calibrated Bourdon gauge. 

This gauge was primarily used to give warning of an 

emptying gas bottle. 

4.4.2. Instruments - services - electrical/electronic 

a) Diesel fuel oil 

Measurement of the flow rate of diesel fuel oil was 

. effected by a turbine type flowmeter. The transducer 

produces a frequency output, dependent upon flowrate. 

The relationship is linear with this particular transducer 

(a Litre Meter LM25GN) for flow rates above 0.2 kg/hr. 

The frequency output was filtered to remove a d.c. 

component and then 'cleaned up' using a Schmitt Trigger. 

The pulses were then TTL compatible and a counter was 

used. The counter fed a data latCh and a digital to 

analogue convertor. The latch was used such that a 

constant analogue voltage output was produced. The 

output voltage was 'updated' at the end of each sampling 

period (~ 5s). A circuit diagram of the frequency to 

voltage conversion unit is given in figure 4.27 and the 

timing/reset circuit is shown in figure 4.28. 
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The output from this unit was suitable for computerised 

data acquisition. The transducer arrangement is shown in 

figure 4.24. A more detailed description of this system 

is given in Appendix 2. 

b) Propane flow rate 

Various systems were evaluated for propane flow 

measurement before a gravimetric system was adopted. 

The propane bottle was suspended from a strain gauged 

proving ring attached to a gantry. The strain gauges 

were fitted in accordance with procedures as detailed by 

Dorsey (49). A Sangamo Weston C56 amplifier provided an 

analogue output suitable for computerised data acquisition. 

The output was connected to a 'real time' logging system. 

The weight of the gas bottle was logged at timed intervals 

under computer c:ontrol and propane flow rate calculated in 

kg/hr. 

A general arrangement of the system is given in 

figure 4.25 and proving ring details in figure 4.29. 

A more detailed description of this system is given in 

Appendix 4. 

Instruments - Test measurements - mechanical 

a) Air and exhaust gas pressure measurements 

All gas pressure measurements (both air and exhaust 

gas) were taken using calibrated Budenburg bourdon type 

pressure gauges. 

b) Air flow measurements 

Air flow measurements on all stages of test rig 

development were conducted using a Preston meter as 

described by Few (9). 

given in figure 4.30. 
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c) Exhaust smolce measurements 

Exhaust smoke was measured usine a Bosch Smo]cemeter. 

This consisted of a sampline head fitted into the exhaust 

ducting. Smoke samples were obtained on filter papers 

and these were later analysed, using a reflective, photo

electric, evaluating unit. The positioning of the smoke 

probe is shown in figure 4.31., the sarJpling head and 

evaluating unit in figure 4.32. and a graph indicating 

acceptable smoke levels in figure 4.33. 

d) Engine speed 

A measurement of engine speed was available using a 

tachometer fitted to the dynamometer. This was used for 

comparison with other measurements only, the preferred 

measuring system being a digital readout of speed (see 

section 4.4.4.). 

4.4.4. Instruments - test measurements - electrical/ 

eli.ebtronic 

a) Engine speed 

The measurement of engine speed was r!lade in two ways: 

(i) A 127 mm (5 in) dia. steel toothed disc was 

fitted to the free end of the dynar:1ometer. 

An 'Orbit' magnetic pick-up was mounted adjacent 

to the disc and a sine wave output was obtained 

as the disc rotated. The output was connected 

to an Orbit counter/timer with a mmpling period 

of 1 sec. A 60 tooth disc was employed, thus 

giving a reading on the counter/timer directly 

in rev/min. This arrangement was not suitable 

for data logging with analogue inputs, thus the 

following method was also used. 
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(ii) A further 127 mm (5 in ) dia t oo thed disc was 

fitted to the free end of the dynamometer shaft . 

The disc had 120 teeth and the passage of the 

teeth was indicated by a pho t odiode/photo-

transistor switch. The frequency output from 

this device was fed to an RS frequency-to

voltage convertor and then to an operational 

amplifier (741 ) via a f ilter, for scaling 

purposes. The device yielded an analogue out

put proportional t o frequency input . A circui t 

diagram of this system is given in figure L' . 3L{ .• 

b) Turbocharger speed 

An optical method for measuring turbochar ger s peed, 

as reported by Goulas and Baker (50), was considered' .and 

rejected on grounds of bulk and unreliability. The method 

adopted involved the use of special compressor nuts, 

supplied by Holset Engineering, which incorporated a small 

bar magnet aligned normal t 'J t he turhQ c:~.:1.rGer d la" t. 

A pick- up coil was lHCl.l1ufactured, havi.ng many 

thousands of turns of insulated copper wire wound around 

a soft iron former. The pick-up coil was then impreg-

nated with an epoxy resin compound to make it sufficiently 

robust to withstand its operating environment. The pick-

up head was mounted externally, adjacent to the compressor 

housing. As the turbocharger shaft rotated a frequency 

output was obtained which was directly proportional to 

turbocharger speed. The frequency output was connected 

to an 'Orbit' counter/timer with a sampling period of 

1 sec. Turbocharger speed was indicated in rev/sec. 
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c) Temperature 

All gas flow temperatures were meo.sured usinc; Chromel/ 

Alumel thermocouples welded into stainless steel sheaths. 

Early tests utilised multi-way switches and a Hewlett 

Packard Digital Multi-meter (type 3465B) to read individual 

thermocouple outputs. During later tests the thermocouple 

outputs were read under computer control via a Solartron 

A.210 DVM with differential input data logger coupled to a 

PDP 11/05 computer. 

d) Brake load 

Brake load was measured using a calibrated, strain 

gauged, cantilever manufactured in accordance with details 

laid down by Dorsey (49). 

The cantilever system fitted to the dynamometer was 

very rigid and made dynamometer operation much more simple. 

The cantilever was bolted to the dynamometer base plate and 

attached to the torque arm via an actuating link incorpor

ating swivel joints to eliminate pre-loaded bending stresses. 

The arrangement of the cantilever is given in figure 4.35., 

and the modified dynamo:neter is shown in figure 4.8. 

The strain gauge output was connected to a Sangamo 

Weston C56 transducer amplifier, which provided an analogue 

voltage output in the range of 0 -. 10v. This output was 

suitable for computerised data acquisition. The cantilever 

system is more fully described in Appendix 3. 

e) Cylinder pressure 

Cylinder pressure was measured using a Southern 

Instruments T500 inductive FM transducer. The output from 

the water cooled transducer was displayed on an oscilloscope 
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via a Southern Instruments FM unit, (type M186o), during 

early tests to see that the peak cylinder pressure design 

limits were not exceeded. 

During later tests the voltage output from the FM 

unit was connected to a peak detect circuit feeding a 

scaling amplifier and a sample and hold circuit. This 

was controlled via TTL logic and an optical sensor. 

The sensor was triggered by a 127 mm (5 in.) dia. slotted 

disc fitted to the engine crankshaft pulley. The hold 

mode of the circuit was initiated just after peak cylinder 

pressure had occurred and then held for 4 ms. 

The circuit was then cleared of the previous reading and 

returned to themmpling mode. During the h61d period the 

computerised data logger scan was initiated, peak cylinder 

pressure voltage being the first quantity to be read in 

the scan. A circuit diagram of themmple and hold/timing 

unit is given in figures 4.36. and 4.37. 

f) Turbine inlet pressure 

During certain later tests a piezo-electric pressure 

transducer was used to investigate engine exhaust pulses 

at the turbine inlet. A piezo type transducer was used 

because of its small size and good dynamic response. 

The transducer (AVL l2QP500C) was water-cooled and was 

fitted into a further water-cooled jacket situated on the 

transition section between the auxiliary co~bustion ch~

ber and the turbine just after the engine exhaust mixing 

zone. The transducer output was connected to a Southern 

Instruments charge a~plifier (type M05-100) and recorded 

on a Shandon Southern tungsten light recorder (type 

F10-65Q). 
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g) Exhaust gas analysis 

Exhaust gas analysis equipnent was available for only 

limited periods during testing. The analysis was conducted 

using Beckman equipment. Unburned hydrocarbons and carbon 

monoxide concentrations were evaluated using a Beckman 

HC/CO Tester, Model 590, whilst a Beckman Model 955 

NO/NO Analyser was used for oxides of nitrogen. 
x 
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5. Theoretical fulalysis 

5.1. Standard Engine 

5.2. Preliminary Matching 

5.3. Diesel Gas Turbine 
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5. Theoretical Analysis 

In this section the theoretical analysis of the various parts of 

the engine system is described. Theoretical analysis of engine systems 

generally fall into two categories, either a quasi-steady flow treatment 

or a treatment using unsteady flow processes and step-by-step analysis. 

The quasi-ateady flow treatment (as used by Wallace (4,46)) is a 

simple treatment and has the advantage of giving quick results from a 

computer program which is of low cost in terms of processor time. 

The unsteady flow process treatment requires a step-by-step 

analysis and perJnits the consideration of exhaust pulsations at the 

turbine. Such treatments have been used by Benson (51) and 

Whitehouse et al (52), utilising valves for cylinder/cooling medium 

heat transfer devised by Feingold (53). The pulse effect is usually 

accounted for by using the method of 'apparent turbine efficiency' 

developed by Whitehouse, Stotter and Janota (22). They have shown 

curves of apparent steady flow efficiency varying with expansion ratio 

(fig. 5.1.). Such programs are very expensive to run, taking as many 

as 100 secs. of computer time to simulate 5 sees. of engine time on a 

main frame computer (35). 

Each part of the present work will be considered separately:-

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Standard engine. 

Preliminary matching. 

Diesel Gas Turbine. 

The equations used will be cross referenced in the relevant 

computer programs detailed in Appendix 1. 

5.1. Standard engine 

The treatment used for the standard engine theory is based 

on the quasi-steady flow analysis developed by Wallace (4,46), 



and has been adequately reported. The main points of the analysis 

are as follows:-

Equations governins cycle performance 

(Specific values quoted for variables refer to the particular 

engine used - a Rootes TS3.) 

Volume of trapped air per cycle 

Vs 
= 0.78 x 0.9 1 _ 1 

r r 

Mass of trapped air in cylinder per minute 

WT ~m Vtt /m 0.78 x 
0.9 Vs N 

= = 1 - 1 
r 

Manifold and trapped charge density 

p r P 

/,m 
c c a 

== IrI:" = R T m m 

For constant volume combustion heat addition 

1 
(If - 1) [ne

1 
p 1 [1-(~) max 

1 - (1:) - 1 r P r c a r 

1 [ (n- l)J] ~ 504 c v 
+ 1 1 - rc c 

RRT Tm n -c 

For dual cycle combustion, with cut-off ratio 

1 

[ne 1_ 1 - 0(. fi'lf _ 1 n ( 1 ) ~ - 1 
(0<..- 1) + ~lX(/8 - 1) r 

(n 
e - 1] 

p 
max 

1 r p 
c a 

(~)x [1 - (~) 
(tie - 1)] P 

~(tB-l) + 
max 

+ P r n 
a c c 

[1 _ (r)ne - 1]] 504 c v = RRTTm 
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Mean temperatures 

(T mean) 
e 

P 
= T max 

m r P c a 

where r = expansion ratio. 
e 

(T mean) c = ~m [r (nc - 1) + 1] 

Power 

where 

~ [ 
1 (~ - 1)1 WT 

CHP) . = J. 1 - - - c ~ r RT V 

for constant volume combustion, or, 

~ 

(HP\ = 1J. [1 - ( O(~~) ~ ~odj3 _ 1) )l. 

(~) Of - 1)] ~ C
v 

for dual cycle combustion. 

(6) 

(8) 

(10) 

(HP)f = K1N (where K1 = 0.008 for this engine) (11) 

(HP)sb = K
2

(P r - P ) D a c a 

where K2 = 0.00060 for this engine and 

D = speed of scavenge blower = 1.8N 

Fuel flow 

Engine mass flow 

Specific fuel consumption 

sfc = Wf x 60 

HP 

(12) 

(14) 



'l'cmpern. ture rise nc 1'03£3 til e encine 

6T = 
H exh 

= 

CV(l -1 b - c:cw
f

) 

Cpl ( ART + 1) 

where Cpl is the mean specific heat over the 

temperature range ~ T, and, 

The computer program written for this analysis has been 

(16) 

developed from much earlier programs originating from Wallace 

and is detailed in Appendix 1.1. Both the heat loss to cooling 

water and the C and ~ curves for varying air/fuel ratios 
p 

utilise the Wallace curves (4) shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

The program is based on iterative procedures to realise stable 

values for various parameters and hence makes much use of sub-

routines. 

The program assumes heat addition at constant volume until 

a pressure limit of 120 bar (1800 psi) is reached. The remainder 

of the heat addition is then assumed to occur at a constant 

pressure. Thermal efficiency is based on the ideal constant 

volume or dual combustion cycle (figure 5.4.). The indicated 

efficiency is assumed to be 7~fo of the ideal. Frictional horse-

power is taken to be proportional to speed. 

The program assumes that the effective stroke = 0.78 x total 

stroke and that the trapped air fills 9~fo of the trapped volume. 

The pressure drop across the engine is assumed to be a constant, 

exhaust pressure being equal to 0.86 x charge pressure. The 

calorific value of diesel fuel is taken from Goodger (54). 

A listing of the computer program is given in Appendix 1.1. 
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5.2. Preliminary matching 

The prcliminnry mntchinc; theory utilicCG n njmplc ntcady flow, 

first law analysis and predicts the 1 ike1y matched operlltinc are::lD 

of an engine/turbocharger system. The computer program used 

(Appendix 1.2.) has been&ve1oped by Blencoe (17) from earlier 
, , 

work by Picken (55) and the analysis has been published elsewhere 

(17,18). The analysis does not define specific operating points 

but rather favourable areas of operation (see figure 5.5.). The 

analysis also provides for the use of auxiliary combustion to 

augment exhaust gas enthalpy and this will permit matching at 

lower values of exhaust blowdown temperature. The effect of 

this can be seen in figure 5.6. 

The main points of the analysis are as follows:-

Fraction of the01etical' air 

x = 1 
F = fuel/air ratio (18) 

Internal energy of exhaust gas at blowdown (after Feingold (53» 

( 
0 0873 ) (T - 32 ) 3 

Ug = - 0.1755 + xO•75 g180 

+ (13.98 + !o~t8) ( Tg - 3
2

) 2 (881 3 83•52) 180 + • + XO• 93 )l 

(
T - 32) 

g180 + 2282 

T = blowdown temperature 
g 

(in Btu/lb mol.) 

The cylinder volume at a given crank angle is given by 

7T d
2 

( n 2 2 .;) V = -,;- t+~(l-COS9)-[{. +t-(cose-l)] +~ 

Specific enthalpy after 

h2' - hl 
...:;.--- + hl 

fc. 

(20) 

compression 

(21) 
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Enthalpy at entry to manifold 

Air manifold pressure 

p = p r 3 a c 

Mass of trapped charge 

M = 
P2 x V. 1C 

Vic = volume at inlet port closure 

Engine fuel requirement 

EM _ nxMxES 
- R 

T 

Compressor work 

for a matched condition this will be equal to the 

turbine work 

w = W t c 

Enthalpy at turbine inlet 

h = 5 

(SR - 1) x h3 + Ug (1 + F)/m 
(SR + F) 

for a two-stroke, or, 

h = 5 

U (1 - F) 
(SR - 1) x h3 + g m 

P3 x (Veo - Vec) 

+ M x J 
(SR + F) 

Enthalpy of exhaust gas leaving turbine 

If the engine exhaust gas cannot supply the enthalpy 

required to do the necessary turbine work, then a heat 

addition term is used. Q = Jh x h x AM x ES 
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The corresponding fuel requirement for auxiliary combustion 

is given by 

ill = 

The comput6r program for this analysis is listed in 

Appendix 1.2. Specific enthalpies are obtained from a linear 

interpolation of data in 'look up' tables. The data for these 

tables is taken from Keenan & Kaye (56). The program operates 

in imperial units with a section for SI unit conversion prior to 

printout. 

5.3. Diesel gas turbine 

The complexity of the diesel gas turbine system is minimised 

by using a simple steady flow analysis. However provision is 

made for the inclusion of an exhaust pulse energy term. The 

engine cycle analysis is as detailed in section 5.1. This analysis 

has proved itself during standard engine tests, the computer program 

providing accurate predictions and justifying its use as a section 

of the larger diesel gas turbine program. 

Turbocharger outlet temperature 

~-1 

r lJ' - 1J T = TA [ 1 + .-;;.5 __ _ 

sup "lc.. 

Compressor work 

(34) 

Air manifold temperature 

= T - E (T - T ) sup c sup c 

The analysis detailed in section 5.1. is then used to 

evaluate the engine operating parameters. The diesel gas turbine 
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analysis then continues:-

Turbocharger bearing losses 

loss = where K3 = 

upon turbocharger type. 

Necessary turbine power 

HPT = HP + loss 
c. 

Mechanical efficiency 

Turbine mass flow 

a constant dependent 

Auxiliary combustion chamber mass flow 

Auxiliary combustion chamber inlet temperature 

Enthalpy at turbine outlet 

H = W C. T 
out T~O Tout 

Enthalpy at turbine inlet 

H, = WTC TT' 
~n PT' ~n 

~n 

Enthalpy of engine exhaust 

H = W C T eng eng peng exh 

Enthalpy at inlet to auxiliary combustion chamber 

H. = cJ.n 

Heat input of auxiliary combustion chamber 

(H, - H )- H , J.n eng cJ.n 

Auxiliary combustion chamber fuelling rate 
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(44) 

(46) 

(47) 



The new value for W
f 

is uDed in an i tcrn t::i.vc proccss from ace 

equation 39 to 47 until a stable value for Wf is found. ace 

Pulse contribution 

P = H + turbine work - H. (48) 
o ~n 

Turbine efficiency 

(TT' - TT t')/(TT' - TT t) 
~n ou ~n ou 

Pulse work factor 

Fact = P/turbine work (50) 

Turbine work factor 

ETT = (1 / (1 - Fact)) (51) 

The computer program written for this analysis utilises 

input data taken from actual compressor maps to determine the 

compressor operating points. The manufacturers maps for the 

compressors used are shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13 whilst the 

digitised versions of these maps, plotted from the input data, 

are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8. The computer program then 

utilises the analysis detailed in section 5.1 to evaluate the 

engine operating conditions. The program incorporates a section 

to deal with outputs in the case of poor scavenge by effectively 

increasing the apparent air/fuel ratio. An operating point may 

then be determined by matChing engine power output and recorded 

sfc levels. The program contains several iterative loops to 

obtain stable parameter solutions. Looping has been kept to 

tolerable levels via the use of looping counters to effect an 

escape if a divergent solution is obtained. The computer program 

is listed in Appendix 1.3. 
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6. Computerised Processing 

6.1. PDP 11L05 Lo~~in~ s';l.stem 

G.l.l. Hardware 

6.1.2. Software 

6.2. H';l.brid logger + micro, 

6.2.1. Hardware 

6.2.2. Software 

6.3. Control system 

6.3.1. Hardware 

6.3.2. Software 
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6. Computerised Processing 

Computerised processing was used during the course of the project 

for two reasons:-

1) To ease the task of obtaining large quantities of data from 

a complex test rig. 

2) A control system for the Diesel Gas Turbine, which would 

require feedback of the various influencing parameters, 

would be necessary before it could be used in a traction 

system. 

Two data acquisition systems were used:-

a) A real-time acquisition system. 

b) A crankshaft triggered acquisition system. 

A real-time logging system was necessary for the recording of 

propane flow rates to the auxiliary combustion chamber (see Appendix 4). 

Real-time is also suitable for recording of parameters which are not 

dependent upon crankshaft position, e.g. mean gas temperatures 

measured via thermocouples. 

A crankshaft triggered acquisition system is desirable for use with 

rotating machinery in order to effect an efficient control system. It 

is also necessary for the recording of parameters which are crankshaft 

dependent, e.g. peak cylinder pressure. The use of cranlmhaft triggered 

acquisition also permits control actions to be based on an average cycle 

value (sayan average of 50 cycles), thus eliminating violent control 

reactions to an unrepresentative data point, whilst still maintaining 

an adequate speed of response. 

An acquisition system to log 20 channels of input at each crank

shaft revolution requires a SCan rate of at least 1 kHz for a two

stroke engine operating at 3000 rev/min. The available PDP 11/05 

computer utilised an acquisition system capable of recording 10 input 
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channels at a maximum rate of 100 Hz and was thus not suited for 

crankshaft triggered operation. Accordingly, a data logger was 

constructed having 16 analogue input channels and a scan rate of 

::: 30 kHz. This logger was linked to a microprocessor and would 

allow for the development of a flexible control system. 

6.1. PDP 11/05 Logging system 

The Solartron DVM and logging system utilised by the PDP 11/05 

had 10 differential analogue input channels with a scan rate of 

10 Hz for a single channel or 100 Hz for all 10 channels. 

6.1.1. Hardware 

The logging unit utilised a Solartron A2l0 DVM. 

The unit had 10 analogue input channels and logging 

(including choice of voltage range) was program controlled. 

The differential inputs rendered the unit ideal for record

ing thermocouple outputs from a number of sheathed thermo

couples having their sheaths in electrical contact (a 

common earth system tends to average the thermocouple 

outputs). As the computer had a real-time clock facility 

the logging system was ideal for recording weight loss of 

a propane bottle over an accurate period of time. 

6.1.2. Software 

The logging program written for the PDP 11/05 computer 

allowed a choice of sampling times from 1 to 15 minutes. 

Values of up to 9 thermocouple readings and propane bottle 

weight were logged at time zero and approximately one 

minute intervals thereafter. The internal computer clock 

timed the intervals to 0.01 sec., such that successive 

propane bottle weight readings could be adjusted to repre

sent accurate one minute weight losses. The program gives 
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gas flow rate results based on the averar;e of the one 

minute values and another based on the weight loss during 

the total sampling period. 

Temperatures are presented as an average of the 

readings taken at one minute intervals. The output from 

the program is given on a teletype with an option for 

punch tape output from a high speed punch if desired. 

The tape output permits later computer analysis of the 

data if required. 

A listing of the logging program, written in BASAC IV, 

is given in Appendix 1.4., along with a typical example of 

data output. 

6.2. Hybrid data logger with microprocessor 

The data acquisition system linked to the microprocessor had 

16 single ended input channels. The system was constructed during 

the course of the project. 

6.2.1. Hardware 

The system consisted of a 16 channel multiplexer 

(Hybrid Systems MUX 204, figure 6.1.) linked to an analogue 

to digital convertor (Hybrid Systems ADC 550-12E, figure 

6.2.). These elements were linked to associated control 

logic and a microprocessor (Quarndon QMS 8080). The 

system takes analogue voltages (O-lOv) and converts them 

into 12 bit binary representation for use in the micro

processor. The channel to be read is selected via a 

4 bit binary address set up by the control logic. The 

data acquisition system is shown in figure 6.3. and the 

system organisation in figure 6.4. 

The control logic (figure 6.5.) sets up the multi-
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plexer address and increments the address after each 

channel has been read to Give 'scan' capability. The 

number of channels to be Gcanned (1-16) iG Gct on thuml.l-

wheel switches on the front of the logger. At the end of 

each scan the logging system is 'de-activated' . until a 

further signal from a crankshaft trigger initi~tes a new 

scan. The crankshaft trigger alone cannot generate a scan 

unless it occurs in conjunction with a software generated 

command from the miocroprocessor, and a valid multiplexer 

address (VMA). 

6.2.2. Software 

Although the analogue to digital convertor is a 12 bit 

device, only the most significant 8 bits are used in the 

m!~roprocessor. The processor is an 8 bit device and thus 

the use of 8 bits simplifies the system architecture and is 

less remanding on storage space. 

The software serves a number of functions. 

(i) It controls and monitors the data acquisition 

system, such that the correct number of analogue 

channels are sampled. 

(ii) It determines the number of times that the analogue 

inputs will be scanned (i.e. the number of engine 

revolutions for which measurements will be taken). 

(iii) It stores the measured values in a table as a 

series of 8 digit binary numbers. 

(iv) When all the required measurements are completed, 

it converts the stored values to an equivalent 

voltage and prints the numbers on a teletype. 

A listing of the computer program (in assembly 



language for the Intel 8080 processor) is given in 

Appendix 1.5. 

6.3. Control system 

The control system is based on stepper motors and a 

microprocessor. 

6.3.1. Hardware 

The stepper motors (Evershed & Vignoles FDS4/A51 and 

FDM4/A52) were driven by a power supply and Digicard 053 

drive units (figure 6.6.). Forcing resistors were used 

to maintain good torque characteristics. The motors were 

all of the 400 step/rev type such that a positional accur-

acy of 0.90 could be maintained. Several motors and 

drive systems w'ere combined to provide a comprehensive 

control system enabling up to six stepper motors to be 

driven sinultaneously (six channel control). Each channel 

could be driven manually (using signals internally derived 

from the drive system) or automatically (using signals 

from a microprocessor). The circuit for such a syste~ is 

shown, for a single channel, in figure 6.7. 

Software 

Only li~ited software has been written for a Texas 

9900 microprocessor to drive stepper motors under speed 

control and positional control. These programs provide 

the necessary routines to enable motors to be accelerated 

to a high running speed and then decelerated to a final 

position in order to keep control system response time 

delays to a minimum. The computer programs (written in 

assembly language for the Texas 9900 processor) are 

listed in Appendix 1.6. 
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7. Experimental Procedure 

7.1. Standard engine tests 

7.2. Stage I development 

7.3. Stage II development 

7.4. Stage III development 

7.5. Calibrations 

7.5.1. Pressure gauges 

7.5.2. Pressure transducers 

7.5.3. Diesel fuel oil flow 

7.5.4. Transducer for applied brake load 

7.5.5. Thermocouples 

7.5.6. Preston meter 

7.5.7. Propane flow measurement 

7.5.8. Engine speed measurement 
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7. Experimental Procedure 

The experimental programme was divided into four sections:-

1) Standard engine tests. 

2) Stage I development. The incorporation of an exhaust 

gas turbocharger. 

3) Stage II development. Turbocharged engine incorporating 

ru1 auxiliary combustion chamber to augment exhaust gas 

enthalpy. 

4) Stage III development (The diesel gas turbine). 

Auxiliary combustion utilising only clean by-pass air. 

Each stage of development is discussed separately below. 

7.1. Standard engine tests 

These tests involved running the engine, in its standard form, 

over the full range of speed and load. From the results of these 

tests, standard engine performance characteristics were established. 

These characteristics formed the basis for the comparison of 

results from subsequent modifications. 

The engine was started and run under a light load for 15 

minutes to allow it to reach normal operating temperature. 

The engine fuelling and brake load were then increased until the 

fuel pump rack was in its maximum position and an engine speed of 

1000 rev/min was attained. Results were then taken at this point 

and brake load was decreased until a new test point was reached. 

Results were taken at engine speed increments of 200 rev/min up 

to a maximum of 2400 rev/min. The tests were then repeated and 

results obtained for ~ and ~ of full load conditions. 

The steady state parameters recorded were:

Engine speed 

Air flow 
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Inlet manifold temperature and pressure 

Exhaust manifold temperature and pressure 

Dynamometer applied load 

Peak cylinder pressure 

Diesel fuel oil consumption 

The results of these tests are presented graphically in 

Chapter 8. 

7.2. Stage I development 

The Stage I system (figure 4.18) incorporated an exhaust gas 

turbocharger in series with the scavenge blower. A Holset 3LDI 

turbocharger was used with turbine housings of 1.57 sq. in. and 

2.5 sq. in. throat area. 

The test procedure adopted was as that described in section 

Results were taken only at full load conditions. Once 

results had been obtained with the turbocharger and scavenge 

blower in series, the connection between the scavenge blower and 

turbocharger was removed with the engine running at approximately 

2000 rev/min. under full load conditions to allow freely turbo

charged (i.e. no scavenge blower assistance) results to be 

obtained. 

The use of the scavenge blower in series with the turbocharger 

was necessary for engine starting. 

The steady state parameters that were recorded were:

Engine speed 

Air flow 

Inlet manifold temperature and pressure 

Exhaust manifold temperature and pressure 

Temperature and pressure between scavenge blower and 

turbo-compressor 
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Turbine inlet temperature and pressure 

Turbine exhaust temperature and pressure 

Turbocharger speed 

Applied dynamometer load 

Peak cylinder pressure 

Exhaust smoke 

Diesel fuel oil consumption 

The results of these tests are shown graphically in 

Chapter 8. 

7.3. Stage II development 

Stage II development (figure 4.20a) included the incorpor

ation of an auxiliary combustion chamber in the exhaust duct 

between the engine exhaust manifold and the turbocharger turbine. 

The purpose of the auxiliary combustion chamber was to augment 

the exhaust gas enthalpy and thus increase turbocharger work. 

The engine was started in the normal manner and when it was 

running satisfactorily, the auxiliary combustion chamber ignition 

was initiated and its propane fuel supply turned on. Auxiliary 

combustion could be maintained throughout the full range of engine 

speed at no-load conditions. Any attempt to increase loading 

resulted in flame instability and the extinguishing of auxiliary 

combustion. 

A further modification (figure 4.20b) was then introduced. 

A throttled air bypass link was placed between the turbo-compressor 

outlet and the auxiliary combustion chamber inlet. Thus a pro·· 

portion of the air could bypass the engine, being mixed with the 

engine exhaust gas prior to auxiliary combustion. With this 

arrangement starting was possible in two modes:-



1) The engine, with the scavenge blower and turbocharger in 

series, was started in the normal manner. When the engine was 

running satisfactorily the ignition for the auxiliary combustion 

chamber was turned on and fuelling was initiated. It was then 

possible to remove the link (air) between the turbocharger and 

scavenge blower if desired. 

2) With the scavenge blower disconnected from the air supply 

circuit (i.e. motoring unloaded), an additional air supply was 

connected to the inlet of the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

The bypass air throttle was fully opened and the slave air supply 

turned on. Auxiliary combustion was started, which, together 

with the turbocharger, acted as a gas turbine. When self-sustained 

conditions were reached, the slave air supply was turned off and 

disconnected. The air bypass throttle was then closed until a 

small, positive, pressure drop was obtained across the engine. 

The engine was then started with the conventional starter motor. 

Both starting systems proved reliable and load could be sus

tained up to approximately ~ of full load conditions, throughout 

the full range of engine speed, before the onset of flame instability. 

The second mode of operation permitted the removal of the scavenge 

blower as it became redundant. 

The parameters monitored were as those in section 7.2. Few 

formal results are presented in Chapter 8 as the maximum power 

operating points were unacceptable. The tests were carried out 

using a Holset 3LDl turbocharger with a 1.57 sq.in. throat area 

turbine housing. The experience gained during this phase of testing 

was used to design a final operating system (the Diesel Gas Turbine). 
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7.4. Stage III development 

The Stage III development (figure 4.21.) included removing 

the scavenge blower (and substituting a blanking plate and a 

fabricated air manifold). A controlled throttle air bypass was 

taken from the turbocompressor outlet to the auxiliary combustion 

chamber inlet. The engine exhaust duct was connected to the 

auxiliary combustion circuit just after the auxiliary combustion 

chamber and prior to the turbine inlet. Hence auxiliary com

bustion utilised only clean, constant pressure, air. Exhaust 

pulse energy was attenuated, to some extent, by the length of 

exhaust ducting (~ 1m) but the remaining pulse energy was avail

able for utilisation in the turbine. 

The tests involved running the engine over as wide an oper

ating range as possible, with a given turbocharger. Tests 

commenced at the lowest rated engine speed (1000 rev/min) and 

were increased in 200 rev/min. steps until the engine power output 

had fallen below that pertaining to the standard engine at that 

speed. Tests were also carried out at a constant engine speed 

of 1200 rev/min. with charge inlet pressure being varied. This 

was achieved by varying the auxiliary fuel input rate. 

The test rig starting procedure is detailed in Appendix 9. 

Tests were conducted at full load conditions. In this case 

the apparent air/fuel ratios were in the :range from 24:1 - 33: 1 

due to the nature of the injector pump employed (fixed delivery). 

Part load operating conditions were not investigated as engine 

fuelling rate was not found to have any significant effect on 

operating conditions other than auxiliary fuelling rates and 

specific fuel consumption. 

Tests were carried out using a Holset 3LDl turbocharger with 



turbine housings of 1.41, 1.57 and 2.5 sq. in. throat areas. 

Further tests were carried out usinlj a Holset 4LGK turbocharljer 

with a 2.6 sq. in. throat area turbine housing. 

In the tests with the Ho1set 3LD1 turbocharger using a 

1.41 sq. in. throat area turbine housing, the initial start-up 

procedures could be followed and self-sustained gas turbine con

ditions reached, but any attempt to start the engine drove the 

compressor into surge. This showed that the turbocharger was 

too small. 

Steady state parameters monitored during the tests were:

Turbo-compressor outlet temperature and pressure 

Engine air inlet temperature and pressure 

Bypass air temperature and pressure 

Engine exhaust temperature and pressure (at exhaust 

manifold) 

Engine exhaust temperature and pressure (at exhaust/ 

auxiliary combustion gases mixing zone) 

Auxiliary combustion chamber inlet temperature and 

pressure 

Turbine inlet temperature and pressure 

Turbine exhaust temperature and pressure 

Air flow rate 

Diesel oil flow rate 

Propane supply pressure 

Propane flow rate 

Dynamometer applied load 

Peak cylinder pressure 

Engine speed 
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Turbocharger speed 

Exhaust emissions 

Results from these tests are presented graphically in 

Chapter 8. 

7.5. Calibrations 

During the course of test rig development there were several 

items of both standard, and manufactured, transducers and associated 

amplifiers that required calibration. The calibration of all 

flowmeters was carried out in accordance with rules laid out by 

Hayward (57). The calibration procedure for each item is 

discussed below. 

7.5.1. Pressure gauees 

All pressure gauges used were Bourdon types manufact

ured by Budenburg. The calibration of these gauges was 

checked using a Barnett Industrial Deadweight Tester 

(model 3760/74). 

Pressure transducers 

a) Cylinder pressure transducer 

The transducer used to monitor cylinder pressure was 

a Southern Instruments T500/H524 inductive PM type. 

The transducer and FM unit (Southern Instruments type 

M1860) were calibrated using a Barnett Industrial 

Deadweight Tester (model 3760/74) and a Hewlett 

Packard HP356A Digital Multi-meter. The digital 

multi-meter was of the dual ramp integration type, and, 

as such, its response was not sufficiently fast to read 

cylinder pressure traces, so test results were taken 

using an oscilloscope (Tektronix type 564B) or logged 

via the peak detect/sample and hold module described 
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in section 4.4.4. The calibration is Given in 

Table 7.1. and shown graphically in figure 7.1. 

b) Pulse measurement transducer 

The transducer used to investigate exhaust pulses at 

the turbine inlet was a piezoelectric type pressure 

transducer (AVL 12QP500C No.1074) and was used in 

conjunction with a Southern Instruments (M05 100) 

charge amplifier and a Shandon Southern Tungsten Light 

Recorder (type FlO-650). Calibration was carried out 

using both the light recorder and a Hewlett Packard 

3465B Digital Multi-meter, with a Barnett Industrial 

Deadweight Tester (model 3760/74). 

Diesel fuel oil flow transducer 

This instrument consisted of a Litre Meter LM25GN 

transducer and a voltage readout unit, designed and con

structed at Leicester Polytechnic during the course of the 

project. The system is described in detail in Appendix 2. 

The transducer was a rotor type operating on a volumetric 

principle, delivering a frequency output proportional to 

volumetric flow rate. The device was found to be very 

sensitive to delivery pressure thus necessitating a 'con

stant head' feed which was provided from a reservoir and 

recirculatory supply sytem. 

The system was calibrated with regard to instructions 

laid down by Hayward (57), using a weighed amount of diesel 

oil passed in a given time. The fuel was weighed to 1 oz. 

(28.5g) on an Avery scale (type 3205ABA) and the period 

was timed to 1 second using a Smith's stop clock. The 

output voltage was read on a Hewlett Packard HP3465A 
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Digital Multi-meter. Fuel was allowed to flow for a 

variable period of 10 to 30 minutes depending upon flow-

rate. A flying start and finish technique was used. 

During the calibration period there was a variation 

in atmospheric pressure of 20 mmHc and in atmospheric 

t t of 7°C. empera ure These factors were found to have no 

significant effect within the stated accuracy of : 1.5% 

of full scale. The calibration figures are given in 

Tables 7.2. and 7.3. and shown graphically in figure 7.2. 

Transducer for applied brake load 

Applied brake load was measured using a strain gauged 

cantilever transducer and a Sangamo Weston cS6 transducer 

amplifier. Voltage output was measured on a Hewlett 

Packard DMM (type 3465A) or logged on the systems described 

in Chapter 6 

The cantilever system (see Appendix 3) was designed 

and manufactured.d~ring the course of the project and was 

subjected to rigorous testing and calibration procedures. 

The cantilever was tested for linearity and calibrated 

using a Dartec tensile test machine and a Bryans Southern 

Instruments X-Y Plotter (type 2000). This calibration is 

shown in figure 7.3. The cantilever was tested using 

deadweights over a period of 12 hours to investigate strain 

gauge adhesive creep effects during extended service. 

This effect was found to be indistinguishable from amplifier 

'drift' • The cantilever system was given a final 'in situ' 

calibration on the brake, using the brake's spring balance 

to apply the load. This calibration is shown in Table 7.4. 

and figure 7.4. 
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7.5.5. Thermocouples 

All the thermocouples used were of the standard 

Chromel/Alumel type. A calibration chart is shown in 

figure 7.5. The thermocouples used were checked against 

this chart in a temperature controlled oven, used 

for metallurgical purposes. 

complied with the chart. 

Preston meter 

The thermocouples used all 

A Preston Meter (9) was used to measure air flow at 

all stages of rig development. The Preston Meter was 

constructed using perspex tube and hypodermic tubing. 

Calibration was carried out on a variable velocity air 

flow rig, using a water manometer and pilot traverse 

techniques. The calibration is given in Table 7.5. and 

figure 7.6. 

7.5.7. Propane flow measurement 

Several gas and liquid flow measuring devices were 

investigated and rejected on the grounds of poor accuracy 

or unsuitability (see Appendix 4). The method used was a 

gravimetric system using a strain gauged proving ring. 

The proving ring wasmlibrated using deadweights and a 

Sangamo Weston C56 transducer amplifier. The voltage 

output was read on a Hewlett Packard Digital Multi-meter 

(type 3465B). The proving ring was subjected to linearity 

and strain gauge adhesive creep checks demonstrating good 

linearity and undetectable creep. The calibration of the 

proving ring is given in Table 7.6. and figure 7.7. 

Results during engine testing were obtained by data 

logging the proving ring output at fixed time intervals, 
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under computer control, and derivin~ the flow rate. 

The system is fully described in Appendix 4. 

7.5.8. En~ine speed measurement 

A tachogenerator was used to give an analogue voltage 

output proportional to speed during the early tests but 

the drive system proved unreliable due to vibration or 

'wind-up'. The method finally adopted used a toothed 

disc/opto switch sensor in conjunction with a frequency 

to voltage convertor filter and amplifier. The device 

was designed and constructed during the course of the 

project. Calibration was carried out using a Farnell 

Instruments Signal Generator to simulate the input from 

the optical sensor. The frequency was checked on an 

Orbit counter/timer. The voltage output was read on a 

Hewlett Packard 3465A DMM. The filter used in the circuit, 

to reduce A.C. ripple to acceptable levels, caused the 

output to be non-linear over an equivalent speed range of 

0-3000 rev/min. (0-6 kHz). Linearity was, however, 

acceptable over an equivalent speed range of 600 to 2400 

rev/min. (1.2-4.8 kHz) which covered the range from idling 

speed to full rated engine speed. The calibration of this 

device is given in Table 7.7. and presented graphically in 

figure 7.8. 
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8. Results 

The results are presented as follows:-

1) Presentation of experimental results: 

(i) Results from the standard engine 

(ii) Results from the Stage I and II developments 

(iii) Results from the diesel gas turbine 

2) Presentation of results obtained from computer prediction 

programs: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Standard engine program 

Preliminary matching program 

Diesel gas turbine program 

3) Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results: 

(i) Standard engine 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Preliminary matching 

Diesel gas turbine 

4) Extension of experimental work by theoretical study 

Diesel gas turbine only. 

The results obtained from the various stages of the experimental 

programme, together with those from computer predictions, are presented 

in graphical form. Boost ratios, scavenge ratios and smoke numbers 

pertaining to each stage of development are presented in Tables 8.1. 

(variable speed tests) and 8.2. (constant speed tests). 

8.1. Presentation of experimental results 

8.1.1. Results from the standard engine 

The standard engine was tested over a range of speeds 

and loads as discussed in Section 7.1. Full load results 

for power output, torque and specific fuel consumption are 

given in figures 8.1. and 8.2. These results compare 

favourably with those published by the engine manufacturers. 
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Results for power output, torque and spec ific fuel conGctq.-

tion for conditions of ~ full load, ~ full load and full 

load are given in figures 8.3., 8.4. and 8.5. 

8.1.2. Stage I and II developments 

The engine system was modified to include a turbo-

charger in series with the scavenge blower (figure 4.18) 

and tests were carried out as described in section 7.2. 

The tests were undertaken using a Holset 3LDI turbocharger 

with two different turbine housings. No freely turbo-
, 

charged results (without scavenge blower assistance) could 

be obtained using a Holset 3LDI turbocharger with a 2.5 sq. in. 

throat area turbine housing (see figure 4.19). The same 

turbocharger with a 1.57 sq. in. throat area turbine housing 

produced freely turbocharged results over a narrow speed 

range at full load. Results of power output, torque and 

specific fuel consumption are shown in figures 8.6. and 

The Stage II development (figure 4.20a.) included the 

use of an auxiliary combustion chamber. The combustion 

chamber operated satisfactorily at all engine speeds under 

no load conditions. Attempt~ to apply load resulted in 

flame instability and the extinguishing of auxiliary com-

bust ion. Results of charge air density (figure 8.8.) and 

trapped air flow (figure 8.9.) compare developments I and II 

with the naturally aspirated engine. 

The engine system was modified to mix bypass air with 

the engine exhaust before entering the auxiliary combustion 

ohamber (figure 4.20b.). It was found that auxiliary com-

bustion could be maintained at all engine speeds up to 
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approximately ~ of full load conditions. Attempts to 

increase loading beyond this point resulted in flame in

stability and the extinguishing of auxiliary combustion. 

Accordingly the engine system was considGred to be unviable 

and no graphical results are presented. 

Stage III development 

The engine system was modified such that auxiliary 

combustion utilised only clean, constant pressure, air 

(figure 4.21.). The hot gases from auxiliary combustion 

were mixed with engine exhaust gases just before entering 

the turbine. 

Tests were carried out with four different turbocharger 

types:-

1) A Holset 3LDl with a 1.41 sq. in. throat area turbine 

housing. 

A Holset 3LDl with a 1.57 sq. in. throat area turbine 

housing. 

A Holset 3LDI with a 2.5 sq. in. throat area turbine 

housing. 

4) A Holset 4LGK with a 2.6 sq. in. throat area turbine 

housing. 

Tests were conducted in two ways:-

a) With increasing engine speed at full load using each 

turbocharger. Tests were continued until the system power 

output fell to that pertaining to the standard engine at 

that speed. After this point the tests were discontinued 

as the engine system was not likely to prove viable if the 

power output was below that of the standard engine. 
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b) At a constant engine speed (1200 rev/min). The booct 

level was varied by adjuGtinc; the fuelling r ate of the 

auxiliary combustion chamber. This set of tests permitted 

comparisons between the various turbocharger types employed •. 

Results of power output, torque, specific fuel con

sumption, apparent air/fuel ratio, trapped and total air 

flows, propane consumption, smoke emission, air manifold 

temperature and b.m.e.p., for the variable engine speed 

tests are shown in figures 8.10 to 8.15. The operating 

points of the various turbochargers are shown in figures 

8.16 to 8.18. No results have been presented for the 

Ho1set 3LD1 with a 1.41 sq. in. throat area turbine housing 

due to difficulties encountered with compressor surge. 

These difficulties set the smallest turbocharger limit as 

the Ho1set 3LD1 1.57. 

Results of power output, torque, specific fuel con

sumption, apparent air/fuel ratio, air manifold temperature, 

total and trapped air flows, smoke emission, charge air 

density, propane consumption and b.m.e.p., for the constant 

speed tests are shown in figures 8.19 to 8.24. The oper

ating points of the various turbochargers are shown in 

figures 8.25. to 8.27. 

8.2. Theoretical results 

Theoretical predictions of engine performance are shown 

(figures 8.28. to 8.51.). Each section remonstrates the effects 

of variations in the program input parameters. 

8.2.1. Performance predictions of the standard engine 

The effects of variations of boost ratio, scavenge 

ratio, air/fuel ratio, and air manifold temperature on the 
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program output parameters (power output, specific fuel 

consumption, exhaust temperature and brake thermal 

efficiency) at a constant engine speed of 1200 rev/min. 

are shown in figures 8.28. to 8.33. 

The program was also used to predict the effects of 

variations of scavenge ratio, boost ratio, air/fuel ratio 

and air manifold temperature on power output and exhaust 

temperature over the whole range of engine speed. These 

results are shown in figures 8.34. to 8.37. 

8.2.2. Preliminary matching 

Results obtained from the preliminary matching 

program show areas in which turbocharged operation of the 

engine is feasible and not specific operating points 

(figures 8.38 to 8.46). The matching aid graphs (figs. 

8.43 - 8.46) show curves for exhaust pressure ratio (EPR), 

inlet manifold pressure (IM), turbine inlet temperature (TI) 

and engine exhaust temperature (TEX) all with reference 

to exhaust blowdown temperature. Matched operation is 

possible in regions where the exhaust pressure ratio (EPR) 

falls below the inlet manifold pressure (IM). The turbine 

inlet temperature and engine exhaust temperatures demonstrate 

whether matched operation is feasible whilst remaining within 

thermal loading limits and whether auxiliary combustion is 

desirable. 

The preliminary matching program was used to invest

igate the effects of boost ratio, scavenge ratio and exhaust 

blowdown temperatures on engine and auxiliary combustion 

fuel consumption. These results are shown in figures 
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Figures 8.11-3 to 8.~G show mn.tchinr; aid 

graphs for various turbine and compressor efficiencies, 

including the use of auxiliary combustion. 

Performance prediction of the diesel gas turbine 

The effects of changes of the program input parameters, 

(air/fuel ratio, scavenge ratio, boost ratio and air flow) 

on the program output parameters (power output, propane 

consumption, engine exhaust temperature, air manifold 

temperature and compressor efficiency) were examined at a 

constant engine speed of 1400 rev/min (figures 8.47 to 

8.51) • 

8.3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results 

The various computer prediction programs were run using 

experimental data for the input parameters to permit comparisons 

of the experimental and theoretical results and to validate the 

programs. 

Standard engine 

As the standard engine program was to be used as a 

section of the diesel gas turbine program, it was essential 

that the predictions should be accurate. The frictional 

horsepower correction factor was thus adjusted accordingly. 

Comparisons of engine power output, torque and specific 

fuel consumption are given in figures 8.52 and 8.53. 

8.3.2. Preliminary matching 

As previously mentioned, the preliminary matching 

program is only an aid to indicate feasible areas of 

matched operation, rather than specific operating points. 

For this reason, it is not possible to show direct com-

parisons with experimental results. The importance of 
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turbine and compressor isentropic efficiencies for matched 

operation is shown in fieures 8.54, 8.55 and 8.56. 

8.3.3. Diesel gas turbine 

As the diesel gas turbine program was to be used for 

a theoretical extension of the experimental work, the 

program had to be well validated. Experimental results 

were obtained with three different turbocharger config

urations at both constant engine speed (1200 rev/min) and 

variable engine speed. 

a) Constant engine speed 

The comparisons at constant engine speed are all 

plotted with reference to boost ratio. Comparisons 

are shown for the Holset 3LDl turbocharger with a 

turbine of 1.57 sq.in. throat area. Comparisons 

of power output, engine specific fuel consumption, 

air manifold temperature, air/fuel ratio, propane 

consumption and total system specific fuel consump

tion are given in figures 8.57 to 8.59. Reasons for 

discrepancies in the air/fuel ratio comparison 

(figure 8.58) are given in Chapter 9. 

Similar comparisons for the Holset 3LDl with a 

turbine housing of 2.5 sq.in. throat area are given 

in figures 8.60 to 8.62 and for the Holset 4LGK with 

a turbine housing of 2.6 sq. in. throat area in figures 

8.63 to 8.65. 

The program for performance prediction contained a 

section to predict the contribution of engine exhaust 

pulse energy to turbine work which is discussed in 

Chapter 9. 
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b) Variable en~ine sreed 

Comparison for the tests using a Holset 3LDl turbo

charger with a turbine housing of 1.57 sq.in. throat 

area are shown of powc~ output, engine specific fuel 

consumption, air/fuel ratic, air manifold temperature 

and total system specific fuel consumption. These 

comparisons are given in figures 8.66 to 8.68. 

The comparison of air/fuel ratio (figure 8.67) shows 

some discrepancies. The reason for these discrep-

ancies is given in Chapter 9. Similar comparisons 

for the Holset 3LDl with a turbine housing of 2.5 sq. in. 

throat area are given in figures 8.69 to 8.71 and for 

the Holset 4LGK with a turbine housing of 2.6 sq.in. 

throat area in figures 8.72 to 8.74. 

8.4. Use of the computer program to extend the scope of test 

results 

The diesel gas turbine program for predictions displayed good 

agreement with experimental results. Accordingly it was used to 

investigate the performance of the diesel gas turbine in regions 

for which no experimental results were available. These invest-

igations include the use of 20:1 air/fuel ratios, charge cooling 

and heat exchange. The program input data were chosen using 

representative values obtained during experimental testing. 

This is discussed more fully in section 9. Results for the 

engine using the various turbocharger types are shown in figures 

8.75 to 8.80. 

An investigation was carried out on the use of the diesel gas 

turbine for obtaining good torque 'back-up' chracteristics. The 

compressor operating lines are shown in figures 8.81 and 8.82. 

The results of the investigation are given in figures 8.83 to 8.85. 
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9. Discussion 

9.1. Experimental work 

9.1.1. Standard engine 

The standard engine was tested at full loac, ~~ f1.l1l 

load and i- full load. The full load perforn,,,,,nce (f 1,::L., (::0 

8.1, 8.2) compares favourably with tll<:: ma:1ufacturer' 5 

published figures. The part load results (figures 8.3 tc 

8.5) demonstrate the poor part-load fuel econOMY. A 

reduction in load to j- of full load results in s. modest 

rise in specific. fuel consumption of about J,:', whereas a 

reduction to 1 full load results in an increase of 

specific fuel consumption from 8% to 45%. St;.ch a fall in 

fuel economy is to be expected as the mechanical luD£,0G 

form a greater percentage of the engine output (especia~:J 

the power loss to the scavenge blower) and a proportiorL"'_2.~~: 

greater amount of heat is lost to the coolant at L,'~ 

b.m.e.p.s. These tests established a ba'3e liv') 1JY -v,'U.:;il 

further engine developments could be ~~sessed. 

9.1.2. Stage I and II developments 

The Stage I development (figure 4.18) incorpoI'a\I:~'.~: art 

exhaust gas turbocharger, in series with the mechanical 

blower. This system confib~ration demonstrates a useful 

power increase over most of the speed range (figure 8.6). 

The maximum increases occur at 1600 rev/min (8% for the 

2.5 sq.in.-housing and l~~ for the 1.57 sq.in. housing. 

Freely turbocharged results, using the 1.57 sq. in. 

housing, were obtained over a limited speed range (1650-

2000 rev/min) and demonstrate a maximum power increase of 

some 4% at 1800 rev/min (figure 8.6). The speed range 
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could not be extended due t o high exhaus ~ t emp

er a tures (in excess of 650oC). The improverre ; ~ t.5 

discussed above are also r eflected in the torque 

and specific fuel consumption r esults (figure 

8.7 ) • It was not possible to operate the sys te \ 

sat i sfac torily wi t h larger turbine housings . 

The Stage II development i ncorporated aux-

iliary combustion (figure 4.20a). Auxiliary 

combustion was maintained throughout t he fu::'l 

range of engine speed in a no-l oad condition . 

Any attempt to l oad the engine resul t ee in :flarne 

instability and the termination of auxilia r y 

combustion ( 'l1.ewed through a quar tz I windo',p' i! ; 

the combustion chamber ). Figures 8. 8 a.r.d 2. . y 

show improvements of charge air densi ty D.:-l " 

trapped air flow t hrough out the speed range .. 

The nest significant i mprovements occur at an 

engine speed of 1600 r ev/min ( 2CP;b for the 2. :; 

sq.in. housing, 28% for the 1.57 s q. in . hous ing 

and 4C}6 f or the 1.57 s q. i n . housing with auxiliar y 

combustion) • These improvements in air flow 

demonstrate a potenti al for increased powe r 

output. The system which would lead to the 

highest output would include a turbocharger, an 

auxiliary combustion chamber, and no mechanical 

scavenge blower. 

With the Stage II development, i t was f ound 

that auxiliary combustion could not be maintai ned 

even at light loads. Flame instability was 
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caused by engine exhaust pulsations reaching the primcl r y 

(burning) zone in the auxiliary combust i on chambe:r-. " 

modified system was thus proposed (figure L: .• 2IJO) ~ i n 

which bypass air, controlled by a t hrottlinE ''v-c>lvt;, vms 

mixed with the engine exhaust gas, ups t ream of the au:~ ·· 

iliary combustion chamber. The benefits of the bypass 

were threefold:-

1) The constant pressure bypass air would reduce 

the effect of engine exhaust pulsations, thus permi t -

ting extended auxiliary combustion. 

2) Excess air would be available for auxil i fJ.l'Y comlJU8t '.()! i. 

at low engine air/fuel ratios . 

3) A bypass would permit the use of t he t u,'rbocharge r ",.' 

auxiliary combustion chamber as a s el:i"- ~; ur::;tcl. ined rv_~, 

turbine, allowing an alternative s t a r t.-u!) p::'oce 6,:: ·(. 

Testing of the modified system showed that tIE :::'"\.1 11:' ''' 

I j of auxiliary combustion had been extended I. up t o :r ful .L 

load condition) and the use of a modified s t ar tin r:; p'r ~j ,.,-

edure made the scavenge blower unnecessar y. The 10\-1 

power outputs achieved, however, made the system unv:;" b10 , 

but the experience gained led to the adoption of the final 

system. This system (figure 4.21) utilised only clean, 

constant pressure, bypass air for auxiliary combustion. 

The scavenge blower was also removed and a blanking plate 

and fabricated air manifold were fitted in its place. 

Stage III development 

In this section the major experimental work is Con-

sidered. Tests were conducted with various turbochargers 

over a range of engine speeds. They were not carried out 
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in regions of low power output where diesel gas turbine 

operation was impossible. Tests were also car ried out at 

a constant engine speed of 1200 rev/min with variable 

boost (obtained by adjustment of the fuelling rate t o th .:. 

auxiliary combustion chamber). 

Variable spe~d tests 

Improvements in power output were obt ained 

(figure 8.10). The range and level of improve

ment is affected by the size of the turbine 

employed. The larger the t urbine throat area j 

the greater the range and level of improvement . 

The maximum improvements are generally obta ined 

at 1400 rev/min (8%, 119& and Hf;6, wi th increas :i . 't.' 

turbine size). Similar i mprovemen:'s can be s e <;;'. 

in torque and engine specific fuel consump~:it)n 

(figure 8.11). Due to the nature of the in jer;·t 

ion pump the fuel delivery rate (at full l oad 

condi tions) is fixed for a giver!. 5: eed. '1'}-:I" 

improvements in power output are t hus due t o the 

removal of the scavenge blower and i mproved com

bustion due to higher manifold air temperatures. 

The potential for improvement must be evaluated 

by examining the trapped air flow and air/fuel 

ratio (figure 8.12). The various turbochargers 

deliver similar trapped air flows, hence similar 

air/fuel ratios prevail. Increases in a i r/fuel 

ratio of between 2g;6 and 50% are shown with peak 

levels of 33:1. Larger turbine housings deliver 

greater total air flows (figure 8.13). 
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As this extra air flow is diverte to t h ·.,: ",;1./.-

i1iary combustion chamber, it v: ov:':' d b~ ~::l' ('(: ~ '.: ~ 

that larger turbine hous ings have a grcatb l' 

auxiliary fuelling requirement. Th is is borne 

out by the gas (propane) consumption curVE:S 5. 1' ~ 

the total system specific fuel consumption 

(figures 8.13, 8.14). Smoke emiss ion (figure 

8.14) increases with increasing engine speed, 

smaller turbines being more sensitive to s peer; 

changes. Since the air/fuel ra" J..)6 are :tg!: 1 

the deterioration in combusL.on mus t be callseJ 

by inadequate scavenge . Smaller tur bines pr.-od·I< r:;e 

greater 'back-up' pressures due to ear1_ier 

'choking ' which results in t he onset c .f poc :. 

scavenge at lower engine speea.6 . The .'l.::i. r/f u. '-. 

ratios presentee. in figure 8 .12 must , t~0 \ -::0J.' ':; ~ 

be cons i dered as 'apparent' values. 

Smaller turbochargers give hiE' .. ,,~ 
~L ajr I :a;~ i -

fold temperatures (figure 8.15) due to t he higher 

boost levels generated. The curtailment of 

adequate scavenge is reflected in the b.m.e. p. 

curves (figure 8.15). The compressor operating 

lines (figures 8.16 to 8.18) demonstrate that t h ~ 

compressors are operating in high efficiency zones . 

The use of a larger turbine housing on the Ho1se t 

3LD1 results in increased air flow at lower 

efficiency. Table 8.1. shows the boost and 

scavenge ratios used during the tests. Boost 

levels may be increased by adjusting the 
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auxiliary fuellirig rate, nevert heless i t can be 

seen that smaller turbine housings t end t o produce 

higher boost levels at a given engine s peed. 

Constant s peed tests 

Tests were conducted at a constant engine 

speed of 1200 rev/min with variable boost. 

These tests permitted more detailed investigations 

into the effect of turbocharger size. 

Higher power outputs (hence lower engine 

specific fuel consumption) are obtained with 

larger turbochargers (fig~ 8.19). The larger 

turbochargers operate in more efficient regions 

and this is reflected in lower air man i. fold tej~~ ,." 

eratures and increased apparent air /fuel ratios 

(fig. 8.20). It may be noted t ha t , a.lthouGr. two 

turbochargers display similar air/fuel r at ios , 

the larger turbocharger generates an incr~~s8d 

torque output (fig. 8.21). This effect may be due 

to smaller turbochargers imposing an increas ed 

back pressure on the engine, leading to an e~rlier 

onset of poor scavenge. Trapped air flow, at a 

given boost level, is increased by the use of 

larger turbochargers as is total air flow (fi g. 

8.22). The specific fuel consumption of the 

total system (f~g. 8.23) decreases with boos t 

suggesting optimum values for lower boost ratios 

(~1.5), smaller turbochargers yielding a lower 

specific fuel consumption. 
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.. ... 

Exhaust smoke emiss ion ( f i g . 8 .23) displays 

a rising trend with falling boost , nugges t ing 

that higher boost levels give better scave!l G(~ , or 

higher charge densities, for a given turbocha~ ~cr . 

Smaller turbochargers display increased smoke 

emission suggesting an increase of bac~ pr essur e 

at lower boost levels resulting in poor scavenge . 

Propane consumption in the auxiliary combustion 

chamber increases with boost level for a given 

turbocharger (fig. 8.24). Larger turbocharger s 

lead to increased propane consumption for a gi ver, 

boost level. The relevant compressor operat inr: 

lines (figs. 8.25 - 8.27) show t ha t l a r ger tU!'IJ",· 

chargers permit increased air flows but may r esult 

in a fall of isentropic effi ciency. 

Generally the two-stroke diesel ga s turbi;~. " 

displays some useful power increases over the 

basic engine. The use of larger turbocharger s 

tends to increase scavenge at a given boost or 

engine speed, although heavy penal ties are pa:i d :l.r. 

terms of propane consumption and hence total spec

ific fuel consumption. The i mprovements in power 

output are limited by scavep,~ problems. Scavenge 

air flow may be improved by the use of higher boost 

levels or increasing turbocharger size. For 

satisfactory operation the scavenge ratio should 

increase with engine speed, as cylinder filling 

efficiency tends to reduce with increasing engine 

speed. Scavenge air flow could be improved by 
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detailed attention to t he exhaust duct design .• 

It is well known (58, 59) that exhaust pul sations 

can give rise to complex pos itive and negat i ve 

pressure wave reflections which may lead t o 

scavenging problems. 

9.2. Theoretical work 

9.2.1. Standard engine program 

The program (see Appendix 1) was examined by varying 

the input parameters at a constant engine speed. This 

demonstrated the relative sensitivity of the output para

meters t o errors of input data. 

Figure 8.28 demonstrates the effect of varying boost 

ratio on power output, specific fuel consumpt ion and br o ',; 

thermal efficiency. The effects of varying boost ratio 

and scavenge ratio are demonstrated i n fi~~re 8.29, effect s 

of varying air/fuel ratio in figures 8.30 and 8.31 and t ;>.! 

effects of varying air manifold temperature i n figures 

8.32 and 8.33. Figure 8.34 demonstrates the effect of 

varying scavenge ratio on exhaust temperature over the full 

range of engine speed (presented as a family of scavenge 

curves). Increases in scavenge ratio have a more pronounced 

effect at lower scavenge ratios (an increase in scavenge 

ratio from 1.0 to 1.5 producing a reduction of 3~ in 

exhaust temperature, whilst an increase from 1.5 to 2.0 

produces ' a corresponding reduction of only 26%). 

Similar families of curves are shown for vari ations i n 

boost ratio with reference to power output and exhaust 

temperature (fig. 8.35). An increase in boost ratio has 

a more significant effect at lower boost levels. An i ncrease 
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in boost ratio from 1.0 to 1.5 results in an increase or 

power output of 42%, and in exhaust temperature of 15%. 

A corresponding increase from 1.5 to 2.0 produces increases 

of 2~ and l~fo respectively. Families of curves f or 

varying air/fuel ratio (fig. 8.36) show that a decreaS'2 h 

air/fuel ratio from 40 to 30 yields a power increase of 

52% with an increase of 2~ in exhaust temperature. A 

corresponding decrease from 30 to 20 yields a power incre~se 

of 6~fo with an increase of 37fo in exhaust temperature. 

A similar family of curves is shown for variations in air 

manifold temperature (fig. 8.37). . 400 A decrease of C in 

air manifold temperature results in an increase in power 

output of l~ with an increase of tffo in exhaust temperat u::c. 

Further decreases in air manifold temperature produce pro-

portionate increases in power output and e xham:;t Lemper-

ature. 

This section~monstrates that power increases may be 

obtained by increasing boost ratio and/or decreasing air/ 

fuel ratio and air · manifold temperature. As the a ir/fuel 

ratio for maximum output is uSually fixed at :::: 20: 1, t hi s 

leaves the options of increasing boost and/or reducing air 

manifold temperature. with boost being the more significant 

factor. .The thermal loading (as measured by engine exhaust 

temperature) may be controlled, to some extent, by scavenge 

ratio, an increase in~avenge ratio causing a decrease in 

exhaust temperature. 

9.2.2. Preliminary matching program 

The effects of variations in various input parameters 

have been examined. The effect of boost ratio on engine 
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fuelling requirements is shown in figure 8.38, presented 

as a family of boost curves, for a freely turbocharge d 

system. Figure 8.39 displays corresponding auxiliary 

combustion chamber fuelling requirements. Boost levels 

of 1.1 to 2.3 (in steps of 0.3) are shown. A boost l eve l 

of 1.1 is shown to be very inefficient, whilst an optimum 

fuel requirement is found at a boost ratio of 1.4. The 

effect· of variations in scavenge ratio (fig. 8.40) demon-

strates that scavenge ratios below 1.6 have no auxiliary 

fuelling requirement. Scavenge ratios in excess of 1.6 

have a rapidly increasing fuel requirement, this effect 

being more pronounced at high engine speeds. The effect 

of exhaust blowdown temperature (fig. 8.41) demonstrate :"; 

that auxiliary combustion is unnecessary at blowdown telii£i ·· 

o eratures in excess of 1000 C. Lower levels of blowdowr: 

temperature have a rapidly increasing auxiliary fuelling 

requirement, the effect, again, being more pronow1cea a t 

high engine speeds. The effect of various boost lev~ls 

on the total system fuel requirement (fig. 8.42) demon-

strates a clear 'optimum operating region at a boost of 1.4. 

Figures 8.43, 8.44 and 8.45 show typical diagrams, 

produced as matching aids, to indicate feasible areas of 

turbocharged operation, for different compressor and turbine 

efficiencies. The curves displayed are of exhaust pressure 

ratio, turbine inlet temperature and engine exhaust temper-

ature, for a range of scavenge ratios. Matched operation 

is likely to occur in regions where the exhaust pressure 

ratio curve lies below the line representing charge 

inlet pressure (shown dotted). 
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For a specific scavenge ratio and b1owdown temperature 

the turbine inlet temperature and engine exhaust temper

ature may be evaluated. For acceptable operation the 

engine exhaust temperature must be below that perta.ining 

to the limit of thermal loading. If the turbine inlet 

temperature is below the engine exhaust temperature, there 

will be no matched operation at this point as the turbine 

will accelerate until a higher boost level is reached. 

Figures 8.43, 8.44 and 8.45 demonstrate that matched 

operation is more difficult to achieve with lower turbine 

and compressor efficiencies. Figure 8.46 de~onstrates 

the use of auxiliary combustion to extend the areas of 

feasible operation for a simple series system. 

Diesel gas turbine program. 

The effects of varying the program input parameters 

have been examined. The variation of engine air/fuel 

ratio is seen to affect power output, engine exhaust tel.:p

erature and auxiliary fuelling requirements (fig. 8.~··;). 

As expected, p(>wer output and exhaust temperature decrease 

with increasing air/fuel ratio requiring an increase in 

auxiliary fuelling rate to maintain the desired boost 

levels. A variation in scavenge ratio affects the engine 

exhaust temperature and hence the required auxiliary fuelling 

rate (fig. 8.48). Increasing boost ratio increases engine 

power output and exhaust temperature (fig. 8.49) with a 

corresponding increase in air manifold temperature and 

decrease in auxiliary fuelling requirement, however, the 

compressor efficiency may vary, having a well defined 

optimum 'band' (fig. 8.50). An increase in the total air 
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flow (presented as Preston meter manometer reading), at a 

constant boost results in an increase in auxiliary fuelling 

requirement (fig. 8.51). As the boost level is constant, 

the trapped air flow will not increase, and the extra air 

will go to the auxiliary combustion chamber for heating. 

No variation of compressor efficiency (hence air manifold 

temperature and power output) was fOU!ld at the air flow 

levels exarrined. 

9.3. Comparison of experimental and theoreticnl results 

The comparisons were carried out using exrerimE'ntally obtained 

data for the input parameters of the variou::, COC11Juter programs. 

The output parameters may then be directly compared to investigate 

the validity of the programs. 

Standard engine 

As the standard engine program was to be used as a 

subroutine in the later diesel gas turbine program, it was 

important that it should yield accurate predictions. The 

computer program was thus adjusted to match experimental 

results (figs. 8.52, 8.53). 

9.3.2. Preliminary matching 

As the preliminary matching program demonstrates areas 

of feasible operation, rather than well defined operating 

points, it is not possible to make direct comparisons with 

experimental results. Figure 8.54 demonstrates that turb

ine and compressor efficiencies,of 75% and 7~/o respectively, 

should yield a wide range of matched operation. Turbine 

and compressor efficiencies of 6~/o and 55% respectively 

(fig. 8.55) show only areas of marginally matched operation, 

matching being possible only at low scavenge ratios and 
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excessive exhaust temperatures. Figure 8.56 dcm~nstrates 

that matched operation is not feasible wi t h turbine and 

compressor efficiencies of ~fo and 40% respectively. 

The curves demonstrate that component efficiencies are 

critical and matched operation .. is only a near certainty 

with an overall turbocharger efficiency of ~ 5Cf',.6. For 

certain matching, component efficiencies must remain high 

over a broad operating band. Such efficiencies are 

difficult to obtain with small turbochargers suitable for 

automotive sized engines. Experimental results (fig. 8. 6) 

have demonstrated that freely turbocharged results were 

obtainable over a very narrow range of engine speed, li~ite d 

by excessive exhaust temperatures, implying a marginal m.::. ':. ,_i. 

situation. 

Diesel gas turbine 

As this program was developed during the course of t : e 

work, the comparisons have been exhaustive, covering t hree 

turbocharger sizes at both constant and variable engine 

speed. During testing it was not possible to measure 

scavenge ratios. Scavenge ratios used in the comput er 

program were altered to give matched predictions of engine 

exhaust temperature. During testing it was found that 

scavenge problems existed at higher engine speeds, 

resulting in poor combustion and high specific fuel 

consumption. The computer program catered for this by 

increasing the effective air/fuel ratio under condi t ions 

of low scavenge. Specific fuel · consumption was computed 

from the program input parameter of apparent (i.e. measured) 

air/fuel ratio. 
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Constant engine speed 

The results for constant engine speed tests ar e 

presented for each of the three turbocharger s inveGt i gated. 

(i) Holset 3PLI 1.57 

Engine power output and specific fuel consumpt ion 

are predicted to within !% and 2% of experimental 

values respectively (fig. 8.57). Air mani fold 

temperature is predicted to an accuracy of 2% of 

the experimental value, whilst air/fuel ratio s hows 

maximum discrepancies of l&~ at low boost ( f i g. 8.58) . 

The air/fuel ratio discrepancies occur as t he mea.s

ured value is 'apparent', whilst t he predi cted 

values are 'effective'. I nadequate scavenge 

raises the 'eff€ctive' air/fuel r atio of the charge 

mixture, leaving a residual amount of unburned f ·i,e. 

giving poor combustion and high smoke emissior. at 

lower boost levels (see fig. 8.23). Pred ictions 

of gas (propane) consumption of the auxiliary COr.l

bust ion chamber and total system specifi c fuel 

consumption are predicted to 4% and !%, of 

experimental values, respectively (fig. 8.59). 

(ii) Holset 3LPl 2.5 

Power output displays a maximum discrepancy . of 

1.6% at high boost and engine S.F.C. is predicted 

to better than l.~~ of experimental value (fig. 8.60). 

Air manifold temperature displays a maximum discrep

ancy of ~ whilst air/fuel ratios must again be 

considered as 'effective' and 'apparent' val ues, 

with discrepancies of 9% at low boost levels 
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(iii) 

(fig 8.61). Gas consumption is predi~ted well 

until lower boost levels, which show deviatior:.s 

of 15% of experimental value and total sy3te~ 

specific fuel consumption is predicted to better 

than 8% (fig. 8.62). 

As the data logging system was not available for 

this set of tests, gas consumption was measured 

'manually' with the electronic equipment with a 

resultant loss of accuracy. 

Holset 4LGK 2.6 T2 

Power output displays a maximum discrepa~cy of l.~b 

of experimental value at high boost levels and 

there is a similar deviation of 5% in er:.gine 

specific fuel consumption (fig- 8.6;,). Air mar.

ifold temperature shows a maximum deviation of '."17£ 

at low boost levels and air/fuel ratio a maximG:n 

deviation of l~~ of experimental value at low 

boost levels (fig. 8.64). This is again due to 

'apparent' and 'effective' values. Gas cor.sur:lT,"-

tion is predicted to better than '1~ and total system 

specific fuel consumption better than 6% of 

experimental value (fig. 8.65). 

In general the performance prediction program per

forms well, giving predictions mainly within 2% 

of the experimental values. Gas consumption of 

the auxiliary combustion chamber is not predicted 

quite so well. n1is may be due to inaccuracy in 

the measured results. Computerised data acquisi

tion of gas flow rates dramatically improves meas

urement accuracy. 
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The computer program was also used to cal cul ate 

the contribution of pulse wor k to t he turbin~ . 

This is defined as the heat energy r equired 

(evaluated from the compressor \10rk and mechan i.ca :':" 

efficiency), minus the heat ener gy s upplied ( eval

uated from turbine inlet and outlet t emperatur es 

and mass flow rates) • . As the pulse energy was 

calculated as a negative quantity it \'1as t er med an 

'error' factor. Since the auxiliary fuel ling r ate 

(evaluated using measured turbine inlet temperat tres ) 

is predicted with reasonable accuracy , s ome level 

of doubt is cast on measured turbine outlet cond": . 

tions. Evaluation of s elf ··sus tained gi:: s t urb i lY; 

results (see Appendix 8), carried out on a sepal'a te 

rig developed during the course of t !le wor k , has 

also demonstrated a negative 'error' fac to (on 

a constant pressure process). It t hus GG:ems :. 

reasonable to suggest that measured t urbine conc.i 

tions were not ideal and contained er~ r s . 

Curves have been plotted to show energy sUPFlit ... d 

to the .. turbine against the energy demand of the 

turbine (fig. 9.1). An enthalpy matched curve is 

shown. This curve applies if all the turbine work 

is supplied as heat energy (constant pressure turbo

charging). Curves moving to the left of the enthalpy 

matched condition display increasing 'errors', 

i.e. more heat is supplied than would appear to be 

necessary to drive the turbine. The 'error' becomes 

more pronounced for larger turbine hous i ngs. 
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Figure 9.2 shows the 'error' plotted against 

turbine expansion ratio. In a l l cases t he 'e r ror! 

increases with expansion ratio and is again greDt e_ 

for larger turbine housings. Figure 9. 3 s!1 ows tbe 

quotient of error by work demanded, against e ~:lJan-

sion ratio. The turbine housings i n th e smaller 

frame size show a trend of increasing error ratio 

(pi) with expansion ratio, the t r end being i ncreased w 

with a larger housing. The l a r ger f r ame size L 'Lrh-

ine displays a reverse trend, pi increasing with w 

decreasing expansion ratio. These t rends are 

reflected in figure 9.4, showing a turb i ne work 

factor against expansion ratio and work demand . 

The work factor has been defined as worl( factor --

For a constant pressure t urbo-

charging system this would yield a value of lo~4 . 

" 'Work fa.ctors · in excess of 1.00% s'i gnify a positive 

'error' (pulse) contribution, values less t haD 100% 

signify a negative 'error' contr i but i on . 

These curves lead to a postulation that 'error' 

may be connected, in some way, with mass flow rates . 

Figure 9.5 shows 'error' plotted against the turbine 

mass flow parameter. Smaller frame sizes display 

a similar level of 'error' for different housing 

sizes (hence different mass flow parameters). 

Larger frame sizes display increasing error at 

similar mass flow parameters. Error. would thus 

seem to be dependent upon housing area and expansion 

ratio and heavily dependent upon frame size. 
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The measurement of turbine i nle t and outlet con-

ditions is notoriously difficult. Proble rr:s a r e 

exacerbated on a system incor porating auxili:- ry 

combustion due to several effects . 

a) The possible proximity of the f lame, t o 

turbine inlet thermocouples, dis tor ting readings~ 

b) The relatively small mixing l ength avai1o.~l e 

to differing gas streams with wi dely varyi ng 

temperature profiles (the analysis used in th is 

work has assumed perfect mixing). 

c) The possibility of secondary auxiliary co~-

bustion, taking place at the t ur bine inlet , caus-i.n?: 

localised hot spots with t he poss i bility of flam: 

passage through the t urbine, l eading to poor 

efficiency and unpredictable per f a ' marlC C. 

Variable engine speed 

Tests at variable engine s peed were carried out usin;3: 

three different turbochargers. 

(i) Holset 3LDI 1.57 

Power output is predicted to 1% of experi ment:8.l 

values and engine specific fuel co~sumption s hows 

a maximum deviation of 2.~~ (fig. 8.66). 

Auxiliary combustion chamber gas (propane) consump-

tion displays a maximum deviation of 4% from 

experimental values at higher engine s peeds 

(> 1400 rev/min and the maximum discrepancy between 

'apparent' and 'effective' air/fuel ratio i s o/~ 
- -
(fig. 8.67~. Total system specific fuel consumption 

is predicted to within t!)b of experimental values , 
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air manifold temperature is not so 'tTeJ 1 p:red i. G t -; :., 

showing maximum dis crepancies of 17'fo ( fi g. 2 < 6(~ ) • 

Testing with this unit was t er minated a-:" an e1lg in . 

speed of 1600 rev/min. 

(ii) Holset 3LDI 2.5 

Power output is predicted to 2% accuracy and 8 _~~ ' ~ 

specific fuel consumption s hows a naxi mum devi at i Clr 

from experimental values of ~fo at 1400 rev/min 

(fig. 8.69). Gas (propane) consumpti on is pre

dicted well at low engine s peed (be t t er t han C)~ 

up to 1200 rev/min) but shows an increasing 

deviation with engine speed up to a maximum of 

1~ of experi mental values at 1800 r ev/min . 

Apparent engine air/fuel r a t i os shn-..... ::" E',- Xlmll.,·. 

discrepancy of Yfo (fig. 8.70). 

specific fuel consumption i s predicted wi tl1~.n i ~ 

up to an engine speed of 1400 rev/min ~nd then 

displays an increasing devia tion up "-,j a ,-,.3.,:, J, 'I 

of '7% of experimental values a t 1800 1' 7v/r.1i n . 

Air manifold temperature is pre di cted well a t ~ 

mid-speed range of 1400 rev/min but displays 

deviations of - ~ at 1000 rev/min and + 2% a t 

1800 rev/min (fig. 8.71). Testing with this unit 

was discontinued at an engine s peed of 1800 rev/min . 

Discrepancies in total s pecific fuel consumpt i on 

are cauSed by deviations in predicted gas consump

tion. It has been found that vibrations of the 

gas measurement system (see Appendix 8) caus e a 

high reading of fuel consumption. Steps were 
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(iii) 

taken to reduce vibrations by isolating the meas

urement system. 

Holset 4LGK 2.6 T2 

Testing of this unit was continued up to the 

maximum rated engine speed of 2400 rev/min. 

Power output is very well predicted to within 1% 

of experimental values, engine specific fuel con

sumption has a maximum deviation of 7/0 at 1400 

rev/min (fig. 8.72). Gas consumption is poorly 

predicted, having an increasing deviation from 6% 

of experimental values at 1000 rev/min to 75% at 

2400 rev/min. Engine I apparent I [tir/fuel ratio 

is predicted within 4% up to 2000 rev/min and then 

displays a progressive deviation to a maximum of 

leJ?/o of experimental values at 2400 rev/min (fi~::-

8.73). The deviations in gas consumption UT'''' 

reflected in the prediction of total system ~pec

ific fuel consumption, which displays devia He:- i~ 

of 5% at 1000 rev/min to 10//0 of experimental values 

at 2400 rev/min. Air manifold temperature is 

predicted within 2% up to 1600 rev/min and then 

displays an increasing deviation up to a maximum 

of 6% of experimental values at 2400 rev/min 

(fig. 8.74). 

Generally the prediction program works very well, 

giving results to within 2% of experimental values 

for most parameters. Gas (propane) consumption 

of the auxiliary combustion chamber is predicted 

more accurately for the constant engine speed tests. 
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Gas consumption for variable engine speed tests is 

not predicted so well, especially at high engi ne 

speeds. This may be due to increasing vibI u h .or. 

levels distorting measured values of gas (~onsumJ)·..: i () '~ 

and giving artificially high values . 

9.4. Extension of the scope of the programme by computer 

predictions 

9. 4.1. Diesel gas turbine 

As the prediction program has been dcrnonstnOjted t o give 

reasonably accurat e results, it was used to extend the 

scope of the work. One limitation of the pro ject was the 

fixed delivery fuel injection pump, which 6.id not permi · 

the use of optimum air/fuel ratios. The prediction progr ,~ 

has been used to evaluate system performance wit h air/fuel 

ratios of 20 : Lcharge cooling and heat exchange . In a 1:1• 

cases a scavenge ratio of 1.4 has been ·assumed. 

(i) Holse t 3LDI 1.57 

Figure 8.75 shows power output and torque . Th~ 

'as tested' condition displays increases , of a 

maximum of lC1}6, over the standard engine. The use 

of 20 : 1 air/fuel ratios displays a potential 

increase of from 42% to 6Y/o over the standard 

engine. The use of charge cooling permits further 

increases to be obtained (from 6~ at 1000 rev/min 

to 104% at 1600 rev/min). The investigation was 

terminated at 1600 rev/min, due to a lack of exper-

imental input data. Figure 8.76 shows engine 

exhaust temperature and total system specific fuel 

consumption. System specific fuel consumption is, 
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in all cases, higher than that of the standard 

engine. Reductions in specific fuel consumption 

can be brought about by decreasing the engine a i r! 

fuel ratio to 20 : 1, a further reduction by the 

use of charge cooling (less air is bypassed) and 

further still by the use of heat exchange between 

turbine exhaust and auxiliary combustion chamber 

air inlet. The most favourable case (air/fuel 

ratio = 20 : 1, charge cooled, with heat exchange) 

displays an increase in specific fuel consumption 

of 1",,0 over the standard engine at 1000 r ev/min with 

a reduction in these increases, to display a ~ 

improvement at 1600 rev/min, the implication being 

that speeds in .excess of 1600 rev/mj.n require no 

auxiliary combustion and thus may demonstrate an 

improvement over the standard engine. The usc of 

a 20 : 1 air/fuel ratio increases the engine exhaus t 

temperature by some 3~ (fig. 8.76). This is s t ill 

within thermal loading limits, however the extension 

of the operating range above 1600 rev/min would e ive 

cause for concern. The use of a charge cooler 

reduces engine exhaust temperature to some 2~ above 

that of the standard engine~ This is well within 

thermal loading constraints. 

(ii) Holset 3LPI 2.5 

Figure 8.77 shows power output and torque up to an 

engine speed of 1800 rev/min. Output in the 

'as tested' condition shows an improvement of some 

12% over the standard engine. The use of a 
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(iii) 

20 : 1 air/fuel ratio demonstrates increases of 

4'f/o at 1000 rev/min to 7r:f/o over the st ndard e I'!Gl";c 

at 1800 rev/min. Charge cooling f ur the irJcreases 

output by 8r:f/o to 111%. Figure 8 . 78 shows engine 

exhaust temperature and tot al system specific fuel 

consumption. Decreases in specific fuel consumpt i on 

(from the 'as tested' condition) are obtained by the 

use of 20 : 1 air/fuel ratios, further decreases 

being obtained by charge cooling, and heat exchange. 

The most favourable system (air /fuel ratio = 20 : ~_, 

charge cooled, with heat exchange), displays fuel 

consumption increases from 21% at 1000 rev/min to 

7% at 1800 rev/min. The trend implies that aux

iliary combustion assistance would prove unnecessa:t:; 

at engine speeds in excess of ~ 2000 rev/min. 

Engine exhaust temperature (fig. 8.78) shows t l1R.t 

there is cause for some concern at high engine s,cp. ~$ . 

The use of a charge cooler reduces exhaust tempo>

ature to some 16% above that of the standard engine, 

which is well within the limits of thermal loadine . 

Holset 4LGK 2.6 T2 

Figure 8.79 shows power output and torque up to full 

rated engine speed. The 'as tested' condition dis

plays maximum increases of some l~ over the standard 

engine. The use of 20 : 1 air/fuel ratios results 

in increases from 38% at 1000 rev/min to 8~~ over the 

standard engine at 2400 rev/min. The use of charge 

cooling gives increases from 5~/o to 129.% over the 

standard engine. Figure 8.80 shows the specific 
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fuel consumption of the total system and engine 

exhaust temperature. The lowest specific fael 

consumption is given by a system using 20 : 1 ai ":'/ 

fuel ratio, charge cooling and heat exc 1afl g~ , 

Such a system gives fuel consumption incre ,,' ,C: F. of 

5~~ at 1000 rev/min to improvements of ~~ over th~ 

standard engine at 2400 rev/min. A possibility of 

operating with auxiliary combustion is demonstrat ed 

for speeds in excess of 2200 rev/min. A charge 

cooled system would permit full sf/Ged range opera t i on 

without violating thermal loading cons traints. 

The extension of the experimental work has shown tha~ 

the t wo-stroke diesel gas turbine, working t mod·' .,,,:. 

boost levels (up to 2 1), can demonstrate power 

increases of up to 12~fo over the stan<iard nug-j , e 

(providing that scavenge difficulties car. bi" or ee ," '.li l ,1 , 

Larger turbochargers demonstrate the gr eates t l evels 

of improvement, but display larger penalties i 1 

specific fuel consumption. The use of larger t urbo-

chargers also extends the range of engine speed, OVl.' r 

which auxiliary combustion is required. Although 

the torque is much improved, the torque envelope is 

essentially 'flat', falling slightly with decreasing 

engine speed. This is not an ideal situation for 

traction requirements. 

The diesel gas turbine offers scope for torque 

'tailoring' by controlling boost levels. This can 

be effected by adjusting the auxiliary fuelling rate. 

Thus boost levels may be decreased with increasing 
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engine speed to provide good 'back-up' torque. 

Computer predictions have been obtained f or Gucl-· 

a system. Cas follows). 

Torgue 'tailoring' 

Compressor operating lines have been chosen ( fi gs . 

8.81, 8.82) to give a boost of 1.5 at an engine '·peed 

of 2400 rev/min, rising linearly with decreasing 

engine speed t o 2.2 at 1600 rev/min. Figure 8.83 

shows power output and engine exhaust temperature. 

Power increas es of 7~ at 1000 rev/min to 6&~ over 

the standard engine at 2400 rev/min a re demons trateQ . 

Charge cooling raises t hese increases to 113% and 

8o/~ respec t ively. Exhaust temperature reaches a 

plateau at 600oC, which is the acceptabl e thC'l'r.1al 

loading limit; with charge cooling this i :.: :r-" . l C '-'(. 

o 
to 550 C. Output torque (fig. 8.84) demons t L1t l:G 

a rising characteristic with decreas ing speed, 

i.e. very good 'back-up'. '!h e chara ct.eristic is 

linear, rather than the ideal hyperbola , howeve r it 

demonstrates a dramatic improvement over the s t'1.nda~·· 3. 

engine. The specific fuel consumption curves ( f ig. 

8.85) demonstrate that auxiliary combustion (henc e 

bypass air) would be unnecessary at engi ne speeds in 

excess of ~ 1800 rev/min. (To maintain falling 

boost with increasing speed, a wastegate may be 

necessary.) Low speed specific fuel consumption is 

dramatically increased. The system offering the 

lowest specific fuel consumption utilises the Holset 

3LD1 1.57 turbocharger, charge cooling and heat 
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exchange. This system demonstrates a maxi mum 

i ncrease of specific fuel consumption of 14% over 

the standard engine, although reduct ions at higl1 

speeds (maximum:;:, 17%), could r esu:' t i n overall 

operating costs of a similar order to those of t he 

standard engine. Specific fuel cons umption a t ful l 

load conditions could be improved by t he use of 

higher boost levels with an associated reduction 

of engine compression ratio. 

9.5. General comments 

The microprocessor logging s ystem has been shown t o operate 

satisfactorily and, i n conjunction with further s oftwa r e , demon

strates good potential f or a sophisticated control sY3 tem. 

The stepper motor drive system for control purposes has been 

shown to operate satisfactorily with the limited microprocessor 

software produced. Further development of the control sof tware 

to embrace several stepper mot ors, and the significant par mi c t f) :!":'" 

of the diesel gas turbine system is required. 

The' errors' present, due to the difficulties in measur:hg 

the turbine operating parameters must be eliminated. Th is "Io 1'1.< 

could be carried out on the existing 'hot' rig. Temper ature 

profiles must be measured in various parts of the duct ing to 

enable the most suitable measurement sites to be evaluated. 

The possibility of secondary auxiliary combustion (fi~e-balls) 

must also be eliminated. The diesel gas turbine ducting should 

be improved to give adequate scavenge at all engine speeds. 

Once an adequate control system is operational, transient 

performance should be evaluated. The study of transients would 

require the use of accurately repeatable input signals (step and 
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ramp function) t o both brake and engine. A microprocessor could 

perform this function adequately, whilst also facilitat ing data 

acquisition. 

9.6. Differences between the diesel gas turbine and 

the hyperbar system 

A comparison between the engine systems, described i n 

Chapter 2, and the diesel gas turbine is given i n Table 9.1. 

Table 9.2 gives a mor,e specific comparison with the hyperbar system , 

·wnich- has been described in section 2.2.1. It i s compared with 

the diesel gas turbine as both s~stems util i se auxil i a ry 

combustion. The major differences between the system.s ar e 

detailed below. 

Engine type 

Reported hyperbar installations (15) have ut i lised 6 cyl i nder , 

four-stroke, diesel engines of 10.48 and 59.72 litres. The die:1el 

gas turbine uses a three cylinder , two-stroke , engine of 3.52 

litres. 

Compression ratio 

The hyperbar system utilised very low compress i on r a tios , 

down to 6.8 : 1, whereas the dies el gas turbine ut ilises the 

standard engine compression ratio of 16 : 1. 

Boost 

The hyperbar system employed single or double stage turbo-

charging, ' en~bling boost ratios of up to 7 : 1 to be obtai ned . 

The diesel gas turbine employs mcv<\m~m ~c.os.* ,,"o..\:'~~ o~ a.2. :1, 

Air/fuel ratio 
p 

The hyperbar installations used minimum air/fuel ratios of 

between 38 and 32 : 1, whereas the diesel gas turbine was expected 
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to use air/fuel ratios of 22 : 1. It was not possible to realise 

these values, due to the limitations of the fixed delivery, DPA 

type, injection pump used on the engine. If the pump delivery 

could be increased, in conjunction with the solution of scavenge 

problems, there are no problems anticipated in the use of 22 :1 

air/fuel ratios. 

Auxiliary combustion 

In the hyperbar system, auxiliary combustion was undertaken 

using a mixture of engine exhaust gases and clean bypass air. 

Accordingly some level of exhaust pulsation will be present at 

the auxiliary combustion chamber. This may have resulted in 

flame instability and satisfactory operation may only have been 

realised by the use of high air/fuel ratios. The instability 

effect would have been minimised by the use of engines having a 

relatively large number of cylinders. 

The diesel gas turbine uses only clean, constant pressure, 

air for auxiliary combustion. The engine exhaust is mixed with 

hot gases from auxiliary combustion just before the turbine inlet. 

Exhaust pulsations may thus be utilised in the turbine. 

The hyperbar system may have benefitted from its auxiliary 

combustion system, in that engine exhaust smoke was subjected to 

a reburning process which may have resulted in reduced hydrocarbon 

and carbon monoxide emissions. The diesel gas turbine does not 

have this facility, although some beneficial effects may occur 

from the mixing of engine exhaust gases with the very hot gases 

from auxiliary combustion. 

The hyperbar system had certain zones of operation in which 

auxiliary combustion was unnecessary. A disadvantage of ~ing a 

two-stroke is that auxiliary combustion is required over 

relatively extended zones. 
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10. Conclusions 

10.1. Present investigation 

The present investigation has involved a substantial 

experimental programme and the development of a com:mter pr(,:'rwl 

for the prediction of system performance. 

10.1.1. Experimental work 

The experimental programme proceeded through SE'veral 

stages of development, as detailed in chapter Lt , with 

results being presented in chapter 8. Several concltillions 

may be drawn:-

1) Despite the limitations of the fuel inject~,o~l pump, 

modest increases in 'back-up' torque have bt.!cn 

demonstrated. 

2) The mechanically driven scavenge blo~er has been 

eliminated froml-the systE:m. System' start up' 

being effected by using the turbGcr.nrger an,~ anx

iliary combustion chamber as a self-suf'taincd r.;a,:; 

turbine, thus providing a pressure drop across ttr,:· 

engine, and permitting engine starting in t>,e 

normal manner. 

3) Performance may be improved and the operating range 

extended by the use of larger turbochargers; however 

these incur penalties in specific fuel consumption. 

4) Progress has been made with data acquisition and 

control systems based on microprocessors. A sig-

nificant amount of work remains to be done before 

the diesel gas turbine system could be used as a 

commercially viable traction package. 
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5) The study of transients could be easily fac:ilitat(j(~ 

by the use of the microprocessor control and data 

acquisition systems. 

10.1.2. Theoretical work 

1) The simple 'quasi-steady' engine program has b-=en 

developed to give performance predictions for the 

standard engine, which is subsequently used Cl.S a 

section of the larger diesel gas turbine performance 

prediction program. 

2) The use of the preliminary matching program described 

must be undertaken with caution. Optimistic 

estimates of turbine and compressor efficiencies 

can produce misleading rC"ml ts, as these factc':!'3 are 

critical. Realistic efficiencies pertaininG to 

small size, automotive, turbochargers are mOre 

likely, at best, to produce a marginal match for a 

two-stroke cycle diesel engine. 

3) The diesel gas turbine predictio~l rro;;ram gives very 

good predictions of system pcrformrulce. Auxiliary 

fuel consumption is not predicted so accnrate1y 

although this is more likely to be due to measure

ment errors. 

10.1.3. Theoretical prediction of performance 

1) Increases of power and torque output, up to a max

imum of some 130% have been shown to be possible, 

whilst remaining within thermal and mechanical 

loading constraints (assuming that adequate scavenge 

can be maintained). 
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2) Torque 'tailoring' is possible, yielding increases 

of 66% to 73"/0 over the standard enc;ine torq'Ll~. 

The torque characteristic rises with decreasinf::, 

engine speed, in a linear manner. Whilst this in 

not the ideal torque hyperbola, it is a si.gnificilIlt 

improvement on the standard characteristic and 

would permit a reduction in transmission corr.plexity. 

3) The use of a larger turbocharger results in increased 

torque output with increased specific f~el 

consumption. 

4) The smallest turbocharger examined, a Holset 31.Dl 

1.57, is capable of giving increased output (66ro-

7Y/o) with an improved torque characteristic. 

Penal ties in specific fuel consumptiorL are incurred 

at lower engine speeds, although these are, to some 

extent, offset by improvements at high speed a~1(1 

overall operating fuel economy may be simile.r to 

that of the standard engine. 

The two-stroke diesel gas turbine is a protriisin~; 

traction system yi~lding improvements of power 

output and a much improved torque characteristic 

over that of the standard engine. These improve

ments can be made whilst remaining within acceptable 

thermal and mechanical loading constraints. 

In practice, other workers (Timoney, Wa.llace) have 

found that the two-stroke, in highly rated forms, 

has demonstrated thermal loading problems resulting 

in piston damage. The lower thermal loading of the 

four-stroke may thus make it a better candidate for 
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10.2. 

the diesel gas turbine system. 

The system does not require any n~jor engine 

alterations (e.g. the standard compression ratio is 

used). Alterations are confined to exh,:ui.St ductinc 

and 'bolt on' components. 

Sugeestions for further work 

10.2.1. Experimental work 

1) The problem of inadequate scavenge must be solved. 

This requires detailed attention to the design of 

the exhaust ducting. A modified exhaust m.:>.nifJJ d 

is required to shorten pipe lengths an,i reduce the 

possibility of fulse reflections and inturference. 

2) The DPA type injector pump £~ould 02 r,~rlac~cl with 

an 'in line' version. This, togetter ,d tr-. 'T.c.:1ified 

injectors, would provide extra fuellir.g capacity, 

enabling performance improvements to be rcalisec. 

3) Charge cooling may be considered for hiGh outputs. 

An air/water system would be most suited teo the 

test rig. For very high outputs, consideration 

may be given to the use of two stage turbocharging 

with charge cooling, and an engine with reduced 

compression ratio. 

4) Tests should be carried out on the separate 'hot' 

gas turbine rig to assess the most suitable sites 

for turbine instrumentation in order to eliminate 

the turbine work 'error' factor. The possibility 

of secondary auxiliary combustion could be eliminated 

by monitoring unburned hydrocarbons, at various points 

in the ducting. 
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5) The auxiliary combustion chamber should be converted 

to use diesel fuel in order to ease fuel consurrption 

measurements and to eliminate the need for two 

different fuel supplies. 

6) Transient performance should be investigated with 

both 'ramp' and 'step' inputs to the engine and 

brake. This could be facilitated by the use of 

the microprocessor control system to provide repeat-

able input signals. The response of t}l~ water 

dynamometer would not be fast enough to cope with 

'step' loads and thus may be restricted to invest-

igating 'lugging' modes. 

7) For true commercial viability more effort m1..:st be 

directed towards compliance with noise and exhaust 

emission regulations. 

8) The control system must be developed to produce CJ 

reliable system requiring a minimum of operator 

attention. 

10.2.2. Theoretical work 

1) The computer program for performance prediction 

should be further developed to aGcount for heat 

transfer from the ducting and adequate scavenge. 

Attempts should be made to reduce the amount of 

empirical data required. 

2) For transient studies, the' program would need to be 

modified to use a Istep~by~tep' analysis. 

3) The control system software should be developed to 

enable implementation of the microprocessor based 

control system. 
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4) The study of trru1sient phenomena would require that 

the software for the m icr oproce SOT logb-Lnf, HyS o'l, 
be restructured t o cope wi th the change i n 'lata 

acquisition requirements . 
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TABLE I.,' 

ROOTES TS3 

Two stroke, horizontal three cylinder with opposed pistons, 

direct injection diesel engine. 

Type 3D215 

Bore 

Stroke 

Effective compression ratio 

Capacity 

BHP 

No. of cylinders 

Firing order 

Injection timing (static) 

Max. torque 

Blower make 

Type 

Injector pump 

Type 

Injectors 

3.375 in (85.7 mm) 

4.00 in (101.6 mm) 

16:1 

215 cu. in (3520 cc) 

125 (93.2 kw) at 2400 rev/min 

Three 

1, 2, 3. 

160 BIDC 

313 Ib ft (425 Nm) at 1200 rev/min 

Wade 5R034 No. 2679 

Roots with two 3 lobe rotors 

Lucas/CAV 

DPA 3233400Z0 (mechanical governer) 

CAV BKB 52S656 DN 5206404 

Single nozzle set to open at 

175 atmospheres. 

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS 



PARAMETER 

Brake Load 

Engine Speed 1) 

2) 

3) 

Turboctarger Speed 

Air Flow 

CylindE·r Pressure 

INSTRUMENT TYPE 

Heenan Froude dynamometer 
DPx4 with strain gauged 
cantilever, Sangamo CS6 
amplifier. 

Orbit controls counter-timer. 

Frequency to voltage 
converter, DVM. 

Tachometer. 

Orbit controls counter/timer 
and magnetic nut. 

Preston meter and manometer. 

Southern Instruments TSOO 
Pressure Transducer Readout 
Unit M1681, Tektronix 5648 
Oscilloscope or Peak Detect/ 
sample & hold-System. 

TABLE 4,2 

OPERATING PRINCIPLE 

Change in fluid momentum. 

Induced voltage from magnetjc 
pick-u? 

Optical switch & electronic 
signal conditioning. 

Magnetically coupled dial 
indicator. 

Induced voltage from magnet:r 
search coil. 

Averaging pitot static tubes. 

Induct::.ve FM system. 

Exhaust Pulses AVL quartz pressure transducer Piezo electric. 
12QP SOOC, SI charge amp HOS100 
tungsten light recorder. 

Gas PreEsures Bourdon gauges. 

Gas Temperatures Thermocouples 

Water Temperatures Dial indicating thermometers. 

Exhaust Gas Analysis Bosch meter. 

Fuel Flow 

Gas Flow (propane) 

Beckman model 590 HC, CO. 

Beckman NO/NO analyser. x 

Litre meter and readout unit. 

Strain gauged proving ring. 
Sangamo weston amplifier. 
DVM/logger. 

Thermoelectric effect on 
disimilar metal •• 

Vapour pressure. 

Reflected light from filter 
paper (opacity). 

Absorption of infra red 
radiation. 

Chemiluminescence technique. 
(The emission of light resulting 
from a chemical reaction). 

Volumetric rotor type (frequency 
output) • 
Frequency count, digital to 
analogue conversion. 

Resistance change in full bridge. 

Dual ramp integration. 

TEST RIG INSTRUMENTATION 



TABLE 7.1 

Pressure Output Voltage (Volts) 
(Bar) Up Down Up Down Average 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

10 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 

20 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.27 

30 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.41 

40 0.')4 0.,),) o .?It 0.,), 0.,),) 

50 0.68 0.6q 0.69 0.69 0.69 

6.0 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 

70 0.97 0·97 0.97 0.98 0.97 

80 1.11 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.11 

90 1.2, 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.26 

100 1·39 1.40 1.40 1.41. 1.40 

110 1.54 1.,4 1.54 1.54 1.54 

120 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 

Calibration of Southern Instruments T500/H524 

Pressure Transducer usingt-

Barnet Industrial Deadweight Tester No 3760/74 

Southern Instruments F.M. Unit M1860 (No18240) 

Zero Setting O.OOv 

Reference 1.,Ov 

CALIBRATION OF S1 T500 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
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Voltage 
Output 
Volts 

0.79 

1.10 

1.41 

1.88 

2.19 

2.51 

2.98 

3.l.t-5 

3.91 

4.22 

4.70 

5.00 

5.15 

5.48 

6.09 

6.55 

Weight 
of Can 
1b/oz 

10/4 

10/5 

10t~ 

12/4 

ll.t-/O 

10/5 

17/13 

15/10 

14/8 

10/5 

15/15 

10/5 

10/6 

10/5 

20/2 

12/0 

Weight of 
Can+Fuel 

T1me 

1b/oz min/ser. 

12/8 25/0 

12/0 15/33 

12/4 15/0 

15/10 21/2 

18/3 22/15 

14/10 21/0 

20/14 13/30 

19/4 14/0 

17/13 11/30 

14/11 13/46 

21/2 15/0 

15/6 14/0 

14/8 11/0 

15/15 14/29 

25/11 13/0 

16/7 9143 

Weight Time Fuel 
of Fuel lPer Min 

1b min 1b 

2.250 25.00 0.090 

1.688 15·55 0.109 

2.000 15.00 0.133 

3·375 21.03 0.161 

l.t-.188 22.25 0.188 

4.313 21.00 0.205 

3.063 13·50 0.227 

3·625 14.00 0.21)9 

3·313 11·50 0.288 

l.t-·375 13·77 0.318 

5.188 15.00 0.346 

5·063 14.00 0.362 

4.125 11.00 0.375 

5.625 1l.t-.48 0·389 

5.563 13·00 0.428 

4.438 9.72 0.457 

Fuel 
Per Hr 

1b 

5.l.t-o 

6.5'1 

8.00 

9.63 

11.29 

12.32 

13.61 

15.54 

17.29 

19.06 

20.75 

21.70 

22.50 

23.31 

25.68 

27.40 

Fuel 
Per Hr 

kg 

2.l.t-5 

2.95 

3·63 

l.t-·37 I 
I 

5·12 I 
I 

5·59 i 

6.17 

7.05 

7.8l+ I 
8.65 : 

9.41 1 
9.81+ 1 

10.21 

10.57 

11.65 

12.43 
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Voltage Weight Weight or Time Weight 'lime Fuel Fuel Fuel 
Output of Can Can+Fue1 or Fuel Per Min Per Hr Per Hr 
Volts 1b/oz 1b/oz min/sec 1b min 1b 1b kg 

7.17 22/2 27/5 10/30 5.188 10·50 0.494 29.66 13.45 

7·50 17/9 20/11 6/0 3.12, 6.00 0.521 31.25' 14.17 

7.98 10/6 17/9 13/0 7.188 13.00 0.,53 33.18 15.0, 

8.27 16/7 22/2 10/0 5.688 10.00 0.569 34.13 1,.48 

8.59 17/3 23/2 10/14 5.938 10.23 0.580 34.82 15.791 
I 

8.91 16/14 22/5 9/0 5.438 9.00 0.604- 36.25 16.44 J 
I 

9.52 14/10 20/8 9/0 5·875 9.00 0.653 39.17 17.77 

9.8l+ 10/8 17/3 10/0 6.688 10.00 0.669 40.13 18.20 

10.47 20/8 24/0 5/0 3·500 5.00 0·700 42.00 19.05' 

10.96 10/, 16/14 9/0 6.563 9.00 0.729 43.75 19.84 

11.43 10/4 16/11 8/30 6.438 8.,0 0.757 45.41+ 20.61 

11.87 14/7 18/6 5/0 3.938 5.00 0.788 47.26 21.44 

12.34 10/, 14/7 ,/0 4.12, ,.00 0.82, 49.,0 22.4, 
-------

Calibration of Fuel Flow Rate System:- Ambient 18°e 762.55 mm Hg 

Avery Type 320, ABA Scale Smiths Stop Clock 
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LOAD OUTPUT VOLTAGE 

LB UP DOWN 

0 0 0 

3.5 0.09 0.10 

7.0 0.19 0.20 

10.5 0.29 0.29 

13.5 0.38 0.38 

15.5 0.44 0.45 

18.5 0.52 0.52 

20.5 0.57 0.58 

23.5 0.66 0.67 

28.5 0.81 0.81 

33.5 0.95 0.96 

38.5 1.10 1.11 

43.5 1. 25 1. 25 

48.5 1.40 1. 40 

53.5 1.55 1. 55 

58.5 1. 70 1. 70 

63.5 1.83 1. 84 

68.5 1.98 1.98 

73.5 2.12 2.12 

78.5 2.26 2.27 

83.5 2.41 2.41 

88.5 2.55 2.55 

93.5 2.69 2.70 

98.5 2.83 2.84 

103.5 2.98 2.98 

Sangamo Weston channell. 

Gauge factor 4.46 Range 0.25. 

Calibration: Load (N) = 154.48 x V 

V 
AVERAGE 

0 

0.095 

0.195 

0.29 

0.38 

0.445 

0.52 

0.575 

0.665 

0.81 

0.955 

1.105 

1. 25 

1. 40 

1.55 

1. 70 

1. 835 

1. 98 

2.12 

2.265. 

2.41 

2.55 

2.695 

2.835 

2.98 

'INSITU' CALIBRATION OF STRAIN GAUGED CANTILEVER 

TABLE 7,4 



TABLE 7,5 

Manometer Reading (x) Air velocity (y) 
~P mmH 20 m/s 

0 0 

2 5.5 

3 6.8 

4 9.6 

7 11.9 

10 14.9 

15 17.9 

21 20.3 

26 23.1 

32 25.2 

35 26.7 

39 27.6 

44 28.7 

49 29.5 

51 30.2 

56 30.7 

Atmospheric conditions 759.6 mm Hg 18oC. 

From polynomial curve fitting routine: 

Veloci~y (y) = 0.1298450 + 3.0057677x - 0.2483596x 2 

+ 0.0123399x 3 - 0.0003226x4 + 0.0000042x 5 

For dimensions of preston meter used: 

Air flow rate = 30.378 x y Kg/hr. 

PRESTON METER CALIBRATION 



TABLE 7,6 

Load Output Voltage (Volts) 
(Bar) Up Down Up Down Average 

0 +0.001 -0.006 -0.006 -0.004 -0.004 

5 0.498 0.499 0.493 0.498 0.497 

10 0.997 0.999 0.993 1.001 0.997 

15 1.485 1.500 1.493 1.510 1.497 

20 1.986 1.999 1.993 2.010 1.997 

25 2.490 2.509 2.486 2.510 2.499 

30 2.990 3.007 2.991 3.010 2.999 

35 3.490 3.505 3.494 3.513 .3.501 

40 3.995 4.010 3.994 4.013 4.001 

45 4.504 4.507 4.494 4.505 4.503 

50 5.001 5.001 4.997 4.997 4.999 

Calibration using deadweights Sangamo Weston C56 Channel 4 

Cal. Setting 5.000 V Range 0.25 Gauge Factor 2.46 

Hewlett Packard HP 3465B Digital Multi Meter 

Calibration:- Weight = 10 x Voltage Output 

CALIBRATION OF PROVrnG RrnG FOR GAS FLOW MEASUREMENT 



Frequency Engine speed 
equivalent 

Hz Rev/min 

200 100 

400 200 

600 300 

800 400 

1000 500 

1600 800 

2000 1000 

2400 1200 

280'J 1400 

3200 1600 

3600 1800 

4000 2000 

4400 2200 

4800 2400 

5200 2600 

5600 2800 

6000 3000 

Calibration of F-V converter: 

Farnell Instruments signal generator 

Orbit Controls counter timer 

TABLE 7.7 

Output 
voltage 

V 

0.1P5 

o . 5:~5 
0.895 

1. 253 

1. 609 

2.672 

3.378 

,1.076 

4.7~6 

5.468 

6.151 

6.826 

7.493 

8.142 

8.772 

9.380 

9.998 

Hewlett Packard HP 3465B digital multi meter. 

CALIBRATION OF ELECTRONIC ENGINE SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 



TABLE 8,1 

SPEED STANDARD STAGE 1 STAGE 1 STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 3 S'r"Gl-: 
Rev/min (T/C only) (TC + (TC + (TC + SB + 1.57 2.5 2,t, 

SB 1.57) SB 2.5) Ace 1. 57) 

Boost Levels 

1000 1.10 1.22 1.18 1.4 1. 72 1.80 1.~<l 

1200 1.10 1.40 1.28 1.51 2.06 1.85 1.76 

1400 1.10 1.50* 1.55 1.36 1.59 2.01 1.91 1. in 

1600 1.10 1.55t 1.68 1.45 1. 74 2.08 2.00 1. 91 

1800 1.18 1.53 1.80 1.58 1.88 2.02 1.94 

2000 1.23 1.58 1.96 1.72 1.8'1 

2200 1.30 1.15 1.84 1. 'Ij 

2400 1.41 1.30 1.98 1. ')2 

Scaven2e Ratios 

Program estimation 

1000 1.53 1.84 1.92 1.41 1.20 1. 35 1.65 

1200 1.57 1. 78 1. 79 1.64 1. 30 1.10 1.45 

1400 1.61 1.79 1. 75 1.61 1.10 1. 30 1.40 

160(; 1.65 1.93 1.98 1.51 1.20 1.10 1. 40 

1800 1.63 1.82 1.93 1.20 0.90 1.00 

2000 1.52 1.58 1.72 1.00 

2200 1.56 1.10 1.60 1. 20 

2400 1.48 0.94 1. 51 1.00 

Smoke Emission (Bosch) 

** 
1000 6.0 5.8 2.6 2.2 2.0 2.1 

1200 4.5 4.9 1.4 2.2 2.1 1.5 

1400 5.5* 3.5 4.2 1.4 3.7 3.2 2.4 

1600 5.4t 3.5 4.0 1.2 5.2 4.5 3.8 

1800 5.7 4.0 4.9 1.9 5.8 4.5 

2000 6.2 4.7 5.5 5.4 

2200 5.0 5.8 6.2 

2400 5.3 6.0 7.3 

* 1&50 rev/min t 1700 rev/min 

** Load 1-+5 kw 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ~VARIABLE ENGINE SPEEDl 



TABLE 8,2 

Boost Scavenge Smoke Power 
Ratio Ratio * Emission (Bosch) kw 

Holset 3LD1 1.57 

2.06 1. 30 2.2 b9.82 

1.95 1,30 2.7 59.04 

1.86 1. 20 2.9 58.66 

1. 75 1. 20 3.2 58.27 

1. 70 1.10 3.5 57.23 

1.62 1.10 4.4 56.07 

1.55 1.10 5.0 5,1.77 

1.46 1.10 6.1 53.35 

1. 39 7.0 51.02 

Holset 3LDl 2.5 

1.85 1. 20 2.1 57.62 

1. 71 1.20 2.7 56.32 

1. 62 1.20 2.9 55.68 

1. 53 1.20 3.3 54.90 

1.47 1. 20 4.4 53.09 

1.40 1.20 5.0 51.27 

1. 33 6.1 48.56 

1.28 7.0 45.32 

Holset 4LGK 2.6 T2 

1.76 1.30 1.4 57.49 

1. 70 1. 30 1.5 57.1 

1.63 1.25 1.6 56.71 

1.57 1. 20 1.9 55.94 

1.51 1. 20 2.4 54.90 

1.46 1.20 2.7 53.22 

1.41 1.10 3.4 51.40 

1.36 1.10 4.3 49.20 

1.31 1.10 5.1 46.22 

* Computer program estimation. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS CONSTANT SPEED (1200 Rev/min) 



Two or four stroke 

Power output 
cf standard engine 

Torque chllracter-
istic 
cf ideal hyperbola 

Complexity of 
exhaust ducting 

complexity of 
transmission 

Mechanical 
complexity 

Control 
complexity 

Modification to 
engin,e stlucture 

Use of noise 
generating 
components 
(gears & blowcrsi 

Auxiliary 
combustion 

Air coolers 

++++ Very good 

-- Very bad 

Recircu-
DDE DCE VCR lation 
Dawson Wallace Timonev Trvhorn 

4 2 2 2 

+++ ++++ ++++ ++ 

+++ +++ +++ ++ 

++++ ---- ++ ++ 

+++ +++ ++ ... + 

---- ---- -- ++ 

++++ --- -- ++++ 

-- ++ ---- ++++ 

---- ---- -- --

NO YES NO NO 

NO YES YES NO 

COMPARISON OF ENGINE SYSTEMS 

TABLE 9,1 

Hyperbar Blencoe DGT 
_ ~~oTe!2£.<~~ 

4 2 2 

+++ --- -+ I 

---- --- ++ 

++ ---- --

-1+ ---- ++ 

++ ++ +++ 

-- --- ----

---- ++++ ++++ 

++ -- ++++ 

YES YES YES 

YES NO YES 



Boost ratio 

Compression ratio 

Engine 

Minimum air/fuel ratio 

Auxiliary combustion 

DGT 

2.3: 1 (max) 

+ 16:1 

2 stroke 

22:1 (proposed) 

Clean air 
from bypass 

TABLE 9,2 

HYPERBAR 

8:1 * 

5:1 

4 stroke 

30-35:1 

Engine exhaust 
+ clean air from 
bypass 

* The Hyperbar system utilises two stage turbocharging. 

+ Standard engine compression ratio. 

COMPARISON OF DGT WITH THE HYPERBAR SYSTEM 
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[Timoney (2)] 

(a) VEHICLE TORQUE 

REOUIREMENT ON 

VARYING GRADIENTS 

Increasing 
gradient 

(b) CONVENTIONAL ENGINE 

TORQUE MATCH 

(Torque curves shown for 
transmission with 4 
speed gear box) 

Conventional 
eng ine curve 

(c)TORQUE MATCH OF 

CONSTANT POWER 

OUTPUT ENGINE 

(Torque curve shown for 
constant horse power) 
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FIGURE 1,5 
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FIGURE 2,3 
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FIGURE 2,7 

ROOTS BLOWER WITH RECIRCULATION VALVE (TRYHORN) (11.) 
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FIGURE 1..3 
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FIGURE 6.1 , 

8 + 16 Channel Analog Multiplexer 

CHARACTERISTICS' 
I ' Vs· ! lSV, T A • +2SoC unlHl otherwise notedl . 

MODEL MUX 202·M/MUX 203 . . - ~ -

~HANNELS 8 
~NALOG STATic 
Ron'Max . (125~' C=)~------------~1~.S·~K~fl~M~ax-,~Ar----------

MUX202·M ( 55" C to + 1250 C) 18Kll 
Roff ,3pF 10"n 
On Input Leakage ( + 25" C) :!: . , nA 
Input Range3 ~ 1SV. 
Off Input Leakage :!: .03nA 
Off Output Leakage 

( . 25' C) :!: 1.0nA 
(- 55" C to " 125" C) ~2S0nA Max. 

Output Capacitance 25pF 
Input Capacitance 5pF 

_ Address 1~'pu.!.~~a::Jpa=c:::'t:::a:::n:::c.=-______ ...;5:!:p:.:..F ________________ _ 

~.C~U.~~~.~ 
Gain 1.0 
Gain Accuracr .01 % FS 
Cro •• Talk .010% 0' 10kHz Max. 
Common Mode· 920B 

DYN.AMics·.:..:.:..;::.=....---------==-=--------

4,.sec Max. 
250kHz 

Settling to .01 e/e 
Throughput Rat. 
Address Time . __________ ~.:::5~~~.~ec~ ____________ ___ 

DIGITAL INPUT 
Break before make delay 
Input.' 
Code 

SOns 
TTL ·/CMOS' Compatible 
3 Bit + enable 

POWER SUPPLY 
-Stand-bYS~U~P=P~,-y~c~U-"-e-n~t.~B~-------+~15~V~(n-· ~2-. O--m-A---------

- 1 5V (ci' .5mA 

~~~RONM~E~N~T~A=L~_~ ____ ~~--~~--_ 
Operating Temperature Range - 55° C to + 1250 C 

_ Sto~geTe~~e~ra~t=ur~e~R~a:::n~9~e~ ______ -~6~5~o ~C~t~0~+~1~5~~-=C ______ _ 
~~~ANICAL 
C~5.dim:~.:::n~.~lo-n-.-----------------0-. 7-9-·-· -x-0-. 30--·-'--xO-.2-'-'-----
Cas. Style 16 Pm DIP 

MODEL 
CHANNELS 
INPUT/OUTPUT 

Voltage Range 
ON Rni.tance1 

OFF ReSIstance 
ON Input Leakage 
OFF Input leakage 
OFF Output Leakage 
Output Capacitance 
Input Capacitance 

THROUGHPUT 
Selliing Time to 0.01" 
Throughput Rail 
Addressing Time 

ACCURACV 
Gain 
G.in Accuracv2 
Crosstalk 

COOING 

Inputl 

Code 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

Temperature Range 
Storage 

Power SupplV 

MUX204 ' 
16 

bsv 
1.Sk II .8k max.l 
0.3pf /I 10" n 
100pA 
±0.3nA 
4nA 
SOpF 
SpF 

4,., max. 
250 kHz 
SOOns 

1.0 
0 .01% F .S . 
0.01%@ 10 kHz 

MOSJ/CMOS4 /DTl/TTL5 

CompatIble 
4 bIt bInary + enable 

o to 70·C 
-6SoC to +150°C 
+1SV @ SmA; -lSV @ 2mA 

MECHANICAL 

NOTES ; 

L 0. '00 JL 0.0'. 
fi ',i401 io."; NOll 1 

'AC" . CI I NO[ JI 
'WOTCH IN LEAD. NO TCH IN 
C'''AMI( 0" IPlta OOT 

1. Vout -t l0V . lout ··100~A 

2 . Ma" safe overvoltage : 
t V supply t 20V 

Pt,. 'VfrllC TIOfiII ".. 'u..e , ,()trt 
, "'0 • . _-.... . 
I ..... l. 10 , .. , 3 . 20 meg load . t 1 OV swin g 

4 . Appl icable for us.g. of two 
de .. l'ic •• i n different i al 
configur.' ion . 

:II Voi:.~- 1'- , ... -· , .. ",- - " 
.,M ;I~ 1:-":::' IJ. ' VfJC 

• I.' iii .... " 

5 . Ma" r.t ing V · - +4V . V ' • · 4V 
, , .. ,--- ,,- -.,----

6 . ForTTLus.1KpuliuPto +5V 
7 ... , .. > 4V. "0" <0.8V GIl 'uA Mex 
8 . Ma" vol,age betwe.n supplV 

p ins: 40V 

• 0;;,--- 'I A' 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

MODEL NUMBER 

MUX 202·M/C 
MUX 202·M/B 
MUX 203 

MIL-STD-8S3A PROCESSING 

Class C 
Class B 
Commercial (0 to +70

o
C) 

1. V OUT - t 10V. lOUT ~ - 100~ 
2 . 20 meg lOad . t, OV sw ing 

3. "'REF - +'OV . .. , " > 6V . " 0 " < 0 .8V GIl 6~A 
4 . Logic " 1 " >4V . Log ic " 0"< 0 .8VGP5~A 

5. For TTL/OTL u .. 1 k U pull u~ to +5'" 

~r- r-'~" ':-l 
.. i " .. · ·I"!) II ~ I / .. .. ·.'.I ! , 

-VaUHLV 1 

NC' 
NC) 

IN ,. III 
IN ,ft , 
IN It. 
INUl 
Ifill 12 • 
IN 1" 

IN 1010 

IN 1'1 
ONO 11 

vaH U 
AOO"UI A] ,. 

24 PIN 
DIP 

" OU T 
11 v SIJ""'" V 
1h IN. 
l'JI"" 
1.'N , 
11 IN !t 
n H~ 41 
l 1 1N l 
10 IN' 
11 IN 1 

1, fNAUl( 

11 AOO" U".o 
.. AOORIUA, 

" AD Okll1 . , 

. ' !' .... ". 
I I .. 

. . , I " 
" . " 

~ i ~ .. 
H l 7 i ~ ., 
H , • 

. .. 
.. . , 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

MODEL 

MUX204 
NUMBER OF CHANNELS 

16 SINGLE·ENDED 

ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXOR 



MODEL 

MEASUREMENT TYPE 

DIGITAL 

Conversion Type 

OUipul Codits 

ADC 550 

General Purpose 

Successive Approximation 

Two 's Complement, Ollse! 
Binary, Binary' ---

Resolution 12 Bits -- All Units; Parallel &. 
SerialOllt -------- -------------

Convorilon Tim., 30"s (12 Bits) 

--------------
Output Type 

SItGbe Inpul (Convert) 

TTL Compatible; drives up to 
4 TTL loads 

Positive Pulse - 100 nS wide 
min, Standard TTL 

Leading edge ("0" to "I ") 
resets converter 
Trailing edge ("1" to "0") 
initiates conversion --------------------------------------Buey. Bit OulpUI (Stalul) 

AtlALOG 

Standard Input 

Optlon-G -----
Internal Reference 

ACCURACY & STABlLITY 

Relative Accuracy 

"1" during conversion; 
"0" after conversion 

±5V,O to + 10V, 
Input Z > 6K 
± 10V; Input Z > 12K 

Yes 

ADC 550_,1;,:.2=--_______ ±_O_.0125% __________ _ 

ADC 550-10 ±0.05% 

Scale Faclor & Ollset 0.1% F.S. nominal; adjustable 
to zero orror 

ST ABIi.ITY OPTIONS 

Accuracy vs Temp·· 

Linearity va Temp 

Precision Network Type 

RELIABILITY 

Construction 

Activo Component Types 

Factory Bum,ln ---
Warranty Period 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Operating Temperature 

- MIL Versions 

Power Supply 

Power Supply Rejection 

-E -S -LD 

50 30 15 PPMtC 

15 15 7 PPMtC 

Matched Melal Film 

Standard Encapsulated, 
Factory Repairable 

All Hermetically Sealed -
No Plastics 

72 Hour min. 

3 Years 

o to 70°C 

-5soClo +12SoC 

+15V @ 30mA, -15V @ 
30mA, + 5V @ 200mA ---------
± 0.002% / % tnr - 15V, 
±O.002% /% for + 15V 

• Selec ti on by pin in! ('(cv l1l1t:ct ion . 
•• Accu racy vs. temr:>er~ llIr t1 includes all effec ts of offset, gain 

and linoMity . 

I • ~ 

" 

.\ 

MODEL 

ADC550-10-E 

ADC550-10-S 

ADC550-10-lD 

FIGURE 6, 2 

, H I 4 I ' 
. , . . ~'" ~. 

TI:MPCO 

50PPM/OC 

30PPM /oC 

15PPM/oC 

.', " ~.... ":t,~, I 
' ~, \ • , ' . , I 

PBIC E (1 -9) 

S 85.00 

95 .00 

150.00 
For -55°C to +1250C opeu.tion add suffix - MIL . $45.00 ext 

MODEL 

ADC550-1?·E 

ADC550-12-S 

ADC550-12-LD 

TEMPCO 

50PPM/oC 

30PPM/oC 

15PPM/oC 

pnlCE (1-9) 

5115.00 

125 .00 

175.00 

For -550C to +1250C operation add suffix -M I L.. S90.00 ext 

Options: 

±IOV Input--Add suffix -G. No extra charge. 
-MIL VERSIONS 
-MIL \'er ~ions are more mechanically rugge,d but t:l cc lrically ident-
ical to the commercial ones. Co ntinuous opera lion abo ve 80')C is 
not recommended in that internal precision resistor netwo rks could 
be permanently affected. Accuracy vs. Temperature for - MIL units 
over the range of -20oC to + 700 C is the same as fo r CC Inl1l cr.: ial 
ones. Outside this range the temperature cocfficicnl s may sign ific
antly increase. 

o~ + l ~· 8 + 
010 3 0 
0-69 45'8 + 
067 • ~- 66 + 

+ 
,600 g~63 + 

+ • + + + + • • • + • 
o~ 

• • 0,100 TYP • • --1. • 19 ..!!8 4 . 054 IT 0-53 2 1~g 052 
0--51 n o • 1)"-0 

00 

• 24 0 
048 25-0 

.800 
0--4 7 • • • • • • 30~8 + 
• 31 0 
• 32--0 • 33 0 • 34-0 

Lo- • l !j 0 • 30 --0 
,---

NOTes . 
1. UNLE SS o n 'ERWI$f S"fCI~ l fO O !r . l ~N~10N 

rQL En A:'olCESM1 E. Of.CIMII LLY . • , '0.02. ' " ~ O . 01l" 
2. in; OENOlE~ A PI N. I q nC NUTE S NO PI N. 

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTOR 



FIGURE 63 
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Enable 
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STATUS 

STROBE 

Converter reset ~A-__ S_t_o __ Mc_o_n_v_e_rS_i_on __________ STROBE 
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:-Conversion time -=t ... _____ STATUS 
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HYBRID DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 



Analogue IIPs 

UO 

U9 

Switch liPs 
'. TO 

T9 

MUX AOC 

STROBE 

Logic 

CTRL Reset 

FIGURE 6,4 
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~---07 
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Port 
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I 
,GO 

,DO lIP 81 , 
'----------_.' 
QMS Interface 

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM ORGANISATION 
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General Details 
Ambl4!nt temp4!rature range 
Board Edge Connector (standerd) 
Mating Connector 
Alternative board connector 

0- 4SoC 
16 way Varicon 
Varicon 5001-016-166-00t 
Screw type - 16 way Klippon 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS on 

10 

U 

'1~-4--4 

" ,~~--... ~ .. 

Rt • R/2 

Wherl R 

R2 • R 

24-Vm 
21ph 

" Vm. Rated motor coil 
voltage 

Iph - Rated current/phase 
when two phasel 
Ire energised. 

Wlttage R1 "R2 - (24 - Vm) Iph. wattl. 

Note It il recommended that resiltors of Ipproximately twic. 
the calculated wattage are normally used. to avoid very 
high lurflce temperatures. 

STEPPER MOTOR DRIVE 

FIGURE 66 , 

6·3 
(160) 

I. 
I 

HS H I 
136·8) 186·41 

WEIGHT 120Z. 
DIMS. IN INS. Imml 

Edge Connector Designation 

PIN CONNECTOR 

t OV 
2 OV 
3 MOTOR COl L 2B 
4 MOTOR COIL tA 
5 MOTO~ COIL 2A 
6 MOTOR COIL 1B 
7 4/8 MODE CONTROL 
8 +24V de 
9 STEP PULSE 

10 DIRECTION 
11 FAST CONTROL 
12 EXT FAST ADJUST 

---.,.. 

J 

~1; 

----=t~ 

13 EXT. SPEED ADJ. COMMON 
14 SLOW CONTROL 
15 EXT. SLOW ADJUST 
16 +5V de [mollllor! 



FIGURE 6,7 
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APPENDIX 1 

COMPUTER HUXiRAH) 

This appendix contains the full listings of the 

performance prediction programs described in Chapter 5 and 

the data acquisition and control programs described in 

Chapter 6. The programs are listed in order as follows a-

1.1 Standard Engine Program 

1.2 Preliminary Matching Program 

1.3 Diesel Gas Turbine Program 

l.~ Real Time Logging Program 

l.~ Crankshaft Triggered Logging Program 

1.6 Control Programs 

The notation for each program is given and the 

performance prediction programs show cross reterences to 

equation numbers in Chapter ,. 

Each main program is listed first and any 

subroutines are listed separately. Comment lines have been 

included to illustrate the working of the programs. 

Al.l Standard Engine Program 

The program used for predicting the performance 

of the standard engine was developed by Wallace (~) and 

is based on a simple cycle analysis ( see section ,.1). 

The program makes use of several subroutines. 

The program notation and a complete listing follows. 

Al.l 



Notation 

AME 

AMP' 

AM'!' 

B 

CP 

CR 

CV 

E 

ED 

EP 

ED 

GC 

GE 

He 

NEBl 

PA 

PHI 

PMAX 

PMAXL 

PT 

Re 
RT 

RTU 

S 

src 
SR 

Tn 

Engine mass flow (total) 

Mass of fuel 

Trapped air mass 

Volume ratio (Beta) 

S;pecific heat at constant pressure 

Compression ratio 

Calorific value 

Brake thermal efficiency 

Diagram efficiency 

Engine power 

Engine speed 

Gamma for compression process 

Gamma for expansion process 

Heat lost to coolant 

Number of engine speeds 

Atmospheric pressure 

Cylinder filling efficiency 

Peak cylinder pressure 

Limiting value of peak cylinder pressure 

Exhaust pressure 

Boost ratio 

Air/ruel ratio 

Exhaust pressure ratio 

Effective stroke ratio 

Specific fuel consumption 

Scavenge ratio 

Temperature rise across engine 

Al.2 



TM Air manifold temperature 

TMC Mean temperature of Comp~.ssion 

THE Mean temperature or expansion 

TT Exhaust temperature 

VB Swept volume 

Al.3 



- . - . 
~ - .1-_ ._ ... .;. . .. .. ~--:- ~. - . . _. ,-:::: . ' " . 

" . .; ...... , . 
. ... ~-. 
, 1f0 1 ~. ' ",." - " 

100 $RESET FRSE 
200 C 
~O C PRO~RA M fOR STA NDARD ENGINE PERFORMA NCE PREDI CTI ONS 
400 C····································· ............... . 500 C USIN~ EX.PERIt1E NTAL DATA 
Goo C ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
700 c 
800 C 
900 F t'LE ) (K I ND=PR I i '~TER) 
1000 'FILE 11(KIND=D ISK,TITLE="KEEP/TASDAT",F ILETYPE=7) 

\ 1100 COMMON JC(17,6), 10(23,2), IE(17,5) 
. 1200 C SET UP CONSTA NTS ' USED IN PRO~RAM 

1)00 . ·NES=8 

, 
--, 

1400 ET=1.0;VCR=0.O;S=O.78;VS=O.126;CRA=16.0;CRB=O.0;?MAXL =1800 .0 
1500 REAO(11,/)PA 
1600 C CONVERT BAR ' TO PSI 

C' 

t 

1700 PA=PA·14.5 ' 
1800 CV=18060. 0; CA=144. 0; CB=O. 008; WHC=7 78.0; HPC=))OO O. 0 ; IIPCA ==42 . 42 I 
1900 PDC=O.86;R=5J.3;TLA=5.0;TLB=5.0;TLC=5.0;TLD=50.0 : 
2000 C OUTPUT PRO~RA r1 PARAMETERS I 
2100 WRITE(3,S)ET,VCR,S,VS,CRA,CRB,PMAXL,PA, CV,CA,CB, WH C,HPC, HPCA, I 
2200 .PDC,R,TLA,TLB,TLC,TLD 
2300 5 FORf1AT( 13H1 INPUT DATA / / . 1 
2400 .7H ET = ,F10.)/7H VCR = ,F10.)/7H S = ,f10.)/7H VS = \ 

\,F10.)/ 
2500 

2600 

.7H 'CRA = ,F10.)/7H CRB =. ,F10.)/9H PNAXL = ,F10.)/7H PA:: \ 
\,F10.)/ 

.7H CV = ,F10.)/7H CA = ,F10.)/7H CB = ,F10.)/7H WHC = \ 
\,F10.)/ 

2700 .7M HPC = ,F10.)/8H HPCA = ,F10.)/7H PDC = ,F10.)/7H R = \ 
\,F10.)/ 

2800 -7H TLA = ,F10.)/7H TLB = ,F10.)/7H TLC = ,F10.)/7H TLD = \ 
\,F10.)/ 

2900 .7H1 TRACE ) 
)000 C RtM PROQRAM FOR THE SET NO OF EN~ INE SPEEDS 
3100 DO 180 KA=1,NES 
3200 ' 1=0 ' 
)300 C INPUT EN~INE CONDl:TI01~ DATA 
3400 ! READ(11,/)ES,Tt1,ST,RT,RC 
3500 C PROQRA I'''1 RESTRAINT A/F RATIO 20-40 
3600 IF(RT.~T.20.0)RT=20.0 
3700 C CONVERT DE~ C TO DE~ R 
3800 TM=«TI1.1.8)+459.67+)2.0) 
3900 RC =RC -0 ... 
4000 C ERROR CYCLE OF BOOST 
4100 DO 180 ITIN= 1,6 
4200 RC=RC+O.025 
4300 SR=ST-Q.4 . 
4400 C ERROR CYCLE OF SCAVEN~E RATIO 
4500 DO 180 ITI M=1,4 

• ' 0 

Standard Engine Program 

Al.lf. 



SR=5R+0 .1 
1=1+1 
PH 1=0.9 
£0=0.72 

WR I TE/:'IOT t~R I TE HE: AD 1 >lC;' 
IF ( I • EQ. 1) c;. o TO 11 

12 OTK=EO.PHI·W HC 
INITIAL ~A NMA SETTI NQS 

GE=1.3 . 
GC=1.35 

ROUTI NG fOR VARIABLE COMPRESSION 
IF(VCR.NE.O.O) GO TO 30 
CR=CRA 

RATIO 

c •• ••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C ITERATE FOR Pi'IAX TOLERANCE(TLA) 

4600 
4700 
4300 
4900 
5000 C 
5100 
5200 
5300 C 
5400 
5500 
5600 C 
5700 
5800 
5900 
6000 
6100 
6200 

C 
10 PI'1AX =(~E-1.0)·RC.PA.CR/(1.0-1.0/CR··( ~E -1. 0 »·« ( DT !<·CV/ R/RT \ I 

\/TM.( : 
.1.0-1.0/CR ~ .0 .4»-1.0/(GC-1.0).(1. 0 -CR· ·( ~C -1. 0 ») [4] 6)00 

6400 
6500 
6600 
6700 
6800 
6900 
7000 

. TME=TM.PMAX.(1.0+1.0/CR··(GE-1.0»/RC/PA / CR / 2 . 0 [6) 
C FIND ~A MMA EXPANSION 

CALL q~ (RT,TNE,GE) 
T HC=TN.(CR •• (~C-1.0 )+1.0 )/2.0 

C FIND GA MMA COMPRESSION 
[ 7) 

CALL ~G (O.G,TMC,GC) 
PMAXA=(~E-1.0).RC.PA.CR/(1.0-1.0/CR •• ( ~E -1.0»).« DTK.CV/ R /RT\ 

I 7100 
\/1f'1. ( 
.1.0-1~O/CR··0.4»-1.0/(4C-1.0).(1.0-CR •• ( ~C -1. 0 ») 

IF(ABS(Pt1AX-PHAXA).ClT.1LA) GO TO 10 7200 
7300 C 
7400 c ••• ·o • ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
7500 C ROUTI N4 FOR OUAL CYCLE C0l18USTION 
7600 IF(PMAX.~T.?MAXL) GO TO 20 
7700 90 M1T'=RC .PA .S.PH I . VS.ES.CA/R/TM/ (1.0-1. O/CR) /ET 
7800 EP=ED .A :"IT.CV . 101HC .(1.0-1.0/CR •• 0.4) /RT / HPC 
7900 ~o TO 40 

8000 c.············································· 8100 C SECT I o. ~ FOR DUAL CYCLE COMBUST I ON 
8200 C CO[1ST VOLU ~1E THE N CONST PRESSURE 
8300 20 B=O. 0 
8400 85=0.0 
6500 60=0.0 
8600 C FI NO VOLUME RATIO(8ETA) 
8700 CALL SOL (0.5,8,85,80) 
8800 B = 1.01 

0000 C.····················· 9000 C ITERATE FOR PMAX TOLERANCE(TLB) 
9100 C 
9200 t1=0 
9300 50 1'1 = ~'1+1 . ,.- . 

• ' ~'I- .... ;~.:, •• ".- ~'_ 

... 

Standard Engine Program 

[ 2] 
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9400 
9500 
9600 
1100 
9800 

PHAX=PHAXL 
A=PI'IAX /RC /PA ICR - .QC 
P=1~O-(A·B··1.4-1.0)/(A-1.0+1.4eA.(B-1.0»/CR··O . 4 
Tt1E=TM .PMAX.S. (1.·0 + (B/CR) •• (G. i:: -1 .0) ) IRC/PA/CR/ 2 . 0 
CALL QQ (RT,TMErGE) 
IF(GE.~T.O.01) GOTO 170 
TMC = TM • (CR·.(QC - 1.0) + 1.0) I 2. 0 
CALL Q~ (O.O,TMC,c;.C) 
IF(~C.~T.O.01)QOT0170 

[6 ) 

[ 7 ] . J900 
10000 
1·0100 
10200 
10300 PMAX=(p.(DTKeCV/R/RT/TM-(1.0-CR •• ( GC-1.0»/P/( ~C - 1. 0 » )/(n\ 

10400 
10500 
1,0600 
10700 C 

\/CR-(1.0 
.-(B/CR)--(~E-1.0»/(GE-1.0)/RC/PA+(S-1. 0) /RC /PA/CR ) [5] 
DA=PiIAX-Pl1AXL 
(r(A8S(DA).~T.1LB) GO TO 60 

10800 C ••••••••••••••• ~~ ~ •••• 
10900 CALL SOL (D A,8,8S,8D) 
11000 C A r~HMj4E \~ARNIN~ FOR EXCESSIV e: LOOPINc;. 

I . 11100 IF(i-lA,EQ.40) QO TO 15 
I 11200 GO TO 17 

1·1300 15 HR IT£(,3,16) 
11400 16 FOR MAT(37H EXC~SSIVE LOOPINQ PMAX(TLB) AS G:LJW ) 

' 11500 QO TO 60 
11·600 17 4 0 TO 50 
11700 c ••••••••••• ~ •• o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 

11800 60 A : IT~RC.PA.CA.S·PHI.VS.ES/R/TM/(1.0-1.0/CR)/ET [ 2 J 
11900 C 60 IS RE-ENTRY PO I NT FOR DUAL CYCLE 
12000 EP=EO.A MT·CV-WHC.(1.0-«A.B.·1.4-1.0)·1.0/CR··O.4)/( A-1. 0+1\ 

. - . \.4.A. 
12100 ~(B-1.0»)/RT/HPC 
12200 QO TO 40 
12300 C 
12400 C.···················· 12500 C SECT leu FOR VAR IABLE CR 
'12600 30 !1A=Q 
12700 CR=CRA-«CRA-CR9)/2.0) 
12800 P{·1AX=PHAXL 
12900 c •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13000 C ITERATE FOR PMAX TOLERANCE(TLC) 
13100 70 NA=:'lA+1 
13200 THE=Tj1.prJIAx.(1.0+1.0/CR •• (~E-1.0) )/RC/PA/CR/2.0 
13300 CALL 4~(RT,TME,~E) 
13400 IF(4E.~T.O.01) QO TO 170 
13500 T11C=TM .(eR·· (QC-1 .0 )+1.0) /2. 0 
13600 CALLGG (O.O,TMC,~C) 

[9 ] 

13700 . If(QC.~T.O.01) GO TO 170 
~3800 PMAX=(GE-1.0).RcePA.CR/(1.Q-1.0/CR··(GE-1.0»)·«DTK.CV /R/RT\ 

\/T:'1.( 
13900 
1:~000 

.I. . .. .. -.-:. ...F· ~~ =-.. 
" 

e1.0-1.0/CR*·0.4»-1.Q/(~C-1.0).(1.0-CR •• ( ~C-1.0») 
DB=P f.<iAX-P ;lAXL 

Standard Engine Program 
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14100 -
14200 
1·4)00 
14400 

, 14500 
14600 C 
14700 
14800 
14900 
15000 
15100 C 

IF(ABS(OB).~T.TLC) ~O TO 80 
IF(OB.QT.Q.O) CR=CR-O.2 
IF(OB.~T.O.O) CR=CR+0.2 
IF(I·lA.QT.4Q) ~O TO 41 
~O TO 42 

ARRA N~E l~ARN I N~ F OR EXCESS IVE LOOP I N~ 
41 ~IIR ITE (), 99 ) 
99 FORMAT(31H EXCESSIVE VCR LOOPIN~ AS 

~O TO 80 . 
42 40 TO 70 

15200 c •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15300 ' 80 IF(CR.lE.CRA) ~O TO 85 
15400 CR=CRA 
15500 ~O TO 20 
15600 85 IF(CR.~E.CRB) ~O TO 90 
15700 CR=CRB 
15800 40 TO 20 
15900 c.··· o •••••••••••••••• 
16000 C FRICTIONAL HORSE POWER CORR ECTION 
16100 40 EP=EP-(CB·~S/O.7457) 
16200 C 40 IS RE ENTRY POINT 
16300 C SCAVEN4E BLOWER HORSE POWER CORRECTION 
16400 EP=EP-(ES-1 .8.0.00060 .«PA .RC )-PA» 
16500 AHF=A NT /RT 
16600 SFC=A l·1F-60.0/EP 
16700 E=EP·H?CA/CV/A ~F 
16800 F F = A MF • 1 0 a • 0 / 60. () / v S 
16900 C F I NO 'HEAT LOSS TO COOLANT 
17000 CALL H (FF,HC) 
17100 IF(HC.~T.O.()1) ~OTO 170 

' 17200 CP = 0.) 
17)00 C DELTA T FOR E r'l~nIE(TEMP RISE) 

BE LO\,;) 

17400 c.····························· 17500 C ITERATE FOR EN~ TEMP RISE TOLERANCE (TLO) 

TD = (CY • (1.0-E-HC» / (CP • (SR • RT + 1. 0 ) 
THO = TM + TD / 2.0 

OUTPUT TO DENOTE FAILURE IN THIS LOOP 

[8 ] 

[ 13] 
[15 ] 
[ 171 

[161 
17600 C 
17700 200 
17800 
17900 C 
18000 IF (TMD~QT.JGOO.O) WRITE (3,977) TM,TD,CV, E,HC,FF,CP,SR,RT\ 

\,EP; 
18100 . • CB,ES,A~F,A MT,HPCA,CV 
1-8200 977 FORHAT (6H Tl·l = ,F12.5,GH TO = ,F1 2 . 6 , ~:; UV·= ,F1 2 ." , 6H >:" \ 

\::; , 
18)00 ~F12.G/6H HC = ,F12.6, 6H FF 
18400 .F12.6/6H RT = ,F12.6, GH c.:p 
18500 ~F12.6/6H A1-IF =,F12.6 ·,6HANT 

\,F1Z.6) 
18600 C F 1::0 sPEC IF IC HEAT AT C(mSTANT PRESSURE(CP) 
1B70a CALL C (RT,T MO,CP) 

= , F 1 2. 6 , G !-\ CP = ,F12. G,Gd SR = 
= ,F12.6, 6a C9 = ,F12. 6 , on i: S = , 
=. ,F12.6,oHH?CA = , F 1 2. 6 , 5 ;-1 C" = \ 

t·" , 
-:~ - .. - -;I ~" -._ 
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IF(CP.~T.O.Q1)GOTO 170 18800 
18900 
19000 
,19100 C 

TDA = (CV • (1.Q-E-HC» / (cP • (SR. RT + 1.0» 
IF (ABS(T0-TuA).~T.TLD) GOTO 200 

19200 C ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19300 120 PT=PDC·RC·PA 
19400 130 RTU=PT/PA 
19500 TT;TM+TD 
19600 AME=SR·At1T+AMF 
19700 GO TO 170 ' 
19800 11 WRITE(3,150) 

I 19900 GO TO 12 
WOOD 150 FORMAT(116H1ENG S?O BOOST TR A/F SCAV R MA N\ 

\ TEI'1? EI'I ~ 
.POW aRK EFF EXH TEMP EXH RAT CO i1P RAT \ 20100 

20200 
\ SFC/ 

.42X,5HDEG.c, 6X,)HKW ,16X ,5 HDEG.C,16X,4rl BA R,1 6X ,11H KG/KW\ 
\.HR ) 

C.······················ 20300 
20400 
20500 
20600 
20700 
20800 
20900 
21000 
2110,0 C 

C S. f. ' UNIT CONVERSION 
C 

170 ?Z=EP·O.7457 
PY=(TM-45S.67-)2.0)/1.a 
SFP=(SFC·0.4536)/O.7457 
PX=(TT-459.57-J2.0)/1.a 
PHAT=PMAX/14.5 

21200 C··············· o 
••••••• 

21300 C OUTPUT 
21400 C ENG SPD,BST,CR,A/F,SCAV,MAN TEMP,?OWER,sRK EFF,EX TE ~P, 
21500 C EX RAT,PMAX~CO MP RAT,SFC 
21600 WRITE(3,160) ESjRC,RT,SR,PY,PZ,E,PX,RTU,P: 'l.t\ T,CR,Sf;'P 
21700 160 FOR i1 AT(1H ,F7.1,)X,F5.2,5X ,F5.1,4X, F5.2, 4X ,f7.1,3X, 
~800 .F7.2,3X,F7.4,3X~F7~1,3X,F5.3,6X,F7.2,JX,F7.2,5X,F 6.4,JX) 
21900 180 CONT'lNUE 
22000 STOP 
22100 END 

standard Engine Program 
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---'--7---- - -------------------- --------
22200 SUBROUTINE SOL (DAB,9,BS,SD) 
22300 C···························· 
22400 C 
22500 C DETERMINES VOLUME RATIO(BETA) 
22600 C 
22700 If (B.~E.O.01) SD = 1.0 
22800 BS · = 0.2 
22900 IF (ABS(DAB).~T.1200.1) 85 = 0.1 
23000 IF (A8S(DAB).~T.700.1) as = 0.05 
23100 IF (ABS(DAB).~T.200.1) sS = 0.01 
23200 IF (DA3.~~.n.0) ~OTO 10 
23300 SD = so / 2.0 
23400 as =-8S 
23500 10 B = B + BS 0} SD 
23600 RETURN 
23700 END 
23800 C 
'23900 C 
24000 SUSROUT I HE C (RT, Tr1D, CP) 
24100 C························ 
24200 C 
24300 C DETERHINES VALUE FOR SPECIFIC HEAT(CP) 
24400 C . 
24500 C ARRA N4£ FLA4 IF A/F RAT 10 OR flE:A r! TEMP 
24600 C OUTSIDE BLOCK DATA LIMITS 
24700 C TE XP=400-J600 D~~ R 
24800 C AIR/FUEL RATIO=20-40 
24900 CONNON ICD(17,6), IDD(23,2), IC(17,5) 
25 000 I = RT / 5·0 - J-O 
~5100 A = THO / 200.0 - 1.0 
25 200 J = A 
25 300 IF(I.~T.5) ':;OTO 10 
25400 IF (J.~T.1.0R.J.ClT.17) ·:;OTO 10 
25500 IF(J.EQ.17)40TO 30 
25600 C LINEAR INTERPOLATION FROM BLOCK DATA 
25700 Al = FLOAT(IC(J, I» / 10000.0 
25800 AI1 =FLOAT(IC(J+1, I» / 10000. 
25900 cP = Al + (AI - A11) • (FLOAT(J) - A) 
26000 Rc:TUR i~ 
26100 )0 CP = FLOAT(IC(J,I»/10000. 
26200 RETURN 
26)00 10 ~RITE (),20) RT, THO 
26400 20 FORMAT (16H INVALID REQUEST / 6H.RT = ,E12.6,8 ~ TMD = \ 

\,£12.6) 
26500 cP = 0.0 
2&500 ~ETURN 
26700 END 

Standard Engine Program 
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" -.. "'" , .'",!, -', ... OJ .. . 

< 
, -, 

26:3 00 
26900 C 

SUB ROUT li'IE H (FF, HC) 
.¥~ ••..•..•. ~ ....•.. 

27000 
27100 
27200 
27)00 
27400 
~.7500 
::7500 
:!TIOO 
-naoo 
27900 
23000 
28100 
28200 
28)00 
28400 
28500 
28600 

28700 
28800 

, 28900 
" 29000 

29100 
?9 200 

C 
C DETER i·t I NES HEAT LOSS TO COOLANT 
C 
C ARRAN 4E FLAC; If FUEL FLOW OUTS I DE 9LOCK DATA L 1:1 ITS 
C FUeL fLOW= 2 .5-G ~ .O LB /HR 

COi"Ij\lor,! ICD(17.6).IC(23,2), IC:D(17,5) 
IF (FF.~T.2. 5 .0R .FF.~T. G 5.0) ~OTO )0 
IJ = FF • 100 .0 

DO 10 J = 1, 2] 
IF( lJ.~T. tC(J, 1) )40TO 20 

10 CONTI NUE 
GOTO )0 

20 J=J-1 
C LI:~EAR INTERPOLATION FRan FJLOC K DATA 

AI=FLOAT(IC(J,2» /1000.0 
'Ali = FLOAT( IC(J+1,2» / 1000.0 
HC=J\I+(AI-AI1) • (FLOAT( IC(J,1 »-1 00 •• FF )/FL OAT( ICeJ+1.1)\ 

\-IC(J,1» 
RETURN 

)0 WRITE(),40)FF . 
40 FORMAT (1 61 ~ I NVALID REQUEST/ SH FF = ,E12. 5 ) 

HC = 0.0 
RETUR !~ 
END 

Standard Engine Program 
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-"7:; ;;;-:-:, .. ~' ~:'~~-''- r-0-'~; _.'" - -------- - - --- - ----- ------- '-. 
29300' " ' SUBROUTI NE ~G (RT,TM,G) 
29400 C······················· 
29500 ' C 
~600 C D~TERM I NES VALUE FOR GAMMA 
~700 C 
~800 CON:'10N IC(17,6), 101)(23,2)' IED(17,5) 
~900 c ARRA i'l~ FLAG IF A/F RAT 10 OR MEAN TE I1P 
~OOO C OUTSIDE BLOCK DATA LIMITS 
~100 C TE ~P=400-JGOO DE~ R 
)0200 C AIR/FUEL RATIO=20-40 
30300 I = RT / 5.0 ~ 2.0 
30400 IF (RT.l;E.Q.01) I = 1 
30 500 IF ( I • ~T • 6 ) qOTO 10 ' 
)0600 IF(J.EQ.17) ,, -JTO 30 
3J700 A := TM /200.0 - 1.0 
~800 J := A 
~900 IF (J.~T.1.0R.J. ~T.17) 40TO 10 
31000 C LINEAR INTERPOLATI ON FROM ALOC K DATA 
)1100 AI = FLOAT( IC(J, I» /10000.0 
)1,200 A 11 = FLOAT( IC(J+1, I» / 10000.0 

' 31300 G = Al + (AI - AI1) • (FLOAT(J) - A ) 
}1400 RETURN 
)1500 )0 Q = FLOAT( IC(J, 1»/10000. ' 
31 600 ' RETURN 

' )1700 10 WRITE (3,20) RT,TM 
)1800 20 F')RNAT (1 6H INVALID REQUEST/ 6H RT = 
31900 ~ = O~O 
32000 RETURN 

_;2100 END 
"-- ". :. .,~- ,,, .. 
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_ _ -________ ._~_ - - - - _. - . __ --...I 

BLOCK DATA ............. .]2200 
32300 C 
32400 C 
32500 C IE(17,5)=cP ID(2),2)=HC IC(17,5)=~AMMA 
32600 C TAKE i'l FROr1 WALLACE CHARACTER 1ST ICS 
32700 C 
32800 
32900 
33000 
33100 
33200 
:333.00 
33400 
33500 
33600 
33700 
33800 
33900 
34000 
34100 
34200 
34300 
34400 
34500 
34GOO 
)4700 

34800 
34900 

35000 
35100 

35200 
3530q 

35400 
35500 

35600 
)5700 

,-- .-

cor·mON ICC17,6), 10(23,2), lE(17,5) 
DATA( lE( 1,1), 1=1,17)/2470,2518,2580 ,2 657 , 2737,2 80 4 , 2880, 

.2940,3010,)070,3120,3165,3205,3230,3255,3280,3300 / 
DATA( IE( 1,2), 1=1,17)/2460,2497,2553,2625,2700 ,277 3 , 2842 , 

·2901,2960,3018,3070,3110,3147,3170,3200 ,3225,323 5/ 
DATA( lE( 1,3),1=1 ,17)/2445,2480,2535, 260Q , 2673 ,2750 , 2B1 0 , 

.2873,2927,2982,3030,3070,3105,3130,3153,3170 ,3190/ 
DATA( IE( 1',4), 1=1,17)/2438,2468,25 20 ,2580 ,2 655 ,27 30 , 2790 , 

-2852,2908,2955,3008,3050,3080,)105,31 25 ,31 48 ,315 5 / 
DATA(IEel~5),1=1,17)/24JO,2463,25 1 3 , 257J ,2 645 ,271 5 , 2 780 , 

-2340,2a95,2943,2990,3030,3070,3090,311 2, 3135, 3140 / 
DATA( IDC 1,1),1=1,23)/250,375,500,625,750 ,875,100:) ,11 25 ,1250 , I 

-1375,1500,1750,2000,2250,2500,3000 ,3500,4000 ,4500 , 500 0 ,5 500, 
.6000,65001 

DATA( ID( 1,2),1=1,23)/400,330,283,255 ,232,214,200 ,190,182, 
.175,170,160,152,147,140,130,125,119,116,11 4,112,109,109/ 

DATA (IC( 1,1), 1=1,17)/14030,13975,13900,13805,13700 ,13565 , 
.13450,13360,13285,13220,13165,13110,13070,13045,130 15 , 
·12990,12975/ 

DATA (ICel,2),I=1,17)/13840,13745,13625,13480,13345 ,1 J225 \ 
\,13120, 

.13030,12945,12875,12810,12760,12720,12 685 ,12660 ,1 2635 ,1 26 10 / 
DATA (IC(I,3),1=1,17)/13870,13875,13675,13540,13395 ,1 32B:J \ 

\,13175, 
_13085,13000,12940,12880,12825,12785,1 2750 ,1 2725 ,1 270 0 ,1 26 85 / 

DATA (IC(I,4),1=1,17)/13895.13810.13710,13 580 ,13445,1J 330 \ 
. \,13215. 

_13125,13050,12980,12920,12875,12830,12800,12775,1 277 5 ,1 2735/ 
D A T A e I C ( I , 5 ), I =1 , 17 } / 1 391 0 , 1 3840 , 1 37 3 5 , 1 361 0 , 1 3 4 a 0 , 1 3 360 \ 

\,13250, 
-13160,13070,13010,12950,12900,12850,12 835,12805 ,12780 ,1 2770 / 

DATA {lC( 1,6,>,1=1,17)/13930,13855,13750,13630 ,13500 ,13 380 \ 
\,13270, . 

, .13170,13090,13025,12970,12925,12875,1 2345 ,12820,12795,12780/ 
END 
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C DATA riLE TASDAT 100 
200 
))0 
400 
~OO 
600 
700 
BJO C 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1)00 
1400 
1500 
1600 

c 
C 
c 
c 
c 

•••••••••••••••• 
CONTA rNS DATA FOR STANDARD ENC.INE PROGRAM 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(KEEP/MILO) 
ATMOS PRESSURE 
o.~B6 

ENe. $PD I l1AN TEMP, SCAV • A /F RATIO. 800ST 
1000.0,34.59p1.53,19.45,1.1 
··1200.0,40.20,1.57,19.75,.1.1 
1400.0~46.54~1.61.19.99.1.1 
1600.0.5J.12,1.65,20.18~1.1 
1800.0,62.15,1.6),22.02,1.18 
2000.0,69.95,1.52,22.28,1.2) 
2200.0,79.22~1.56.22.89,1.) 
2400.0,88.1),1.48,24.52,1.41 

Data for Standard Engine Program 
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Al.2 Preliminary Matching Program 

The program used for indicating likely matched 

areas of turbocharged operation was developed by Blencoe (17). 

The program is based on the calculation of the 

internal energy of the cylinder contents at blowdown. The 

program has the facility to predict the effects of auxiliary 

combustion (as a simple series system) and makes use of 

several subroutines. The program notation and a complete 

listing follows. 

Al.l~ 



NotatiQn 

AE Charge cooler effectiveness 

AMT Trapped air mass 

CE Turbo compressor efficiency 

CP Compressor power 

CW Compressor work 

FX Fraction of theoretical air 

HE Specific enthalpy 

HIS Enthalpy after isentropic process 

PA Ambient pressure 

PC Pressure at compressor outlet 

PDC Pressure drop coefficient 

PE Exhaust pressure 

PM Air manifold pressure 

RC Compressor pressure ratio 

RCC Overall boost ratio 

Turbine pressure ratio 

Limiting exhaust pressure ratio 

REXT 

RM 

RS, 

SE 

TA 

TE 

TEX 

Scavenge blower pressure ratio 

Scavenge blower efficiency 

Ambient temperature 

Turbine efficiency 

Exhaust temperature 

TO Exhaust blowdown temperature 

UGB Internal energy 

VEC Cylinder volume (exhaust port closing) 

VEO Cylinder volume (exhaust port opening) 

VIC Cylinder volume (inlet port closing) 

Al.l; 



<0-", .. . • , - •• • • - . 
.~ . . 

• j ~ I ---- _ ._----- - - - - - - "--'" "" 

100 '$RESET FREE 
200 C PREL I.M 1 NARY i1ATCH PiG. PROG.RAH 
300 C ••••••••••••••••• ¥ •••••••••• 

400 C 
500 FILE 
600 FILE 
700 
BOO ' f 

900~ . 

)=OUT, UN IT=PR I i'JTER 
11(KIND=DISK,TITLE="PREDAT",FIL~TYPE=7) 
COr1~lON TA 81(30,),TAB7(35,3), IT1\81, ITAB7, IP , Q,CRL,S, R 
IC :: 11 
IP = J 

1000 C 
1100 C 
1200 

l i~PUT DATA FOR TAa LES 
FROM "~AS TABLES " BY KEE~AN AND KA Y 

READ ( IC, /) ITA31 
DO 10 1= 1.ITI\B 1 
RE,\O( IC./)TA:: 1( 1,1),TAS1( 1.2).T,\31( 1. 3 ) 
READ ( IC, /) lTAD7 
DO 20 I = 1, I TA ell 

1-)00 
1400 10 
1500 
1600 
1700 20 REA D ( I C , / ) TA En ( I • 1 ) • T i\ 67 ( I , 2 ) , T A 9 7 ( I , 3 ) 

C ll'IPUT DATA FOrt E i-I~ L~E COiW ITIO iJS 1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2)00 
2400 
2500 

C AND PFWCHA1'J PA Ri\ I·Ii:TERS 

2600 
2700 C 
2800 

2900 

)000 

)100 

)200 

))00 

)400 

3500 

3600 

3700 

3000 
)900 
4000 . -

READ( IC,/) ESA , £ SB,PA,TA,C ~ .TE ,A E 
READ(IC,/)RCA~RC5 ,SRA ,SRS ,TGA,TG.B 
RE AD e IC~/)CV,DAL 
REAO( IC,/)CRL,s,D,R 
READe IC~/)THETEO ,THETEC ,THETIC 
READe IC,/)VEO,VEC,VIC 
READe IC,/)ly, HE S,NRC,NSR, IH~, lsec 

OUTPUT PARA f1ETc:as OF PRO '~RA 11 
WRITE( IP,7)ESA,ESB,PA,TA,CE,TE ,AE,RCA,RC3 ,SRA,SRy ,T~A ,T ~G ,CV\ 

\,CRL, 
1S,D,R,THETEO,THETEC.THETIC,VEO,VEC,VIC, ly, N2 S, ~ R C , N SR, !~T ~ \ 

\,DAL,ISCC 
INPUT DATA//4X,6HESA = ,F1 0 .2/4X, 6H~SB = \ 7 FORMAT(1H1,15H 

\,F10.2 
1/4X, 6H PA = ,F10.2/4X,6H TA = ,F10.2/4X, 6H CE = ,F1 0.2/4X,6H\ ' 

\ TE = 
2,F10.2/4X,6H AE = ,F10.2/4X,5HRCA = ,F10.Z/4X, 6Y RCO = , r 10.2\ 

\/4x,6H . 
3SRA = ,F10.2/4X,6HSRB = ,F10.2/4X,6HTQA = ,F10.2/4X, 5HTGB = \ 

\,F10.2 ' 
4/4X,6H CV = ,F10.2/4X,6HCRL = ,F10.2/4X, GH S = ,F1 0 . Z/« :,6H\ 

\ D = 
5,F10.2/4X, 6H R = ,F10.2/10H THETEO = ,F10.2/10H T~E TE C = \ 

\,F10.2/ ' 
610H THETIC = ,F10.2/4X,6HVEO = ,F10.2/4X,6HVEC = ,F10.2/4X\ 

\,6HV IC = 
7 ,F10.2/4X,6H IY = ,I2/4X,6HNES = ,12/4X,6HNRC = t 12/4X\ 

\,6H fiSR = , 
812/4X,6HNT~ = , 12/4X,oHDAL = ,F10.)/4X,7HISCC = ,12/) 

lFLAG=1 
1<=0 

Preliminary Matching Program 
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41d6 80=1.0 
4200 C' .'l.NPUT AIR/FUEL R~TIO,SCAVEN~E BLOIIER PRESSURE RATIO 
4300 cJ ·AND SCAVE:N~E Bi-OWER EFF IC IENCY 
4400 . 50 REAO(IC;/)RT,RS,SE 
4500 IF(RT.EQ.O.O)CALL EXIT 
4600 J=Q 
4700 ES=ESA-ESB 
4800 C CYCLE EN~INE SPSE D 
4900 . DO 1000 KA=1,NES 
5000 ES;ES+ESB 
5100 RC=RCA-RCB 
5200 C CYCLE A IR/FUEL RAT 10 
5300 DO 1000 KB=1,NRC 
5400 RC;RC+RC 6 
3500 SR;SRA-SRB 
5600 C CYCLE SCAYEN~E RATIO 
5700 DO 1000 KC;1,NSR 
5800 SR;SR+SRB 
5900 T~=T~A+TGB 
6000 C CYCLE BLOWOO\JH TEMPERATURE 
6100 DO 1000 KD=1,NT~ 
6200 T~=T4-T4B 
6.300 J=J+1 
6400 C WRITE/NOT WRITE HA lll HEADINC~ 
6500 IF(J.EQ.1) WRITECIP,5)ES 
6600 5 FORi'lAT(1H1,15X,6H ES = ,F7~1///5X,2HPA,6x,2Hp r1,6x,2 ; ~P c: , 6x \ 

6700 
\,4HREXT, . 
14X,2HTA,5x,2HT~,6X,3HTEX,6X,2HT6,7X,2HSR,5x.2 HRT,7x,2HRc,6X\ I 

\,2HRS, . . 
24X,2HEM,4X,2HFM/) 

DETER~HNE THE FRACT JON OF THEORET ICAL AIR 
FX = 14.S/RT 
T =(T4 -32.0)/180.0 

CALCULATE INTERNAL ENER~Y 
OF EXHAUST ~AS AT SLOWDOWN 

U~B = «-(0.1755+ 0.0873-rX-.O.75)-T 
1 + ( 1 3 .. 98 + 6. 048 .F X - -0 • 8 ) ). T 
2 +(881.3 + 83.52-FX--0.93»)-T + 2282.0 

C CALCULATES CYL I i~DER VOLUME AT 4IVEN CRANK ANC;LE 
IF(VEC.EQ.Q.O)YEC=FUNCCTHETEC) 

6800 
6900 C 
7000 
7100 
7200 C 
7300 C 
7400 ' 
7500 
7600 
7700 
7800 
7900 
8000 
'8100 
6200 
8300 
8400 
8500 
aGOO 
8700 
Baoo 

,.' . . 

JF(VIC.f.Q.O.Q)VIC=FUNCCTHETIC) 
IFeVcO.EQ.O.O)VcO;FUNCCTHETEO) 

C F I .m AIR MMt (FOLD COHO IT IONS 
: T1 = TA +460.0 

CALL TABL1eT1,H1.PREL1,1) 
PREL2 ; PREL1 • RC 

C ROUTINQ FOR SCAVEN~E ~LOWER SECTION 
IFeRS.ME.1.0)~O TO 500 
CALL TABL1(T2,HIS2,PREL2,3) 

" H2 = (HIS2 ~ H1)/CE +H1 

Preliminary Matching Program 
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8900 C 
9000 C 
9100 
9200 
9300 

MODIFY MANIFOLD CO NDITIONS 
IF AIR COOLER FITTED 

H3 = H2 - AEeCH2-H1) 
Pf1=PAeRC 
CALL TABL1CT3,H3,PTE M,2) 

] 400 C __ ~ ••••• e •••• e ••• G ••••••• 

950Q C 
9600 C SECTIO N FOR SCAVENGE BLOWE~ CALCULATI ONS 
9700 C (IF FITTED) 
9800 e.O TO 600 
9900 .500 CALL TABL1(TIS2,HIS2,PREL2 , 3) 
10000 T2=(TIS2-T1)/CE+T1 
10100 CALL TA BL1(T2,H2,PREL22,1) 
10200 PREL3=PRcL22-RS 
10)00 CALL TA BL1(TISJ,HISJ,PRELJ,3) 
10400 T3=(TIS3-T2)/SE+T2 
10500 T3=T3-AE-(T3-T1) 
1.0600 PC =PA ·RC 
1.0700 P~1:zPC eRS 
10800 C······················ ··· 
10900 C 
1.1000 600 COiH I NUc 
11100 AMT =(PM-VIC)/C53.3-TJ·12.0) 
11200 C CALCULATE ENGINE FUELLIN~ AND COMPRESSOR WORK 
11300 EH=3.0·A i1TI;;ES/RT 
11400 CH = ArlT· SR.(H2-H1) 
11500 C EXHAUST MA NIF OLD CONDITIONS FOUND BY COM3 1 ~ I NG 
11600 C ENTHALP IES OF EXHAUST GAS AT BLOWDOtm AND 
11700 C SCAVENGE AIR 
11800 C DIFFERENT EQTNS FOR 2 OR 4 SThOKE 
11900 IF(IY.EQ.2)GOTO 30 

[22] 
[231 

[ 24] 

[25J 

12000 H5 = (CSR-1.0)·H3 + UQR -C1.0+1.0/RT)/2J.97 
12100 1 + PM.(VEO-VEC)/CA MT·12.0·778.0»/(SR +1.0/RT) 
12·200 4 0TO 40 

[29] 

12jOO 30 H5 = «SR-1.0)·H3 +U~3·(1.0+ 1.0/RT)/28.97) 
.. 12400 1/ (SR+1. O/RT) 

12500 C TURB I Nt: INLET + OUTLET corm IT IONS US I N~ TA :J LE 7 
12600 40 H6 = HS - CH/ (AliT·(SR + 1.0/RT» 
12700 Ha5 = HS- 28.97 
12800 Hs6 = H6 · 28.97 
12900 HB7 = HB5 - (HB5-H36 )/TE 
13000 CALL TABL7(TEX,HB5,PREL5) 
13100 CALL TABL7(To ,HB6,PREL6 ) 
13200 CALL TABL7(T7 ,HB7,?REL7) 
13300 rEXT = ?REL5/PREL7 
13400 PE = R~XT ~PA 
13500 C? = cW-Es·7 8B.O/3300Q.O 
13600 IF(IY. EQ .4)CP = C?/2.0 
13700 TEX=TEX-460.0 

, 13800 T6 = T6 -460.0 
" -
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'-- --- - ---- ------------ --- - --- -- --- -

13900 RCC:;:Pr1/PA 
14000 R[1=0. 97 ·RCC 
14100 C SKIP SECTlmJ IF NO AUXILIARY C(}j'13USTIO ~1 
14200 - IF(IseC.EQ.O) ~O TO 60 
14)00 IF( K. ME . O)GO TO 110 
14400 C TEST FOR POSSIBLE ~ATCHIN~, IF LIK~LY PRI NT OUTPUT 
14500 C IF NOT I ~CREA SE TURB INLET ENTHALPY BY USE OF 
1-4600 C Ace I H EX:-i,h.UST L 1:-12: 
14700 IF(REXT.l£.f!; 'I)~O TO 60 
14600 TEXS=TEX 
1490b 110 If( IFLA~.2 Q . 0 )~0 TO 70 
15000 H5s=H5 
15100 IFLAG=O 
15200 70 DA=REXT-R i'l 
15)00 C IF ~~TCHIN~ ATTAl t~O , CALCULATE+PRINT OUTPUT 
15400 e IF NOT INCREA SE TURa INLET ENTHALPY 
15560 C Al'lO RE-CALCULATc.: 
15600 IF(A8S(DA).LE .DAL)~O TO 80 
15700 A=100.0 
15800 IF(ABS(DA).LT.Q.50) A=75·0 
15900 IF(ABS(OA).LT.O.JO) A=50.0 
16000 1~(ABS(DA).LT.O.20) A=25.0 
16100 1?(ABS(DA).LT.O.l0)A=10.0 

' _ 16200 IF(DA.ClE.O.O)~O TO 90 
16)00 BD=BD/2.0 
1G400 A=-A 
16500 C ARRA if4E HARN l i 'l~ FOR EXCESS IVE LOOP IN~ 
16600 IF(K.EQ.40) ~O TO 99 
16700 ~O TO 90 
16800 99 WRITE(IP,2000) 
16900 2000 F OR~lAT(22n CANHOT :1ATCH AS BELOW) 
17000 ~ o TO 80 
17100 90 H5=H5+A·ao 
17200 K= l( +1 
17)00 QO TO 40 
17400 UO AH=A i'IT-(SR+1.0/RT) 
17500 Q=(H5-H5s).J.O-A i1.ES 
1-7600 F 11=Q/CV 
17700 C ••••••••••••• * •• ~ •••••••• 
17800 C 
17900 C 
18000 C 
18100 
18200 
18)00 
18400 
18500 
18600 
18700 
18800 

SECTI ON FOR 51 UNIT CONVERSION AND OUTPUT 
IF ACC OPERATIVE 

PZ=PA/14·5 
PH=PH/14.5 
PC: =?E/14.5 
TZ=(TA-)2.0)/1.8 
TY=(T~-J2.0)/1.8 
TEXS=(TEXS-J2.0)/1.8 
T6=(T6~32.0)/1.8 
EN=:~ i ·1·27. 27 J 
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18900 
19000 
19100 C 
1-9200 C 
19300 
19400 C 
19500 C 
19600 C 

, 19700 C 
J 19800 

19900 
20000 
20100 
20200 
20)00 
~400 
20500 
20600 
20700 C 
20BOO C 
20900 
21000 
21100 
21200 
21300 
21400 C 
21500 
21600 
21-100 
21.800 

._~_, __ . ___ -- - ____ .0________ __ 
F 1'1 =F 11 • 27 • 27 J 
WRITE(IP,5)PZ,PM,PE,R~XT,TZ,TY,TEXS,T6,SR,RT,RC,RS, ~M , FM 

••••••••••••• ~.o ••••••••• 

40 TO 100 
••••••••••• bO •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SECTION FOR 51 UNIT CONVER510N+OUTPUT 
IF ACC INOPERATIVE 
60 pZ=PA/14.5 

PN=Pl-1/14.5 
PE=PE 114. 5 
TZ=(TA-32.0)/1.S 
TY=(TQ-32. Q)/1.8 
TEX=(TEX-32.Q)/1.8 
T6=(T6-32. 0 )/1.0 
EI'!=E I·\·27. 27:3 
WRITE(IP,6)PZ.PM,PE,REXT,TZ,TY,T~X,T6,SR,RT,RC,RS,~M 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6 FJRMAT(1H ,12F8.2,2F6.) 

1 00 COi~T HIUE 
K=O 
IFLA(4=1 
BD=1.0 

START NEW PA4E FOR NEXT RUN THROU4H 
IF(KD.EQ.l'1TCl)\·lR ITE( IP,9) 

9 FORMAT(1H ,II) 
IF(J.~T.200)~O TO 1000 
J=O . 

PR04RAM 

21900 1000 
22000 

C01~T I truE 
c;O TO 50 
END 22100 
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... ~ _. 

22200 SUBROUTI ~E TA3L1(T,H,P, N) 
••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• o. 22300 C 

22400 C 
22500 C 
22600 C 
22700 C 
22800 C 
22900 C 
23000 

IIlTERPOLATIi!G, ROUTINE FOR AIR ~'lANIFOLD PARA~ETERS 
KEEHA N AND KAY 4AS TABLES (NO 1) 
1:'ICORPORATES HARNlltC~iS FOR VALUES 
OUTSIDE DATA FILE LIMITS 

23100 
23200 
23300 
23400 
23500 20 
23600 
23700 
23800 30 
23900 
24000 
24100 70 
24200 10 
2-1300 
24400 50 
24500 
24600 
24700 60 
24800 120 
24900 
25000 80 
25100 
25200 90 
25300 
25400 
25500 110 
25600 
25700 
25800 
25900 
26000 
26100 
26200 
26)00 2 
26400 12 
26500 

1001 
100 
1 
11 

26600 3 
26700 1) 
25800 
26900 

-.- . '.~~..,I. 

c 0.'1:,10 N TA B 1 (30 , 3 ) , T A 87 (J 5 , 3 ), IT A B 1 , I T A ~n , 1 P , 0 , C R L , 5 , R 
IF(N.EQ.J) ~OTO · 80 
IF(N.EQ.2)~OTO 10 . 
IF(T.~.~AB1(1,1)}~OTO 1001 

DO 20 J = 2, ITAB1 
IF(T.~2.1A81(J,1»~OTO 30 
J=ITAB1 
40TO 100 
RATIO = (T - TAB1(J-1,1»/(TAB1(J,1)-TA~ 1(J-1,1» 
H = TAJ1(J-1,2) +(TAB1(J,2) - TAB1(J-1,2»·~ATJ J 
P = TA 31(J-1,J) +(TAB1(J,3) - TA8 1(J-1, 3 » ~RA TI O 
RC:: TURN 
IF ( H • ~E • 1 A B 1 (1 , 2 » c.; OT 01 001 

DO 50 J = 2, ITAl31 
IF(H.~E.1AB 1(J,2»~OT060 
J=iTA E3 1 
GOTO 100 
RATIO = (H - TA B1(J-1,2»/(TA81(J,2)-TAB1(J-1, 2» 
T = TAB1(J-1,1) +(TAB1(J,1) - TAB1(J-1,1»·R~TI O 
(1 0TO 70 
IF(P.~E.rA 8 1(1,J»~OTO 1001 

DO 90 J = 2, ITAB1 
IF( P.~E.~A31(J,J»QOTO 110 
J=ITAB1 
GOTO 100 . 
RATIO =(p - TA B1(J-1,3»/(TAB1(J,3)-TAG1(J-1, ) ) 
H = TAE1(J-1,2) +(TAB1(J,2)- TA81(J-1,2»~RATIO 
(:',OTO 120 
J=2 
Cl OTO (1 ,2, J) , ;~ 
UR I TE ( I P, 11 -) T 
FORMAT(26H T VALUE OUTSIDE TABLE T =,~15.4) 
C; OTO)O 
l.JH ITE ( IP, 12) H 
FJRMAT(26H H VALUE OUTSID~ TA3LE H =,F1 5.4) 
(10T060 
HR I TE ( I P , 1 J) P 
FORMAT(26H P VALUE OUTSIDE TABLE P =, F15.4) 
C;OT0110 
E:m 
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27000 
27100 C 
27200 C 
27300 C 
27400 C 
27500 C 
27600c 
27700 C 
27800 
27900 
28000 
28100 
28200 
28300 
2B4dO 
28500 
28600 
213700 
2.8800 
28900 
29000 
29100 
29200 
29300 C 
29400 C 
29500 
29600 C 
29700 C 
29800 C 
29900 C 
30000 c 
30100 C 
)0200 C 
30300 
)0400 
30500 
)0600 
30700 
)0800 

---- -- ._------- ---

SUBROUTI :~E TA8L7(T,H,P) ..... ~ .... ~ ........... . 
INTERPOL.ATI!'l Cl ROUTINE FOR EXHAUST PAR!d1ETERS 
KE:r: ;'IA:'-l AND KAY GtAS TA3LES (NO 7) 
I !4CORPORATES \JARH I N~S FOR VALUES 
OUTS IDE DATA F ILC:: L IHITS . 

10 

20 

1001 
1·00 
1 

COi-li'iOH TA81 (30,3),TA81'(35,3), ITA81, ITAt:l7, IP, D,CRL , S, P 
IF ( ;'1. l:.E • "PA d 7 ( 1 , 2 ) ) 4 OT 0 1 001 

DO 10 J = 2, ITAR7 
JF(H.L£.1A 87 (J,2»ClOTO 20 
J=ITAB7 
40TO 100 
?.ATIO= (H- TA B7(J-1 ,2»/(TA87(J,2)-TAI37(J-1, 2 » 
T = TA37(J-1,1) +(TA97(J,1)-TAB7(J-1,1»-RA TI :) 
P = TAB7(J-1,3) +(TA,7(J,3)-TAB7(J-1 ,3) ).R.\ TI O 
P.ETURN 
J= 2 
HP.ITE(!P,1)H 
F OR ~iAT(30H H VALUE OUTSIDE TABLE 7 H = ,F1 5. 4) 
~OT020 
E tiD 

FU NCT j 8 >! fU ;1C (TH) 
•••••••••• *~ ••••• 

CYL IlIDER VOLU;1E FU >1CT I Oi'~ 
CALCULATES CYLI :~D ER VOLU f1E AT ~IVE~ 
CRA ;~ K A:i4LE FRO f'i STROKE ,aORE 
CO :VJ ROD u:t·14TH A :m CO ~'1PRESS ION RAT 10 

CO l-1HO!~ TA 3 1(30 ,3),TA37(35,3), ITAB!, ITA37 , IP,D,CRL,S, R 
T~C = COS(TH. 3·141592/180.) 
FU i-lC= .7B539S.0 tlD.(CRL+ S.(1.0-THC)/2. L) 

1 - SQRT(CRLbCRL + S-(THC-THC-1.0)/4.0)+S/R) 
RETURN 
END 
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100 C DATA FILE PREDAT 

200 c·.·············· 
·_-----------

JOO C CONTA HIS DATA F{)R PREL I M I NARY MATCH I NG PROGRAM 
400 C •••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
500 C I 
600 C Nu~mER OF DATA L I fliES FOR TABLE 1 
700 C PROPERTIES OF AI'R AT LOW PRtSSURE 
800 C FOR O!{E POUND (KEENA N AND KA Y) 
900 16 
1000 C DATA LINES FOR TABLE 1 
1100 C TEf1P, ENTHALPY, REL PRESSURE 
1200 450.0, 107.5, ' 0.7329 
1300 500.0~119.4B, 1.059 
1400 550.0~ 131.46 ~1.4779 
1500 600.0~143·47. 2.005 
1600 650.0~155.5, 2.655 
1700 700.0,167.56, ·3.446 
18 00 750 .0, -179 .66, . 4 • ) 96 
1900 800.0~ 191.81~5.526 
2000 850 .. 0, 204.0h ·6.856 
2100 900.9, 216.26, -8.411 
2200 950.0,228.58~ '10.216 
2300 1000.0,240.98, "12.298 
2400 1050.0, 253.45 ', 14.686 
2500 1100.0, -265.99, 17·413 
2600 1150.0, 278.61, 20.51 
ZlOO 1200.·0, 291.), . 24.01 
2800 CNUMBER OF DATA LINES FOR TABLE 7 
2900 C PROPERTIES OF PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION 
)000 C 200 PER CENT THEORETICAL AIR 
)100 C FOR ONE POU~D ' MOLE (KEENAN AND KAY) 
)200 35 
3300 C DATA LINES FOR TABLE: 7 
3400 C TEMP,ENTHALPY,REL PRESSURE 
3500 )00.0, ' 2096.7, "0.1677 
)600 350.0~ 2448.5~ -0.2896 
3700 400.0, 2801.4, -0.4655 
3800 450.0 -, - )155.6, -0.7085 
3900 500.0, ' 3511.2, '1.03) 
4000 550.0, ' 3867.9 ', -1.455 
4100 600.0, 4226.), '1.992 
4200 650.0, 4586.1,2.662 
4300 700.a~ . 4947·7~)·487 
4400 750.0, . 5310.9, 4.487 
4500 800.0, . 5676.), 5.690 
4600 850.6 • . 6043.6~ ·7·120 
4700 900.0, 641).0,8.808 
1300 950.0, · 6784.9,10.787 
49 00 1000.0, ,7159.8 ', -1).089 

. . ~QOO 1050.0,7536.8,15.754 
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5100 1100.0, · 7 ~ 1 6 .4, 18. 822 
5200 1150.0,B2)U .1, 22.)4 
5300 1200.0, 8583.~, 26.34 
5400 1250.0, 9071.4, 30.9 
5500 1300.0, 9461.7, '36.05 
5600 1350.0, 985 4.8,41.86 
5700 1400.0, 10250.7, 48.)8 
5800 145 () • 0 , 1064:; • 2, 55. 7 
5900 1500.0, 11050.2, 63.B S 
6000 1550.0~ 11453.6,72.98 
6100 1600.0, 11B59.6, 8).10 
6200 1650.0, 1225Q .G, 94.) 
6)00 1700.0, 12678.6, 106.7 
6400 1750.0, 130 91.1~120.38 
6500 1800.0, 13507.0,1)5.43 
6600 1850.0, 1)924.4, 151. Y6 
6700 1900.0,14)44.1, '170 . 09 
6800 1 950.0,14765.9,189.95 
6900 2000.0, 15189.), '211.60 
7000 c ENc.li'~EA :\ID PR()~RA :' ! DET'> ILS 
7100 C ESA,ESB,PA,TA,ETA C, ETA T,AE 
7200 1000.0,200.0,14.7,65.0,0.75 ,0.85 ,0. 0 
7)00 C RCA,RCB,SRA~SRB,TQA,T~B 
7400 1.1,0.),1.2,0.2,2192.0,1BO.0 
7500 CCAL VALUE, DAL4 
7600 19500.0,0.005 
7700 C CRL,S,D,R 
7800 0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, 
7900 C THETEO,THETEC,THETIC 
8000 O.O,O.O~O.O 
8100 C YEO,VEC,VIC 
8200 0.01,0.01,55.9 
8300 C IY,NC:S,rmC,i'lSR, tlT :; ,ISCC 
8400 2,1,5,4~10,0 
8500 C A/F RATI O,SS P RATIO, S8 EFFICIENCY 
8600 20.0, ' 1.), ' 0.60 
8700 20.0, 1.00, 1.00 
8800 25.0, 1.00, ' 1.00 
fl900 30.0, ' 1.00, 1.00 
9000 Y5. 0, ' 1.00, 1.00 
9100 40.0, 1.00, 1.00 
9200 45.0. 1. GO, 1.00 
9300 50.0, 1.00 . 1.00 
94 00 55. 0, ' 1. 00, ' 1 • 00 
9500 60.0, 1.00, 1.00 
9600 C SET TO ZERO TO EilD PROGr~Aj{ RU~ 
9700 0.0,0.0, 0 .0 
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A1.3.Diesel Gas Turbine Program 

The program was used to predict the performance 

or the diesel gas turbine. A modified version of the program 

shown 1n APpendix 1.1 was used to predict engine performance 

and subroutines were added to predict the performance of the 

other components in the system. 

The notation is the same as that given in 

Appendix 1.1 (standard engine program) with the following 

additions. 
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Notation 

AFEN 

DELP 

DEMT 

EE 

Er 

EHT 

EMEC 

ETAT 

ETT 

FACT 

HCIN 

HENG 

HIN 

HO 

HPC 

HPT 

P 

PREST 

QCC 

R8! 

8FD 

sun 
TCCIN 

TCOOL 

TSUP 

TT 

TTIN 

Engine air/fuel ratio 

Pressure drop across engine 

Work demanded from turbine 

Charge cooler effectiveness 

Turbo compressor efficiency 

Heat exchanger effectiveness 

rurbocharger mechanical efficiency 

Turbine efficiency 

Turbine work factor 

Error work factor 

Enthalpy at auxiliary combustion chamber inlet 

Enthalpy of engine exhaust 

Enthalpy at turbine inlet 

Enthalpy at turbine exhaust 

Compressor power requirement 

Turbine power 

Pulse work 

Preston meter manometer reading (air flow) 

Heat addition during auxiliary combustion 

Turbine expansion ratio 

Total system specific fuel consumption 

Work supplied by turbine 

Auxiliary combustion chamber inlet temperature 

Temperature of coolant to charge cooler 

Temperature of air at compressor delivery 

Engine exhaust temperature 

Turbine inlet temperature 
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TTUE Turbine outlet temperature 

WAP Compressor air flow 

WENG Mass flow through engine 

WFACC Auxiliary fuel flow 

WGAS Auxiliary fuel consumption 

WT Mass flow through turbine 
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---.. _ - -----_ .. _- -- -----_ ... ----- - - --- - ---- - - ---
100 $RESET FREE 
200 $SET AUTOBIND , 
JOO $BIND = FROM (L)B00261/A,(L)S00261/S,(L)B00632/= 
400 C 
500 C PRO~A j'-l DQT 
600 'c ••••••••••• 
700 C 
800 C PRED ICTS D .'ESEL GAS TURS INE PERFORMANCE 
900 F 1l.E 1 (KIND=REMOTE) 
1000 F l'LE .. 3(KINO=PRINTER,MAXRECS 12E=22) 

I 11.00 F JL.E 4 (K N'IDIIIPR lNTER. MAXRECS 12£=22) 
1200 FILE 9(KHil-=O ISK,F I'LETVPE=7, T ITLE="ENG IN2.'l) 
1300 F''J't.E ,12 (K I'r-u)=O [SK,T ITLE="PLOTENG") 
,1400, FTLE 10 (K I NO a:'{) ISK,F lLETYPE=7, T ITLE="E rH~ IN1. Il) 
15~ HE 11 (K 1 ND~ I SK, T ITL..E="SUPDAT" ,F ILETYPE=7) 
1600, _ . GOHMON lC(17 ',6-), 10(23,2), IE(17,5) 
1700 COHMON Ic/TA,PA,RS,EF, E~ ,TC OOL,ES,ST,RT1,OE LP, iTA T , E HT 
1800 ., WAF ,SPD, l'IA, TSUP, HPC ;TM,RC, WENG, RST , dPT" WT, THA, IFP 
1900 • ., P3, TTUR, TTUH, ET ', TTUE , \,r; ~ , ePE, cPcc, TCCN, rcc I ;~ , 1.,Ir Ace 
2000 .,WGAS.SFC 
2100 C SET UP CONSTANTS USED 101 PRO(4 RAM 
2200 READ (11. / ) N[::S, IFP 
2300 ET=1.0 ;VCR=O. 0; s=o. 78 ;YS=O .126 ;CRA =1 6 . 0 ;CRB=O. 0: PMAX L=1 800 . 0 
2400 READ(11,/)PA,TA,EE,TCOOL,EHT,MAPN,THA, h~RAPH 
2500 C READ IN COMPRESSOR DATA 
2600 CALL INTAR( MAPN) 
2700 C CONYERT BAR TO PSI 
2800 . PA=PA-14.5 
2900 C CONVERT DaG C TO DEG R 
3000 TA=( (TA.1. 8 )+459.67+)2.0) 
3100 TCOOL=«TCOOL.1.8)+459.67+32.0) I 
3200 CY=1 8060.0 ;CA=144. 0 ;C8=0. 0065; WHc=77 8.0; HPD= :33000. 0 ; HPCA=42\ ; 

\,,42 .. .. I 
3300 PDc=Q.a6;R=5).3:TLA=5.0;TLB=5.0:TLC=S.O;TLD=50 .0 ! 

3400 C OUTPUT PRO~RA !1 PARAMETERS I 
3500 WRITE(3,5)ET,VCR,S,YS,CRA,CRB,PMAXL,PA,CY,OA,C S ,WHC, H PD ,HPCA ~ 
3600 .PDG,R,TLAiTLB,TLC,TUO " I 
3700 WRITE(3,6)TA,EE,TCOOL,EHT,MAPN,THA,IGRAPH I 

)800 5 FORMAT(13H1 INPUT DATA II 
3900 .7H ET =' ,F10.3/7H VCR =' ,F10.3/7H S = ,F10.)/7H VS = \ 

\,F10.)1 
4000 .7H ORA ::. ,F10.3/7H CRB =' ,F10.3/9H PMAXL = ,F10.)/7H PA:: \ : 

\,F10.J/ 
4100 .7M CV =. ,F10.3/7H CA = ,F10.)/7H C8 = ,r: 10.)/7H WHC = \ 

\,F10.)1 . , 
4200 .7H H?C =' ,F10.3/8H HPCA =, ,F10.3/7H POC = ,F10.)/7H · R = \ 

\,F10.J/ . 
4300 .711 TLA =' ,F10.J/7H T1..8 = ,F10. )/7H TLC = ,F10.3/7H TLD :: \ 

\,F10.J) 
4400 6 ' FORMAT(7H TA =- ,F10.)/7H EE = ,F10.3/9H TCOOL = ,F10.)1 

Diesel Gas Turbine Program 
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- .- _ .... _ ---- --------- --- -
4500 .7H EHT =. ,F10.3/9H MAPN = • 13/7H THA = ,F10.)/10H I ~ RA PH == \ 

\, 13/ 
4600 .7H1 !TRACE ) 
4700 IF(HAPN.EQ.2} <?to TO 53 
4800 WRITE(3.52)THA 
4900 WRITE(1,52)THA 
5000 52 F0RMAT(/19H TURBOCHAR~ER 3LD1 ,F10.3) 
5100 GO TO 55-
5200 53 WRITE(3.54)THA 
5300 WRITE(1.54)THA 
5400 54 FORMAT(/19H TURBOCHAR<?tER 4L<?tK ,F10.3) 
5500 C RUt-l PRoqRAH F-OR THE SET NO OF E:NG.INE: SPEEDS 
5600 55 DO 180 KA=1,NES 
5700 1=0 ·· 
5800 C INPUT E N~ lNE COND IT ION DATA 
5900 READ {11 , / )ES, ST, RT1 ,Re ,PREST ,DELP, TUR N, TTUE1 
6000 149 DELP=OELP.14.5 
6100 C GONVERT DE~ C TO DE<?t R 
6200 TTUE1=(TTUE1~1.8)+491.67 
6300 TUR N- (TURN -1.8) +4 91.67 
6400 C F I NO IA I'R FLOW FROI1 · PRE STON HETER MANOMETER 'RDCl 
6500 . CALL ; PMETER(PREST, \~AP) 
6600 C: PROQRAM RESTRA I NT A/F ' RAT 10 20-40 
6700 IF(RT.~T.20.0)RT=20.0 
taOO C SET I NIT IAL ETA C 
6900 EF =60.0 
7000 ' ICO=O 
7100 C FI ND ' ETA C AND A IRF LOvl FROM COMP TABLES 
7200 C I·TERATE U~TI' L A SUI'TABLE VALUE IS FOUND 

7300 C············ 
7400 78 CALL CONPRE 
7500 ICO=ICO+1 
7600 IF (ABS (WAP-WA) .[:'T. 0.03) <?to TO 79 
7700 IF(MAPN.EQ.2) GO TO 81 
7800 IF(EF.QT.69.5) GO TO 79 
7900 81 IP(EF.QT.77.5) <?to TO 79 
8000 .. IF ( (WAP-WA) .[:.1.0.0) EF =EF +0 • 5 
8100 IF«\OIA?-\·/A).QT.O.O) GO TO 79 
8200 IF (J'CO.QT.40) GO TO 79 
8300 HPC 1 =HPC 
8400 EF 1 :o:EF 
8500 . TM1·:=TI-t 
8600 QO ··TO 78 
8700 79 CONT !iNUE 
8800 vIA=WAP 
8900 HPC=HPC1 

. ~OO EF=EF1 . 
9100 T t'j=TM1 . 
9200 SR=ST · 
9300 RT =RT 1 . 

94QO C············ 
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9500 C If SCAVEN~E TOO LO\t1 FOR GOOD COMBUST ION, 
%00 C ITERATE WI·TH PROGRESSIVE A/F INCREASE 
9700 IF(SR.QT.t.220) GO TO 19 
9800 RT=RT1-Q.5 
9900 DO ,160 IT 10=1. ,15 
10000 RT::RT+O. 5-
.10100 19 1'= I +1 , 
10200 PH 1=9. 9 
10)00 ED =0 • 72 
10400 C WRITE/NOT \yRITE HEADING 
10500 IF ( J • . EQ.1) GO TO 11 
10600 12 DTK=EO·PHI·WHC -
10700 GE =1 .. J 
10800 GC=1.)5 
10900 C ROUTING ~FOR VARIABLE COMPRESSION RATIO 
11000 IF(VCR.NE.O.O) GO TO )0 
11100 CR=CRA . 
11200 C.· •• ·•···•••····•···•·•····•·······••· 
,11)00 C ITERATE FOR ' PMAX TOLERANCE (TLA) 
11400 C 
11500 ,10 PMAX = (GE-1 .0) .RC .PA .CR/ (1.0-1.0 / CR •• «(1E -1. 0) ). ( (DT K - CV / R\ 
.~- \/RT /TM. ( 

1'1600 .1.0-1.0/CR··0.4 ).)-1 010/ (~C-1.0)· (1.0-CR •• (GC-1. 0») [4 ] 
,11700 'J:ME=TM.pr1AX. (1. 0+1.0 /CR •• (GE-1.0) )/RC /PA/CR/2. 0 [61 
'1'~.800 .c F. I NO ' GAf1HA EXPANS~ON .. 
11900 CALL GG (RT,TME.~E) 
1~000 TMC=TM.(CR··(QC-1.0)+1.0)/2.0 
12100 C FIND GAMMA COMPRESSION 

[7 ] 

12200 CALL GG (O.O,TMC,GC) 
12300 PMAXA=(GE-1.0).RC.PA.CR/(1.0-1.0/CR··(GE-1.0».«DTK-CV/R\ 

\/RT/TM.( 
12400 
12500 
12600 C 

.1.0-1~0/CR •• O.4»-1.0/(GC-1.0)·(1.0-CR··(GC-1.0») 
If{ABS{PMAX-PMAXA).~T.'PLA) ·GO TO 10 

12700 c.····································· 12800 CROUT I NG FOR DUAL CYCLE COMBUST ION 
1.2900 IF(PNAX.~T.PMAXL) GO TO 20 
13000 90 AMT=RC.PA.S.PHI.VS·ES.CA/R/TM/(1.0-1.0/CR)/ET 
13100 EP=ED .A l'IT etCV .t<1HC. (1. 0-1. 0 /CR •• 0.4) /RT /HPD 
13200 GO TO 40 
13300 C .o.~ ..•.••. ~ ~~ .······························· 
13400 C SECT 101·~ FOR DUAL CYCLE C0l1BUST ION 
13500 C COi·IST VOLU i'1E THEN CONST PRESSURE 
1-3600 20 6=0.0 
1-3700 8S=0.0 
13800 C FI HD VOLUt'1E RATJO(BETA) 
13900 CALL SOL (0.5,8,8S,8D) 
1.4000 B = 1.01 
14100 
·14200 

C .oo~ •••••• ····~~~····· 
C ITERATE fOR PMA X TOLERANCE(TLa) 
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)'1==0 
50 M;:11 +1 

PMAX:;;PMAXL 
A==PMAX/RC/PA/CR •• ~C 

14300· C 
14400 
14500 
1·4600 
14700 
14800 
14900 
15000 
15100 
15200 
153QO 
15400 
15500 

P=1.0-(A *8 •• 1.4-1. 0.) / (A-1. 0+1.4.A" (B-1 . 0 » / CR- -0 . 4 
TME=Tf1.P ·'IAX oS . (1 .. 0 + (B/cR) •• (~E-1 .0) ) /Rc/PA / cRI 2. 0 [ 6 ] 
CALL ~~ (RT,TME,4E) 
IF(~E.~T.O.01) QOTO 170 

TMC = TM • (CR •• (~C ... 1.0) + 1.0) I 2 . 0 
CALL QQ' (O.O,TMC,QC) .. 

[ 7] 

IF(QC.~T.O.01)~OT0170 
PNAX= (p. (OTI<.CY /R/RT /TM- (1. O-CR"" ( ~C -1 .0» IP I ( C.C -1 .0 ) ) ) I ( 0 \ 

15600 
15700 
15800 
1·5900 C 
16000 C 
16100 
1·6200 C 
·1-6300 
,16400 
16500 
16600 
16700 
'16800 . 

\/CR·(1 ~ O ." 
.-(B/cR)··(GE-1.0»/(GE-1.0)/RC/PA+(S-1. 0 )/RC/PA / CR ) (5) 
DA =Pi1J\X-PMAXL · 

16900 C 
17000 
1·"]100 C 
17200 
17)00 
17400 
17500 
17600 
17700 
17800 
1·7900 C 

IF (ABS(DA). ~T. 'PLB) QO TO 60 

~ ..................... . 
CALL SOL ' (OA,B,BS,BO) 

ARRANQE WARNI N~ FOR EXCESSIVE LOOPINQ 
IF( t1A.EQ.40)QO TO 15 
~O TO 17 

15 vlRITE(3.16) 
16 fORMAT(37HEXCESSIVE LOOPINQ PHAX(TLB) AS BELOW) 

QO TO 60 
17 QO TO 50 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
60 AMT=RC.PA.CA.S·PHI·.VS.ES/R/TM/(1.0-1.0/CR)/ET 

60 IS RE-ENTRY PO INT FOR OUAL CYCLE · 
AA1 =(A.(s •• 1.4 >,)-1.0 
AA2=A-1.0 
AAJ=1 .4.A. (B-1. 0) 
AA4=:=1.0/(CR··Q.4 ) 
A5=(1 ~ O-(AA1.AA4/(AA2+AA3») 
EP =ED .A fv1T .CV .WHC.A 5/ CRT ·HPD ) 
QO TO 40 

18000 C····················· ,16100 C SECTION FOR VARIABLE CR 
.18200 30 MA=O . 
18)00 CR=CRA-( (CRA -eRB > 12.0 ) 
18400 . PMAX=PMAXL . 

18500 C.···································· 18600 C ITERATE FOR ' Pi·1AX TOLERANCE (TLC > 
18700 70 NA=MA+1 . 
18800 TME=TH.PMAX· (1.0+1.0 ICR •• (~E-1. () > /RC /PA/CR/ 2. G 
18900 CALL QC;(RT,TME,~E ·} 
19000 IF(~E.~T.0.G1) · QO · TO 170 
19100 TMC=TM.(qR.·(~C~1.0)+1.0)/2.0 
19200 cALL~Q (0.0, TI-1C, ~C) . 
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IF(~C.~T.O.01) ~O TO 170 19300 

19400 PI1AX=(~E-1 .0) .RC .PA .CR/ (1.0-1. O/CR •• (c. c: -1.0». ( (DTK .CV /R/RT\ 

19500 
19600 
19700 
19800 
19900 
20000 
2()'100 
20200 C 
20300 
20400 
20500 
20600 
anoo C 

\/TM.( -. . 
.1.0-1.0/CR··O.4»-1.0/(~C-1.0).(1.0-CR •• (:?C-1.0») [4] 
DB=PMAX -Pf1AXL 
IF(ABS(DB).lT.1LC) ~O TO 80 
IF(DB.QT.O.O) CR=CR-0.2 
IF(DS.l:.T.O.O) CR=CR+O.2· 
IF (11A.QT.40) ' ~O TO 41 
~O TO 42 

ARRANGE WARNI N~ FOR EXCESSIVE LOOPING. 
4 1 ,WR I TE ( 3 , 99 ) 
99 FORNAT(31HEXCESSIVE VCR LOOPIN~ AS BELOW) 

QO TO 80 -· 
42 ~O TO 70 

20800 c.··~*···o .................... ········ 
20900 80 IF(CR.~E.CRA) ~O TO 85 
21000 CR=CRA 
21100 ~O TO 20 
21200 55 IF(CR.QE.CRB) ~O TO 90 
2:1 300 CR=CRB 
2:1 400 ~O TO 20 

21500 c.···················· 21600 C FRICTIONAL HORSE POWER CORRECTION 
21700 40 EP=EP-(CB-ES/0.7457) 
21800 C 40 IS RE ENTRY POll'lT 
21900 ANF=AI'lT /RT1 
22000 SFC=AI"lFe(}O.O/EP 
22100 E=EP.HPCA/CV /At'F 
22200 FF = ANF • 100.0 / 60.0 / VS 
22300 C FIND 'HEAT LOSS TO COOLANT 
22400 CALL H (FF,HC) 
22500 CP = 0.) ' 
22600 C DELTA T FOR EN~I NE(TEMP RISE) 

22700 C ••• ··························~ 22800 C ITERATE FOP. EN4 TeN? RISE TOLERANCE (TLD) 
22900 C 
23000 200 TD = (CV • C1.G-E-HC» / (CP • (SR • RT + 1.0» 
231()0 T :lO ' = TH + TO · / 2.0 

[ 81 
[13 ) 
[15) 

[17 ) 

(16~ 

2)200 C OUTPUT TO DENOTE FAILURE IN THIS LOOP 
3300 IF . (T !1O. (~T.3600.0) lIJRITE (J,977) TNJTD,.CV,E,Hc, Fr~ , c.;n ,SR, RT\ 

23400 
23500 

23600 
23700 
23800 

23900 C 

\, EP, . 
• C B ,~S,A MF,AMT,H. CA, CV 

977 FOR,'.lAT (6H T I·t = . ,F12.6,6H TO = ,F12.6,6 H CV = , F12.6,oH E \ 
\=- , . 

".tf 12.6/6H HC ,= ,F12.6,6H FF = , F12. 6 ,6H CP = ,F12. & ,6 H s:~ = 
-F1.2.6/6H RT = ·,F12.6,6H EP = ,F12.6,6:i CB = , f 12. c; ,6H ES = , 
eF12.6/6H A,'!F -,F12.6,6HAMT = ,F12.6, o HHPCA =,F12. 6 , 6H CV = \ ! 

\,F12.6) 
FIND SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE(CP) 
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24000 
24100 
24200 
24300 
24400 C 

CALL C (RT,TMD,CP) 
IF(C?~T.O.01)~OTO 170 

---_ .. --

TDA = (CV • (1.0-E-HC) / (cP • (SR * RT + 1.0» 
If' (ABSCTD-TDA).QT.1LD) ~OTO 200 

24500 c······························ 24600 
24700 
24800 
24900 
25000 
25'100 
25200 
25300 
25400 
25500 
25600 
25700 
25800 

25900 
26000 

26100 
26200 
26)00 

120 PT=POC*RC·PA 
130 RTU=PT /?A 

TT=Tt1+TD 
AI1E =SR .ANT+A f1F 
GO TO 170 

11 WR I TE ( 3 , 15 2 ) 
HRITE(3 ',151) 
VIR ITE () ',150) 
\JR I TE ( 1 ., I )E S 
GO TO 12 

150 FORMAT'9H ENG S?D,1X,6H BOOST,2X,8H A/F RAT, I\X , 51 ! SCAV,)X , 
-8H NAN TEi'1 ,3X,6H POWER,)X, ' , , , 
-8H BRK EFF,3X,BH EXH TEM,3X,9H SfC(ENG),/, 6H RPM , 32X, 6H \ 

\ DEG C, , 
.6X,)H ' K\J,16X,6H DEG c,5X,9H KG/K\J.HR,///) 

151 fOR f'1AT(10H TURB SPD.1X,9H COMP TEH ,1X,5H ET. C, 3X ,9H SFC \ 
\(OFE) ,3X" 

.8H ·TURB IN,3X,BH TURB EX.3X.5H ETAT,5X,4H GA S, 5x , ' 

.4H 'RST,5X,6H BR/EF,3X,5H ' ETAM,/,5H ' RPH. 5x, , 
, .6H DEG ' C,12X,9H KG/KW.HR,5X,6H DEG C, 5X,6H D~4 C,15X, 6H KG\ · 
\/ HR, ) " " , " , " , 

152 FORMAT(8H1 ERROR,~5H HDEM,~,5H HSU?,5X,4H p/w,6x, 
" .6H ~JFACT,4X~6H TOl:JT '~ ·.10X,12H ' (KW, 'DEG C),) , 

c······················· 
26400 
26500 
26600 
26700 
26800 
26900 
27000, 
27100 
27200 
27300 
27400 c 
27500 C 
27600 
27700 C 

C S. f. ~RIT CO ~NERSION 
C 

170 pZ=EP·O.1457 
PY=CTN-459.57-32. 0 )/1. B 
SFP=(SFC.O.4536)/0.7457 

, PX=(TT-459 .67-32.0 )/1. 8 
Pi1AT=PMAX/14.5 

CALCULATE TURBI NE OPERATIN~ CONDITIONS 
AND AUX I'L IARY FUELL IN~ RATE 

CALL ENG (PZ ,I\~rr, SR ,AMF , TT, MAPN. TTUE1 , TURN) 

27800 c •• ••••••••••••••••••••• 27900 995 ~IR ITE (3,160 )ES, RC. RT. SR,?Y ,PZ,E ,px, SFP 
28000 160 FORt1AT(H{' ,F7. ,1,3X,F5.2,5X,F5.1,4X,f5.2,4X,F7.1,)X, ' 
28100 -r7.2,3X,F7.4,3X,f7.1,3X',F6.4,3X,//) , 
28200 180 COHTHUE 
28)00 C GRAP~lI'CAL OUTPUT Of 
28400 IF C IGRAPH.EQ.1) 
28500 . IF ( lGRA?H.EQ.1 ) 
28600 998 FOR t'1AT(30H TYPE 
28700 STOP 
28800 END ' 
28900 C 
29000 C 

COMPRESSOR MAP (IF REQUrR~D) 
WRITE(1,998) 
CALL GPLOT(MAPN) 
RU~ .SYSTEM/PLOT PLOTEN~) 
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29100 
29200 C 
29300 C 

SUBROUT r ilE SOL (DAB, B. BS, 80) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

29400 C DETER t1 INES VOLUME RAT IO(BETA) 
29500 C 
29600 
29700 
29800 
29900 
30000 
30100 

IF (8. L:.E. 0.01) SO = 1.0 
8S = 0.2 
IF (A8S(DAB).~T.1200.1) as = 0.1 
IF (ABS(DAB).~T.700.1) as = 0.05 
IF (ABS(DAB).~T.200.1) 8S = 0.01 
IF (DAS.QE.Q.Q) ~OTO · , 10 
8D ,= 80 ' / 2.0 
BS =-BS 
B = B + BS • 8D 
RETURN' 
END ;, 

SUBROUT I I,IE C (RT I TMD, CP) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

:xl 200 
30300 
30400 10 
30500 
~600 
30700 C 
30800 C 
30900 
31000 C 
31100 C 
31200 C DETERMINES VALUE FOR SPECIFIC HEAT(CP) 
31300 C 
}1400 C ARRAN~E FL.A~ IF A/F RAT 10 OR MEAN TEMP 
31500 C OUTSIDE BLOCK DATA LIMITS 
31600 C TE HP=400-3600 DE~ R 
31100 C AIR/FUEL RATIO~20-40 
31800 COH I10 N ICO(17,6)' lDD(23,2~.IC(17,5) 
31900 I' = RT / 5.0 - 3~0 
32000 1\ = TND / 200.0 - 1.0 
32100 J = A 
32200 If(JI .QT.5)~OTO 10 
32300 IF (J.~T.1. GR.J.QT.17) ~OTO 10 
)2400 IF(J.EQ.17)~OTO)0 ' 
32500 C LI NEAR lNTERPOLAT ION FROM BLOCK DATA 
32600 ' AI' = FLOAT(IC(J, I» / 10000.0 
)2700 AI1 .=FLOAT(IC(J+1, I) r 10000. 
)2800 CP -· = A I + (A 1 - A'I1) • (flLOAT(J) - A) 
32900 RETURN 
33000 )0 CP = FLOAT(IC(J,I»/10000. 
33100 RETURN 
33200 10 CONTI NUE 
33300 cP=0.)17 
33400 IF (J. ~T . ,1.0) ep=O'.244 
33500 RETURN 
33600 END 
33700 C 
3)800 C 
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33900 
34000 C 
34100 C 

- .. _._- --- -_.- -- ---- - '-~- -"- - ... _----- . -- .... 

SUSROUT I NE H (FF, HC ) 
•••••••••••••••••••• 

34200 C D2:TER11 I NES HEAT LOSS TO COOLANT 
34300 C 
34400 C ARRAN~E FLA~ IF FUEL FLO\~ OUTSIDE BLOCK DATA LH11TS 
34500 C FUEL FLOW=2.5--65.0 LB/HR . 
34600 COf1 f'lON ICD(17,6), IC(23,2), IED(17,5) 
34700 IF (FF.~T.2~5~GR~FF.QT.65~0) GOTO 30 
34800 IJ = 'FF • 100.0 
34900 DO 10 J = 1,23 
35000 IF (I,J.l:T. tC(J,1»qoTO 20 
35100 10 CONTlkuE 
35200 (10TO 30 
35300 20 J=J-1 
35400 C LINEAR I'NTERPOLATION FRm1 BLOCK DATA 
35500 AI:::fLOAT(IC(J,2» /1000.0 

-I' __ 

35600 AI1 ' = FLOAT(IC(J+1,2» / 1000.0 
35700 HC=AI+(AI-AI1) • (FLOAT(IC(J,1»-100.·FF)/FLOAT(IC(J+1,1)\ 

\-IC(J,1» 
35800 
35900 
36000 
36100 
36200 
}S30Q 
36400 
36500 C 
36600 c 

" , 

,. 

RETURN 
3 0 ~lR I TE ( J , 40 )F F 

l,'JR ITE (1 ',40 )FF 
40 FOR i iAT · (16H nWALlD ReQU EST/ 6H Fr = , ~~ 12. a ) 

HC = 0.0 . 
R2:TURi"! 
E['ID 
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36700 SUD ROUT I i lE 44 CRT, T /:1,4) 
36800 e o ••• o.~ ••••• ~o ••••••••• 

36900 C 
37000 C DETER!HHES VALUE FOR GA~lMI\ 
37100 C 
37200 e0r-1H0 1'! IC(17,6), IOD(23,2), IED(17,S) 
37300 e ARRA i'-!GE FLAG IF A/F - RAT 10 OR NEAN TEMP 
37400 C OUTSIDE BLOCI~ DATA LUHTS 
37500 C TE ~P=400-3500 DE4 R 
37600 e AIR/fUEL RATl~=20 -~O 
37700 I = RT / j oO - 2.0 
37800 IF (RT. 1£ .00 0 1) I = 1 
37900 IF ( I • CiT. 6 )C;OTO 10 
38000 IF(,J.EQ.17) ~OTO 30 
)8100 A = T n /200.0 - 1.0 
38200 J = A 
38300 IF (J.l:T.1. GR.J.QT.17) 40TO 10 
)8400 C LI >[EAR L iT2:R?OLI\TIO N FROi1 BLOCK DATA 
38500 AI = FLOAT(IC(J, I» /10000.0 
)8600 A 11 -= FLOAT( Ie (J+1 , I) / 1 0000. 0 
38700 Gt = AI + (AI - A11) • (FLOAT(J) - A) 
)8800 RETURi'l 
38900 30 G = FLoAT(le(J,I»/10000 . 
39000 RETURH 
39100 10 WR ITE (),20) RT,T~ 

----- .--- --- -

39200 1:JR I TE ( 1 , 20 ) ;.n , T 11 
39300 20 FOR f/lAT (1 5H I HVALID m:QUE:ST/ 6H RT = , .-: 12. 5 / 61-! T f-l = , ;:: -12.6) 
39400 4=1.276 
39500 IF(J.l.;T.1.0) 4=1.3 9 
39600 R2:TURN 
39700 E:!D 
39800 C 
39900 C 
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'--- - --_._. __ . _._- -- -- - - - - ---- -.. -_ .. __ ... .. -----_.- --- .- ._-

BLOC K DATA 40.000 
1\0100 C 
40.200 C 
40300 C IE(17,5)=CP ID(23,2)=HC IC(17,6)=~A:-1HA 
40400 C TAI<C: f'l FRO !'-I WALLACE CHARACTER 1ST ICS 
40500" C 
40600 
40700 
40800 
40900 
41000 
41100 
41,,200 
41·300 
41400 
41500 
41-600 
41700 
41.aOO 
41..900 
42000 
42100 
42200 
42300 
42400 
42500 

42600 
42700 

42800 
42900 

43000 
43.100 

43200 
43.300 

43400 
43500 

CO j'li"ION IC(17,6). 1D(23,2), IE(17,5) 
DATA ( IE (I ,1·)-' 1 =1 ,17) /2470,2518,2580,2657 , 2737 , 280 , 2880, 

02940,3010,3070,)120,3165,)205,3230,)255 , )280 ,)300 / 
DATA ( IE ( I, 2 ) , I = 1 , 17 ) /2460 , 24 97 , 255 3 , 26 25 , 2700 , 277 3 , 2 84 2 , -

o2901,2960,3018,3070,3110,3147,3170,3200,322S ,3 23S/ 
DATA(IE(I,3),I=1,17)/2445,2480,2535,2600 .2673, 2750 . 281 0 , 

0287),2927,2982,3030,3070,3105,3130,3153,3170, 3190 / 
DATA(IE(I~4),1=1,17)/2438,2468,2520,25aO, 265 5,2730, 2 790 , 
.2852,2908~2 955,3008,)050,3.080,3105,3125,J148,31 5) / 
DATA(IE(1,5),1=1,17)/2430,246J,2513,2573,?645 ,271 5 , 2780 , 

02840,2895,2943,2990,)030,3070,3090,3112,3135,3140/ 
DATA(ID(I~1),1=1,23)/250~375,500,6 25,750 ,87 5 ,1 000 ,11 25 ,1 25 0, · 
*1)75,1500~1750,2000,2250,2500,3000,350 0 ,4000, ~5 00,5000,5 500, 
*6000,6500/ . . . 
DATA(ID(l,2),J=1,23)/400,330,283,255,232,214,200,190,182 , 

*175,170,160,152,147,140,130,125,119,116,114,112,109,109/ 
DATA ·· (fC( 1,1 J, 1=1-,17 )/14030 ', 13975,13900,13805,13700 ,13565 , 
.13450,13360,13285,13220,13165,13110,13070,130~5,13015, . 
*12990,12975/ -· ' .... - .. . . . 

DATA (J.c (-I' , 2) , 1=1 ,17) /13840,13745,13625,13480,13345 , 13225 \ 
\ ,13120, . ., -.. .. . . 

· *13030,12945,12875,12810,12760,12720,12685,12650,12635,12610/ . 
[} A T A (I· C ( .J , 3 ), I =1 -, 17 ) /1 :; 57 0 , 1 3875 , 1 3675 , 1 3. 5 4 0 , 1 3 3 95 , 1 32 80 \ 

\,~3175, . - - . 
· 0.13085,13000,12940,12880,12825,12785,12750,12725, 12700 ,1 26 85/ 

• D 1\ T A (J. C ( I , 4 -) , I = 1 ., 17 ) /1 3 a 95 , 1 ) 81 0 , 1 371 0 , 1 ) 5 8 0 , 1 ) 445. , 1 3 3 30 \ 
\,13215, ' ." -.' -. . 

· *1) 1 25 , 1 )050 , 1 2980 , 1 2920 , 1 287 5. , 1 2830 , 1 2800 , 1 2775 , 1 277 5 , 1 27 35 / 
9ATA (lCU ,5), 1=1 ',1-7)/13910,1)540,13735,13610,13480,13360\ 

\, .13250, . . ' .'. . .. . 
· _13160,13070,13010,12950,12900,12860,128)5,12805,12780,12770/ 

DATA (l-C(I,6),1=1,17)/13930,13855,13750,13630,13500 ,13380\ 
\,1)270, .' . . 

. . *13170,13090,1)025,12970,12925,12875,12845,12820, 12795, 12780/ 
~Ng I . 
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43600 
43700 
43800 
43.900 
44000 
44100 
44200 
44300 
44400 
44500 
44600 
44700 
44800 
44900 
45.000 
45.100 
45.200 
45300 
45400 
45500 
45600 
45700 
45800 
45900 
46000 
46100 
46200 
46300 
46400 
46500 
46600 
46700 
46800 
46.900 
47000 
47100 
47200 
47.300 
47400 

SUBROUT I NE COHPRE 
C ••••••• 0 ••••••••• 

C COI'lPRESSOR 
C CARRIES OUT COi-lPRESSOR CALCULATIONS 

COlH10N /C/TA.PA.RS.EF.EE.TCOOL,ES.ST,RT1.DELP. E.: T ..... T. EHT 
•• l,rJAF ,SPD, HA, TSUP, HPC. TM. RC, WENG. RST, HPT, 14T, THA , IFP 
.) P3. TTUR ', TTUl\I. ET, TrUE. tWC, CPE, cpce, rCCN ', TC C nl. \~F AC C 
• . , vlC,lAS, SF C 

COl-H10 !-! IC(17,6).1O(23.2)' lE(17,5) 
RS=RC 

C F HID . ~Ar'll-lA (A IR) 
CALL ~4(O.G;TA,4) 
CPA=O.241 

C FIND ,SPEED (SPD) AND ,A lR fLOW FROl-1 TABLES 
C USE LOHER VALUE OF AIR F LOW IF AVA I LA :3LE 

IF:::1 
C LOOK Up· COMPRESSOR OPERATIN~ POINT 
C AND ESCAPE IF DATA IS }NVALID 

CALL COMTAB(RS,EF,WAF,SPO, IF) 
1F(IF.EQ.O.O)c;.OTO 10 . 
IF=2 
CALL CO i'1TAB (RS,EF, tiAF ,SPO, IF) 
IF(IF.EQ.O)C,lOTO 10 

C HARN H!~ FOR r::XCEED 1 N~ DATA LIM ITS 
\~RITE(3,1 )RS,EF 
WR ITE (1 ',1 )RS ', EF 

1 FORt1AT(" ' OUT OF RAl'IC,lE OF COMPRESSOR TABLE"/ 
." RS = ",F15.2," EF = ",F15.2) 

STOP 
C CONVERT CF 1'1 TO LB/M IN 

10 \·lA=t·}AF tI. 0741 
RSG=(RS.o«Q-1)/C,l)-1)/(EF/100.0) 
TSUP=TA. (1 +RSc;.)· [33] 
HPC=HA ClCPA .TA ·RS~ -. 023575758 [34] 

C I1A N TE MP us 1i,IG COOLER (IF FITTED) [35] 
TI1=TSUP-EE. (TSUP-TeOOL) 
RC=RS 
RETURd 
END 
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C 
C 

SUB ROUT 1 :-IE Eji~ (PZ ,AMT, SR, ANF ,TT, r1APN, TTUE 1 , TUR : 1) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C ROUTINE FOR ASSESSINQ TURBINE OPERATI N~ CONDITIO NS 
C 

47500 
47600 
47700 
47800 
47900 
48000 
48100 
48200 
48)00 
48400 
~500 C 
48_600 
49700 
48_800 
48900 
49000 
49100 
49200 C 
49300 
49400 C 
49500 
49.600 
49700 
49800 
49900 
50000 
50100 C 
50200 
50)00 
50400 C 
50500 - C 
50600 C 
50700 
50800 C 
50900 
51000 C 
51100 C 
51200 
51300 C 
51400 
51500 
51·600 
51700 
51800 C 
51900 
52000 C 
52100 
52200 
52)00 
52400 

COMMON /C/TA, PA ,RS ,EF, EE, TCOOL, ES, ST, RT1 , DELP, ETAT, :::~-lT 
• , tt/AF , SPD , HA , TSU P , HPC , T M , RC, WE N Cl , R S T , HPT , lIT , T H A, 1 t" ; 

.~P3~TTUR~TTU~,ET~TTUE,VCC,CPE , CPCC,TC CN ,T C Cl rl,WFA CC 

.', ~AS,SFC 
CO:-! iiC'l N lC(17,S), 10(23,2), IE(17, 5 ) 

CORRECT ENc;.l r-E -EXHAUST HEAT LOSS (EMPIRI CAL) 
TT=TT-70.0 
TT I ;-:=TURN 
RST=« RS~PA)-DELP)/PA 

C \JAR d l ;- .I- ~ F OR LACK OF BYPASS AIR 
IF ( (\·1 A - (A NT • (SR +0 • 1 ) ) ) • l.;T • O. 1') WRIT E ( 3 , 87 ) 

87 FORMAT(29H NO BYPASS - I~NORE QAS BELOW,) 
E['!4INE ~lASS FLOtJ RATE 

lJENQ=(A11T.(SR+O.1) )+Ai'1F 
SPEED ' + BEARINQ L OSS CORRECTION FOR TU R>O 

IF(I1APN.EQ.1) SPD1=SPD+5000.0 
IF (HAPN. EQ. 2) SP01 =SPO +2500.0 
IF (l"IAPi-l .EQ.1) F ALL=1 .7584. (1. OE -10) IIISPO 1 ·SPO 'I 
IF ( ,1APN.2Q. 2) FALL=5. 6455· (1. OE-1 0) -SPD1 -SPD 1 
HPT=HPC+F ALL ' 
Ef'iEC=HPC /HPT 

I N ITIAL VALUE FOR ACC FUEL 
WFACC1=O.1'5 
IC01 =0 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
ITERATE FOR STABLE Ace FUELLIN~ 
20 WT=\JA +A j-IF HJF ACC1 

AUX COl18 CHA,"IBER HASS FLOH 
~~CC=~lA -(AHT. (SR+0.1 » +WFACC1 

ACC INLET TEi·jp \II ITH HEAT ExeHAN~E (IF FITTED) 
WITH EMPIRICAL HEAT LOSS CORRECTION 

TCC I N=(TSUP-1 0.0) +(EHT • . (TTUE1-(TSUP-1 0.0) » 
FIND CP + CORRECT FOR A/F RATIO 

CALL C(40.0,TTUE1.CPT01) 
AFTO=WA / (AHF HIF ACC1 ) 
CPTO=CPT81-«O.008.(AFTO-40.0»/50.0) 
AFEN=A i1T /AMF .' 

FIND CP FOR EN~ EXHAUST 
CALL -C(AFEN,TT,CPE) 

ENTHALPY AT TURBINE OUTLET 
HO=WToCPTO·TTUE1 

C FIND CP + CORRECT FOR A/F RATIO 
CALLC(40.0,TTIN,CPTI N1) 
CPT I N=CPT 1 1~1-( (0.008 .(AFTO-40. 0» /30. 0) 
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C ENTHALPIES FOR TURS INLET. 'EN4 EXI-! + ACC INLET 
H J'N=\JT.CPT IN .TT IN 

52500 
52600 
52700 
52800 
52900 C 
53000 
53100 
53200 
53300 
53400 

HENCt=tJENGt .CPE .TT 
HC I N=(WA-(AMT. (SR+O.1» ).0. 242 .TCC I N 

E!'tTHALPY InpUT TO ACC 
QCC=(HI~-HENGt)-HCIN 
\.JF Acc=Qcc/21000.0 
IF«((WFACC-\~ACC1)/wFAcc).~T.O.02) ~o TO 41 
WF ACC1 =HF ACC 
40 TO .. 20 

53500 C .0 •••••••••••• •• •• •• 

53600 C 
53700 C 
53800 C TURS INE \WRK ERROR 
53900 41 P=HO+(HPT·42.416)-HIN 
54000 IC01 = IC01 +1 ; 
54100 IF(lC01.NE.1) QO TO 9 
54200 If(P~~T.O.O) ~LP=O 
54300 IF(P.QE.O.O) lLP=1 
54400. C F I NO ' c.A ~1t'1A + C ORRE CT r. OR A IF RAT I 0 
54500 9 CALL ~Gt(40.0,TTIN,qAMT1) 
54600 ~A r ·IT=c.A HT1 + «0. ooa. (AFTO-40. 0» 150.0) 
54700 TOUT= « 1 .0 IRST) •• «~Ar1T-1 .0 )/GtAMT» ·TT I N 
54800 ETAT= ( CTT I N-TTUE1 ) I CTT I N-..TOUT) ) 
54900 DE~1T=HPT·42.416 
55000 C ERROR ~10RK fACTOR 
55100 FACT=P/DEMT 
55200 SUPT=I-I I i'I-I-IO 
55300 C TURB I NE WORK FACTOR 
55400 ETT=(1.0/(1.0-FACT».100.0 

It~j 
[451 
fL. 7] 

[48] 

[L. 9) 

[50) 

[51 ) 

55500 C ••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
55600 C SECT I O ;~ TO EVALUATE CONST PRESS TUBOCHARCl I NGt COND I T I O ~ IS 
55700 IF (IFP.EQ.1) ~O TO 40 
55800 IF(ILP.EQ.O) ~O TO 10 
55900 IF(ILP.EQ.1) ~O TO 11 
56000 10 IF(SUPT.I.:£.·OEMT) QO · TO 40 
56100 IF «5UPT-OEi'1T).~T.60.0) ~O TO 42 
56200 TT I N=TT I I'! -10.0 
56300 40 TO 20 
56400 42 TTIN=TTIN-2.0 
56500 QO TO 20 
56600 11 IF(5UPT.QE.DEI·IT) ~O TO 40 
56700 IF «DENT-SUPT) .I.:.T.60. 0) 4 0 TO 12 
56800 TT I'N=TT li'l+1 0.0 
56900 40 T(} 20 
57000 12 TT I H=TT I:H2.0 
57100 40 TO 20 

57200 c····································· 
57300 C 51 U~IT CONVERSIONS 
57400 40 WGtAS=WFACC.27.272727 
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57500 
57600 
57700 
57800 
57900 
58000 
58100 
582.00 
58300 
58400 
58500 
58600 
58700 
58800 
58900 

59000 
59100 
59200 

SFD;««WFACC-60.0)/2.2)-1.163)+«AMF.60. 0 )/2.2»/PZ 
E1=«PZ/O.7457)·4Z.4Z)/(16060.0-(AMF+(WFACC-1.16)) 
TSUP1=(TSUP-491.67)/1.8 
TTUR1=(TT I'i'I-491.. 67) /1.8 
TTUE2=(TTUr:,1-491.67) 11. U 
ETAT1=ETATl)100.Q . 
TOUT1=(TOUT~491.67)/1.8 
ENEC=E l-'IEC -100.Q 

. p=p·0.01758 
DE 1·IT=DE NT -0.01758 
SUPT=SUPT-O.01758 

C OUTPUT REQU IRED PARANETERS 
WR ITE (3,159)p, DEtrr, SUPT, F' ACT, ETT, TOUT1 

15 9 f OR 11A T ( 1 H , 6 F 1 0 • 3, ) 
WRITE(3,160)SPD~TSUP1,EF,SFD,TTuR1,rTuE2, ETAT1,WGA S ,R ST, E 1\ , 

\,EMEC ' 
160 FORNAT(1H ' ,F7.1,10F10.),) 

RETURN 
END 
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C 
C 

---- - --------- ._-- - -----_.- --- '- -
SUB ROUT 1 i'!E COt1TA8 eRS, EF , ttAF , SPO, IF) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

59300 
59400 
59500 
59600 
59700 
59800 
59900 
60000 
60100 
00200 
60300 
Go4QO 

C CO ~lPRESSOR TABLE LOOK UP •. 
C F HIDS VALUES FOR A IR FLOW AND SPEED 
C FOR QIVEN EFFICIENCY AND· PRESSURE RATIO 
C . IF = 1 FOR LOUER VALUES 
C = 2 F OR UPPER VALUES 
C ON RETURN SET T01 IF NO VALUES AVA ILA8 LE 
C Q IF o. K •. 
C 

COl1 lvjO[~!CO f'lP Ic (15 ,10,4 -) • RSV (15) , RAL (15) , REL ( 15) , EF V ( 10 ) , Mi\X R \ 
\, MAXE . . 

60500 
60600 
60700 

C ALLOCATE STORA~E 

60800 
60900 
61000 
61100 
61 200 
61)00 
61400 
61500 
61600 
61}00 20 
6=1 800 
·51900 . )0 
62000 
G2100 
62200 40 
62300 
62400 C 
62500 50 
62600 
62700 
62800 

D I l'IE;'!S 10 ;'1 A (2) 
Dli-ENSIO :,: AA(J,3),AC(J),AO(3),ACC(J),TE i'1(3,3),t~0 1( J ) 
D I1-1ENS I Oi'! H02 (J) 
I tID = IF 
I H=O 

IF=1 
HAF=O 
spo=O 
IF ( I HD. L:.E .0. OR. t ND • QE. :3 ) RETU R:--l 
IF (RS-RSV (1). L:.T. -.001 )RETURN 

DO 20 JR=2,l1AXR 
IF(RS-RSV(JR).L:.T •• 001)~OTO )0 
RSTUR:! 
,JRK=Jf~ 

IF(EF-EFV(1).L:.T.-.001)RETURN 
DO 40 &: =2 , 11AXE 
IF(EF- EFV(JE).L:.T.O.001)~OTO 50 

RETUR H 
CHECK FOR LEQAL VALUES. 

JRL= .. JR-1 
IF(REL(JR). E~ .O.OR.RE L(JRL).EQ.O)~OTO 51 
EUL=(RS-RSV(JRL».(REL(J? )-REL(JRL»!(RSV(J R)-RSV (JRL )) 

III +REL(JRL) 
IF(EU~-EF.L:.T.-.01) RETURN 62900 

63000 
63100 
63200 
.5)300 
6)400 
6)500 
63500 
63700 
: 3800 
63900 
64000 
.64100 

51 CO >ITI NUE -

, 

70 JEL=JE-1 
Z1=(EF-EFV(JEL»!(~FV(J~)-EFV(JEL» 

C IF ALL PJllITS OEFHIED DO 2 AXIS PARALLEL LIN. ·I :ns.· 
IF (C (JRL, JE L, I HD ) • ;·iE. o. A ;'ID. C (JRL , J~ , I HJ ) • :12:.0 

•• A \ !D • a ( J R , J E L, I HD ) • NE • 0 • It ~lD • C ( J R , J 2: , I I'D ) • ;~ E • 0 hl OT 0 1 00 
K IF =0 
1< 1=1 
DO 991 JEC=JEL,JE 
l<IF=Kl 
DO 991 J~C=JRL,JR 
II: (c (JRC, J E:C , J:lD). EQ. 0 ) QoTJ991 
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64200 AA( KI,1)=RSV(JRC) 
64)00 AA(K1~2)=EFV(JEC) 
64400 AC( KI)=C(JRC,JEC,I NO) 
64500 ACC(KI)=C(JRC,JEC, 1 !~D+2) 
64600 AA ( 1<1 , J ):;;1 
64700 KI=K I+1 
64800 991 emIT 1 i'IUE 
64900 e lFTHREE POl ins AVAILABLE ' , ·PLANE SURFAC: FIT. 
65000 1001 IF (K I.EQ.4 )~OT01 0 00 
65100 e IF· .OHLY 1 1 POINT AVAILBLE ASSUHE FU NCTI ON IS U ~D[r~ I :\j ::: D . 
65200 IF (K l .. l£. 2)~OT0200 
65300 IF(KIF.EQ.2)QOT0200 
65400 C IF 2POl i !TS AVAILABLE HITH SAME EF VALU E TRY 1 SHI FT . 
65500 IF (I ~1.EQ.1- ) 4 0T0200 
65600 I N=1 
65700 If(Klf. EQ .1-)QOT01003 
65800 IF (JEL.EQ.1)QOT0200 
65900 JE=JE-1 
66000 ~oTo70 
66100 100) IF(JE.EQ.HAXE)QOT0200 
66200 JE=JE+1 
66)00 QOTo70 
66400 1000 IFF=1 
66500 C ··CALL LIBRARY SOLUT I ON ROUT I NES 
66600 CALL F04ATf(AA,3,AC,),AD,TEM.3,W01,1I0 2 , IFF ) 
66700 IF (IFF. HE.O )QOT0200 ' . 
66800 1010 SPD=AD (1 ) -RS+AD (2) -EF +AD () 
66900 IFF =1 .. ' 
67000 CALL ~04ATF(AA,J,ACC,3,AD,TEM,3,W01,W02, IFF ) 
67100 IF (IFF. i'.E. 0 )GOT0200 . 
67200 \<1AF =AD (1 ) -RS+AD (2) -EF +AO () 
67300 QOTO 120 
67400 100 R1=(RS-RSV(JRL»/(RSV(JR)-RSV(JRL» 
67500 DO 110 JJ=1,2 
67600 II =n~D + (JJ...,.1 )-2 
67700 A1=(C(JR,JEL, ·Il)-C(JRL,JEL,II»-R1 
67800 • + -·C(JRL, JEL, I I) 
67900 A2=(C(JR,JE, I I )-C(JRL,JE, II »-R1 + 
68000 • C (JRL, JE ,I I) 
68100110 A(JJ)=(A2-A1 )-E1 +A1 
68 200 WAF =A (2) 
68)00 . SPO:::A (1 ) 
68400 120 ~/AfL=(RAL(JR K )-RAL(JRI<-1 »-(RS-RSV(JRK-1 »/ 
68500 • «RSV(JRK)-RSV(JRK-1 ») +RAL(JRK-1) 
68600 IF(WAFL-HAF.~T.1.0)I~=O 
(in 00 RETURN 
68800 200 CONT n lUE 
68900 RETURN 
69000 END 
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C9100 
({ :~oo C 
~9 JOO C 
~)400 C 
,:;) .: 00 C 
IJ:.'GOC C 

J9 700 C 
69800 C 
69900 c 
70UOO C 
70 100 C 
702DO C 
7J 300 C 
70400 C 
70 j OO c 
70600 C 
70700 

70DOO 
70900 
71000 

SUJRDUT I ;'iE: I ' ,- \ !:> ( ','" n ' I ) 
i ! I J I , ... ', . . • 

CJ fJ?fC SSOR TM; [4'::':S R ':~A~ FRO,'1 01 3:( 1:;' IL: 9 o :'~ 10 . 
f C);.n!lT :.;J •. Jr- 23 V.\LUfS, ;lO . ,OF r::F~' V :"LU : ~ ~ C. I1 0 ) 

~ :S 1, :::f'I,A Il· ~l~-!... )U :... m ;CR,A nFLOt; UPP :-: i ; ,S P.:~ : c L.f)\·J::: I-!,SP:: :::I) U P?;~Y \ 
\ (.~ ::- 1 C • 0 ) 
.. ~ S 1 , EF 2 , : :. : : : : : : : 
: : :. : : : : 
RS1,LAST EF 
~S2 , EF 1 ET C • . 

........ . . .. . . . . . ::::::::: ....... ..... . . 

U;:AV I\ I U~ O Lr:: V A UJt~S I ' J THe: R EC;T ,\ :~GULAR ARRA Y srJ '::c Ii Y A. 7..~ H ',) . · 
0 1: [ ACH L Li !~ 3 .:::~";; L:l i · : \.~ A HEH RS V/\LU C TUO EX T RI\ V .LUES /\ R :.~ R:: !. · 

A IRFLOW VALU E AT CUTOFF LI NE 
:·lAX !I'U r1 SFF I e F-> :CY AT TH IS RS VALU i: . ( 0 IF NOT APPL. I ,. ) 
IlAP: l=1 fOR 3 1....0 1 C O~'l? = 2 FOR I\L::;' K CO :' ~['l 

C Oi ;; 'i ~') >!/CIJ :.:p / c; (15 , 10 ,l1 ) , RSV (1 5 ) , R .. \ L ( 15 ) , p. ~~ L ( 15 ) , ~: F V ( 10 ) \ 

\ " l~x r ) '.' ~XE , ; . .. r .. , . 11\ \, . 

r;: ( HAP t·!. EQ . 1) READ (10,1 ) j'IAXn , i'IAX =': 
IF (:1i\P :-!. 2Q.2) READ (9,1 ) i1J\XH , i·lAXE 
IF (>IAXr.. QT. 15. GR. !1AXR .IT. 1. em. MAX i:: . qT . 10 . d R. : 'i /\ ~ [ . L:.T. 1 \ 

\) ~OT C1 00 
1 F un .'"iA T ( 2 J 1 0 ) 71100 

71·200 
71300 
71400 
71·500 
71 f) 00 
71700 
71800 
71900 
72000 
'12100 
72200 
72300 
72400 
72500 
72600 
72700 
72800 
72900 
73000 
73100 
7.3200 
73300 
7340Q 
7Y:> OO 
73600 
737 00 
73800 

C HIPUT DATA FFW H Oi,1 LIn: FILES 
DO 20 J=1, !1!,XH 

2 

10 

20 

DO 20 JJ=1,NAXE 
IF(HAP;'t . 3 Q.1)RE: AD(10,2)H, t: , A1 ,A ? ,S1 ,S2, ::tl\ ,R~ 
IF UIA P 1! • E Q. ? ) RE A D ( 9 , 2 ) R , E , A 1 , ,i\ 2 , S 1 , S 2 , RA , R E 

FO:~NAT(8f10.U ) 
Ii=' (JJ. NE.1 )C10T01 0 
RSV (J) =R 
If(RA.EQ.O)C:OTJ 100 
~AL (J)=RA 
R~:: iJ (J) =RE 
C:); IT j j'IUE 
IF (J.EQ.1 )E:F V (JJ )=:':: 
IF (RSV (J).; lE. R ) C;OT01 00 
IF (EFV (J,J). ;iL:: . E )CtOT01 00 
C(J,JJ,3)=A1 
C (J, JJ., t1 ) =A 2 

C (J, JJ, 1 ) =S1 
C (,J , ,J ,J , 2 ) ==s 2 
C:') : :T J nUi:: 
R:TUR ] ~ 

c 5T ') P P:1 () (;:~;\ 1'l IF l~ RRORS OCCUR I ~ ' l DATA F I L ;~S 

100 t·mIT:::(),) 
Hf~ I TE ( 1 " J ) 
F:m ~li\T( 1\ C (.l :· /iPR[':: SS() ~ I : rpUT :: !~RORII) J 
ST J? 
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73Sl 00 
7400() C 
74100 C 
7!~200 C 
74300 C 
74400 C 
'7""(JO C ..... ) \ 

7.1500 C 
74700 

7£, 800 
-/(\900 
7~ OOO 
7~1 00 
~/5 200 
7JJUD 
75400 
'/) 500 
7:) 000 C 
-'15 700 I. 

75800 
',j 9;; .] 
76000 
7' h i "':' v J . J 

7,:· 200 
' -r ·.l ) " ) I ~. ' " . 
7 1~Il 'JO 
7?500 
" ';, ,:) () !J 

7G700 
-i .~ (l ~ J Cl r; 
; ::, ~) J i ) 

77000 
'/7 1 \)() 
77200 
77 300 
77 ~1 J O 
775 00 
77600 
777JO 
T/ 800 
T/ ~!OO C 
7'J 000 C 
7fj1 JO 
76200 
783lJ~ 
";U40 0 
-;'0 :) 00 C 
71,:100 C 
T(.-/OO C 

SLJ 3ROUTI : 'i:: :.j? LOT(hAP!I) 
Q .~~.O~QgGgu.~~~ •• u.~. 

SU OROUTJ:L: T C) PLOT (~RI\ PH Of CO~I?UT :·: f) COn?RESSOj, T A :U:S . 
:1j\P:: = 1 F ,);; 3LQ1 CO : 1 P ;~[ .'.:iS()~ 

= 2 of'" X! .:1 L ,: ;-: CJ C: Pi1~SSOr. 
[!:;UTI I-!i:-: I iTA,~ :-IUST J!J\V[~ 6 :-::::>1 C/\L!_:::J ··· .. ::: ORc: ·~P L : '1'. 

"" ' \ -" '(1-'/"' -' ' o.l / "'(1- 1 " A) RSV(1 '-) R'L(1 - ) :;J L C"- ) - -, (1 " )\ I_ V: . : , ... J l ' v l),i l I v , ,~., ~ : , ,, : ', ') , •• :.:. iJ , ~!' ,I \.1 

\, ;'J\XR, ;'1A,: t: 
RSS =F!S'I C-i ) 
P.SF =r:;::N ( ;;.\ X2) +. O~ 
:·~S 1==.02 
~FS==EFV ( 1 ) 
--'er _ .-,, - " ( . , . \I - ) 
f~i .. " - .::..r .. : ' :\ .1\ L... 

AS::: ) 
IF ( i :;\ Pi! • ~ Q. 1 ) A S =4 

UT ILl Sc:S L I3RAl: '( P ~->JC1j'·! :\: j ROUT I : ~ c: S 
. CALL :-};~ ': .' TI : · l 

c.; /, ' , : ~ DE VICE (-I2,1 ~1Q ) 
G~~L PLOT(30,1 dO,-) 
G ~\; . :, SY:' !.:\ C '-(1:J5. ~! ,-:3:) . O , Ll ,n C() j'Y..i T :::J CJ : ~ ? Fh~S~ J : : ~. , '.-:- ". ,J ) 

I . , '1\ P . I ""_.) -, \ ,-. .\ " ". 'J ,,- ~ L ( 1 '3 ~ 3 ," . \I -- . , .'] -" . -. l' " Lr) 1 \I , ) '" J • - , .' '_. L ... c: ~~. r .'v .. , ~. L. ;:, ' : I ~:) j (_J, - :J, -I , i' . ... . ; . __ . -, ,..J . , •• ' , I .... I 

I I - ( " / 0" '~') ') 'C' " (' " '0 " 1 (1~'- ")0 II II " ' .. ' 1 - . . ' -r- Ii . " II - . ', 1-' 0- , ' \, l : . C ... . (.) .l .L . ......... ") 1 . :1. ) 1., ) ...... l) ) ,-,; ,It, .' J .. • • • #I ~ ,; :, i '11\ , ,, ... / oJ ' J ) 
., . " ' X I co 10 0 """ -~ -1 ,'~ 1 -: - - , ,, " 1 '" 1 7 0 ') -, .... 'J- - , \ \..I : . _ . ~ . , . ~ .;J '. '" , 'JI- _ 1\ • _..J ...: . ' " , - :J , , _ I U " , .'. :J ' ; . r , 
(''' I' ~ X I (. ( () -J' 11 (:.J ~1 • c· 5' ,::> roo P - T I "\ ) 11 '1'" , . . ' 1 () ... 1- ) ~ J ! \ ,." !. . 1\ .. ) , :. , • .• · ~ ) ... U~' ·4 .• ,!.\ U , ) , . ~ ..... ... J , .) , , . ... I,. :; 
C.\ · ~:. O;~; ; :·;, ~ 1'(1 ,.01, 0 ,-;\5) 
IFF~ 1 

5 (j EF =r':F S 
',.! ;~ ITL:: (3, ,1 ) ~:r' , IF F 

4 :) ;~S =RSS 

? J ll:;' = ll::'f 
(~ll l C '-"~' ( :,) C--~'JA ·-S -.)[ ' 1' - ) 
J, '" • .i _ : .... 1 ' ~ _. !\ ...J, .. :.r- , .~ : \ r, t . ' , • ' 

I ~ (IF.E8.1) ·~ JT O C 
,-, . , L f> t -)"1" ( rJ '~ 'f ~ .- -) - , v/ \I-.I .... .. .. ' !'\ .. ) , 1 ~ ( "4 , ~ ," ) 

PF =1 ~~ 
';:~T i) 7 

5 P? =1 J 
7 C ,J ; ! TI ' - :!:~~ 

, IT"' (3 1 ) ') -' .. - '/\F "'P) 1-.1~ L., , ~ : ,::;, :.:. .~ , .,' J , ~ , r 
., r ' '," '- ' • T ( .,.. C"15 ,...) .l I '~ : '., j:. ') ,- .') 

:~S=.!S+RS I 
I i=' ( pr.~ ,.::- ~:> "~ 'I'-) - ' ~ \T) ? O 

I ........... ~~ ••• -" ~ \J ._ 

EF =Ef' +i.: :=- I 
I '- ( L- "" n"1" . ---. ) (' ')T , -~ .. .' ~·.I.~ •• _:,, ;· , ', v ~v 

t! r~ ITE (J ,4 )EF , IFF 
~ F t') Pol . • or ( 11 1 . E -:- -;:: I (' I ' ~ ;' 1 r'" Y '1 -\ LU -~ 11 '71 '" ,... II P .\ : 'T II I .) I ~i \ .. I.!.... ,. '-' ., .. ,.J , • _ , r ) • ? , j ~ j • , . - I 

<J 1()Y I\ ~J,.~ \l -1/X 11 .. -:;, 11 13X U"I ,Ic-1I 1 ''» ' II ,,? ')" 1 ? '( 1~ Ir." 1/' I ... ... I ... ..... , ... ' , _" , ~ . .. x' , .... \' .::> I , . e " ,. I ) 

Diesel Gas Turbine Program 
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78dOO 
73)00 
7) 0 00 
7) 100 
792() ;"j 
7~t )O ~! 
79400 
7Y5 00 
7) 600 r · 

IJ 

7:)7 00 c 
7:1(300 c 
i~90 0 C 
j ) ')() O f~ ., 
(J:) 1 DU " G 

(;0 ;'200 
00)00 C 
('0)400 
:iD500 
g:if)O ::J 
OJ70 J 
C0 3GO 
no )00 
(;'1000 
[;1 -I U1J 
(31200 
C: j·}JO 
81400 

C;O'rO 40 
30 IF ( IFF . (: Q. 2 ) :~OT on 

IFF =2 

su .):WUT I : iE P i l t::TE ~ (PR:: ST , l}r~. P ) 
Da. * aeOD~ • • a.~* •• a ~ •••• D.~ •• 

c '\ :"CU L:.;\ r ::3 C ') ;1PiT::SS(m A IR F LOl·,' Fr:\O:'1 ? ~ ~ :~ST () j : ;.u·: TE r: 
: 1"- : : .. . iE T :;:~ P:-~ESSIJH ~~ D ~OP(;l! 'i :-t2J ) 

SC; /, [~ 1;<\ r' AC Ton 
p o P::J - ST/ " ,., 0 .... = r--. !:.. j u . 

C;j~Tf S OF P OLY:F;: 1 L\L (F FW;·j !..IBr~ /\ltY P rW:; ~; (L) 9 00 27 ~» 
h 1 =0 • r 2 ? ; 1 •• j 0 
A 2=JO . 05 7 ~7 70·PH 
A3=-24.a3 5 9~29~ (PR·.2) 
Att =12. 33 )) ,~ 2G lj', (PR ~~3) 
A5 ;:; -3. 2?:·6 j 19* (PR "'(4) 
A 6 = J • L\ 1765:5 2 ;;l (? n i:< lf5 ) 
A 7 = -0 • 0 2 1 (~CJ 1 5 I~ (? 2 j) 1'.+0 ) 
Y=A 1 +1\2+/:.) +1\4 +A5 +A6 +A 7 
':I,\? ::; ( Y * J J • 37 B ;I 2 • 2 ) / 50 • ] 
Rt": n;:~ :'1 
c:m 

Diesel Gas Turbine Program 
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100 C DAT;\ r:- I ;~::: i::: i ' :~ 1 : 1 
200 C CI (t ... .;. (: . .- ~) .) !;t • a ;;. ¢ ,.) ,) 

JOO C 
400 C CO: ITA I: ;S C':) : : P : -~::: SSJi~ DATA F Or~ US~ LI PR,) ~R'\ t· , D .~ T 

JUO C 
,~OO c no Or PR': SSUi1 ~ iL\T h') PO I ;H S A I~l) EFF I C I E. ;,lC Y PO 1 :HS 

700 1 1 5 
800 C P F-~"::3S R\ T U , .::FF I e Ii: !· iC Y, ~'1 1>1 A I :~ F LO \'J, ,''1;\ X 1\ 1:\ F L )\-1 , ,' j 1.1 ,)? :::: ~ ) , 
:llU ,.., :i:\X SP:: .. ~ : ) , :\ 1,; f ~~ :,;:} V;\LU: AT CUT OF[:- L I \l~ , ,:: I- r- AT TH:\ T V'\LU ,: v 
1000 C AI. " O/\T ;\ }\fEAS !... :~FT S LA : 11< ARC T ,\ : < ~: ! .~ T O d ;.:. Z::": IW 
11 (jO 1 •• 1 60 . 0 0.0 3t.\6 . 0 0 . 0 57500. 0 1 4 :j . 
1200 1, . 1\ " ' ) t: 136 . 0 326 . 0 30400 . D 54(lOO . J 0.:.. . :7 

1300 1 .. 4 65 . 0 154. '3 300 . 0 501100 . 0 53':500 . ;) 
1400 ,1.4 G7. 5 192 . 0 27 2. 0 50400 . 0 5 ;.~ ooo . 

1500 1 .. 4 70.0 200 .0 25 3. 0 5() 400 . , 51 00 \) . 0 
1600 ·, 1.5 ' 60.0 0.0 390 .0 0 . 0 625 uu . 17 0 . l 

1700 1· 5 62 . 5 144.0 368.0 55500 . \) 61'5JO . () 
1800 1. 5 65.0 180. 0 344. 0 56500 . J 6uOO O. 0 
1900 1. 5 67· 5 21 2. 0 31 2.0 56008 . 0 55.500 . 0 
2000 1.5 70.0 220.0· 298.0 56000 . 0 )(woo . -
2100 1. 5 60. 0 0.0 425.0 0 . 0 5d4 0;). O 2 ~)O . O 

2200 1.,6 62 · 5 0.0 402 . 0 0 . 0 0 ''''00 0 . 0 
:>'300 ,1.6 65 .0 196 .0 350. 0 60 200 . 0 65 00 . 0 
21100 1.6 67·5 232. 0 347.0 60800 . () "'3 300 . 0 
2500 1.6 70.0 240.0 336.0 61000 . 0 o25 uO . O 
2000 .. 1·7 60.0 0. 0 452 . 0 0. 0 72200 . 0 2)) . 0 
2700 1·7 62.5 0.0 4) 2. 0 0. 0 71 000 . 0 
2HOO 1 .. 7 65.0 0.0 410.0 0.0 69aoo. o 
2900 1.7 67· 5 248.0 376 . 0 65000 . 0 674()O. O 
3000 .. ,1.7 70.0 256.0 363. 0 65000 . 0 65600 . 0 
3100 1. 8 60.0 476 .0 76000 . 0 254 . 0 
3200 1.8 62 .5 456.0 74500 . 0 
3300 .. 1.8 65.0 230.0 434.0 69300 .0 73300 . 0 
3400 ,1 .. 8 67.5 262.0 402.0 69300 . 0 71 500 . '3 
3500 t.8 70.0 276.0 386 . 0 6 9300 . 0 71 000 . 0 
3600 · 2.0 60.0 516.0 82400 . 0 300 . 0 
3700 2.0 62.5 4 98. 0 81000 . 0 
3800 2.0 65.0 476.0 79500 . 0 
3900 2.0 67.5 292.0 440.0 73500 . 0 77200 . 0 
4000 2.0 70.0 316.0 414.0 7550 'J . 0 755 00 . 0 
4100 2.2 60 .0 548.0 89200 . 0 340 . 0 \ 

\ 70.1 
4200 2.2 62 .. 5 530.0 (3700 0 . 0 
4300 2.2 65 .0 514. 0 85500 . 0 
4400 2.2 67· 5 332. 0 472. 0 81300 . 0 (3/1000 . 0 

4500 2. 2 70.0 380.0 41 ;~. 0 81500 . 0 81500 . 0 
4600 2.3 60.0 0.0 564. 0 0 . 0 91 800 . Q 3':5 5 . 0 \ 

\ 69 .5 
4700 2·3 62 . 5 0.0 546.0 0.0 90000 . 0 
4000 2.3 65 . 0 310.0 528.0 84500 . 0 en200 . 0 

Data for Diesel Gas Turbine Program 
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4900 2.) 67.5 
5000 2.) 70.0 
5100 2.4 60.0 

\ 68.9 
5200 2.4 62.5 
5300 2.4 65.0 
5400 2.4 67.5 
5500 2.4 70.0 
5600 2.5 60.0 

\ 68.4 
5700 2.5 62.5 
5800 2.5 65.0 
5900 2.5 67.5 
6000 2.5 70.0 
6100 2.6 60.0 

\ 67.8 
6200 2.G 62.5 
6300 2.6 65.0 
6400 2.6 67·5 
6500 2.6 70.0 

100 C DATA FILE SU?DAT 
200 C················ 

364.0 486.0 84500.0 
440.0 412.0 85000.0 

578.0 

560.0 
344.0 540.0 87300.0 
396.0 498.0 87300.0 
480.0 420.0 88500.0 
0.0 588.0 0.0 

0.0 568.0 0.0 
376.0 548.0 90000.0 
432.0 50B.0 90000.0 
519.0 428.0 92200.0 

59B.0 

578.0 
412.0 556.0 92500.0 
468.0 516.0 93200.0 
556.0 435.0 95500.0 

300 C 
400 C CONTAINS EN~INE DATA TO RUM PRO~RAM D~T 
500 C NO OF EN~INE SPDS,PULSE OR CONST PRESS SYSTEM 

86600.0 
84600.0 
94000.0 

92300.0 
91200.0 
89000.0 
87400.0 
95500.0 

94500.0 
93000.0 
91500.0 
90000.0 
98000.0 

97500.0 
95800.0 
94500.0 
92500.0 

600 B,1 
700 C ATMOS P +T,COOLER EFFECTIVENESS,COOLANT TEMP,HEAT EXCH~R\ 

\ EFFECT 'IVENESS 
000 C COMPRESSOR HAP NO, TUR8 I NE HS~ AREA, PLOTT I N~ I NSTRUCT liON 
~O ~.O,21.0,0.O,21.etO.O,2,2.6,0 
1000 G EN~ ., SPD,SCAV , ' RATIO,A/F RATIO,BOOST,PRESTON MTR READI 'N~, · 
1100 C EN4 PRESSURE DROP,TURB INLET TEMP,TURB OUTLET TEMP 
1200 1000.0,1.65,24.53,1.52,34.0,0.01,695.0,546.0 
1300 1200.0~1.45~26.0,1.69,42.0,O.07,676.0,541.0 
1400 1400.0~1.4,26.5,1.76,47.0,O.07,673.0,529.0 
1500 1600.0~1.4.29.8.1.91,44.0~O.10,677.0,530.0 
1600 1800.0~1.0~31.5,1.94~51.0~0.13~682.0~528.0 
1700 2000.0~1.0~32.14r1.89,50.0,0.13,694.0,524.0 
1800 2200.0~1.2~32.63~1.93~S4.0~O.12~732.0,553.0 
1900 2400.0~1.0~33.41~1.92~5J.O~0.11.691.0,537.0 

Data tor Diesel Gas Turbine Program 
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Al.4 Real Time Logging Program 

This program was used for logging auxiliary fuel 

consumption, from a bottled gas supply, and several 

temperatures. 

Notation 

C 

D 

G(l) 

H 

It 

M 

Tl(J) 

T8 

WI 

W2 

Data point number 

Day 

Successive gas bot~le weight readings 

Sample time (duration) 

Year 

Month 

Temperatures (up to J=9) 

Ambient temperature 

One minute average of gas flow 

Gas flow based on total sample period 
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5 REM PROGRAM YARILOG(RP) 
11 REM lOGGI NG PROGRAM FOR GAS FLOW AND NI NE TEMPERATURES 
21 DIMG(15),T(S,15),T1(8),P(15),Q(15),R(15) 
25 PRINT" SAMPLE TIME IN MINS (MAX·15) ?" \ INPUT H 
26 IF H:.15 GO TO 28 
27 GO TO 3. 
28 PR I NT " NOT VAll 0, RETYPE" \ GO TO 25 
J. PRINT" INPUT ~y,MONTHLYEAR" \ INPUT O,M,K 
41 PR I NT " INPUT AMB lENT TtMP" \ INPUT T8 
45 PR I NT " PAPER TAPE OA TA OPTI ON? (1·YES, '-NO)" 
46 INPUT F 
51 PRINT" INPUT DATA POINT. TO STOP; 1,2,3 ETC FOR RUN" 
51 IF f-' GO TO 55 \ PRINT 12:H,CHRS(13,1'),D,CHR$(13,1') 
52 PRINT 12: M,CHRS(13,1I),K,CHR$(13,1'),T8,CtiRS(13,1I) 
55 PR I NT " DATA POI NT?" 
61 INPUT C 
62 S TI ME C I, I, I> 
65 IF C-I GO TO 29' 
71 FOR 1-' TO H 
8' SETDVM(2,l) 
85 W:AS~ ECG( I), I) 
86 RTIME(PCI),Q(I),RCI» 
9' SETDVMC4,l) 
92 LET V-I 
95 SCANCHI,J),1,9, LINE 111) 
96 I F V-I GO TO 96 
99 GO TO 115 
11. LET Y-1 \ RETURN 
1'5 IF I-H GO TO 12. 
117 LET U-I 
11' OElAY(59, LINE 115 ) 
1 1 1 I F U-' GO TO 11 1 
112 GO TO 12. 
115 LET U-1 \ RETURN 
12. NEXT I 

PDP 11/05 BASAC IV LOGGING PROGRAM (1) 



14. PRINT Oe"l"eW;"I";K·" ~TA POINT";C 
141 If f-. ~O TO 1~5 \ PRINT 12:C,CHR$(1J,1') 
145 PRINT " ••••••••••• * •••• * •• * ••••••• \ PRINT 
15. LET Z-' 
155 fOR I -1 TO H 
16. LET Y-CGCI-1)-GCI» 
161 LET Y1-(Q(I)+(R(I)/6'»-(Q(I-1)+CRCI-1)/6'» 
162 LET Z-Z+(Y/Y1) 
17. NEXT I 
18' LET W1-CZ/H)·1.·6a 
19' PRINT" GAS fLOW 1 MIN AVG-";11;"KG/HR" 
191 IF F-' GO TO 218 \ PRI NT '2:11,CHR$(1J,1I) 
2.' LET W2-G(')-G(H) 
2.1 LET W3-CQ'H)+CRCH)/6'»-CQCI)+(RCI)/6'» 
212 LET 12-(12/13)*1.·6. 
21. PRINT" GAS FLOW FULL TlME-";W2;"KG/HR" \ PRINT 
211 IF F-I GO TO 22. \ PRINT 12:W2,CHR$C1J,1t) 
221 FOR J-' TO 8 \ LET T1(J)-. 
23. FOR I-I TO H \ LET T1(J)-T1(J)+TCJ,I) \ NEXT I 
24' LET T1(J)-C«T1(J»/«H+1)*4 e 1ia'.E-i3»*1 •• )+T8 
25. PRINT" T";J+1;"-";T1CJ);"DEG e" 
255 IF F-g GO TO 256 \ PRI~T 12:T1(J),CHR$(lJ,11) 
256 NExT J 
26' PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT 
28' GO TO 55 
29' IF F-' GO TO 295 \ PR I NT 12:C,CHR$C13,1I) 
295 STOP 
318 END 

PDP 11/05 BASAC IV LOGGJNG PROGRA}~ (2) 
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DATA POINT? 
16 
28 I 2 I 79 OA TA POI NT 16 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

GAS FLOW 1 MIN AVG- 5.87123 KG/HR 
GAS FLOW fULL TIME- 5.81823 KG/HR 

T 1 • 52.6514 OEG C 
T 2 • 53.1894 DEG C 
T 3 • 511.211 OEG C 
T 4 • 468.463 OEG C 
T 5 • 51.2114 DEG C 
T 6 • 387.959 OEG C 
T 7 - 611.642 OEG C 
T 8 - 551.236 OEG C 
T 9 • 518.919 OEG C 

DA TA POI NT? 
17 
28 I 2 I 79 DATA POINT 17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

GAS FLOW 1 MIN AVG- 4.9'8.1 KG/HR 
GAS FLOW FUll TIME- 4.9'776 KG/HR 

T 1 • 41.7724 DEG C 
T 2 - 47.8862 DEG C 
T 3 • 535.285 OEG C 
T 4 • 49'.561 DEG C 
T 5 - 47.3'89 OEG C 
T 6 • 385.333 DEG C 
T 7 • 672.618 DEG C 
T 8 • 55 •• 3.1 DEG C 
T 9 • 5.9 •• 24 DEG C 

TYPICAL EXAJ'1PLE OF PRINTOUT FROM PDP 11/05 LOGGING PROGRAf.l 



AI., Microprocessor Logging Program 

This program waS used for crankshaft triggered 

data acquisition. A listing follows written in assembly 

language for the Quarndon Microcomputer System (QMS) 

Based on the Intel 8080 processor. 
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0"0" 
0000 CD3306 
0003 CD3B06 
0006 Af 
0007 D:'3~ O! 
0009 CD~4~j 5 

100C 21000k: 

000F 160" 
0011 1£04 
0913 
0013 DBSI 
0015 IF 
0016 DA130" 
0019 
1019 DB81 
10lS IF 
IIIC D21900 
IIIF 
"II' DE81 
1121 17 
0822 D2tF"0 
1125 DBS" 
1127 77 
"128 23 
""29 DBB ~ 

le2! If 
"12C [)2~rWQ) 

le2F C02E06 
1032 C31Fe0 
0"35 ~0 

0036 00 
1037 00 
"038 0e 
0039 "0 
e83A 00 
e03B 
e03B 10 
103C C243 00 
el3F CDEC0S 
IUJ4! 76 
11113 
IflJ43 1B 
"'44 1£03 

HCLP: 
CALL 
CALL 
XRA 
OU'l' 
CA'~t 
LXI 

MVI 
t~VI 

LOPAI 
IN 
BAR 
JC 

LaPEl 
IN 
RAP. 
JNC 

Lope. 
IN 
RAL 
JNC 
IN 

HOV 
INX 

IN 
RAP.. 
JNC 
CALL 
JMP 

Nap 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 

yeaN. 
DCR 
JNZ 
CALL 
HLT 

RETS; 
,.~) V 
C;:- l 

INI T 
NEWL 
A 
B0re 
iSET 

l,,",'IOGRAM iL',ME - t-1CLP 

1 PP.,) G F..':l,1'11 J ~: - MJM 
; DATE - 1 5 78 

lMtTL'TI-CHANNEL LOGGING PROGFlAM 

nNITIAl.ISE TTY l/f. 
J CP.L F 

; RES E T • IN' TO " • 
; LOAD THE LOO}{~ UP TAr~'~E 

H"TABP 1 I NIT I AL I S E H + L TO S T'\R T 
JADDP.ESS OF RESULTS TAELE. 

0 .. 00H 
EO' 04H 

81H 

LOPA 

81H 

LOPB 

8lH 

LOPC 
aSH 

M .. A 
H 

81H 

YCON 
PULS 
LOPC 

E 
P I,' ', ,. 

J-I .. ..:J 

~' :UN 

A" E 
03 

.l eE) IS SCAN COUNTER 

It.lAIT rOR C..,\ S l1ESET. 

J'WAIT FOR CTRL TO I?E 1 

;\.'AIT FOR ADC 'TO FINISH 
; GET VliLUE 

J STORE: IN FESUL TS TAcLE 
I BUMP RESU~ , TS TABLE PO I NTEP. 

; ,rtlM P I (' I l:i I J I'::: NOW e 
;OTHEriT.i.'I~E GENERATE AN 'IN' 
lAND JUt1P Bf.l,K 

i iH E N;';-, r r :~p1' OJ. "'HE npOGPr·J l 
J lS EXEC.JTEf, Ai;TEH )-:I\C} , SCt,N. 

; DECBr.:~HJ.1J T SCAN CO UN T 
J JUMP I F MO fi E scm S RECUl FE L 
l1F FINISHEt PRINT RESUl.T5 

JGE,' SCAN COUNT 
;e3:::SCAN COUNT-l 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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80S0 MACRO ASSEMBLER.. VER 2." EnRORS a:& e PAGE 2 

0046 
1149 

014A 
004D 

0638 
0633 
0524 
020e 
062B 
05EC 
0116 

C21900 
70 

321601 
C31;0" 

NO PROGRAM ERRO RS 

STA XCCT 
JMP LOPE 

;J~ ': ' ;,. BACK IF NOT END OF FIP ST SC 
; 0 i. c,RWI SE I SOLATE CHANNELl 
; COLUMN COUNT 
;AND STonE. 
JNOW JUMP BACK 

J EXTERNAL ADDRESS REFERENCES 

NE\..'l. EQU 
~NIi EQU 
TS£T EQU 
TABP ECD 
PULS [QU 
PRIN ECU 
XCCT [QU 

END 

063BH 
0633H 
0524H 
0200H 
et62EH 
0SECH 
0116H 

S0S0 MACRO ASSEMBLER, VEH 2.0 EF~ORS ~ ~ PACE . 

SYMBOL 'TitBL£ 

• 01 

A 0007 E 01300 C ~0el D e~e2 

E GHU!l3 H "0"4 INIT 0~3j L r' 005 
LOPA 0013 LOPE 0"19 LOPC 0e It:- M ecr l • 

HeLP .00" • NE\JL 063.S PRIN e:··[c PS"" "eeL 
PULS "62B RETS 0043 SF> 'HH~6 iAEF 11J20" 
TSET 0524 XCCT 01 1 (, yeON et0Jn 

'ET.7 • 08.2 PTc 9.9 10-1." 
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05£C 
05£C 
05£C 3A1601 
05£f 4F 
05Fe 3£0l: 
05F2 3217e'l 
0515 21eee'2 

05F8 
e5F8 cr5r,et5 

~5FE 7E 
05FC C[i6C0S 
05FF Ct-f!3eS 
0602 23 
0Ee3 flI[ 
061Z4 CA0D~6 

0607 Ct2206 
e60A C318 (lS 
060C 
06"[ Ct3B06 
061f 00 
061 1 00 
0612 01l 
0613 3A17fl 
0616 3[. 
0617 CB 
0618 321701 
061E 3A 1601 
061E 4F 
0611 C3 Fa es 

0116 
0117 
0200 
055D 
IZ56C 
05B3 
0f22 
063B 

NO f'F.'CGFAM EPPOPS 

OFG 
PFIN: 

L[:A 
HO\: 
M\iI 
~TA 

LXI 

XLO 1=': 
CALL 

1'10 \.' 
CALL 
CALL 
INX 
DCF 
J'l 
CALL 
JMF 

XNE\: a 
CALL 
Nor 
NOP 
NOF' 
LCA 
rcF' 
f;Z 

~TA 

LCA 
MOV 
JMF 

XCC'!' 
LINF 
TAEL 
X~ET 

XAtC 
FD£C 
SFAS 
N E"iL 
£Nt' 

IZSECH 

XCCT 
Col f1 

A" 0L1H 
LINF-

; ~tTPOt'TINE NM1E - Fr l:-J 

;FPOGFAM~EF - ~J~ 

; DATE - 1 5 78 

; USEI; TO PFINT DECIM?L Eet"l VALI:,NT 0 F 
;SlNAPY VALl"E~ PEt.r FrOM niE Dt·, ~. 

; Pt;T' COLn1N co t'N ':E.~ 
; IN TO FEGI!:TEF C 
; STOPE ~· CJl.N CO l.ft.ITE.f 
lIN ?C'DF E ~ ~ LINr. 

H" TAFL ; GET STJI.FTIN G hr·rPE SS OF 
; FESUL i5 Tf,rLE. TO H f..:n L. 

XSET ; CLEP.P TOTL" I N 1:1 AL I SE :-: r Tf. 
; TO ~TAPT 0 F LOOl<- {IF ':P.[LE.. 

A" (-1 ; GET FI F~T t~ALVE . • 
XAtC ; CON VERi TO Fcr·. 
FDEC ; PFINT rCD CHtF'ACTE~~. 
H ; Bl1t-1F FESt!L T~ TAPLE. PO ItJ :[ .. . 
C ; r;·ECF. EM EN T COLUm CO t"r.J T 
XNE\' ; 1 F ALL COLllMN ~ tONE." JT.'T'~ r. 
SPAS ; 0 THEF "II S E FrINT ~ ~FACES. 

XLOT' ; ANt GO EACl< For NEXT \lIIL liE 

NE\.'L J CFLF 

LINF 
' A ; DEcrn1ErJT ~CNI CO T:N:-

J fiETtPrJ I F IILL !=". E~l1.. T!=" r r ! t-: ~ :;. 
LINF ; OTHEF\t.' l ~E SAVE 
XCCT ;PE-INITIALI~E FEGISTEr. C 
C"A ; '''I iH COL tTt-lN CO l'T"T 
XLOP ; ANt:· Jl~lr tACK For :-JE:::- W· Lr ' ~ ·_ 

; EXTEFNPL Acr;.rES~ f'EH.:rENCES 

E~U 0116H 
EQt: e 117H 
E~U 1Z~~· 0H 

EQL' ~S50H 

E~U e56CH 
EQU 0SP3H 
EG:·t; e'622H 
EQU "63tH 

Microprocessor Log~ing Program 
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8e8P MACFO A~SEMBLEf~ VEF 2.e EFPOP~ = 0 PACE 

essp 
e550 
0550 
0S!:E 
05SF 
0562 
05E3 
0S64 
05E5 
056f 
0567 
0568 

056A 
056~ 

0112 

E5 
AF 
2112~1 

77 
23 
77 
23 
77 
23 
36~n 

El 
C9 

NO PPOGPAM EPPOFS 

o RG 
X5ET: 

FUSH 
XPA 

"55tH 

H 
A 

; ~tiE; r.OVTHJE NP.ME - X~Ei 

;PFOCRAMMEF - ~JM 

; DATE - 1 5 78 

;l'~EC TO INITIALI S E TOTL TO 7.EfO" olr · 
;XPTP TO ~TAFT AC['~E~S OF LOOK-l ' != i Pr LE 

; CLEAP A 
LXI 
MO\' 

H~ TOTL 
M~A 

; PUT '" 1 12 IN H AN [, L 
; p t T Z E FO I N ell 2 

INX H 
~OV M~A 

INX H 
MOV M"A 
INX H 
MV I Mol em 

POF H 
~ET 

J PO IN'!' t . T "1 1 3 
;Pt:T ZEPO IN el13 t, ~ \.. r.L :" 
;POINT AT ell.l1 
; 7. EPO I N TO ell ~ 
; PO IN T AT eo I I 5 
.I 0 1 I N TO "I I 5 
;STP.PT ADDPE~S OF LOoy.-n~ 

; T AE·L E I ~ "-' Ire 

; EXTE~N AL P. Cr:FE~ S !"EFE:EN CE!: 

TO TL E Q l' ell ~H 

8080 MACRO ASSEMELEP" VEF 2.e EPPors = 0 FACE r 

* 01 

A 
E 
PSW 

E 
H 
SF 

5YMEOL TABLE 

C 
L 
TOTL 

~"(,1 
v.'re s 
ell ~ 

I£T-3r35.2 ~T=4.8 10=£0.8 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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S0S0 MACPO A5SEMCLE~~ VEF 2.0 EPFOPS = C FAGE 1 

052~ 

052~ 
e52~ ~100el 

0527 36ee< 
0529 23 
e52A 3639 
052C 23 
0520 360fZ 
052T 23 
053e 3678 
0532 23 
0533 3601 
0535 23 
13536 3656 
13538 23 
13539 36~3 

13538 23 
e53C 3613 
0S3E 23 
eS3F 3606 
05~1 23 
13542 3625 
13544 23 
05~S 3612 
0547 23 
0548 36se· 
e54A 23 
e54p. 3625 
e5~D 23 
e54E 36ee 
esse 23 
0551 365e· 
13553 23 
e554 36ee 

13556 23 
e557 36ee, 
13559 23 
25SA 3E·e2 

ORG 
TSETI 

LXI 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
HVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
HVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 
INX 
HVI 

INX 
MVI 
INX 
MVI 

1Z52~H 

J SUEPOl1TINE NN'~E - TSET 

JPFOGPA~MEP - MJ~ 

; DATE - 1 5 78 

Jt.;SE[· TO INITIALI S E' TIlE LOOK- t"F H ' T' 

JAND THE STAFTING p.r-rrESS OF ~::E 

; PEStiLTS TABLE IN 011 r ANr· rill. 

H~eI0e:H 

M~ 00H 
H JM=(?Ie.l 
M~ 39H 
H .:t-1 = r, 1 0~ 
M~ e0H 
H JM=(,l e3 
M~ 78H 
H JM=rl~Ll 

M~ e IH 
H J M= e iii' ~ 
M~ 56H 
H JM=e' 106 
M~ e3H 
H H1=e H~7 
M~ 13H 
H lM=e10B 
M~ e6H 
H lM=rl(?:9 
M~ 25H 
H H1=elell 
M~ 12H 
H 11'1=(' lr r-
M~ 5eH 
H ;M=rlfC 
M~ 25H 
H H1= (' I er-
HI "eH 
H Hl= e I fZlF 
MI52H 
H lM=eleiF 
MleeH 

J TAEL£ COM F-L Eo TE 

H lM= f; 11e· 
MI 0~ 
H JM =e lll 
Mle2H 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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sese MACPO ASSEMELEF.~ VEP 2.~ ERRors = 0 PAGE 1 

056C 
056C 
056C 
0560 
056£ 
056F 
0572 
0572 
0573 
05711 
0577 
0578 
05713 
057C 
0570 
057£ 
057F 
057F 
0580 
0581 
0582 
0585 
0586 
0587 
0588 
058S 
058C 
0580 

058E 
058F 
0592 
0593 
0594 
0595 
0596 
0596 
0597 
21598 
21599 
059A 
0590 

£5 
C5 
00 
2AI401 

IF 
F5 
OA7F05 
23 
OAA305 
00 
00 
00 
00 

56 
23 
5£ 
221401 
00 
02' 
00 
2A12"1 
7D 
63 
27 

6F 
D296e5 
24 
21121 

"" "" 
7C 
62 
27 
67 
221201 
00 

ORG 121 56CH 
XADC, 

PUSH H 
PUSH E 
NOP 
LHLD XPTR 

STRTa· 
PAR 
PUSH PSW 
JC XCON 
INX H 
JC GOON 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 

.XCONI 
HO V D~ M 
INX H 
MOV E~M 
SHLO XPTR 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
LHLD TOTL 
MOV AIL 
ADD E 
DAIl 

MOV 
JNC 
INR 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 

NEXTl 
MOV 
ADD 
OAA 
MOV 
SHLD 

·NOF 

; SUDROl'TINE NAl'lE - XADC 

.: PPO GRAMMEF - MJM 
; DATE - 1 5 78 

.:USED TO CONVEFT 8-nIT [ :INAFV I i} 
JA FEGISTER TO ~ ECD CHARACTE~£ 
J IN niE ADDrES SES LABELLEC ''!'O TL '. 

; SAVE HAND L 
.: SA\'E BAND C 

;POINTEP TO LOOK-UF TArLE 

JISOLATE LSD IN CY. 
;SAVE SHIFTED EINAPY 
'JUMP IF ISOLATED BIT=1 
.: 0 THEF\I.'I SE PUMP LOOH- UP 
; TABLE PO IN TEP AN 0 GO ON. 

J GET MS TADLE ENTFY TO r:. 

J AND LS ENTP.Y TO E 
'PUT EACK TABLE POINTEP 

.: PUNNING TOTAL TO Ii AND L 
J PUT LS · HALf IN A 
.: ADD LS · TAPLE ENTRY 
J DEC I MAL ADJl'~ T RES tTL T 
J (CON VE'RT TO ECD.) 
;PUT BACK INTO L 
; JUMP I F NO CY FrOM Df..A 
; 0 THER~:I SE ADD IN CY TO H 

.: PUT MS HALF INTO A 
JACD MS TABLE ENTFY 
.: AGAIN CON VEPT TO ECD 
: PUT RE S UL T [;ACK It'J TO H 
.: PUT N E~ RUNN IN G TO TAL r AC;':: 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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80S 0 MACRO ASSEMBLER" VEF' 2. " EPFORS = 0 PAGE 2 

059E 
059F 
0SAe 
0SA3 
05A3 

0SA4 
eSAS 
0SA7 
0SAA 
0SAE 
eSAE 
0SA! 
0SAY 
05B0 
05BI 
0SB2 

0114 
0112 

"" 0e 
2AI401 

23 

7D 
FEI" 
CAAE05 
Fl 
C372tl5 

FI 
IF 
Cl 
El 
C9 

NO P~OGRAM EFRORS 

NOP 
NOP 
LHLD XPTR ; GET BACK TAFLE: POINTEr 

GOON: 
INX H J EUl'lP IT TO STAPT Of NI:~ : T 

I COl'1 PL E TE TAELE ENTRY 
MOV ~L lLS BYTE 0 f POINTEF TO ; \ 
CPI 100 I I S POINTEP. EEVON I:' TArLr:1 
JZ · XHN I JUMP I f YES 
POP 1'5"" JOTHE?",'I SE RE~TO foE ps,·: 
JMF STFT JAND JUt1P BACK 

XFIN: 
pop PSW J ALL fIN I SH EX; NO \..1" FE-STOPE 
RAF. JPSW AND SHI fT NINTH TIME 
POP B I ?E~TORE C 
pop H ; ANI: H 
RET ; AND PETUFN TO MtlIN 

; EXTEPNAL ADDRESS REFEFDJCES 

Xf·TR EQU e 114H 
TO TL E Q U 21 1 1 2H 

END 

8080 MACFO A5SEMELEFl" VEP 2." EFROFS;::" PAGE 3 

SYMBOL TABLE 

III 01 

A 0tl07 e see0 C 0001 D 00e2 

E ~003 GOON 05A3 H 000q L 0005 

H 0e06 NEXT 0S96 PSW 0ee6 SP e,e06 
ST~T 0572 TOTL 0112 XArc 056C .. XCON 0S7f 
XFIN 0SAE XPTR 0114 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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aC8V- M,'\CFO f~~!-'EMrLE:-1 ' .'EF ~. r; Error~ = r. ff:CI. 

PSE:3 
eSJ3:3. 
"SF3 E~' 

" 5E' ~ 2Al~Cl 

"SE!7 f~ 

e5B8 £5 
eS89 7C 
0seA Crt61ZS 
"SEt e62E -
05SY ' CD~(1!eS , 

05C~ £1 . - .. 

05C:3 7C' 
0SC4 E,S ~ ..... . ' 
05C5 CtE3€S 
"SC8 £1 
rSC9 7[-
0SCA E5 
0sca CDt6eS 
eSCE El 
eSCF 70 
"SOE' COE:3CS ' 
eS03 Yl 
eSt,lj El 
eSDS C9 
0s0t 
0S[l6 EE' FC? 
0508 1 F 
0sD9 IF 
0sDA If 
£.SDE If' 
05DC Cf3e 
0sDE 47 
0Stf ccee0S 
eSE~ C9 
eSE3 
eS£3 Ef·I2'F 
05£5 C6:30 
0SE7 47 
e5E8 cceV0S 
eSEP CQ 

Or:G 
FrECs 

Ft.'~H 

LHLt 
fC~H 

fTSH 
~10 \' 
CtlLL 
MVI 
CALL 
For 
t-:o \: 
Fl'~H 

CALL 
FOF 
HO\! 
Ft'~H 

CP.LL 
FOF 
MOV 

. CJ:\LL 
FOf 
1'0 F 
rET 

PONE: 
A~I 

fAr: 
FP.F 
PAr 
PAF 
t.tI 
MOV 
CALL 
PET 

f'Tt.:O: 
A~I 

AtI 
MOV 
CALL 
PET 

~~r3H 

H 
TOiL 
FSw 
H 
AIH 
PONE 
E" 2EH 
FDTC 
H 
A"H 
H 
rT~;O 

11 
A..L 
H 
FONE 
H 
p."L 
F"~!O 

F~"" 
H 

vrn 
3eH 
E"A 
Pt!'!'C 

; ~UEFOt:!'nJE tU'·.t-1E - rrEe 

; fFO GF M:~~ E,'r - t~.H: 
n ::ATE - I 5 7~ 

; U~E'r; !'O P'INi i:l[ FOt T rer C!,:"fl C''''r ~ ~ 
;HELt, IN Arr.!"ES~E~ iOTL n .: r: TOil+ I 

; ~A\·' !:: EY I :Ta: c H PH l 
;CE!' TOTAL TO H tNt L 
; St.VE A 
; SP.VE iOTI,L O~J ~"'{,CK 

;Pt'iM5 COr'E: IN I . 
;fTINT THE FIrST O~;E 

; IISCI I • • • 

; GET r .. ~ cor. E~ [PCJ.: 

;r-rIN'!' THE !=rcour con: 

;eET L~ CO[[: TO ~ 

;r-rWT n;.-!"; cr L~ corr~ 

;CE: L~ rorE~ rtCK 
; rr ItJ T ~FCON::: 

; FF:'!'t7FN 

;MASK OFF LS 4-rI~~ 
• 
; ~:; I F'r FlY; ~ ":" CO [ IE. O!' r t I ;
: ':"0 L 5 EN L Of f l . ~ECI ::!:~ 

J CO~J': Et:'T TO r.:'CI I 
:F't'T t,~CII IN [' FFCI~':"Er 

:rrINT Ii! 
: "oN [' f'~ TlT~ 

:~J.'. ~K OFf or r:r. r L:-fI":": 
J CO~\~ErT TO fl~C.I I 
;MOVE INTO r PECI~:~~ 

: rrINT 
; Nt r FE T"r.~ 

Microproces~or Logging Program 
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S~8e MACFO J\~~Er'.ELEf'" VEf ~.e EFFOP~ = € FACr 2 

~ II ~ TO'T'L EO' e: 1 1 ?H 
v.Sqe Ft'TC E G: (1 £!:·V I?'H 

r:~J D 
NO r:F.OCrA~ Errors 

SYMEOL '!'JlBLE 

* ill 

P. ee~7 E· ee.~r c rCrI r ~r.rr 

E ~e~3 H q~V-L< L ~t€5 ~i .' err ( 
F&!:C eSF3 * PONE eSt-6 PS\,: eeCI(; F"!'~:O f sr.::! 
PUTe ese~ SF ~Vf~ TOTL e J 1 ~ 

IET-6aJE.5 FT-a. r IO=r. f. 

Microprocessor Logging Program 
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808e ~~ACPO ASSEMELEP, vrr' ~. ('I ErF.OP~. = r FJ·:-' Cr: 1 

e~:3:3 

f6:33 
0633 
£16:36 
06:3~ 
e6:3A 

esee 
0see 
ese~ . 
0501 
0!5fl'2 
eS05 
CZlS0S 
~506 
e50S 
05ee 

"sec 
0S0D 
0S0E 
eS0E 
0S0F 
eS11 
Cl'Sl~ 
0515 
0516 

06:JP· 
0t:JF 
06:JE 
063C 
06:3E 

21£2FF 
36~3 
:3651 
C9 

F5 
£s 
2102FF 

7£ 
E6et2 
CAC?SeS 
2:3 

7e 
2F: 

7£ 
E6e2 
CA0E0S 
El 
Fl 
C9 

OF'G e.633H 
IN I '!'r 

JFPOGPAMMEP - MJM 
; DATE - 1 ~ 70 

; 1. sn::ro t'TUIE IN I'; 

; l : ~Er TO Ir-lliIt.l.I S E niE " ~',' I : ; -r';t" T/ :," 

LXI H, C ffe~H ; CO~TrOL FEG. I. t- P · :::. ;- ;-
l'iVI t-1, 43H 
~\' I H,51H 
rE" 

; 2. StrBFOtT'!'I~E PUTe 
; USEr:· TO prINT CHAf1t.CTE.r t .. ; TEE 'T"-;- Y 
; CHArACTEF CODE MUS,. FE IN : r~r.. r ~ 

orG eseeH 
PUTC: 

PUSH PSt.; ; r f, \'E FS\.' 
FtJ~H H If.J'I:' H 
LXI H, r. FF erH ; CONTrOL f'EC":. f,rr ~ F~ r 

NFDYr 
MOV AIM 
ANI e~H 

JZ Nf-DY 
INX H 

MOV K,a 
DCX H 

N fIN I ' 
MOV AIM 
toN I 02H 
JZ NFIN 
rOP H 
POP FSt; 
RET 

OPG e63E'H 
NE"rL I 

PlISH p. 
MVI 8, e.AH 
CALL PUTC 

; rUT \a.:OFt IN f . 
; CH ECI< t1 Of \':0 rt 
JJlo/.F· I F NOT PCt.tV 
JO'!1~Ert,.;I :E FO I NT TO 
; TTY El'FFEr 
; CHA F. COt·E INTO r ,'FJ r-
; E~. CK TO CON r r-OL r[c . 

; CTPL t:OFD INTO P. 
; TEST J\ G/'.IN 
; 'I'}{ EN rrINTEt 
; rESTorE H It.Nf L 
; f.N C F'~t,.' 

; ANt' FETl:rN 

; 3. SUE·FO UTIN E NEt,!L 
; USE[' TO FrlN T Cf.?F i·.l c:r: r !"# ~t·r t ~ I 
; LINE FEED. 

JLINC fEEt 
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seS0 MACFO f..S ~Et~rLEr" VEP 2. e [FPO f'5 = r r:/\G r. 2 

0641 0601) t-:VI [" "'[H ; Cf.rr f! cr. :E~tT~· 1 

06113 C.Dee05 e~.LL FUTe 
0646 e6N~ t·1VI r" eeH ;r:t"LL 
0648 CCl?e~5 CP.LL Pt' TC 
064S Cl pop E 
e61lC C9 r ET 

J q. ~lTFOVTINF. SFt.~ 

· U!:E't TO F'F'I NT ;~:O ~rf.. CE ~ r:n·r.:: il I 

· Sl!CCE~SI \ 'E COL t rm~ ~ or.: THE :: I : ~ TO l. ': I 

0622 ope: C622H 
0622 ~FA~: 

0622 "'E2e r-:n E., 2~H Jf, ~C II :.:rr C' !: 
e624 CDe~~5 CALL. PUTC 
062'7 COQee5 Ct:L.L PtTC 
062A C9 FET 

; 5. 5 U[iFO l!'!' I N E F'l'L~ 

· t:~E[ ' TO CEf'J ET' ATE A Ft;L~~ or! "': I r. , 
• 'IN • LINE TO 'mE Df. ~ L.O CI C. , 

06~B OFt 0f2tH 
062S F'UL~ I 

0E2E . 3E~ 1 M"'I A., elH Jt'.?I<E r·e, A 1 

0620 0380 OUT 8£H ; SEND TO r -OfT 8e 
e62F 3D ncr A J De • fi -

0E30 D380 OUi 8~H ; SEN t · AG/, IN 

0E3~ C9 FET 

ENt, 

NO PPOGJ1AM EP.PO~S 
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6. 072 
6. 072 
6.072 
60 072 

60072 0.~00 

5.072 ~h000 

60072 0.000 
60 ~72 0.000 

3.000 6.072 
0.00e 6.072 
00 00e 6.072 
0. 000 6.072 

00000 0.000 6.072 
00 000 0.000 6.072 
0.000 0.0013 6.2172 
0. 000 0.0013 6.1372 

00000 0.000 0.2021 6.072 
0. 000 0.000 21.020 6.072 
0. 000 0.000 0.000 6.072 
0.000 0.000 0.000 6.072 

0. 000 '11.1300 0.000 0.000 6.072 
0. 0021 ".00'11 0.000 0.000 6.072 
0. 000 '11.'1100 0.0'1113 0.000 6.072 
00 000 ~.Q100 0.000 0.000 6.072 

00 000 0.0'11'11 0.:300 0.000 :';'.2100 6.2172 
00 000 0.0021 0.0210 0.000 0.O00 6.072 
0. 000 '11.0'110 "0.0210 '11.000 0.0210 6.072 
0. 30'11 ~.000 0.0'110 0.000 21.000 6.072 

00000 0.000 0.0"'0 0.000 0.2100 0."'00 6.1372 

0.00'11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.072 

00000 0.0'11'11 0.300 0.000 21.12100 0.00 0 6.272 

00'110'11 0.3'110 21.0021 0.000 0.0021 0.000 6.2172 

00 000 0.000 21.000 21.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6. 13 72 

Be 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 21.000 0.00:3 ~ .000 6.072 

0.000 ~,. 0'110 '11.'1100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0210 6 . 072 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0021 0.0:3 0 iO.u00 6.1072 

00'1100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.2100 0.000 0.000 1C.~00 6.~72 

00 A00 ".00" 21.000 0.1300 21.000 O.000 0.ze3 e .~e it 6.",3;; 

00 0"0 0.00" 0.000 0.O00 0.000 0.0210 0.0~3 0.000 6. 03;:. 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00O 0.0210 0.000 1.1.000 0. 000 6.03", 
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Al.6 Control Programs 

These programs were used to effect microprocessor 

control of the stepper motors. Two programs are shown; 

one for speed control, the other for positional control. 

The programs are written in assembly language for the 

Texas 9900 microprocessor. 
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PROGRAM STP1 

FOOO 02EO LWP1 > F100 Start 

F002 FlOO 

F004 2E42 xOP 2,9 Input 'N' 

F006 F004 + > F004 Null entry return 

F008 F004 + > F004 Error entry return 

FOOA 020C LI 12,0 CRU addre~s 0 

FOOC 0000 

FOOE COC2 MOV 2,3 Copy N into H3 

FOlO lEOO SBZ 0 °/P o at 0 

F012 0603 DEC 3 N = N-1 

F014 lBFE JH > FOlO Loop for delay 

F016 COC2 MOV 2,3 N = > R3 

F018 lDOO SBO 0 °/P 1 at 0 

FOIA 0603 DEC 3 N = N-1 

FOlC lBFE JH > FOl8 Loop for delay 

F01E 10F7 JMP > FOOC Loop to 0/P 0 

program to drive stepping motor at varying speed dependent 

upon 'N'. 



PROGRAM IDT STP2 

FOOO 

F002 

F004 

F006 

F008 

FOOA 

FOOC 

FOOE 

F010 

F012 

FOl4 

FOl6 

F018 

F01A 

F01C 

FOlE 

F020 

F022 

F024 

F026 

02EO 

F100 

2E42 

F004 

F004 

020C 

0120 

0203 

0080 

C003 

lEOO 

0604 

1BFD 

C103 

1DOO 

0604 

1BFD 

0602 

1BF6 

2FAO 

F028 F02C 

F02A 10EC 

F02C 2020 

F02E 2020 

F030 2020 

F032 

F034 

F036 

F038 

F03A 

F03C 

4649 

4E49 

5348 

4544 

OAOD 

0000 

LWP1 ,. F100 

XOP R2,9 

+ > F004 

+ > F004 

LI 12,>120 

LI 3, > 80 

MOV 3,4 

SBZ 0 

DEC 4 

JH > F014 

MOV 3,4 

SBO 0 

DEC 4 

JH > F01C 

DEC 2 

JH > F012 

XOP @ > F02C, 14 

JMP > F004 

F 

N 

S 

E 

CR 

1 

1 

H 

D 

LF 

Choose work spaco 

Input D 

Null entry return 

Error entry return 

eRU base address PO 

l J Motor speed ~e10ctiun 

Output one pulse 

D = D-1 

Loop if D "> 0 

Write message 

Return to start 

Message begins 

Message ends 

Program for open loop position control of stepper motor. 

Position selected by number of steps 'D'. 
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Fuel Flow Rate Measuring System 

The problems of fuel flow measurement for computerised data logging 

are well known. Medium size, automotive, engine work means low flow rates 

giving low frequency outputs (in the region of 50 Hz max) leading to difficulty 

in reliable frequency to dc conversion. In this paper a system is described 

giving a directly proportional analogue voltage output suitable for steady 

state conditions. 

A system suitable for data acquisition is based on a turbine flow meter 

giving an analogue voltage output but such systems can cost in the region of 

£1,600. The system under consideration may be built for a fraction of this 

cost. 

Using, on line, computerised data logging in engine performance tests 

it is desirable to have the parameters to be measured in the form of directly 

proportional analogue voltage outputs. 

with analogue vQ1tages. 

Most data acquisition systems deal 

Fuel flow rates have previously been measured by timing a fixed amount 

of fuel (50 or 100 cc) flowing from a pipette. It is now possible to get 

automatic versions using optical and electronic devices. These are not suitable 

for use with voltage logging systems. 

In the course of a research project on highly rated diesel engines, a 

need was discovered for measuring the steady state fuel flow. The output 

was required in the form of an analogue voltage (max 10v) for compatibility 

with the logging system. 
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Design Details 

The system is based on a Litre Meter LM25GN rotor type flow transducer. 

This requires an input voltage of 10-20v d.c. at under 10mA and delivers a 

2.5v peak to peak square wave output whose frequency is directly proportional 

to flow rate. 

The output is suitable to drive (the 74 series) TTL (Transistor-Transistor 

Logic) so the readout unit was based on this system and is capable of giving 

either analogue voltage or parallel binary outputs or both if desired. 

A schematic circuit is given in fig. 1. 

The output from the Litre Meter is filtered to remove a d.c. component 

(fig. 2a.) and fed through an RS 741 operational amplifier used as a unity 

gain, high impedance, buffer (1) to isolate the input and passed through a 

switch to protect the TTL circuitry from mains 'switch on' transients. 

The signal is then passed to an RS 555 mu1tivibrator (fig. 2a.) used 

2 

in a manostable mode (2). (This proved necessary to avoid spurious triggering 

of the counter.) The multivibrator delivers TTL compatible signals which are 

inverted and fed to two cascaded SN 74161 synchronous 4 bit binary counters (3). 

The counters sample the input pulses for a period of approx. 4 sees. 

The counter binary outputs are fed through an SN 74100 8 bit latch (3) to 

an RSZN 425 E Digital to Analogue Convertor (4). The latch is used so that a 

constant voltage output can be maintained. The output is updated at the end 

of each sampling period. The convertor output is fed through an RS 741 

operational amplifier used in the non-inverting mode (1) with offset null 

adjustment for setting zero and variable gain to set full scale output. 



At the end of the sampling period the counters and the latch require 

resetting such that the latch transmits the updated frequency counts and the 

counters are reset to zero. This is facilitated (fig. 2b.) by using an RS 555 

mu1tivibrator in an astable mode (2) giving an adjustable sample period of up 

to 4 secs. This signal triggers an SN 74121 monos table multivibrator (3) 

giving a reset pulse of 35 ns duration. This pulse is inverted by an SN 7400 

'Nand' gate (3) and used to update the latch. The same signal is fed through 

a further 5 SN 7400 (3) inverting 'Nand' gates and used to reset the counters 

to zero. The 5 gates give a time delay of 50 ns. If a time delay is not 

used the counters reset prior to data transfer across the latch. 

The usual precautions are taken with regard to capacitor decoupling using 

3 

" " 1" f + 74 series 10glC. The system requlres power supp les 0 - l5v for the operational 

amplifiers and + 5v for the logic circuits. The Litre Meter is supplied with 

+ l2.6v smoothed d.c. taken from the 5v supply circuit just prior to the voltage 

regulator. 

Discussion 

The sampling period is adjustable; a longer period gives increased 

accuracy. The gain of the output amplifier is also adjustable and can be 

set to give a desired output at maximum flow prior to calibration. 

To facilitate 'in situ' calibration the mechanical fuel lift pump was 

replaced with an S.U. electric fuel pump. During calibration it was found 

that the flow transducer was extremely sensitive to variation in delivery 

pressure head. This necessitated the construction of a recircu1atory 

constant head fuel delivery system. The flow transducer was placed in such 

a position as to measure nett fuel flow, ignoring returns such as spill and 

recirculatory fuel flow for lubrication and cooling of the D.P.A. injector 

pump on the Diesel engine (fig. 3.). 
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The system proved to be insensitive to fluctuations in ambient temperature 

and pressure (range of 20 mm Hg and 7
0

C) which occurred during calibration. 

Fuel was collected for 10-30 mins depending upon flow rate and was weighed 

on an Avery Type 3205 ABA scale to 1 oz (28.4 gm) and timed to 1 sec using 

a Smith's stop clock. 

The calibration (fig. 4.) proved linear down to 2.5 kg/hr. It was 

not possible to calibrate at lower flow rates as the flow rate transducer 

rotor proved unreliable. A smaller transducer would overcome this problem. 

This readout system is versatile in that the output can be scaled to the 

user requirements up to a maximum output of l3.5v. 

range of flow transducers to suit most applications. 

Litre Meter Ltd supply a 

The readout system, or slight variations would be suitable for any frequency 

based system that will deliver square wave output of 2v peak to peak such as 

engine or turbocharger speed measurement using relevant transducers. 

Conclusion 

The fluid flow rate measuring system described is a versatile system capable 

of measuring a wide range of fluid flows with an accuracy better than! 1.5% of 

full scale, giving a linear relationship. 

The whole flow system can be built for under £120. This figure neglects 

the cost of conversion to a constant head fuel system. This represents a 

significant saving over available systems, whilst having an accuracy that is 

acceptable for a wide range of applica·tions. 
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Voltage Load Readout for an Hydraulic Dynamometer 

Introduction 

Modern engine test requirements make on line computerised data acquisition 
a necessity. This requirement must also apply to the dynamometer used to load 
the engine. Many dynamometers are now made with this criterion in mind and 
electrical dynamometers, particularly cooled Eddy Current Dynamometers are 
easily adapted to give analogue voltage outputs. 

However the commonest form of dynamometer still in use is the standard 
hydraulic dynamometer where the output torque is measured by a spring balance 

in conjunction with weights applied to one side of the swinging stator assembly. 
This report describes a successful attempt to measure the output torque by means 
of a strain gauged cantilever, giving a linear analogue voltage output. 

The method has proved simple, reliable and cheap and may well be beneficial 
in other applications. 

General Principles 

It was decided to use a strain gauged cantilever system to convert the 
dynamometer to give an analogue voltage readout of applied load. This would 
be connected to the dynamometer lever arm and bolted to the base plate. 

In the associated work on turbocharged diesel engines (1) a Redman Heenan 
Froude DP X 4 hydraulic dynamometer is used. A maximum applied load of 1.5 kN 
(337 1bf) will be reached. For this reason the strain gauged cantilever was 
designed to have an output of 500 micros train at an applied load of 1.5 kN 
(s ee Appendix). 

The cantilever was manufactured from nominal 12.7 tmn x 76.2 tmn (Hn x 3in) 
mild steel stock. In practice it was found necessary to grind the surfaces of 
the cantilever to remove blemishes and provide a uniform surface on which to 
mount the strain gauges. The finished dimensions of the cantilever were 
11.938 mID x 73.355 mm (.470 in x 2.888 in). 

Strain gauges were then mounted on the cantilever; two on the compression 
face and two on the tension face. The gauges were placed 13 mm(i in) from the 
'built in' end of the cantilever. All four strain gauges were selected from 
the same batch to ensure that they were matched and connected in a 'full bridge' 
configuration to minimise thermal drift. The cantilever was cured at a 
temperature of 75°C for 4 hours to minimise adhesive creep effects in service. 

The gauges were painted with polyurethane varnish and then sealed with a 
silicone-rubber compound to exclude environmental moisture. The whole cantilever 
system (fig.l.) was then painted with a plastic based paint to prevent corrosion. 

The cantilever was bolted to the dynamometer base plate, the 'free end' 
being connected to the dynamometer lever arm by a tie incorporating two Rose Joints 
(fig.2.). The Rose Joints give some degree of flexibility which ensures that 
small misalignments do not impose bending moments in the cantilever. 
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Discussion 

The cantilever was calibrated up to full load (fig.3.) using a Dartec 
MISOI Tensile Test Machine with an X - Y Plotter and a Sangamo Weston C56 
Transducer Amplifier. It is, of course, possible to use simpler and cheaper 
amplification systems depending upon the accuracy required and the amplifier drift 
that can be tolerated. The cantilever proved linear throughout the full range 
of applied load. The amplifier output was set at 10v for full load conditions 
prior to calibration to be compatible with the acquisition system in use. 

The cantilever system was attached to the dynamometer and 'worked'. 
The actuating link is adjustable to permit balancing of the dynamometer lever 
arm. It is desirable to 'work' the cantilever and then recalibrate as the 
initial calibration will alter, stabilising after a few hours use. It was 
possible to calibrate the cantilever up to 1/3 full load 'in situ' on the 
dynamometer (fig.4.). This was effected by connecting the cantilever actuating 
link to the dynamometer lever arm and the spring of the spring balance. The 
cantilever was then loaded using the spring balance. 

A discrepancy of 3% was found due to the variation in cantilever alignment 
in the two calibration situations. The latter calibration method allows 
amplifier adjustments to be made such that the final calibration covers the 
output range required and is known to be accurate. 

The dashpot on the dynamometer becomes redundant, as the cantilever system is 
very rigid, and may be removed (prior to calibration). The necessity of adding 
weights and rebalancing the dynamometer has been eliminated; the lever arm only 
requiring balancing when the cantilever system is first fitted. This is 
effected by adjusting the cantilever actuating link. 

Output voltages may be read to 0.01 v (0.1% of full scale) and the var!ation 
found when using the dynamometer with a diesel engine gives an accuracy of - 0.2% 
of full scale. No thermal drift problems, and no problems associated with strain 
gauge adhesive creep, have been experienced. The repeatability of the system is 
better than 0.2%. 

Conclusion 

The cantilever system described converts an hydraulic dynamometer to an 
analogue voltage output which is directly proportional to applied load. 
The output signal is suitable for computerised data acquisition. 

The converted dynamometer is much simpler to use than the standard system 
and leads to a large reduction in the time taken to perform engine tests. 

+ The calibration is linear and the system has an accuracy of - 0.2%. 

The cantilever system can be built for a small cost and may be used with a 
wide range of transducer amplifiers. 
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APPENDIX 

A design point of 500 micros train at maximum applied load was chosen as 
mild steel yields at approximately 1000 microstrain. This allows us to work 
in the linear range of the material. 

Reasonably good amplifier systems have a resolution of better than 
1 micros train thus giving a potential resolution better than 0.2% of full 
scale. 

From Beam Theory: 

where, 

For a 

where, 

Also, 

where, 

M 

I 

(T E 
== - - -

Y R 

M bending moment 
is" stress 
E Young's modular 
R Radius of curvature 
y depth to neutral axis 
I second moment of area 

rectangular cross section: 

I 
bd3 .. IT 

b - breadth of section 
d depth of section 

E 
tT .. 
'-

<1"= EE. 

E: - strain 

For mild steel: 

E = 



For a section 12.7 rom x 76.2 mm (! in x 3 in) with an effective cantilever length 
of 144.5 rom (5 11/16 in) and a design load of 1.5 kN(337 lbf). 

M IT 
Y .. Y 

Eo = 

and 

MY 
IE 

x 103 x 144.5 x 10-3 ~ 216.75 Nm(19l8 lbf 

- 6.35 x 10-3m (0.25 in) 

in) 

I 
3 ... bd ... 

12 
76.2 x (12.7)3 • 13007.231 x 10--2 m4 (0.03125 in4) 

12 

216.75 x 6.35 x 10-3 
~ .. 

13007.231 x 10-12 x 207 x 109 - Slll'E 

Thus a mild steel section of 12.7 mm x 76.2 mm (~ in x 3 in) will produce an 
acceptable cantilever. 

After grinding to remove surface defects the cantilever section was found 
to be 11.938 mm x 73.355 mm (0.470 in x 2.888 in). 

Using these values: \ 

Thus, 

73.355 x {ll.938)3 
12 I = 

y = 5.969 rom (0.235 in) 

-3 f a 216.75 X 5.969 x 10 

10400.235 X 10-12 x 207 x 109 - 6011'€. 

This gives a more sensitive cantilever with better resolution and is still 
safely within the linear working range of mild steel. 
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THE MEASUREMEt-.TT OF L.P. GAS FLOW RATE FOR 

I.C. ENGINE APPLICATION. 

R. Parkin, B.Sc. 

H.A. Soliman, B.Sc, Ph.D. 

School of Mechanical and Production Engineering, Leicester'Polytechnic. 

Abstract 

This paper examines a variety of methods for evaluating the 

flow rates of liquefied petroleum gas. The two most promising methods 

appeared to be volumetric measurement by means of a vane driven motor/ 

voltage generator system and direct gravimetric measurement. 

The paper shows that there are serious limitations to the former method 

and that the gravimetric method gives reliable results and can be made 

more universal by weighing with a strain gauged proving, ring which 

enables data processing to be applied directly. 

Introduction 

During a research project on a Diesel engine associated with a 

gas turbine a need arose for the measurement of propane flow rate to a turbine 

combustion chamber. A data acquisition system was used on the test bed 

requiring test data to be presented in the form of analogue voltages in the 

range O-IOv. 

Generally gas flow rates may be evaluated by either volumetric or 

gravimetric techniques. 

Volumetric Methods 

For satisfactory volumetric measurement the gas properties must 

remain constant. This criterion would be met in a temperature controlled 

process (heater or vaporiser), or for measurement of mains gas flow, in 

which pressure and temperature could be considered to remain constant. 

volumetric methods are not suited to two-phase flow. 
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Suitable devices for volumetric measurement of flow rates are:

a) Rotameter. This does not provide a voltage output and is thus 

unsuitable for applications using data acquisition systems. 

b) Turbine or Rotor devices. 

The rotor type flowmeter used for these tests provides a frequency output 

proportional to flow rate which is readily convertible to analogue voltages. 

Gravimetric Methods 

Gravimetric measurements of flow rates involve the weighing of 

the fluid at known intervals of time. This may be achieved by measuring 

the time taken for a given weight loss or by the weight loss in a given 

time. Such methods are suitable for gas flows (or two-phase flows) in 

an enclosed system. 

A programme of work was carried out to assess the use of a rotor 

type flowmeter for gas flow measurement and to develop a suitable system 

for measuring propane flow rate from a bottled supply. 

Tests with a Volumetric, Rotor Type, Flowmeter. 

The device used proved unsuitable for use with bottled propane due to 

the fluctuations in delivery temperature and pressure. The occasional 

passage of liquid droplets also poses a problem. No results of this test 

are presented as they displayed wide scatter with no repeatAbility i.e. no 

correlation of frequency output with flow rate. 

Investigations were carried out to assess conditions under which 

rotor type flowmeters would successfully measure gas flow. The device was 

tested on a mains natural gas supply to a single cylinder spark ignition 

engine. The mains supply may be considered as a large single phase 

reservoir at constant pressure and temperature. Calibration of the rotot 

type flowmeter was referenced to a Standard Rotameter (G.E.C.Elliott, 

Rotameter series 2000, l4A Tube, Float Type A). Two tests were carried 

out within 10 mins of each other. The results are given in Figure 1. 



A further set of tests were carried out using air as the medium. 

Air was taken from a large receiver at a constant temperature and pressure, 

and was fed to the single cylinder engine in place of the mains gas supply 

previously mentioned, the engine obviously not running. 

acted as a nozzle exhausting the air to the atmosphere. 

(Figure 2) proved linear and repeatable. 

Gaseous L.PG Flow measurement 

The carburet tor 

The calibration 

As previously stated the fluctuations of temperature and pressure 

(and the occasional passage of liquid) render volumetric methods unsuitable, 

leaving the option of a gravimetric system. Bottled gas supplies present 

problems as the gas supplied has a net weight which is usually of the same 

order as the cylinder. For the propane in use at this establishment this 

results in a gross weight of approximately 42kg (19kg net propane). 

For reasonable resolution it is desirable to be able to detect 

a weight loss of the order of 19. It is not usually possible to detect 

such changes on a balance having a maximum range of, say, SOkg. This 

normally leaves the option of taking measurements over a protracted period of 

time, \~hich can be expensive (1). This method does not yield a direct 

reading. 

A system was adopted using a load cell (a strain gauged proving ring) 

with a suitable amplifier, giving analogue voltages in the range o-10v. 

Details of strain gauge procedure have been previously reported (2). 

The proving ring was designed for a strain of approximately 700 ~( at an 

applied load of SOkg (Figure 3). Linearity was checked on a tensile test 

machine and was found to be satisfactory. Calibration was carried out 

using deadweights and a Sangamo Weston C56 transducer amplifier giving an 

analogue voltage proprtional to applied load. The calibration showed 

excellent linearity and repeatability (Figure 4). 



Voltage output was logged on a Solartron Data Logger controlled 

by a PDP 11/05 mini computer. Upon first reading the voltage. the 

internal clock of the computer was set to zero. The voltage was re-measured 

and stored at one minute intervals (timed to 0.01 secs). 

Calculations were then carried out to yield a gas flow in kg/h. 

taken as an average of the one minute values and as a value based on the 

first and last readings. 

The sampling period is chosen by the operator. with a maximum 

of 15 minutes. The system was tested for 'zero drift' using a sampling 

time of 5 minutes. There was a zero drift of 0.05 kg/h after a 'warm up' 

period of 30 minutes, falling to 0.02 kg/h after 45 minutes. Experience 

has shown that transmitted vibrations can cause high readings of gas flow. 

The arrangement of the gas supply system is given in Figure 5. 

A listing of the computer program. written in BASAC IV, to log gas flow 

rate and nine temperatures (from thermocouples) is shown in the appendix. 

A typical example of program output is also given. 

Discussion 

The tests with a volumetric. rotor type, flowmeter have shown 

that it is not suitable for measuring flow rates of gases with varying 

temperatures and pressures, and possible two-phase flow (bottled gas). 

Tests on a single cylinder spark ignition engine using natural 

gas have also shown it to be unreliable. Although the supply conditions 

are at a constant temperature and pressure. the outlet pressure fluctuates 

due to the intermittent charging of the four stroke cycle engine. 

These fluctuations would be reduced on a multi-cylinder engine, although 

it is still unlikely that the rotor type flowmeter would prove suitable. 

Such pressure fluctuations have not been found to have an adverse effect 

when using such a device for liquid flow measurement (3), although a 

constant head supply system was found to be necessary. 



It is proposed that the inaccuracy is due to the compressibility of the 

gas causing rotor instability. 

The tests using air as a medium, with constant pressure and 

temperature inlet, and the outlet exhausted to atmosphere through a 

carburettor, gave good results with flow rates in excess of 8 litres/min. 

Non-linearity below this level is due to rotor friction. This is normal 

on this type of transducer, as a certain level of flow is required to 

overcome rotor friction. Linearity could be extended below 8 litres/min 

by the use of a smaller transducer. A rotor type flowmeter is thus 

suitable for measuring gas flow rates in applications having constant 

pressure conditions at both the inlet and outlet of the transducer. 

A suitable method for measuring bottled gas flow rates is 

provided by a weighing system, based on a load cell giving an analogue 

output, coupled to a data acquisition system with accurate interval timing. 

The method yields good results with minimal error and good repeatability. 

Accuracy is governed by instrumentation 'zero drift', which may be 

minimised by allowing adequate 'warm up' times. The system should be well 

isolated from vibration as this results in reading errors. In certAin 

situations (high flow rates) gas bottle 'icing' may occur. This will 

adversely affect readings, and may be overcome by partially immersing the 

bottle in a tank of water to act as a heat source. Providing that the 

water level is carefully chosen and maintained constant, a negligible 

error is introduced. The measurement system described is suggested for 

flow rates in excess of 1 kg/h. The system has demonstrated an accuracy 

of better than 0.1% for a flow of 10kg/h. 



Conclusion 

A volumetric rotor type flowmeter may be used for the measurement 

of gas flows providing that the supply is of a constant temperature and 

pressure, and the gas flow is exhausted into a constant pressure. 

With these constraints the rotor type flowmeter provides a reliable 

reading with good accuracy and repeatability. 

Propane flow rates from a bottled gas supply are best measured 

using a gravimetric system. The system described yields a good accuracy 

(! 0.05 kg/h) and repeatability, giving a direct outpt. 
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APPENDIX 

5 REM PROGRAM VAR I LOGCRP) 
1. REM LOGGI NG PROGRAM FOR GAS flOW AND HI NE TEMPERAT~ES 
21 DIMG(15),TC!,15),T1(8),PC15),QC15),R(15) 
25 PR I NT .. SAM?L[ TI ME IN MI NS CMAX-15) 1" \ INPUT H 
26 If H>15 GO TO 28 
27 GO TO 3a 
28 PR I rH .. NOT YAlI 0, RETYPE" \ GO TO 25 
31 Phl,'~T .. INPUi 0A1,MO~TH,YEAR" \ INPUT O,"',K 
4. Pf< I NT .. INPUT AMa I :NT TEMP" \ I NPlJl T8 
45 PR I NT .. PAPER TAPE OA TA OPT! ON? (1-YES, '-NO)" 
46 INPUT F' 
5' 'R I NT to INPUT OA TA POI NT • TO STOP; 1,2,3 ETC FOR RUN" 
51 j f f-g GO TO 55 \ PRINT 12:H,CHRS(1J,1fl),D,CHR$(1J,1') 
52 PR I NT 12: M,CH.Q$(13, 11),k,CHR$C1J, 1." T8,CHRS(1J, 1., 
55 PR I NT .. DA TA POI NT?" 
6. INPUT C 
62 S T I ME (',1, I) 
65 IF C-' GO TO 29' 
7. fOR I - a TO H 
8 a SET 0 VM (2 , J) 
85 MEAS~E(GC I> ,1) 
86 RTIMECPCI>,QCI),RCI» 
9' SETDVMC4,J) 
92 LET Y-I 
95 SCANCTCI,I>,1,9, LINE 1.1 ) 
96 If v-e GO TO 96 
99 GO TO 115 
lU LET y., \ RETURN 
1.5 If I-H GO TO 12. 
187 LET lJoo' 
11' OELAYC59, ll~E 115 ) 
11 1 ! F u- a GO TO 1 ~ 1 
112 GO TO 12. 
115 LET lJoo1 \ RETURN 
128 NEXT I 

PDP 11/05 BASAC IV LOGGING PROGRAM (1) 



1_' PRINT D;"I";M;"I";k·" ~TA POINT";C 
1~1 IF F·I GO TO 145 \ PRINT 12:C,CHRSC1J,l') 
145 PRINT " •••••••••• 4 •••••••••••••••• \ PRINT 
15i LET Z-I 
'55 FOR I -1 TO H 
163 LET Y-(GCI-l)-GCI» 
161 LET Y1-CQ(I)+(RCI)/6'»-CQCI-l)+(RCI-1)/6'» 
167 LET Z-Z+CY/Yl) 
17~ NEXT I 
181 LET Wl-(Z/H)*U·61 
191 PRINT" GAS FLOW 1 MIN AVG-";r1;"KG/HR" 
191 IF F-' GO TO 21t \ PRI NT 12:Wl,CHR$(lJ,11) 
2.t LET W2-GCI)-G(H) 
2'1 LET W3-CQ(H)+C~(H)/6'»-(Q(')+(R(')/6'» 
2.2 LET W2-(W2lW3)·H·6~ 
218 Pf< I NT " GAS flOW FULL TI ME-";W2;"KG/HR" \ PRI NT 
211 IF F-I GO TO 22t \ PRINT #2:W2,CHRS(lJ,1') 
228 FOR J-I TO 8 \ LET T1(J)·, 
23. FOR I-e TO H \ LET T1CJ)·T1CJ)+TCJ, J) , NEXT I 
241 L~T Tl(J)-(CCT1CJ»/CCH+1)*4.1.'tIE-'l»·1.')+T8 
258 PRI NT " T";J.1;"·";Tl(J);"OEG e" 
255 IF F-t GO TO 256 \ PRI~T 12:Tl(J),CHR$(13,1') 
256 NEXT J 
26. PRI 'H \ PRINT \ PRINT \ PRINT 'PRINT 
2et GO TO 55 
29' IF F-I GO TO 295 'PRINT 12:C,CHR$(lJ,1I) 
295 STOP 
.3 rIA END 

PDP 11/05 BASAC rv LOGGING PROGRAM (2) 



OA TA POI tH? 
16 
28 I 2 I 79 DATA POI NT 16 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

GAS FLOW 1 MIN AVG- 5.87a23 KG/HR 
GAS FLOW FULL TIME- 5.87823 KG/HR 

T 1 - 52.6594 DEG C 
T 2 - 53.0894 DEG C 
T 3 - 510.211 OEG C 
T 4 - 468.463 OEG C 
T 5 • 51.2114 DEG C 
T 6 • 387.959 O[G C 
T 7 - 671.642 DEG C 
T 8 - 551.236 DEG C 
T 9 - 518.919 DEG C 

DA TA POI NT? 
17 
28 121 79 DATA POINT 17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
GAS FLOW 1 ~IN AVG- 4.9'881 KG/HR 
GAS FLOW FULL TIME- 4.91776 KG/HR 

T 1 • 47.7724 DEG C 
T 2 • 47.8862 DEG C 
T 3 • 535.285 DEG C 
T 4 • 49a.561 OEG C 
T 5 • 47.3989 OEG t 
T 6 - 385.333 OEG C 
T 7 - 672.618 OEG C 
! e ~ 55i.:!1 DEG C 
T 9 • 599.824 OEG C 

TYPICAL EXAHPLE OF PRTIiTOUT FROM PDP 11/05 LOGGING PROGRAM 
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Summary 

This paper reports the theoretical and experimental investigation 

of different combinations of automotive, two stroke, diesel engine with 

scavenge blower, turbocharger and auxiliary combustion chamber. 

The various configurations are compared on a basis of trapped air 

flow, charge density and power output. 

It is shown that freely turbocharged operation of a high speed, 

two stroke, engine is lfmited by the low overall efficiency of turbochargers 

in the size range recommended, and methods of alleviating this problem are 

described. 
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Introduction 

Turbocharging of two stroke automotive diesel engines is less 

obviously advantageous than for four stroke engines because a scavenge 

blower is needed for starting and low speed running. 

It was proposed in previous work (I) to use a turbocharger to 

supply air to the engine for the medium to high speed range and to fit 

an auxiliary combustion chamber to augment the exhaust gas enthalpy, 

thus increasing turbocharger efficiency, for low speed operation. The 

necessity for a scavenge blower for low speed engine operation is 

eliminated and the 'back up' torque of the engine is improved. 

The engine used in this work was a horizontally opposed piston, 

two stroke (Tab I). 

Programme 

The power output of the standard engine was established using 

sophisticated instrumentation which included an analogue system for 

fuel flow measurement (2) and an hydraulic dynamometer with analogue 

voltage readout of applied load (3). 

A computer program for engine performance prediction was developed 

from previous work (4,5). Results of the standard engine performance 

tests are shown in figs 1 and 2 • 

The engine system was then developed in 3 stages. 

Stage I Development 

This system (fig 3) incorporated a turbocharger in series with the 

original scavenge blower. The auxiliary combustion chamber was included 

in the system but was not fuelled, thus having no effect on engine per-

formance. 

j 

Turbocharger matching was carried out with reference to a turbocharger 

manufacturer. Matching was constrained to give acceptable freely turbocharged 

performance (ie no scavenge blower assistance) in the medium to high speed 

range. A computer program was used to indicate areas in which freely 
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turbocharged operation would be attainable with given values of compressor 

and turbine efficiency, air/fuel ratio and boost level (fig 4). 

The performance of the engine over the whole speed range was first 

established with the scavenge blower and turbocharger in series. The 

engine was then set at about 3/4 full speed and the scavenge blower output 

line to the turbo-compressor removed. Freely turbocharged operation was 

then investigated. 

It was found that freely turbocharged running was impossible whilst 

working within engine exhaust temperature constraints set at 600oC, for 

this engine, by Timoney (6). 

Changing the turbine size had no significant effect on this result. 

confirming that the IUnitation is a function of turbocharger overall 

efficiency and exhaust temperature lUnitations. However if the engine 

exhaust constraint was ignored and the exhaust temperature was allowed to 

rise to 7000 C (only permitted for short periods of time) then freely turbo

charged operation could be attained over a limited range of engine speed. 

4 

The high exhaust temperature was then sUnulated by fuelling and igniting 

the auxiliary combustion chamber. This proved to be difficult because stable 

combustion in the auxiliary chamber could not be achieved. even at very high 

engine air/fuel ratios (no load condition). This is believed to be due to 

two primary causes:-

a) The gas flow from the turbocharger (a free running machine) is being 

adversely affected by the engine (a partially volumetric machine). 

b) The engine exhaust pulses transmitted through the auxiliary combustion 

chamber tend to make the flame unstable. 

Stage II Development 

The engine system was then altered (fig 5) to a parallel turbocharging 

system in which the turbocompressor outlet air flow is divided between the 

engine and the auxiliary combustion chamber. This pel'mits the turbocharger 

to run independently of the engine and Chus allows the turbocharger to be A,., 



operated at optimum efficiency. The effect of this has been predicted 

using the matching program and is shown in fig 6. 

A throttling valve is incorporated in the engine air bypass line 

to provide a positive pressure drop which is necessary to provide an 

adequate scavenge air flow for satisfactory engine operation. 

In this configuration a mixture of exhaust gas and clean air is 

passed through the auxiliary combustion chamber. It was anticipated 

that the constant bypass air pressure would alleviate the effects of 

engine exhaust pulsation on flame stability. 

This system is similar in principle to the Hyperbar system (6) but 

differs in the amount of modification required to the basic engine. 

A comparison of some of the major design parameters is given in Table 2. 

The requirement for a throttled air bypass for a two stroke system 

is mentioned briefly in a later Hyperbar publication (7) although no two 

stroke installation is reported. 

The stage II system has permitted starting in two modes:-

1) Starting the engine, with scavenge blower and turbocharger in 

series, and then igniting and fuelling the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

2) Starting the turbocharger using an auxiliary air supply (or an 

electric motor geared to the turbocompressor, as in the Hyperbar system) 

necessitating an auxiliary oil pump to supply turbocharger oil until the 

engine oil system takes over. This procedure is carried out with the 

scavenge blower disconnected. Once the gas turbine is self sustaining 

(approx 10 - 15 sees from start up) the engine may be started in the 

normal manner. 

The second starting procedure has the advantage that the scavenge 

blower becomes redundant. The removal of the scavenge blower has the 

advantage of reducimg noise levels (Tryhorn, Pullen and Grover (8) have 

demostrated that the roots blower makes a significant contribution to 

engine noise). There is also the possibility of recouping approximately 

10gw of output power at full rated engine speed which is taken in driving 

the scavenge blower. 
A5.6 



Engine tests performed with the stage II system have shown that 

the engine runs satisfactorily and that auxiliary combustion can be 

maintained up to approximately one third of full load conditions. 

Loading the engine above this value causes flame instability. This 

is believed to be due to increased levels of exhaust pulses as loading 

is increased, or possibly the decreasing oxygen content available for 

auxiliary combustion. 

The experience gained from these tests has led to a third stage 

of development presently undergoing testing. 

Stage III Development 

This system (fig 7) is essentially similar to the Stage II 

development except that the engine exhaust gases do not pass throuEh 

the auxiliary cbmbustion chamber but are mixed with heated bypass gases 

after the combustion chamber, just prior to the turbine inlet. As the 

auxiliary combustion chamber is operating with clean, constant pressure 

air there should be no problems associated with flame instability. 

The scavenge blower has been physically removed and replaced with a 

fabricated air manifold. 

The engine system is started as in Stage II, method 2. Performance 

tests will be carried out using different turbocharger builds and frame 

sizes. 

Discussion 

Results from the preliminary matching program (fig 4) have shown that 

turbocharged operation of the engine is feasible. The manufacturers original 

match has proved unsuitable, displaying the condition shown in fig 8. 

Later efforts at improving matching by the use of a smaller turbine housing 

have had only limited success (figs 9,10) ie turbocharged operation has been 

demonstrated over a restricted range of engine speed, only if engine exhaust 

temperature is allowed to rise to 650-700
o

C. This condition is displayed by 

fig 11. 



Thus turbocharged operation of this engine with the low turbocharger 

efficiency in this size range demands a high turbine inlet temperature. 

This is made possible by the incorporation of the auxiliary combustion 

chamber. 

The Stage II Development offers a system which features reburning of 

the engine exhaust yielding lower unburnt hydrocarbon emissions (but with 

a probable penalty regarding NO emissions). This development has also x 

shown that pulsed auxiliary combustion is more easily maintained when 

constant pressure air is mixed with the engine exhaust, although the 

performance is still unacceptable. 

The engine used is fitted with a DPA type injector pump which will 

deliver a fixed amount of fuel at full load, depending on engine speed. 

It is not possible to alter the fuel delivery at the present time, thus 

it is not possible to show improved power curves. The improvements shown 

in figs 9,]0 are due to the fact that the scavenge blower delivers air 

at a lower pressure than on the standard engine because of the turbocharger 

'partially unloading' the scavenge blower. Hence the scavenge blower requires 

less power to run it, the difference being available at the engine output 

shaft. 

Improvements in charge air density and trapped air flow are shown in 

figs ]2,]3. In all cases (except standard engine) these curves show develop

ments I and II using two stage compression (turbocharger in series with 

scavenge blower). The Unprovements of the smaller turbine housing are shown, 

as well as the effect of fuelling the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

Performance results (figs ]4,]5,]6) have been calculated for Stage I 

and II Developments using actual trapped air mass results obtained and 

assuming full load conditions. These calculations were carried out using the 

air/fuel ratio and brake thermal efficiency pertaining to each engine sp~ed 

as demostrated on the standard engine. 

These figures show that power increases in excess of 40% are possible. 

Further development of Stage III and changes of the injector pump should 

allow these results to be realised. 
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An advantage of the use of the auxiliary combustion chamber and 

throttled bypass system is that a wide range of turbocharger sizes may 

be used at optimum efficiency thus elUninating the need for complicated 

matching procedures. Some form of matching will be necessary to optUnise 

the fuel consumption of the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

Conclusion 

The work carried out so far has demostrated that the engine used 

cannot be conventionally turbocharged with the engine exhaust temperature 

1 imit of 600oC. 

If this limit can be raised to 700°C then a classically turbocharged 

system incorporating some form of low speed boost assistance is feasible. 

The devolpments detailed in this paper have shown some measure of 

success in overcoming this problem and have resulted in a hybrid system 

allowing the removal of the scavenge blower. With further development 

the system should demonstrate useful improvements in power output. 
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Tab Ie I 

Chrysler TS3 

Two stroke, horizontal three cylinder with opposed pistons, direct 
injection diesel engine. 

Type 3D215 

Bore 3.375 in (85.7mm) 
Stroke 4.00 in (101.6mm) 
Effective Compression Ratio 16: I 
Capacity 215 cu. in (3520cc) 
B.H.P 125 (93.2 kw) at 2400 rev/min. 
Na of cylinders Three 
Firing order 1,2,3 
Max. Torque 313lb ft (425 Nm) at 1200 rev/min 
Blower Make Wade 5R034 No, 2679 
Type 'Roots' with two 3 lobe rotors 

Table 2 

Leicester 
Polytechnic System 

Boost Ratio 2.3: I 

Compression Ratio 16: 1+ 

Minimum Air/Fuel 
Ratio 22: 1 (proposed) 

* The Hyperbar system utilises two stage turbocharging 

+ Standard engine compression ratio 

A5'.ll 

Hyperbar 
System 

9: I * 

5: I 

30-35: I 
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THE DIESEL GAS TURBINE 

Mostanbo 

Summary:-

This paper investigates a diesel gas turbine comprising a two-

stroke diesel engine, turbocharger and auxiliary combustion chamber. 

The system is investigated using a single turbocompressor in 

conjunction with a number of different turbine housings, in order to 

isolate the important parameters of system operation. 

It was found that the system shows great promise for traction , , 
applications giving ~ 10% improvement in back-up torque. 

There are, however, penalties incurred in specific fuel consumption 

and in system complexity. 
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List of Symbols used in Figures. 

ACC 

A/F 

B~P 

C 

D~ 

~T 

Hsg 

T 

Auxiliary Combustion Chamber. 

Trapped Air/Fuel Ratio. 

Brake Mean Effective Pressure. 

Turbo Compressor. 

Diesel Fuel Equivalent. 

Diesel Gas Turbine. 

Turbine Housing Size (Quantified by throat area 
e.g. 1.41 sq.in, 1.57 sq. in, 2.5 sq.in.) 

Turbine. 

Pressure drop across the engine. 

Charge air density. 
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Introduction 

The turbocharging of diesel engines for increased power output 

has been common practice for some years. Prime movers for automotive 

heavy transport are predominantly either naturally aspirated or turbo

charged four stroke diesels. 

The trend towards more compact, lighter power plants favours the 

two stroke engine as it can, in theory, deliver roughly twice the power 

output as a four stroke of corresponding bulk at the same engine speed. 

There are certain drawbacks in turbocharging automotive two stroke 

engines that must work over a wide range of engine speeds. The main 

difficulty is that of producing adequate scavenge at low en&ine sp~ed 

when turbocharger boost is low or non-existent. This paper describes 

an attractive combination of two stroke engine, turbocharger and 

auxiliary combustion chamber which overcomes these difficulties. 

History 

3 

The engine used for this programme of work was chosen because its 

characteristics have been well established (1,2). The engine has also 

been the basis of comparisons of turbocharged, compound and gas generator 

systems (3,4,5) and novel hybrid power plants (6,7,8,9). The engine has 

proved to be amenable to systems having an increased power output within 

certain limitiations. These limitations involve the necessity to use 

some form of scavenge blower to provide low speed boost in turbocharged 

form and the mechanical complexities of the compound system, involving 

mechanical links between turbine, compressor, engine and scavenge blower. 

Present work 

The present work is a continuation of some earlier work (10), which 

showed that combinations of engine, turbocharger, scavenge blower and 

auxiliary combustion chamber could produce a feasible prime mover. 



The continuation of this work was originally intended as an optimisation 

programme, but it was discovered that the system had serious drawbacks. 

A new investigation was undertaken to examine the diesel gas turbine 

and to define the important parameters of its operation. 

Improvements were made in instrumentation (11) and dynamometer 

operation (12). Investigation of turbocharged operation of the engine 

was carried out both with and without scavenge blower assistance, 

together with various combinations of auxiliary combustion chamber. 

The work was carried out with reference to certain engine exhaust 

temperature limits and peak cylinder pressure limits set at 6500 C and 

115 bar respectively by earlier workers (7,9). The results of this 

investigation are detailed elsewhere (13), and led to the proposal of 

a system overcoming the earlier disadvantages and working within peak 

cylinder pressure and engine exhaust temperature constraints. 

Details of the engine used are given in Table I. 

System details 

The Diesel Gas Turbine system (fig.l.) consists of a turbocharger, 

two stroke opposed piston diesel engine and an auxiliary combustion 

chamber. 

The turbocompressor air delivery is split between the engine and 

the auxiliary combustion chamber. The engine supply incorporates a 

valve that is used to cut off the supply for system start-up. The 

supply to the auxiliary combustion chamber may be throttled to ensure 

4 

a positive pressure drop across the engine and thus adequate scavenging. 

The engine exhaust is mixed with the hot gas from the auxiliary combustion 

chamber just prior to the turbine inlet. The auxiliary combustion chamber 

is one section from an aircraft gas turbine combustion system. It is 

fuelled with propane and ignited using a conventional automotive spark 

plug. The spark is produced by a modified, proprietary, capacitive 

discharge, electronic, ignition unit. 

A6.8 
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The system has some similarities with the Hyperbar System (14) 

although the Hyperbar utilises four stroke engines. However, the 

necessity of a throttled air bypass for two stroke application is 

mentioned in a later Hyperbar publication (15). but no such installation 

is reported. The main differences between this system and the Hyperbar 

system are detailed in Table 2. 

There are several advantages in the diesel gas turbine and the 

particular configuration reported here. 

1) The gas turbine section is self-sustaining, thus boost levels 

and air flow rates can be varied irrespective of engine spe~d. 

However, this includes penalties in auxiliary combustion 

chamber fuel consumption. 

2) The system may be operated at optimum turbine and compressor 

efficiencies. 

3) Since the turbine operation is independent of engine speed. 

there is no necessity for a scavenge blower. This has benefits 

in terms of more power being available at the engine output 

shaft with a reduced noise level. (The Roots type blower 

used with this engine has been shown to make a major 

contribution to engine noise (16». 

4) The engine itself is not subject to drastic modifications 

i.e. it has the same compression ratio, ignition timing etc. 

The only modifications are the removal of the scavenge blower 

and alterations to the exhaust ducting. 

5) The present system has advantages over previous designs (13), 

in that the auxiliary combustion chamber orerates with clean, 

constant pressure air thus avoiding problems of flan~ instability 

due to pulsating combustion. Since the engine exhaust gas is 

admitted just before the turbine inlet, the engine exhaust 

pulsations are utilised to good effect in the turbine • 

. {609 



This system has been investigated using a turbocharger match 

'recommended for this engine by a turbocharger manufacturer. The 

same turbocompressor was used throughout in combination with three 

different turbine housings (classified by throat area) in order to 

investigate the effect of turbine size. This meant that the boost 

ratio must not exceed 2.2 to remain within the peak cylinder pressure 

constraint of 115 bar. The DPA fuel pump fitted to this engine 

delivers a fixed and limited amount of fuel at full load conditions 

for a given engine speed. For this reason the air/fuel ratio could 

not be maintained at the same value as on the standard engine. 

Experimental Procedure 

Starting of the diesel gas turbine is effected as follows:-

1) The engine air supply valve is fully closed, thus eliminating 

the engine from the system. 

2) The air bypass valve is fully opened. 

as a free running gas turbine. 

This leaves the system 

3) An auxiliary oil pump is started so that oil may be delivered 

to the turbocharger. 

4) The auxiliary combustion chamber igniter is activated. 

5) A slave air supply is connected to the auxiliary combustion 

chamber and fuelling is initiated. 

6) When the flame is stabilised (viewed through a quartz 

observation window in the auxiliary combustion chamber), 

the slave air flow is increased until the gas turbine is 

self-sustained (about 15 sees. from first fuelling). 

7) The slave air supply is disconnected and the engine air supply 

valve is fully opened. 

8) The air bypass valve and auxiliary combustion chamber fuelling 

are adjusted until there is a boost ratio of 1.5 and a pressure 

drop across the engine of 0.01 bar. 

~6.10 
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9) The engine is then started in the conventional manner. 

10) The auxiliary oil pump is turned off, the supply of turbocharger 

oil being taken over by the engine oil circuit. 

Load may then be applied to the engine. Tests were carried out at 

various engine speeds, the speed being increased in 200 rev/min steps 

until the power output falls to that of the corresponding standard 

engine power, or below. Results are shown in Figs 2-6. 

Tests were also carried out at a constant engine speed of 1200 rev/min 

by varying auxiliary combustion chamber fuelling and hence boost. These 

tests give a good comparison of performance obtained with different turbo-

charger builds (in this case different turbine housings). 

these tests are given in Figs 7-10. 

Discussion 

Results of 

From the tests at various engine speeds it can be seen that there 

is a useful power increase at low to medium engine speed (Fig 2). 

This increase (9%) is greater than can be explained by the recouping of 

power from the removal of the scavenge blower. It is probably due to 

better fuel vaporisation (there is no charge cooler) and hence more 

efficient combustion. There is a useful torque 'back-up'. Engine 

specific fuel consumption is much improved (Fig 3). as is charge air 

density, trapped and total air/flow and b.m.e.p. (Figs 4,5,6). 

At low engine speed there is little to choose between turbine 

housings, but as speed increases the larger housing permits extended 

operation. The use of a larger housing has penalties in the fuel 

needed for the auxiliary combustion chamber. The specific fuel 

consumption of the total system expressed as a diesel fuel equivalent 

shows the expected penalties of the diesel gas turbine system (Fig 6). 
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If the ai~fuel ratio was decreased from~ 28:1 to 20:1, thus burning 

more fuel in the engine cylinders, the specific fuel consumption of the 

system would be improved as it would not be necessary to increase the 

fuelling of the auxiliary combustion chamber. This could yield power 

increases of := 60% for the larger turbine housing as compared wi th the 

standard engine. 

It can be seen (Fig 5) that the pressure drop across the engine 

falls as speed increases, due to turbine'choking', with a corresponding 

increase in smoke emission, although the trapped air/fuel ratio is still 

28- 30:1 (Fig 4). Turbine 'choking' causes the fall in engine pressure 

drop thus reducing scavenge to unacceptable levels. Thus the trapped 

air/fuel ratio at this point should only be regarded as an apparent 

value. Ideally the engine pressure drop should rise with engine speed. 

Tests conducted at constant engine speed with varyirlg charge pressures 

again show the large~ h~using to be more effective. Power does not 

deteriorate so rapidly as charge pressure is reduced (Fig 7). This is 

due to the fact that the engine pressure drop does not falloff as 

rapidly with the larger housing and thus adequate scavenging is more 

easily maintained. Again a fuel consumption penalty is found with a 

larger housing (Fig 10). 

No results were obtained with the smallest housing (1.41 sq.in.) 

due to the system persistently going into surge conditions on engine 

start up. It was also impossible to obtain a suitable pressure drop 

across the engine prior to engine start up. It was thus concluded that 

the turbine housing was far too small. 

It would appear that the diesel gas turbine operates best with 

large turbine housings such that an adequate engine pressure drop, hence 

acceptable scavenge, can be maintained. 

in specific fuel consumption. 

A6.12 

However a penalty is incurred 



Fuel economy could be improved by attention to the whole system. 

Charge cooling, of the engine air supply branch only, would increase 

charge density without significantly reducing charge pressure. This 

would enable more fuel to be burnt in the engine cylinders, leading to 

improvements in specific fuel consumption. Further improvements could 

be made by heat exchange between the turbine exhaust and bypass air 

supply to the auxiliary combustion chamber, thus reducing auxiliary 

fuelling. However this would significantly increase mechanical 

complexity. 

9 

Further work is proceeding with the investigation of turbochargers of 

increased frame size and efficiency. 

Conclusion 

The diesel gas turbine provides a possible method of increasing 

power output and 'back-up' torque of a two stroke diesel engine. 

It is necessary to use relatively large turbine housings to 

maintain a sufficient pressure drop across the engine for adequate 

scavenge. This pressure drop should increase with engine speed. 

The diesel gas turbine incurs some penalties in specific fuel 

consumption but this could be improved at the expense of system 

complexity. 

A6.13 



TABLE 1 

Chrysler TS3 

Two stroke, horizontal three cylinder with opposed pistons 
direct injection diesel engine. 

Type 3D2l5 
Bore 3.375 in (85.7 mm) 
Stroke 4.00 in (101.6 mm) 
Effective Compression Ratio 16:1 
Capacity 215 cu. in. (3520 cc) 
B.H.P. 125 (93.2 kw) at 2400 rev/min 
No.of cylinders - three 
Firing order 1,2,3 
Max. torque 313 1b.ft (425 Nm) at 1200 rev/min 
Blower make Wade 5R034 No.2679 
Type 'Roots' with two 3 lobe rotors. 

TABLE 2 

10 

Present Sys tem Hyperbar System 

Boost Ratio 

Compression Ratio 

Engine 

Minimum Air/Fuel Ratio 

Auxiliary Combustion Chamber 

2.3 : 1 

16 : 1+ 

2 stroke 

22 : 1 (proposed) 

Bypass clean ai r 
supply 

8 1* 

5 1 

4 stroke 

30-35 : 1 

Engine exhaust 
supply 

it The hyperbar system utilises two stage turbocharging, 

+ Standard engine compression ratio. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the performance of a Diesel Gas Turbine CD.G.T.) is 
investigated. The reasons for choosing a two-stroke operatinc cYEtem 
are outlined, and differences from the Hyperbar sy~tem are disc~ssed. 

The D.G.T. is shown to be a viable autotr.otive traction 
package with good torque 'back up', improved power output, and cood 
acceleration prospects. Some problems remain to be solved before the 
svstem would be commercially via.ble. The~e include -inec1e l uate sC'",.ve~.ge 
air at high engine speeds and high specific fuel consur.lption. tevelop: .. ent 
of a more sophisticated control system is necessary before tr.e t.G.T. 
could be used by an operator. 

D\TRODUCTION -
There is an ever increasing pressure in automotive circleD 

to increase engine power output for a given bulk. One method used is 
exhaust gas turbocharging and this is now a common feature in automotive 
four-stroke cycle diesel engines. The Comprex system of Pressure ~Jave 
Supercharging (P.W.S.) is also receiving much attention (1,2). 

The picture is different for two-stroke cycle enr-ines. The 
two-stroke would be a natural choice for a hieh output/bulk ratio an 
it has twice the number of working strokes, hence, potentially double 
tr.e power output for a given bulk. Large two-Dtroke cycle en~incs working 
over restricted speed range (e.g. shipping, power generation) have heen 
successfully turbocharged. The automotive engine is much smaller, and 
must work over a wide range of speed and load for maximum flexibility. 

The automotive twe-stroke is not amenable to either classical 
turbo charging (3) or P.W.S. alone(4). The engine r.fS peculiar proble::-.s 
in that it needs a positive pressure drop acroas the encine to provide 
adequate scavenge. This usually implies some form of crany~haft driven 
supercharger. Thus, turbocharging of automotive two-strokes has bee~ 
attempted using a scavenge blower in series with the tllrbocr.arr.cr (~). 

;._c;;~ L~ration of a tllrboch~rc(.J e:r:i:: :Ole ::.s u.",u;:.lly not &5 good 
as the acceleration of a correspondinc naturally aGpirated cnr.ir.a. 
This is due to the necessity of first acceleratinc the turbocharcer to 
provide the necessary extra air in order to allow increased eneine 
fuelling. This cannot be achieved without an increase in engi~e fuelling 
rates to provide more heat energy at the turbine inlet. The net effect 
is an 'acceleration lag' and increased exhaust sr:101~e emission. At te:"':pto 
have been made to overcome this by the use of compresced nir injection 
(6), or by the use of Pelton Wheel/hydraulic oil aSGistance (7). Both 
these modifications add to the bulk and complexity of the engine system. 

This paper describes another approach :- the diesel gas t~bine. 

1-..7.2 



SYSTEM DETAILS 

The engine used was a Rootes TS3, horizontally opPoGed, two
stroke, direct injection, diesel engine. As the engine may be considered 
as part of an overall traction system, its choice is only constrained, 
for reasons already discussed, in that it should be a two-stroke. A four
stroke engine based system would also be viable. 

This particular engine was chosen because its characteriGtics 
and limitations have b,een well established, and it has proved at:lenable 
to increased power output (8,9). Such an engine was already available 
to the author. Engine specifications are given in Table 1. 

The engine was used in conjunction with a turbocharger and 
an Auxiliary Combustion Chamber (A.C.C.), designed to increase exhaust 
gas enthalpy at turbine inlet,and associated ductio~. The Rooto type 
scavenge blower fitted to the standard engine is removed and replaced 
with a blanking plate and a fabricated air manifold. 

The air from the turtocharger is divided between the enr.ine 
and the auxiliary combustion chamber. The engine supply incol'f,oratc:s 
a butterfly on/off valve for the purpose of isolnting the engine during 
system start up. The air bypass to the A.C.C. includes a throttle to 
allow the engine pressure drop to be varied to permit adequate scavenee. 

Engine exhaust gas is mixed with the hot gases from the A.C.C. 
just prior to the turbine inlet ( shown schematically in Fieure 1). 
The A.C.C. is fuelled with propane from a bottled gas supply. Propane 
ignition is achieved using an automotive spark plue, a proprietory 
automobile Capacitive Discharge ignition unit in conjunction with an 
automotive ignition coil and a trigger circuit. The ignition syste~ 
gives a spark frequency of ~10 Hz. 

The D.G.T. described allows for system start up by employing 
the turbocharger and the A.C.C. as a gas turbine. When the turbine is 
operating in a self-sustained mode the engine is started in the normal 
manner. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE D.G.T. 

The D.G.T. system allows a two-stroke engine to be started 
and run without the use of a crankshaft driven supercharger. Acceleration 
of the engine is not a problem as the engine can 1a~e air from the 
compressor as required. A demand for more air reduces the bypass flow 
through the A.C.C. This will result in an increase in turbine inlet 
temperature and accelerate the turbocharger. r 

As the '~I.lrbcchuger is i!'ee r".mning (i..! .. 0:',' .r1~1:!.~1 re~~tl:;te(~ 
by the volumetric nature of the engine) due to the parallel turbocharging 
system, the provision of air is governed by the excellent acceleration 
of the gas turbine. This feature should improve transient performar.ce 
and reduce smoke emission. The major differences between the D.G.T. and 
the reported Ryperbar installations ( 10, 11) are detailed in Table 2. 

AUXILIARY CONBUSTION 

In the Hyperbar system, auxiliary combustion is undertaken 
using a mixture of engine exhaust gases and clean bypass air. 
Accordingly, some level of exhaust pulsation will be present. This ~y 
lead to flame instability, and satisfactory operation may only be pocsible 
with high air/fuel ratios. The effect would be minimised by the use ot 
engines having a relatively large number of cylinders. 



A similar auxiliary combustion arrangement was investigated 
on the D.G.T. and flame instability was found to result at loads in 
excess of 2/3 of the expected maximum. This was due to the increasing 
level of exhaust pulsation as loading was increnced. The effect is 
exacerbated by the relatively small number of cylinders. 

The flame instability problem was overcome by adopting an 
auxiliary combustion system which utilised only clean, constant pre~~ure, 
bypass air. The engine exhaust was mixed with hot g~Ges from the A.C.C. 
just prior to the turbine inlet. 

The Hyperbar system may benefit from its auxiliary combustion 
system in that engine exhaust smoke is subject to a reburning procesD, 
thus reducing hydrocarbon and CO emissions. The D.G.T. system does not 
have this facility, although the very hot auxilia~r gases lIlD.y have Gome 
beneficial effect on engine exhaust emissions, when the two flows are 
mixed just after the A.C.C. 

EXPERINENTAL PROGRAHNE .. 
Test rig instrumentation was collected and modified (12, 13). 

The standard engine was tested over the full ranee of rated encine cpeed 
and a range of loads. This gave a 'base line' by which the diesel cas 
turbine could be evaluated. The test rig was then subjected to several 
stages of modification and development, culminating in the diesel gas 
turbine detailed in this paper (shown in Figure 2). The start up 
procedure of the D.G.T. is as follows :-

1) The butterfly valve for the air supply is closed, thus 
isolating the engine from the system. 

2) The air bypass valve is fully opened. The system is 
effectively a gas turbine. 

3) A slave oil supply is connected to the turbocharger. 
4) The A.C.C. igniter is activated. 
5) A slave air supply is connected to the A.C.C. and fuelling 

is initiated. 
6) When the flame has stabilised ( viewed through a quartz 

observation window in the A.C.C.), the slave air flow and 
fuelling rate are increased until the gas turbine is self
sustained. These conditions are normally reached within 
10-15 sees. from first fuelling. 

7) The slave air supply is disconnected and the engine air 
supply butterfly valve opened. 

8) The air bypass throttling valve and A.C.C.fuelling are 
adjusted unti: there is a boost ratio of 1.5 ana a pre5s~~ 
drop across the engine of 0.01 bar. 

9) The engine is then started in the conventional ma~ner. 
10) The slave oil pump is turned off, the supply of turbo

charger oil being taken over by the engine lubricating oil 
circuit. 

Load may then be applied to the engine. The diesel gas turbine 
was tested over the full range of engine speed. Only full load tests, 
within the limitations of the injector pump delivery rate, were carried 
out. A set of tests were also conducted at a constant engine speed of 
1200 rev./min., to assess the effect of varying charge inlet pressure. 
This was varied by adjusting the fuelling rate to the A.C.C. 



RESULTS 

The results of the standard engine tests are given in Figures 
3-7. Curves obtained from a computer program are als o shown. The computer 
program was matched to the experimental data for lat er use as a 
subsection of a D.G.T. performance prediction program. 

The results from the D.G.T. tests are shown in Figures 8-10. 
The standard engine curves are superimposed for ease of comparison. 
The results obtained from the tests conducted at a constant engine 
speed are shown in Figures 11, 12. 

A computer program to predict D.G.T. performance and exhaus t 
pulse energy is being developed, and the results will be presented at 
a later date. 

DISCUSSION 

Fro!!! the results shown it can be seer. tr .<'! t ~.h o D.C.T . d ';f\~ ' "l~r~ 
useful improvements in 'back up' torque and power output at speeds up 
to 2000 Rev/min. These improvements are obtained with a n air/fuel ra tio 
of 30 ( standard engine air/fuel ratie 20). As such it holds Great 
promise as a traction package. However, there are problems to be s olved. 
The smoke curves show that the system has inadequate scavenbe a ir at 
speeds of 1800 Rev/min and above, and this is reflected in the power 
output. 

As scavenge efficiency decreases with engine speed, the 
necessary pressure drop across the engine must increase with engine 
speed. From the constant speed tests it is apparent that scavenge 
efficiency increases with increasing boost. 

~e D.G.T. displays scavenge problems at speeds in excess of 
1800 Rev/min; thus the cylinders are not adeq~ately purged and power 
Olltput falls due to inefficient combustion. It was not possible to 
alleviate these inadequacies by further throttling of the bypass air. 
This would suggest that the pressure drop, achieved by the engine 
acting as an orifice, is not sufficient for acceptable scavenge at 
these speeds and boost levels. 

One solution would be to substantially increase t he boost 
level, which would result in a lowering of the co~pression ratio, and 
also the complexity of two stage turbocharging. E~perience suggests t hat 
a solution could be achieved by using a turbine with a larger throa t 
area, thus decreasing back pressure on the engine. This course of action 
would require increased fuelling rates to the A.C.C. 

The nigh specific fuel consumption COUl.u O~ lmpruvt!d li J l.< ;inn~ 
a 'total energy' design concept. As the D.G.T. is presently operating 
at air/fuel ratios of the order of 30, the specific fuel cons umpticn 
could be improved by increasing engine fuelling rates.It could be further 
improved by fitting a charge cooler to the engine air supply circuit, 
and further increasing the engine fuelling rate. This would not i~prove 
the part load specific fuel consumption: this, and the full load 
specific fuel consumption, could be improved by utilising a heat 
exchanger to preheat the A.C.C. inlet air.The turbine exhaust could 
provide the heat source for such an exercise. 

For use in automotive traction the D.G.T. would need an 
effective control system, to enable an operator to use it.The basics 
of such a system have been designed, and involve the use of a micro
processor and stepper motors. A substantial development programme would 
be necessary before the control system could be operational. 



CONCLUSION 

The D.G.T. constitutes a viable traction package, yielding 
sUbstantial improvements in power output and 'back up' torque. However, 
certain problems remain to be solved. These include a suitable control 
system and measures to improve high speed scavenge. Steps must also be 
taken to reduce the specific fuel' consumption. 
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TABLE 1 

Rootes TS3 

Two-stroke, horizontal three cylinder with opposed pistons, 
direct injection diesel engine. 

Type 3D215 

Bore 3.375in. (85.7mm) 
Stroke 4.00 in. (101.6mm) 
Effective Compression Ratio 16,1 
Capacity 215 cu.in. (3520cc.) 
B.ll.P. 125 (93.2kv)at 2400 rev/min. 
No. of cylinders Three 
Firing order 1,2,3 
Max. Torque 3131b ft (~25 Nm) at 1200 rev/min. 
Blower Make Wade 5R034 No. 2679 
Type Roots with two 3 lobe rotors 

Boost Ratio 

Compression 
Ratio 

Minimum Air/Fuel 
Ratio 

Auxiliary 
Combustion 

TABLE 2 

D.G.T. 

22 11 (proposed) 

Clean constant 
pressure air 

Hyperbar System 

9 :1* 

5 11 

30-35 11 

Pulsat~n6 engine 
exhaus t wi th 
constant pressure air 

• 
+ 

The Hyperbar system utilises two stage turbocharging 

Standard engine compression ratio 
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APPENDIX 8 

SELF SUSTAINED GAS TURBINE TESTS AND ENGINE EXHAUST 

PULSE INVESTIGATION 

1. Self sustained gas turbine 

A test rig was constructed, during the course of the 

project, to examine the behaviour of the turbocharger and 

auxiliary combustion chamber running as a self-sustained 

gas turbine. The rig (Fig. 1) was supplied with auxiliary 

air for starting. Lubricating oil was supplied from a 

reservoir by an electrically driven pump. The rig used 

bottled propane fuel which was ignited by a spark plug, 

the spark energy being supplied from an ignition unit as 

described in the thesis. The instrumentation has also 

been described in the main body of the thesis. 

Tests were carried out with a Holset 3LD1 turbocharger 

using turbine housings of 1.57 and 2.5 sq. in. throat areas. 

A range of turbine pressure ratios was obtained by varying 

the fuelling rate to the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

The results are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3, and Figures 

2, 3 and 4. Figure 2 shows work supplied (turbine work) 

plotted against work demanded (compressor work). An en

thalpy matched curve is also shown. 

Turbine work (W
T

) = mCp6T
TUR 

A8.1 



Compressor work (We) = mCP~TeOMP 

Error = W - W T e 

The curves demonstrate that the turbine is apparently 

supplying more work than that demanded by the compressor. 

Figure 3 shows error plotted against turbine expansion 

ratio and demonstrates that the error increases with an 

increase in expansion ratio. Figure 4 shows that, 

similarly, the error increases with increasing turbine 

mass flow parameter. 

In such steady state tests, the turbine work must be 

equal to the compressor work. The errors found experi

mentally indicate that the measurement of the relevant 

parameters must be at fault. Turbine operating parameters 

are notoriously difficult to measure and are most likely 

to be the cause of the discrepancies. 

2. Investigation of engine exhaust pulsation 

An investigation was carried out to assess the level 

of engine exhaust pulsation at the turbine inlet on the 

diesel gas turbine. A piezo-electric pressure transducer 

(as described in the thesis) was used. The environment was 

particularly hostile, due to the proximity of the auxiliary 

combustion chamber, and required that the water cooled 

transducer be mounted in a jacket which was also water 



cooled. Tests were carried out at full load conditions 

with an engine speed of 1400 rev/min. The pressure traces 

were recorded nsing a tungsten light recorder and are 

shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the large pulsations 

(exhaust) are followed by smaller pulses (scavenge). The 

frequency of these pulsations was 70 Hz which represents 

an engine speed of 1400 rev/min. The pressure traces do 

not demonstrate any pulse reflections or interference at 

the turbine inlet but these effects may be occurring nearer 

to the engine. The engine duct was of a large bore (100 mm) 

and comparatively long (approx. 1 m), thus the pulses at 

the turbine would be expected to show some degree of 

attenuation. 

The exhaust pulses had a value of 0.14 bar peak to 

peak and the scavenge pulses 0.06 bar. When compared to 

the bourdon gauge reading of 1.6 bar absolute, these 

represent levels of 9% and 4% respectively. These levels 

of exhaust pulsation would not make a significant contri

bution to turbine work, but may be sufficient to cause 

auxiliary combustion problems in a system feeding engine 

exhaust gases through the auxiliary combustion chamber. 

A8.3 



TABLE 1 

Pressure miT We WT Error Smoke CO HC 
Ratio p kw kw kw Bosch % ppm 

Holset 3LOl 1. 57 

1.52 22.76 6.46 19.93 13.47 0.1 

1. 41 20.96 5.23 13.80 8.57 0.2 

1. 32 18.60 3.83 9.83 6.00 0.2 

1. 24 16.59 2.65 7.69 5.04 0.3 

1.18 14.48 1. 75 6.00 4.26 0.3 

1.12 12.36 1.13 4.53 3.40 0.2 

1. 05 10.70 1. 79 3.79 2.01 0.2 

TABLE 2 

Holset 3LOl 2.5 Test 1 

1. 42 28.50 8.37 13.18 4.45 

1. 40 30.13 8.37 11.86 3.49 

1.27 27.98 5.81 6.93 1.12 

1. 23 25.73 5.23 5.95 0.72 

1.21 24.74 3.44 5.35 1. 91 

1.12 18.31 1.93 5.61 3.68 

1.01 12.44 1.39 3.08 1. 69 

TABLE 3 
Holset 3LOl 2.5 Test 2 

1. 28 22.79 3.54 10.42 6.88 0.2 0.13 24 

1.26 24.60 4.34 5.30 0.96 0.1 0.14 33 

1. 22 23.72 3.67 5.35 1. 68 0.2 0.15 31 

1.20 24.17 3.55 5.07 1. 52 0.2 0.13 23 

1.16 23.10 2.81 5.93 3.12 0.3 0.12 22 

1.16 20.79 2.40 5.56 3.16 0.2 0.12 21 

1.13 21.37 2.21 5.33 3.12 0.3 0.11 20 

1.11 15.19 1. 38 3.86 2.48 0.3 0.09 16 

1.09 11.45 0.92 2.62 1. 70 0.2 0.07 15 

1. 03 12.25 0.88 3.02 2.14 0.3 0.06 12 

miT = Turbine Mass Flow Parameter 
P 

WT = Turbine Work We = Compressor Work 
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APPENDIX 9. Diesel Gas Turbine Startine Prooedure 

1) All cooling water supplies were turned on. 

2) Dynamometer water back pressure was set at 1.7 bar 

(25 psi) gauge. 

3) The slave oil supply was turned on. 

4) The bypass air throttle was fully opened. 

5) The engine air supply butterfly valve was closed. 

6) The slave air supply valves were opened. 

7) Auxiliary combustion chamber ignition was started. 

8) Auxiliary fuelling was initiated. 

9) When auxiliary combustion had commenced (viewed throuch a 

quartz 'flame window' in the combustion chamber), the slave 

air and auxiliary fuelling rates were increased until the eas 

turbine (formed by the turbocharger and auxiliary combustion 

chamber) reached a self-sustained condition. 

took about 10 seconds from start-up. 

This usually 

10) The slave air valves were closed and therupp1y was disconnected. 

11) The engine air butterfly valve was opened and the air bypass 

throttle was closed until a small, positive pressure drop was 

obtained across the engine. 

12) The engine was then started, using the conventional starter motor. 

13) The slave oil supply to the turbochareer was then turned off as 

the engine lube oil circuit had taken over the supply of 

turbocharger oil. 

14) Engine speed was then increased and brake load applied. 
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